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Abstract 

This thesis discusses the British government’s decision to maintain colonial 
rule in Hong Kong beyond 1997 between 1967 and 1979. After the 1967 riots, the 
Labour and Conservative governments started considering the negotiation of 
Hong Kong’s future in the 1980s. Their views on Hong Kong’s future evolved 
from the Labour’s uncertainty, to Conservative’s optimism, and finally to 
Labour’s attempts to erase the 1997 deadline and to retain Hong Kong as a colony 
permanently. Factors taken into their considerations included Cold War, 
decolonisation, China’s policies on Hong Kong, and Britain-Hong Kong relations. 
Both Labour and Conservative insisted on preserving British sovereignty over 
disputed colonies such as Hong Kong, the Falkland Islands and Gibraltar 
regardless of the worldwide decolonisation. Besides, their eagerness to contain 
Communism and maintain Britain’s international status, and Hong Kong’s 
strategic and psychological value in Cold War outweighed the deficiencies of 
Britain-Hong Kong relations and China’s unpredictable policies. Therefore, 
Labour and Conservative governments intended to run Hong Kong as a colony 
perpetually rather than decolonise it as did in other colonies. 

 
To achieve this goal, the British government adopted a reform-oriented 

colonialism. It empowered the Hong Kong government to deliver social reforms 
to improve the colony’s living standard, which were used to prepare a colony’s 
decolonisation. After the 1967 riots, although Governor David Trench 
implemented this colonial idea regarding Hong Kong’s future, he remained as a 
housekeeper and only looked for the short term. Succeeding Trench in 1971, 
Murray MacLehose established a responsive colonial administration and delivered 
the Conservative’s long-term strategy—to widen the living standard between 
Hong Kong and China—to deter China from recovering the territory. Notable 
reforms were on government-people relations, housing, education, social welfare 
and medical and health services. By 1974, the Labour government followed and 
modified this strategy to justify British colonial rule in Hong Kong domestically 
and internationally. In this process, Hong Kong was able to design its social 
reforms, to counter Britain’s interests and to reshape its relations with Britain into 
a partnership. Yet Britain delegated Hong Kong to do so only to remain ultimate 
control rather than decolonised it. In other words, delegation of power and 
improvement of living standard were Britain’s tools to retain its colonial rule in 
Hong Kong perpetually. Colonialism and decolonisation were thus interrelated. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 
In spite of deficiencies largely thrust upon it, Hong Kong is judged 
a success … During the years that we have worked together Hong 
Kong has had an average growth rate of 10% per year in real terms. 
Full marks to our workforce, entrepreneurs and bankers and those 
responsible for managing our economy for making this possible … 
we have excellent relations with China and excellent Sino/British 
relations over Hong Kong … These things, and our British 
connection, are interrelated, and in combination they have 
produced a vital flame…that vital flame is confidence, and is our 
most precious asset. 

 
Murray MacLehose1 

 

Hong Kong Governor Murray MacLehose prepared the above farewell 

address, which was delivered by Acting Governor Phillip Haddon-Cave at the 

Legislative Council due to MacLehose’s illness, at a time when Sino-British 

negotiations over Hong Kong’s future were about to begin. MacLehose was 

satisfied with Hong Kong’s socio-economic progression, improved Sino–British 

relations on Hong Kong and the China–Hong Kong cooperation during his term. 

The people of Hong Kong benefited from his achievements: in Wah Kiu Yat Po’s 

view, ‘as Governor of Hong Kong, MacLehose made the greatest contribution 

ever to improve Hong Kong people’s living standards’.2 Some even termed 

1970s Hong Kong under MacLehose’s governance as ‘the colony’s golden era in 
                                                      
1 Hong Kong Legislative Council, “Official Record of Proceedings, 1982.04.28,” 28 April 1982, 
Hong Kong Hansard, 735-736. 
2 Ceng Zhuoran 曾卓然, “Aihu Xianggang Dengyu Aihu Ziji,” in Xianggang Nianjian (香港年鑑 
Hong Kong Yearbook), ed. Ceng Zhuoran (Hong Kong: Wah Kiu Yat Po, 1982), 35: 1. 
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social advancement’.3 Although some saw MacLehose as a reluctant reformer, 

they appreciated the Governor’s courage in resisting British pressure as he 

conducted business in Hong Kong.4 Under his rule, MacLehose successfully 

projected the image of a benevolent colonial administration that prioritised Hong 

Kong’s people rather than British interests. 

 

Yet it would be surprising and perhaps impossible for the British government 

and MacLehose himself to rule Hong Kong with no regard for British interests 

and considerations. Thanks to the archives released and held in the British 

National Archives, the exchanges between the Hong Kong and British 

governments during the early 1980s are now available for consultation. In his 

valedictory dispatch to the Conservative government’s Foreign Secretary Francis 

Pym dated 17 April 1982, MacLehose summarised his governorship’s objectives 

and works: 

 
My 10-and-a-half years here have been dominated, for me, by the prospect 
of negotiation about Hong Kong’s future in the early or mid 80s … We 
progressively announced long term plans covering housing, secondary and 
tertiary education, medical services, social welfare … We were favoured 
by an average growth rate over the period 10% per year … Many of these 
programmes were little more than extensions of previous trends of 
Government … These programmes have transformed much of Hong Kong 
physically and psychologically, as well as its international reputation … 
we should concentrate on making some form of British administrative 
authority, with the necessary legal cover, acceptable to the Chinese … the 
essential element would be obliteration of the significance of 1997 … The 
people of Hong Kong deserve all we can do for them, and they have been 

                                                      
3 Steve Tsang, A Modern History of Hong Kong, 1841–1997 (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University 
Press, 2004), 205. 
4 Ray Yep and Tai-lok Lui, “Revisiting the Golden Era of MacLehose and the Dynamics of Social 
Reforms,” China Information 24:3 (2010): 249-272. 
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rewarding to serve.5 
 

MacLehose’s appreciation for the achievements of economic growth and 

social progression in Hong Kong is evident. However, in his public speech, he 

omitted his governorship’s ultimate goal: to prepare the British government to 

negotiate with China to maintain its colonial rule of Hong Kong after 1997. In this 

context, this reform-oriented colonial rule was not oriented towards the people’s 

interests but towards the British government’s colonial objective to retain Hong 

Kong. MacLehose admitted that the social reforms implemented during his tenure 

were by nature similar with those of his predecessor, Sir David Trench; the 

different point was that rather than performing a housekeeping function as Trench 

did, MacLehose carried out a colonial mission to preserve a British colony and to 

resist the wave of decolonisation.  

 

In this sense, social progress in 1970s Hong Kong was not benevolent 

colonial rule, as many commentators and scholars believed: it was a colonial 

mission to preserve the British Empire and Britain’s world power. Therefore, the 

delegated power exercised by MacLehose and his administration should not be 

regarded as a unique form of Hong Kong’s decolonisation since it its 

self-governance did not result in any form of an independent state, as other 

colonies did. The British government used the form of preparing colony for 

independence—empowering the colony to handle its domestic affairs—to 

preserve its colonialism. At the end, British politicians rather than Hong Kong 

people decided Hong Kong’s future. 

 

                                                      
5 “Sir M. MacLehose’s Valedictory Despatch, 1 April 1982,” FCO 40/1418, The National 
Archives (hereafter TNA).  
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This thesis traces how the British government’s decision to maintain colonial 

rule in Hong Kong beyond 1997 developed between 1967 and 1979. A basis for 

understanding the British government’s decision must go beyond Anglo–Chinese 

relations, although it was a crucial factor. The British decision to maintain Hong 

Kong as a colony must be considered in the wider context of the Cold War and 

decolonisation. This thesis therefore explains the interrelationships among 

Britain’s Cold War policy, decolonisation, the China factor and Hong Kong’s 

future. It focuses on the normal practice of political decolonisation: becoming an 

independent state. It considers how the Governor carried out social policies in 

Hong Kong to achieve the British government’s objectives in the form of 

reform-oriented colonialism. It also evaluates the changing relationship between 

Britain as a metropole and Hong Kong as a colony as Britain contemplated Hong 

Kong’s future in the age of decolonisation. 

 

Historical Background and Research Objectives 

 

This section provides historical background on decolonisation, with 

particular attention to the Cold War and Hong Kong, the relationship between 

Anglo-Chinese relations and Hong Kong’s future, and the British Empire and 

colonial governance in Hong Kong. It then considers the objective of this 

research.  

 

Decolonisation and Cold War 

 

The meanings of political decolonisation are diverse and should be 

considered in perspective. Richard Davis rightly pointed out that the political 
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decolonisation has no simple or all-encompassing definition because of the 

different emphases on and examples of the subject.6 In retrospect, decolonisation 

saw how European order was broken down. When imperial powers such as 

Britain and France retreated from their colonies, their influence in extra-European 

regions was redistributed; numerous sovereign nation-states and regional alliances 

emerged. These conditions signified the dissolution of global order created by 

European imperial powers and the emergence of a new set of ground rules 

dominated by America and Soviet Union. In this sense, John Darwin believed that 

referring only to the independence of former colonial states was too narrow.7 Of 

course, this is only one of the perspectives on decolonisation. This worldwide 

process could refer to the imperial powers’ economic and military weakness after 

the WWII as they had only limited influence in decolonising their colonies. These 

countries, notably Britain and France, switched their concentration to domestic 

development rather than overseas expansion.8 

 

During the process of decolonisation, Cold War politics could be a decisive 

factor. Roger Louis and Ronald Robinson first described the American and Soviet 

interventions in the decolonisation process and post-colony states’ affairs as 

‘imperialism of decolonisation’. This informal imperial approach was their 

attempt to undermine each other’s influence in the Caribbean, Africa, Latin 

America and Asia.9 The Soviet and American new form of imperialism could 

                                                      
6  Richard Davis, “Introduction,” in British Decolonisation, 1918-1984, ed. Richard Davis 
(Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2013), 6-7. 
7 John Darwin, Britain and Decolonisation: The Retreat from Empire in the Post-war World 
(London: Macmillan Press, 1988), 11, 14, 16; John Darwin, After Tamerlane: The Rise and Fall of 
Global Empires, 1400-2000 (London: Penguin Books, 2008), 468. 
8  Miles Kahler, Decolonization in Britain and France: The Domestic Consequences of 
International Relations (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1984), 4. 
9 Wm. Roger Louis and Ronald Robinson, “The Imperialism of Decolonization,” The Journal of 
Imperial and Commonwealth History 22:3 (1994): 462-511. 
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disrupted and threatened the domestic affairs of these newly independent states. 

Besides, declining colonial powers such as Britain continued to retain other forms 

of control.10 True, post-WWII Britain aimed at pursuing decolonisation in its 

colonies and human rights in the Commonwealth. Yet, the Labour government 

prioritised consistent social and economic development over decolonisation in its 

policies on African colonies. This continuous missionary imperialism, although 

short-lived, showed the British government’s desire to maintain Britain’s world 

power and resulted in economic underdevelopment in African countries. Britain’s 

attempt to continue dominating its colony in another form of empire was termed 

as neo-colonialism.11 Nationalism, on the one hand, was the colonies’ prime 

motivation and instrument of decolonisation, but also the driving force of the 

former imperial power to practice such informal imperialism.12 Cold War could 

be a factor disrupting the process of a colony’s decolonisation. 

 

 Prasenjit Duara concluded that in the post-WWII decolonisation process, 

development-oriented imperialism replaced the old racial, radical and conquering 

form. Although the cooperation between developed and developing countries 

offered the latter economic movement, the American and Soviet governments 

imposed restrictions and structured the partnerships in their favour. In response, 

newly independent states conducted anti-hegemony campaigns against America 

and the Soviet Union.13  

                                                      
10 Stephen Howe, Anticolonialism in British Politics: The Left and the End of Empire, 1918–1964 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), 301-303. 
11 Michael Collins, “Decolonization,” in The Encyclopedia of Empire, ed. John M. MacKenzie 
(Chichester, UK: John Wiley & Sons, 2016), 7-9; Michael Collins, “Decolonisation and the 
‘Federal Moment,’ Diplomacy & Statecraft 24:1 (2013): 25-27. 
12 John Gallagher and Ronald Robinson, “The Partition of Africa,” in The Decline, Revival and 
Fall of the British Empire, ed. Anil Seal (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 72. 
13 Prasenjit Duara, “The Cold War as a Historical Period: An Interpretive Essay,” Journal of 
Global History 6 (2011): 463-464. 
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Hong Kong’s uniqueness in British decolonisation was thus shaped by the 

Cold War. By 1945, Hong Kong – like the Falkland Islands, Gibraltar and British 

Honduras – was categorised by the British government as a small colony that 

could not follow the normal track of decolonisation in successive British 

governments’ views.14 The reason behind was, as detail in subsequent chapters, 

Hong Kong’s psychological value for Britain in containing Communism. From 

the perspective of the breakdown of European dominance in the world, Hong 

Kong’s situation was, as John Darwin described, ‘decolonised in substance’: 

British colonial order in Hong Kong had collapsed by the 1950s, when the British 

government gave up its right to prescribe Hong Kong’s constitutional reform. By 

then, Hong Kong exercised autonomy and had become a de facto if not a de jure 

treaty port with colonial features. 15 Considering Hong Kong’s constitutional 

reform after the Sino–British Declaration, Lau Siu-kai observed that 

decolonisation in Hong Kong, which he referred to as democratisation, failed to 

guarantee self-governance for the territory because of the Chinese government’s 

intervention. Lau thus termed Hong Kong’s experience as ‘decolonisation without 

independence’.16  

 

The Cold War also influenced the British government’s consideration over 

Hong Kong’s future. In Britain’s Cold War reorientation from Empire to Europe, 

its diplomatic and economic relations with China, its withdrawal from East of 
                                                      
14 David Morgan, The Official History of Colonial Development, vol. 5, Guidance towards 
Self-government in British Colonies, 1941-1971(London: Macmillan, 1980), 22, 98-100, 208, 224. 
15 John Darwin, “Hong Kong in British Decolonisation,” in Hong Kong’s Transition, 1842-1997, 
eds. Judith Brown and Rosemary Foot (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire: Macmillan Press, 
1997), 29-30. 
16 Siu-kai Lau, Decolonization without Independence: The Unfinished Political Reforms of the 
Hong Kong Government (Hong Kong: Centre for Hong Kong Studies, Institute of Social Studies, 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1987), 2, 39. 
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Suez and its friction with Hong Kong resulted in its informal sounding about 

Chinese government’s intentions towards Hong Kong by the 1970s. Hong Kong 

Governor Murray MacLehose’s social policies in the 1970s thus paved the way 

for the de jure decolonisation of Hong Kong.17 Nevertheless, Britain hoped to 

prolong its administration in Hong Kong. Therefore, British Prime Minister 

Margaret Thatcher intended to seek British administration in Hong Kong after 

1997 by educating Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping about the operation of 

capitalism in the Sino–British negotiations in 1982. Yet Thatcher’s attempt was 

destined to fail because of the Chinese government’s increasing economic power 

and nationalist sensitivities.18 How Cold War influenced the British government’s 

decision on Hong Kong’s future would be the main of this thesis. 

 

Sino–British Relations and Hong Kong’s Future 

 

China factor was perhaps one of the most important considerations the 

British government should take into consideration. Indeed, Britain was vulnerable 

in dealing with China regarding Hong Kong’s future. Since 1945, Britain’s 

economic weakness impaired the British government’s ability to be tough in 

foreign affairs. Concession and negotiation became key policies for Britain in its 

relations with China on the Hong Kong issue. Thus, despite scepticism about 

China’s intentions, the Conservative government was unwilling to risk its 

relations with China to retain its administration in Hong Kong. As a result, Britain 

                                                      
17 Chi-kwan Mark, “Development without Decolonisation? Hong Kong’s Future and Relations 
with Britain and China, 1967-1972,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 24:2 (2014): 316-317, 
334. 
18 Chi-kwan Mark, “To ‘Educate’ Deng Xiaoping in Capitalism: Thatcher’s Visit to China and the 
Future of Hong Kong in 1982,” Cold War History (27 December 2015): 8, 21, accessed December 
13, 2016, doi: 10.1080/14682745.2015.1094058. 
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gave up its administrative power and returned Hong Kong to China.19 Hong 

Kong was also economic important to Britain’s commercial relation with China. 

Britain saw Hong Kong as an economic asset with which to enter the Chinese 

market. Although China also treated Hong Kong’s future pragmatically to ensure 

its long-term economic and diplomatic interests, Deng Xiaoping was as insistent 

as Mao Zedong that China would not compromise on colonial problems, 

particularly Chinese sovereignty. Yet Britain underestimated Chinese 

determination. To safeguard its economic interests in China, the British 

government abandoned its idea to continue its administration in Hong Kong after 

1997. 20 Looking the issue from Chinese Government’s perspective, Hongxu 

Wang observed that since 1945, the Chinese government insisted on its 

sovereignty over Hong Kong while remaining flexible regarding the territory’s 

future to preserve relations with Britain. China and Britain put aside the issue of 

Hong Kong’s future, and improved Sino–British relations to lay the foundation of 

Sino–British negotiations. Wang thus indicated that despite Britain’s 

underestimation of the Chinese government’s stance, the settlement of Hong 

Kong’s future eliminated the uncertainties in Sino–British relations.21 

 

Hong Kong had only limited influence in the above China–Britain–Hong 

Kong interactions. China’s predominance was perhaps set in 1898, when the 

British government only leased the New Territories for 99 years. After the WWII, 

Britain started divesting itself of most of its colonies; its interests and power to 

                                                      
19 Richard Whiting, “The Empire and British Politics,” in Britain's Experience of Empire in the 
Twentieth Century, ed. Andrew Thompson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 207. 
20 Mark M. Baron, “Hong Kong in Sino-British Diplomacy, 1949-1984” (M.A. Thesis, University 
of Calgary, 1991), 99-105. 
21 Wang Hongxu 王紅續, Qishi niandai yilai de zhong ying guanxi (七十年代以來的中英關係

Sino-British relation since 1970s) (Ha’erbin: Heilongjiang Education Press, 1996), 92-107. 
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decide Hong Kong’s future were limited because of Chinese politics.22  More 

crucial, the reversion of Britain’s and China’s international power resulted in 

British concessions and accommodations to the Chinese government’s demands 

on Hong Kong affairs.23 The balance of the triangular relationship had further 

lost by 1971 when China improved its relations with America and entered the 

United Nations. Besides, there was no representative entity to speak for Hong 

Kong interests because of Britain’s fears of Chinese repercussions. Hong Kong’s 

interests were subordinated to those of Britain and, ultimately, to those of China. 

Thus, Hong Kong’s future was determined according to the Chinese government’s 

interests rather than those of Britain and Hong Kong.24  

 

Yet, looking beyond the impact of China factor on Hong Kong’s future 

provides alternative explanation. In the discussion between the American and 

British governments during the WWII, Hong Kong’s future was associated with 

the British Empire’s future. Under Winston Churchill’s leadership, the wartime 

British coalition government held the consensus to maintain the Empire in spite of 

their differences on what the means should be. Britain succeeded in recovering 

Hong Kong after WWII because China failed to deliver what the American 

government expected and because America’s attention shifted from the Far East to 

the Pacific.25 In view of the emergence of a Communist government in China in 

1949, the British government regarded Hong Kong as a principal pillar against 

Communism in Asia. Despite the lack of American military commitment, 
                                                      
22 Gerald Segal, The Fate of Hong Kong (London: Simon & Schuster, 1993), 31-32. 
23 Steve Tsang, Hong Kong: Appointment with China (London: I.B. Tauris, 1997), 1, 94-110. 
24  James T. H. Tang and Frank Ching, “The MacLehose—Youde Years: Balancing the 
‘Three-Legged Stool’,” in Precarious Balance: Hong Kong between China and Britain, 
1842-1992, eds. Ming K. Chan and John D. Young (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 
1994), 149-168. 
25 Andrew J. Whitfield, Hong Kong, Empire and the Anglo-American Alliance at War, 1941-45 
(Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2001), 212-216. 
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Britain’s need to cut defence expenditure in Hong Kong and its understanding of 

the colony’s vulnerability, the Labour government was determined to defend 

Hong Kong. This was one reason why the newly formed Chinese government did 

not conquer the colony in 1949.26 When the Hong Kong Question was brought 

up in 1957, the Conservative government led by Harold Macmillan, which was 

under great pressure to cut defence expenses in Hong Kong, wanted to abandon 

Hong Kong because it was perceived to be unprofitable. At this time, the Chinese 

Communist threat was less significant of a factor than the British Empire’s decline 

in Britain’s uncertainty about Hong Kong’s future.27 How the wider international 

politics and British domestic needs influenced the British government’s view on 

Hong Kong’s future from 1967 to 1979 is the question to be answered in this 

thesis. 

 

British Empire and Colonial Rule in Hong Kong 

 

Like the political meaning of decolonisation, there was no simple or single 

definition for British Empire. The meaning of ‘Empire’ in British policy-making 

was changing over time: while Winston Churchill regarded it as the foundation of 

Great Britain during the WWII, Anthony Eden only saw it as an asset to help 

Britain maintain its status as a first-class power in the mid-1950s. George Boyce 

thus rightly pointed out that ‘Empire’ only meant Britain’s self-interest and had no 

definite meaning and principles.28 As such, there was no singular formula for the 

                                                      
26 Wm. Roger Louis, “Hong Kong: The Critical Phase, 1945-1949,” American Historical Review 
102:4 (October 1997): 1053, 1081. 
27 Chi-Kwan Mark, “Defence or Decolonisation? Britain, the United States, and the Hong Kong 
Question in 1957,” The Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History 33:1 (January 2005): 59, 
68. 
28 George Boyce, Decolonisation and the British Empire, 1775-1997 (Basingstoke: Macmillan: St. 
Martin's Press, 1999), 177-178. 
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British government to govern its colonies. The metropole could hardly govern its 

overseas territory at home, as its colonial administration depended heavily on 

local consent and support. It only intervened when a crisis or disturbance broke 

out. In this regard, the imperial system was a practical compromise between 

metropolitan supervision and frontier governance. 29  Robert Bickers rightly 

pointed out that Governors, rather than kowtowing to officials and ministers in 

London, made their own decisions on local needs, delegated power and possible 

disorder. This resulted in an ambivalent relationship and interests between the 

imperial centre and the colonies. For Bickers, there was no such entity as ‘Empire’ 

linking its colonies with chains of authority and command around the globe.30  

 

British colonialism thus changed in colonies according to their conditions. 

The period 1780-1830 was the transition of British colonial rule—from 

continuing the indigenous regime to a benevolent agency—to deflect the force of 

anti-colonial politics. 31  David Scott borrowed Foucault’s theory on 

governmentality to phrase this change as colonial modernity or colonial 

governmentality: Britain improved social living and fulfilled the colonised people 

of Cameroon with the European standards in 1830s to reduce their desire to seek 

independence. This differentiated from the old colonialism that centred on 

colonial sovereignty, territorial expansion and economic exploitation.32  

 

                                                      
29 Frederick Madden, “Valediction,” in Select Documents on the Constitutional History of the 
British Empire and Commonwealth, vol. 8, The End of Empire Part 1, West Indies, British 
Honduras, Hong Kong, Fiji, Cyprus, Gibraltar, and the Falklands: Dependencies since 1948 
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 2000), xiv-xviii. 
30 Robert Bickers, “Loose Ties that Bound: British Empire, Colonial Authority and Hong Kong,” 
in Negotiating Autonomy in Greater China: Hong Kong and its Sovereign before and after 1997, 
ed. Ray Yep (Copenhagen: NIAS Press, 2013), 30. 
31 Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and its Fragments: Colonial and Post-Colonial Histories 
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1993), 32. 
32 David Scott, “Colonial Governmentality,” Social Text 43 (Autumn 1995): 191-220. 
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Yet this development-oriented British colonialism only widely adopted by 

the 1940s. In 1940, the Colonial Development and Welfare Act of 1940, which 

represented the welfare ideology in the wartime, ended the colonial housekeeping 

era. By then Britain began its good government in colonies: to improve living 

standards of the colonised and transformed them into political and industrial 

citizens. This new mind-set intended to justify British colonialism by showing the 

incompetence of newly independent states to deliver social reforms as successful 

as the British colonial rule did. For colonies approaching independence, good 

government could prepare the colonial subjects to administer on their own.33 

Prasenjit Duara termed the post-WWII American, Soviet and British imperialism 

as new-imperialism, which modelled from the Japanese imperialism in 

Manchukuo. Under this framework, the metropole was keen to modernize the 

economic and social institutions of the colonies, while maintaining ultimate 

military and diplomatic control of the latter, for its regional and global benefits. In 

this process, although the state, either colonial or independent, remained 

subordinating to the metropole, it enjoyed certain extent of freedom to grow into a 

globally competitive entity that might run against the imperial power’s interests.34 

Duara’s framework was useful for this study to analyse the British government’s 

objective to promote social advancement in Hong Kong. 

 

In this regard, the forms and results of British new-colonialism after WWII 

were diverse. In Kenya, the British colonial authority suppressed the Mau Mau 

uprising, which demonstrated its desire for economic exploitation rather than 

                                                      
33 John M. Lee, Colonial Development and Good Government: A Study of the Ideas Expressed by 
the British Official Classes in Planning Decolonization 1939-1964 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1967), 5-6, 14. 
34 Prasenjit Duara, “Nationalism, Imperialism, Federalism and the Example of Manchukuo: A 
Response to Anthony Pagden,” Common Knowledge 12:1 (Winter 2006): 47-65. 
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bringing civilisation. Despite the introduction of modern governance afterwards, 

British colonial rule was inevitably failing. Britain’s lack of desire to modernise 

its colony was fatal to its short-lived imperial enterprise in Africa.35 Similar 

conclusion can be drawn in the Asian context. In Singapore, the British colonial 

authority was only a housekeeper to maintain law and order and collect taxes. 

Although British rulers identified corruption throughout the territory, they had no 

political will to combat it and adopted no effective measures. The independent 

Singaporean government learned from this lesson and increased the salaries of 

civil servants to decrease corruption.36 Britain’s lack of political will in its 

colonial rule motivated the colony to push for decolonisation. As Siew-Min Sai 

observed, the British emphasised imperial citizenship in Singaporean and 

Malaysian education to generate Anglophone Asian loyalism to the Crown. Yet 

after 1945, the colonial authority put aside this scheme and tried to establish the 

primacy of English to consolidate the support of the middle class. This provided 

room for Singaporeans to develop multiculturalism and demand greater freedom, 

equality and social development. This colonial nationalism, as Sai termed it, 

eventually led to Singapore’s merger with Malaysia in 1963 and attainment of 

independence in 1965.37  

 

Hong Kong’s colonial history is not one of one-dimensional conflict between 

the coloniser and the colonised. Indeed, the interactions between Britain and 

Hong Kong, between the colonial government and the people and between Britain 
                                                      
35 Frederick Cooper, Colonialism in Question: Theory, Knowledge, History (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 2005), 18, 157. 
36 Jon S.T. Quah, “Ensuring Good Governance in Singapore: Is This Experience Transferable to 
other Asian Countries?,” International Journal of Public Sector Management 26:5 (2013): 
403-404. 
37 Siew-Min Sai, “Educating Multicultural Citizens: Colonial Nationalism, Imperial Citizenship 
and Education in Late Colonial Singapore,” Journal of Southeast Asian Studies 44:1 (February 
2013): 49-73. 
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and China all contributed to Hong Kong’s unique socio-political landscape. While 

acknowledging the colonial administration’s bureaucracy, Ngo Tak-wing argued 

that the Hong Kong government, like its counterparts throughout the world, was 

eager to deliver effective rule to acquire legitimacy.38 It was especially so after 

the WWII. The British government recognised that its position in Hong Kong and 

other Asian colonies could no longer depend on its military strength; rather, it had 

to depend on its improvement of the colonised people’s living standards. 

Therefore, a proactive and reform-oriented colonial government emerged in Hong 

Kong by 1945 to appease Hong Kong people’s nationalism.39 The Hong Kong 

people’s colonial mentality–a desire for the political protection, economic success 

and social progression offered by British rule–was consolidated during the 1970s. 

This resulted in the Hong Kong people’s dependence on an effective authority 

rather than on themselves to rule.40 At the end, British good government earned 

the colonial authority’s benevolent authoritarianism legitimacy amidst Hong 

Kong’s changing social and political conditions. It even jeopardised the 

significance of changing sovereignty during the Sino–British negotiations on 

Hong Kong’s future.41 

 

Nevertheless, Prasenjit Duara observed the ambivalence between British 

new-imperialism and its Cold War capitalist ideology. After 1945, Britain 

acquiesced Hong Kong limited political and financial freedom to carry out social 

                                                      
38 Tak-wing Ngo, “Colonialism in Hong Kong Revisited,” in Hong Kong’s History: State and 
Society under Colonial Rule, ed. Tak-wing Ngo (London: Routledge, 1999), 1-11. 
39 Kwong Chi-man, Chongguang zhi lu: ri ju Xianggang yu taipingyang zhanzheng (重光之路：

日據香港與太平洋戰爭 Road to liberation: Japanese occupation of Hong Kong, 1942-1945) 
(Hong Kong: Cosmos Books Ltd., 2015), 366-367, 432-438. 
40 David Faure, Colonialism and the Hong Kong Mentality (Hong Kong: Centre of Asian Studies, 
University of Hong Kong, 2003), 22, 69-74, 86. 
41 Mark Hampton, Hong Kong and British Culture, 1945-97 (Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 2016), 131-132, 186-187. 
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reforms, but selectively intervened in the commercial and social activities to 

ensure the territory’s capitalist competitiveness during the Cold War. This process 

limited the financial resources for social programmes. Hong Kong thus evolved 

into an international financial centre without the social welfare that was prevalent 

in mature capitalist societies. In this sense, British interests overshadowed those 

of Hong Kong.42  

 

The crash between British interests and those of Hong Kong was even more 

obvious. Although the Governor in Hong Kong enjoyed limited freedom in 

conducting its domestic policies, by 1976 the Labour government had come to see 

proactive governance as an instrument for sustaining Hong Kong’s stability and 

prosperity. Yet Governor MacLehose was bounded by local conservatism; he was 

unable to implement social reforms as radical as the Labour government 

suggested. Thus, Ray Yep and Lui Tai-lok saw MacLehose as ‘a reluctant 

reformer’ in spite of the Governor’s defence of his delegated power.43 In his 

analysis of the political and diplomatic context of Murray MacLehose’s 

governorship, Liu argued that the social reforms were British instruments for 

obtaining the Hong Kong people’s support and building their confidence for the 

forthcoming negotiations with China on Hong Kong’s future. Thus, despite the 

changing British colonial strategies, MacLehose showed no greater commitment 

than his predecessors did to social reforms during his tenure.44 As chapters three 

and four will show, the crash between British and Hong Kong interests and views 

                                                      
42  Prasenjit Duara, “Hong Kong and the New Imperialism in East Asia, 1941-66,” in 
Twentieth-century Colonialism and China: Localities, the Everyday and the World, eds. Bryna 
Goodman and David S.G. Goodman (Milton Park, Abingdon, 2012), 197-211. 
43 Yep and Lui, “Revisiting the Golden Era of MacLehose,” 249-272. 
44 Tai-lok Lui, Na sicengxiangshi de qishi niandai (那似曾相識的七十年代 Hong Kong’s 1970s) 
(Hong Kong: Chung Hwa Book Co. (H.K.) Ltd., 2011), 150-156, 182-185. 
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on the social policies in the colony would influence Britain’s attitude towards 

Hong Kong’s future. How the relations between the metropole and colony 

changed would be the main theme in this thesis. 

 

Objectives 

 

To summarize, existing literatures have yet to comment on whether the 

British government intended to decolonise Hong Kong. True, studies have shown 

how Cold War politics can influence a colony’s decolonisation process and how 

Hong Kong’s experience differed from those of other colonies. Scholars have also 

examined Chinese dominance in the Sino–British negotiations over Hong Kong’s 

future. Yet most of these studies assumed that Hong Kong experienced 

decolonisation by the 1950s or 1960s, depending on their focuses and subjects. 

They only devoted limited attention to how the change in the governing party in 

Britain and its Cold War policy influenced Britain’s decision on whether to direct 

Hong Kong to decolonisation. Although studies have noted that Hong Kong’s 

social policies during the 1970s were part of Britain’s preparations for negotiating 

with China over the territory’s future, they focused on MacLehose’s personality 

and Hong Kong’s freedom of conducting domestic affairs rather than the British 

government’s contemplation of the relationship between decolonisation and Hong 

Kong’s future. Perhaps a critical examination of whether the British government 

intended to decolonise Hong Kong is needed to evaluate British decolonisation 

since the 1970s and the final stages of the British Empire. 

 

This thesis intends to contribute to the above literature in three ways. First, it 

shows that the British government made no attempts to decolonise Hong Kong. 
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Previous studies indicated how Cold War politics could disrupt and delay the 

decolonisation process. They also presumed that Hong Kong’s decolonisation 

took place by 1945 because of either its autonomy to conduct domestic affairs or 

its return to China, which they reasoned Hong Kong’s uniqueness in British 

decolonisation. This thesis draws attention to the disruptive effect of Cold War 

politics on a colony’s decolonisation to determine whether Hong Kong 

experienced decolonisation. By studying Britain’s decolonisation policy and its 

policy on Hong Kong’s future between 1967 and 1979, it shows that Britain’s 

Cold War priorities overrode the need to decolonise Hong Kong and that Britain 

sought to maintain it as a colony permanently if possible. In the British 

government’s consideration, independence was not an option for Hong Kong. 

Thus, despite delegating Hong Kong power to handle domestic affairs, the British 

government treated it as a way to retain colonial rule rather than to move Hong 

Kong towards independence. The social reforms implemented in Hong Kong in 

this period thus should not be regarded as benevolence by the colonial 

administration but as part of an imperial mission to prolong British colonisation. 

After all, it was the British government rather than Hong Kong that decided the 

territory’s future. China was also a crucial factor. It shook British confidence in 

ruling Hong Kong in 1967, but with the normalisation of Anglo–Chinese relations, 

it later became an inducement for the British government to believe the 

worthiness and likelihood of continuing colonial rule in Hong Kong. China’s 

opposition to the change of Hong Kong’s constitutional status was another reason 

persuading the British government to maintain Hong Kong as a colony. Thus, 

Hong Kong showed that decolonisation might not be a common result or a 

necessarily option of each colony despite its exercising of delegated power. This 

enriches the literature on the relationship between the Cold War and 
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decolonisation and provides an alternative perspective for reviewing whether 

Hong Kong underwent decolonisation. 

 

This thesis also tends to contribute to the literature on the British Empire in 

two ways. First, it examines the changing relationship between metropole and 

colony in the age of decolonisation. As accounts show, European dominance 

weakened in Asia and Africa as colonial powers such as Britain, France and the 

Netherlands no longer possessed the power to maintain their colonial rule. 

Britain’s colonies were diverse, and not all necessarily obeyed Britain’s orders. 

Yet the precise nature of the relationship between Britain and its colonies after 

WWII is yet to be clarified. This thesis thus bases on the above idea to examine 

the changing relationship between metropole and colony during this period. Using 

Britain’s deliberation on Hong Kong’s future and its social reforms between 1967 

and 1979 as an example, this thesis shows that Britain no longer controlled Hong 

Kong’s domestic substance and engaged in political and economic conflict with 

Hong Kong. In particular, the Labour government during the late 1970s depended 

on Hong Kong’s colonial administration to deal with political criticism at home. 

When its international power declined in the age of decolonisation, Britain had to 

balance its interests with those of Hong Kong. Compromise was even evitable in 

some occasions. Thus, this thesis shows that in the age of decolonisation Britain’s 

relations with its colony were more like a foreign than an ordinary colonial 

relationship; this finding offers some insights into how the British Empire 

operated in reality. 

 

Another contribution concerns the nature of British government’s 

introduction of social reforms in its colony by 1945. Scholars have found that 
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Britain’s colonial rule after 1945 was similar in certain ways to its rule before the 

war: although it eventually implemented social reforms in its colonies, these 

measures were either too late or insufficient. That is, Britain remained a 

housekeeper in African and Asian colonies, and its reforms were half-hearted. In 

contrast, by adopting Daura’s argument of new-imperialism—a social 

development-driven ideology to justify and prolong British colonialism—this 

thesis shows that social reforms in Hong Kong were carried out with long-term 

planning, enthusiasm and political will. The underlining reason, which was 

perhaps different from the examples chosen by prior studies, was Britain’s 

colonial will to retain its rule in Hong Kong. This analysis provides insight into 

the British Empire’s management and political objectives in different colonies and 

timeframes. 

 

This thesis also places the Sino-British negotiations over Hong Kong’s future 

into a wider context and longer timeframe than those considered in prior accounts. 

Most studies began their examinations of Sino–British interactions regarding 

Hong Kong’s future with Murray MacLehose’s March 1979 visit to China and the 

negotiations between 1982 and 1984. However, the historical root of the British 

stance in the early stage of the negotiation – surrendering its sovereignty over 

Hong Kong in exchange for colonial rule after 1997 – received limited attention. 

Thus, this thesis examines the emergence of Britain’s decision to retain Hong 

Kong as a colony during the 1970s and its preparations, such as improving the 

Hong Kong people’s living standards and government–people relations, for 

negotiations with China since 1967. It places the Sino–British negotiations over 

Hong Kong in a wider historical context and provides new perspectives from 

which to study the issue. 
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Scope 

 

This thesis begins with 1967, a turning point in British policy on Hong 

Kong’s future. As many studies and this thesis show, the Hong Kong 

government’s social policies continued and modified what had been done before 

the 1967 riots; the difference before and after the riots was the colonial 

administration’s change to a benevolent reform-minded authority. Yet before the 

1967 riots, the issue of Hong Kong’s future was raised in the British government’s 

agenda only in the context of important events such as WWII and the emergence 

of the Chinese Communist government. After the 1967 riots, the British 

government began consistently considering the effect of the 1997 question on its 

colonial rule in Hong Kong. It also started to prepare for negotiations with the 

Chinese government regarding the territory’s future. The British government also 

recognised how inapplicable the normal practice of decolonisation would be to 

the remaining British colonies, especially those involving sovereignty and 

territorial disputes, such as Hong Kong. The Chinese government’s policy for the 

territory, Britain’s decolonisation policy and Britain–Hong Kong relations became 

key considerations during this preparatory period. Although the British 

government’s governing party changed repeatedly after 1967, the process was 

consistently governed with the mind-set of continuing colonial authority in Hong 

Kong, which evolved from safeguarding it for the agreed-upon time to retaining it 

beyond the 1997 deadline. Throughout this evolution, social reforms were 

accelerated in Hong Kong to improve people’s living standards and the relations 

between the colonial government and the governed. In short, 1967 was the 

starting point for Britain’s preparations to negotiate its colonial administration in 
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Hong Kong after 1997 with China. 

 

1979 was a cut-point in Britain’s preparations. Murray MacLehose’s visit to 

China in March 1979 and the subsequent Anglo–Chinese exchanges that year 

regarding MacLehose’s proposal to extend British colonial rule in Hong Kong 

marked the failure of the British plan. As this thesis shows, the Conservative 

government changed its approach and instead sought diplomatic alternatives. 

Thus, Britain’s subsequent deliberations and preparations differed from those 

before 1979.  

 

To focus on Britain’s consideration of Hong Kong’s future, there are several 

boundaries on the discussion. First, this thesis only considers Britain’s Cold War 

policy on China and Hong Kong because detailing its overall policy would 

side-track the study. Thus, this thesis only discusses the effects of Britain’s 

defence policy on Asia, China and Hong Kong. This provides the necessary 

context for evaluating how Britain’s Cold War policy influenced its deliberations 

on Hong Kong’s future. 

 

This thesis also focuses on Britain’s decolonisation policy on territorial 

disputed colonies. The British government’s general policy on decolonisation 

provides a background for examining how Hong Kong was positioned in this 

regard. Nevertheless, British considerations on other colonies such as the British 

Indian Ocean Territory, British Antarctic Territory and Seychelles were different 

from those on Hong Kong because they were categorised differently. To better 

connect the British consideration on decolonisation and Hong Kong’s future, this 

thesis details Britain’s decolonisation policy only in terms of sovereignty and 
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territorial disputes with third nations in which Hong Kong was included. 

 

This thesis also focuses on Anglo–Chinese relations relating to the Cold War 

and Hong Kong. Bilateral relations entail political, commercial, military, cultural 

and international dimensions. Rather than detail each field, this thesis considers 

only those relevant to the Cold War and Hong Kong. For the former, it touches 

upon British attempts to connect with China to contain the Soviet Union’s 

expansion; for the latter, it examines the impact of China’s policy on Hong 

Kong’s future and the Britain–China–Hong Kong interaction. By doing so, this 

thesis evaluates the influence of the China factor on British considerations of 

Hong Kong’s future. 

 

Finally, this thesis pays particular attention to several aspects of Hong 

Kong’s social policies. Given that Hong Kong’s domestic policies consisted of a 

wide range of fields from educational to recreational and cultural, it would be 

impossible for this thesis to explore each in detail. It thus studies the 

constitutional, education, social welfare, housing, social welfare and medical 

policies, as these fields were of particular importance in the British government’s 

considerations of Hong Kong’s future. Labour legislation, investment in the 

Cross-Harbour Tunnel and the Labour Government’s idea of changing the 

Governor of Hong Kong are treated as special measures to see how the British 

and Hong Kong governments restored public confidence after the 1967 riots. 

 

Sources and Materials 

 

To examine the effect of British policy on Hong Kong’s future, this thesis 
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draws most heavily from the British archives. PREM 16 and 19 offer the highest 

level of discussion of Hong Kong policies between the Prime Minister and the 

Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary, Defence Secretary, Chancellor of the 

Exchequer and Industry Secretary. The details of the above discussion are 

supplemented with the paper containing in the series CAB 128, 129, 134 and 148. 

To understand the reasoning behind ministerial decisions, this thesis also uses the 

correspondence between officials of different departments and the Governor. FCO 

21, 40, 49, 58 and 86 provide assessments of the Far Eastern Department, Hong 

Kong Department, Planning Staff, United Nations (Political) Department and 

Gibraltar and General Department on Hong Kong’s future from the perspectives 

of Sino–British relations, Hong Kong–China relations and British decolonisation. 

In addition, various series of the DEFE files, BW91, T225 and T317, are useful in 

revealing the British military and economic thinking on Hong Kong’s future. 

 

To consider the wider context that affected British decision makers, this 

thesis also consults the UN and US files. The minutes and papers of the United 

Nations General Assembly and the Special Committee on Decolonisation aid in 

analysing British decolonisation policy in the international setting. Attention is 

also paid to American records such as the Foreign Relations of the United States 

and the Declassified Documents Reference System. These two resources are 

helpful in showing the influences and evaluations of the American Department of 

State, the Secretary of State and the President on Britain’s Cold War and Hong 

Kong policies. 

 

In addition, published documents are consulted concerning the Britain–Hong 

Kong interaction and Hong Kong’s social policies. The Command Paper on the 
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Defence Review and admission to the European Economic Community reveal 

how the British government positioned Hong Kong in its Cold War policy. 

Additional information about the British government’s and political parties’ 

thinking on Hong Kong are provided by the Hansards of the House of Lords and 

the House of Commons. Looking closer at the Hong Kong government’s social 

policy, detailed use has been made of various HKRS files, including the minutes 

and papers of the Executive Council, Governor’s Committee, Financial 

Secretary’s Committee, Social Welfare Department, Home Affairs Department, 

Rating and Valuation Department, Colonial Secretariat’s Economic Branch, 

Health and Welfare Branch and Civil Affairs Administration and University and 

Polytechnic Grants Committee. The government’s Green and White Papers, the 

government’s annual reports and the Hansard containing the Legislative Council’s 

minutes detail the social policies. 

 

This thesis also studies the oral history transcripts, personal papers and 

dairies. The transcripts of relevant British diplomats and officials such as Hugh 

Cortazzi, Laurence O’Keefe, David Wilson, Percy Cradock and Robin McLaren 

are most useful in elaborating the working relationship between the FCO officials 

and the Governor and his senior officials. Another set of transcripts held in 

Weston Library of the University of Oxford helps in understanding the thinking of 

various decision-makers in Hong Kong such as Governors David Trench and 

Murray MacLehose, Executive Councillor Dr Tse-kai Ann and senior official 

Arthur Maddocks on China–Hong Kong relations, Britain–Hong Kong relations 

and the colony’s social policies. In addition, Elsie Tu’s personal papers, now held 

in Hong Kong Baptist University’s library, document how the FCO Ministers 

responded to the Hong Kong people’s concerns over the territory’s future and the 
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lack of grassroots representation in the colonial structure. The diaries of important 

British leaders such as Harold Wilson, Edward Heath, James Callaghan, Alec 

Douglas-Home, Denis Healey, George Brown and David Owen and important 

figures in Hong Kong such as Eric Peter Ho, David Aker-Jones and Sze-yuen 

Chung are important to understand the rationale behind the British and Hong 

Kong governments’ decisions. 

 

As the Chinese archives remained inaccessible, the dairies, biographies and 

selected works of relevant Chinese leaders and diplomats are the main sources for 

considering Chinese policy. The selected works and chronologies of Deng 

Xiaoping, Zhou Enlai and Liao Chengzhi reveal the highest-level Chinese 

Government’s decisions on Hong Kong. An insiders’ view of the Chinese 

government’s thinking during and after Murray MacLehose’s visit to China is 

supplied by the dairies and biographies of Huang Hua, Zhou Nan and Xu Jiatun. 

Those of Ng Hong-min (Wu Kangmin), Li Hou and Kam Yiu-yu (Jin Yaoru) are 

useful for detailing the Chinese Communists’ and New China News Agency’s 

United Front work in Hong Kong. The British and Hong Kong archives also 

provide an understanding of Chinese policy. 

 

To understand the Chinese government’s policy on Cold War, Britain and 

Hong Kong, this thesis also examines Chinese Communist newspapers and 

periodicals. People’s Daily, Red Flag and Ta Kung Pao are the most significant 

papers among them. Attention is also paid to certain Chinese Communist-operated 

periodicals in Hong Kong such as Cheng Ming, Contemporary and Trend 

Magazine to look at how the messages carried by these channels influenced the 

British government’s judgment.  
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This thesis also draws attention to various newspapers in Hong Kong such as 

Wah Kiu Yat Po, Kung Sheung Daily News, South China Morning Post and The 

Star to consider public opinion regarding the Hong Kong government’s social 

policies. In addition, studying Hong Kong Economic Journal is crucial for this 

thesis to understand the Hong Kong business circle’s interpretation of the 

relationship between the British government’s consideration on Hong Kong’s 

future and British investment in the territory. In additions, The Times and The 

Financial Times reveal how Hong Kong imports damaged British industries and 

indicate British public opinion towards the Britain–Hong Kong connection. 

 

This thesis also refers to prior studies on British policies regarding the Cold 

War, decolonisation, defence expenditure, Britain’s relations with China and Hong 

Kong and the Hong Kong government’s social policies. Particular attention is paid 

to academic studies about Hong Kong’s future conducted between 1967 and 1979. 

 

Structure 

 

This thesis is organised into six chapters, including this introductory chapter. 

Chapter two analyses the Labour government’s uncertainty over Hong Kong’s 

future between 1967 and 1970. It introduces the Labour government’s decision to 

withdraw from East of Suez for budgetary savings, its difficulties in improving 

relations with China and Hong Kong and its dilemma between supporting 

decolonisation and Hong Kong’s unique situation. This chapter then studies the 

Labour government’s reaction to the 1967 riots. After explaining the impossibility 

of Britain’s withdrawing from Hong Kong, it looks at the Labour government’s 
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four considerations regarding Hong Kong’s future – the Cold War, China’s policy 

on Hong Kong, Britain–Hong Kong relations and the necessity of decolonising 

Hong Kong – within the period covered. After outlining the planning paper’s final 

version, this chapter addresses the Hong Kong government’s accelerated social 

reforms to carry out the Labour government’s directives. The social programmes 

discussed in this period include the City District Office Scheme, free primary 

education, labour legislation, the construction of the Cross-Harbour Tunnel and 

the Labour government’s idea of changing the Governor of Hong Kong. 

 

The Conservative government’s optimism over Hong Kong’s future from 

1970 to 1974 is the main theme of chapter three. It first outlines how the 

Conservative government reversed Labour’s withdrawal from East of Suez, 

normalised relations with China, left the United Nations’ Special Committee on 

Decolonisation and framed Hong Kong’s policy according to its international 

interests. This chapter then traces the development of the Conservative 

government’s decision to retain Hong Kong as a colony after 1997. From 1970 to 

1972, despite disagreement from the FCO officials and the Treasury, ministers 

endorsed the idea because of the need to preserve the psychological value of 

Hong Kong as ‘the East Berlin in the Far East’. In 1973, the Treasury challenged 

again this decision because of deteriorating Britain–Hong Kong relations, Hong 

Kong’s damage to British industries and Britain’s admission to the European 

Economic Community; but the Treasury failed due to its late objection. Between 

1973 and 1974, when the cost-effective Programme and Analysis Review on 

decolonisation took place, the Conservative government remained its decisions to 

keep Hong Kong as colony. This chapter then examines how the Hong Kong 

government under new Governor Murray MacLehose’s leadership put the 
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Conservative government’s decision – improving Hong Kong people’s living 

quality to a standard that would be difficult for China to take over the territory – 

into effect. He delivered a responsive administration, free and compulsory 

primary education, the 10-year Housing Programme, social welfare for the 

disabled and the regionalisation of medical services. This chapter ends with an 

evaluation of the constraints and effects of the Hong Kong government’s social 

policies. 

 

Chapter four discusses the Labour government’s reappraisal of its policy on 

Hong Kong’s future between 1974 and 1976. It introduces the Labour 

government’s general policies – withdrawing British forces in Southeast Asia, 

promoting relations with China, raising the idea of ‘accelerated decolonisation’ 

and ruling Hong Kong with socialist ideals. In 1974, the Labour government was 

adapting to the new settings that affecting Hong Kong and to follow the policy set 

by its predecessor. From 1975 to 1976, the Labour government reappraised the 

Conservative government’s policy on Hong Kong’s future. Although it first 

sought to abandon Hong Kong as soon as possible to reduce political and 

economic embarrassment at home, the Labour government decided to preserve 

Hong Kong’s colonial status because of the possible Cold War repercussions of 

returning capitalist Hong Kong to Communist China and the perceived 

immigration problem.  

 

Chapter five focuses on the Labour government’s attempt to maintain its 

colonial rule in Hong Kong permanently from 1976 to 1979. After 1976, Labour 

Party’s and parliamentary criticism over Hong Kong’s social inequality was 

relaxing. The Labour government was also less critical to the pace of social 
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policies in Hong Kong as the FCO noticed the difference between British and 

Hong Kong’s social condition and the changing metropole-colony relations. The 

improving relationship between Britain and Hong Kong consolidated the Labour 

government’s determination to retain colonial rule beyond 1997. It thus sought to 

amend the Second Peking Convention’s length to an indeterminate term. This 

chapter then deals with the Governor’s visit to China in March 1979 and the 

continuity of the Conservative government, which succeeded in May 1979, in 

pursuing the Labour government’s line. As in the previous chapter, this chapter 

discusses the Hong Kong government’s reforms such as introducing grassroots 

representatives to the Legislative Council, providing nine years of free and 

compulsory education, implementing the Home Ownership Scheme, providing 

social welfare for the disabled and regionalising medical and health service 

(building district hospital for each district) before assessing these policies’ 

constraints and effects. 

 

The last chapter summarises the main features and findings of the above 

chapters before recommending some possible avenues for future study. 

 

The periodisation of chapter two to chapter four is according to the changes 

in Britain’s governing party. Although they inherited their predecessors’ policies, 

both the Labour and Conservative governments dealt with the Cold War, China, 

Hong Kong and decolonisation with their own means and ideologies. In addition, 

as this thesis shows, each new governing party had no authority to access its 

predecessor’s policy papers. To better understand the adjustments throughout 

Britain’s persistent intent to preserve Hong Kong’s colonial status, this thesis is 

structured as stated above.  
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Chapter 2  

The 1967 Riots and the Labour Government’s Uncertainty about 

Hong Kong’s Future, 1967-1970 

 
In whatever circumstance we abdicate our position it will be 
impossible to discharge all our responsibilities to the Hong Kong 
Chinese … [But] Its loss to China would be a severe blow to Free 
World prestige in Asia and would correspondingly boost China’s 
prestige particularly among the overseas Chinese in Southeast 
Asia. 

 
Defence Review Working Party1 

 

This chapter discusses the Labour government’s uncertainty about Hong 

Kong’s long-term future after the 1967 riots. In 1966, the Labour government 

decided to reduce its overseas and colonial commitments to improve its economy 

at home. In addition, its confidence in protecting the British position in Hong 

Kong was damaged by the Cultural Revolution in China and the 1967 riots in the 

territory. The Labour government, recognising the impossibility of evacuation, 

began to contemplate Hong Kong’s long-term future in July 1967. The Planning 

Paper on Hong Kong’s Long Term Future, which was finalised in 1968 and 

circulated in 1969, viewed Hong Kong as a liability to Anglo-Chinese relations 

and the British economy, especially with Britain’s admission to the EEC. The 

paper also recognised the Chinese government’s opposition to granting Hong 

Kong independence and placing it under UN governance. Britain could not hand 
                                                      
1 K(69)1: Hong Kong: Long Term Study, 28 March 1969, CAB 134/2945, TNA. 
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Hong Kong back to China or withdraw, particularly given the Chinese 

Communists’ confrontational nature. To do so would have damaged British 

prestige in the capitalist bloc and the will of Southeast Asian countries to resist 

communism. Commonwealth Secretary George Thomson, Foreign Secretary 

Michael Stewart and FCO Minister of State Lord Shepherd therefore set a new 

policy directive for the colonial administration to advance social reforms and to 

respond to public opinion to reduce the social grievances exposed by the riots. 

The Labour government thus could not decolonise Hong Kong as it did its other 

colonies. 

 

Governor David Trench continued his reforms to counter Chinese 

Communist influence and improve relations with the Hong Kong people. To 

better communicate with the people and secure their confidence, Trench initiated 

the City District Office scheme to bridge the government and the governed and 

offered a loan with the backing of the Labour government to construct the 

Cross-Harbour Tunnel. To contain Communist influence, the Governor sped up 

legislation to protect workers’ wages and contracts and to reduce the maximum 

working hours; he also reluctantly implemented compulsory primary education. 

To better implement its policy and to secure Britain’s position in Hong Kong, the 

Labour government was finding a reform-minded candidate outside the Colonial 

Office to succeed Trench by 1968. In doing so, the Labour government, rather 

than direct the territory to independence, sought to retain Hong Kong as a colony 

for as long as it could by the development-oriented colonialism.  
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The Context: The Labour Government’s Policies on the Cold War, China and 
Decolonisation 

 

The Labour’s hesitation over Hong Kong’s future must be understood within 

the context of Britain’s withdrawal from Asia. When the Labour Party took power 

in 1964, Prime Minister Harold Wilson, like his processors Harold Macmillan and 

Alec Douglas-Home, intended to keep Britain as great a world power as possible.2 

Nevertheless, Britain’s worsening economic performance prompted the Labour 

administration to cut its overseas military commitment. After months of arguing 

over how quickly and to what extent the Labour government should abandon its 

overseas commitment,3 the Defence and Oversea Policy Committee (DOPC) 

agreed in December 1966 to cut ‘one-half force levels in the Far East’. The 

decision was made because the reductions and savings in Europe and the Middle 

East were limited and because of the Cabinet’s foreign and defence priority of 

nuclear deterrence in Europe and NATO.4 In March 1967, the DOPC decided to 

halve the British forces in Singapore and Malaysia by 1970-1971 and to achieve 

total withdrawal by 1975-1976.5 The Labour government’s decision aimed at 

retaining its role of mediator between America and Soviet Union in the Cold War 

and its world status, especially when it was denied by French President Charles de 

Gaulle to join the European Economic Community. 6  To maintain British 

                                                      
2 Phillip Darby, British Defence Policy East of Suez, 1947-1968 (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1973), 332; F. S. Northedge, “Britain’s Place in the Changing World,” in Constraints and 
Adjustments in British Foreign Policy, ed. Michael Leifer (London: Allen and Unwin, 1972), 196. 
3 The argument was particular between Foreign Secretary George Brown and right-wing Ministers 
such as Richard Crossman. See George Brown, In My Way: The Political Memoirs of Lord 
George-Brown (London: Gollancz, 1971), 139; Richard Crossman, The Diaries of a Cabinet 
Minister, vol. 2, Lord President of the Council and Leader of the House of Commons, 1966-68 
(London: Hamish Hamilton, 1975-1977), 86. 
4 OPDO(DR)(67)9th Meeting, 24 February 1967, CAB 148/55, TNA; OPD(66)48th Meeting, 9 
December 1966, CAB 148/25/49, TNA. 
5 OPD(67)14th Meeting, 22 March 1967, CAB 148/30/15, TNA. 
6 N. Piers Ludlow, “European Integration and the Cold War,” in The Cambridge History of the 
Cold War, eds. Melvyn P. Leffler and Odd Arne Westad, vol. 2, Crises and Détente (Cambridge: 
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influence in Asia and deter internal and external ‘Communist-inspired insurgency 

and subversion’, Wilson drew up a ‘peripheral strategy to Asia’ policy to 

strengthen commercial relations with Asian countries and to draw the Australian 

and New Zealand governments into the defence of Singapore and Malaysia.7 

This change in the approach to maintaining Britain’s presence in Asia showed the 

ongoing tension between domestic needs and external relations. 8  Economic 

hardship at home thus damaged the Labour government’s interests in colonial 

affairs.9 

 

Besides, the Labour government had difficulty coping with the Chinese 

government. As Southeast Asian countries were worried about the Chinese threat, 

the Labour administration perceived its stance in Hong Kong as the northern edge 

of the region to prevent the idea of ‘People Wars’ from spreading to Asia, Africa 

and Latin America.10 For this reason, Britain decided to ‘press for admission of 

China to the UN and encourage her inclusion in the world body politics’ to 

contain Soviet expansion and China’s subversive ideas. 11  The Chinese 

government nevertheless accused British policy on East of Suez of ‘aiding and 

abetting United States Imperialism to build a cordon around China’.12 British 

relations with China worsened to a critical point during the Cultural Revolution: 

                                                                                                                                                 
Cambridge University Press, 2010), 189. 
7 OPDO(DR)(69)3: The Far East Rundown Plan, 18 September 1969, CAB 148/97/1, TNA; See 
also Panagiotis Dimitrakis, Failed Alliances of the Cold War: Britain’s Strategy and Ambitions in 
Asia and the Middle East (London; New York: I.B. Tauris, 2012), 124-125. 
8 Crossman, The Diaries of a Cabinet Minister, 108. 
9 John W. Young, Twentieth-Century Diplomacy: A Case Study in British Practice, 1963-1976 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 17-18; Ronald Hyam, Britain’s Declining 
Empire: The Road to Decolonisation, 1918-1968 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 
332. 
10  Notes for Speech by Minister of State, Commonwealth Office, to the Commonwealth 
Parliamentary Association: World Security Problems, 1 April 1968, FCO 21/120, TNA. 
11 Edwin Bolland to Donald Hopson, 21 June 1966, FO 371/1870060, TNA. 
12 Murray MacLehose to Oliver Wright, 23 February 1966, FO 371/187005, TNA. 
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the office of British Charge d’Affairs in Beijing was burned down by the Red 

Guard and Reuters correspondent Anthony Grey was imprisoned in mid-1967.13 

The Chinese government justified these actions as responses to the Hong Kong 

government’s arrest of Communist supporters. Yet for the sake of Hong Kong’s 

stability and British subjects in China, Wilson dropped the idea of breaking 

relations with China and sacking the New China News Agent (NCNA) in 

London.14 The Treasury concluded that there was no persuasive inducement to 

‘pressure on [China] for political ends.’15 In other words, British policy on China 

and Hong Kong was constrained by pressure from the Chinese government. 

 

Looking closer to Hong Kong, successive British governments exercised a 

reform-oriented colonialism. Since the Colonial Development and Welfare Act 

enacted in 1940, the British wartime welfare ideology dominated colonial policy, 

which aimed at improving the colonized living standard and developing them as 

civilised peoples.16 Post-war British governments realized that Britain’s position 

in colonies would be unsustainable unless colonized people’s living standard was 

improved. By then, delivering good government and social reforms became 

fundamental to colonial administration in Hong Kong. 17  The British social 

policies thus offered Hong Kong people a desire for political protection, economic 

success and social progression; the Hong Kong people in turn depended on an 

effective authority rather than on themselves to rule.18 A new British colonialism, 

which centred on delegating a colony power to modernise its social and economic 

                                                      
13  Chi-kwan Mark, “Hostage Diplomacy: Britain, China, and the Politics of Negotiation, 
1967-1969,” Diplomacy & Statecraft 20:3 (2009): 473-493. 
14 John Denson to Samuel, 25 May 1967, FCO 21/63, TNA. 
15 E. J. Beaven to Figgures: China, 4 September 1967, T 312/1642, TNA. 
16 Lee, Colonial Development and Good Government, 5-6. 
17 Kwong, Chongguang Zhi Lu, 366-367. 
18 Faure, Colonialism and the Hong Kong Mentality, 22. 
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institutions,19 thus emerged and became the essential element of British colonial 

rule in Hong Kong. Britain’s and Hong Kong’s colonial mentalities were both 

changing and adapting to the post-imperial ages. 

 

Nevertheless, the Labour government had also been in conflict with Hong 

Kong. In exercising the above new colonialism, successive British governments 

were unable to control Hong Kong’s domestic affairs.20 By 1958, Hong Kong 

obtained financial autonomy to plan its financial budget without Britain’s 

scrutiny. 21  This enabled Hong Kong to develop ‘far ahead of most 

underdeveloped but independent countries’ and build the Tai Lam Chung 

Reservoir without seeking the Secretary of State’s approval.22 In the FCO’s view, 

Hong Kong’s mentality of being an ‘independent kingdom’ thus brought it into 

conflict with British economic interests:23 despite the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade in 1959, British governments needed to impose a quota on Hong 

Kong textile products to safeguard Britain’s cotton industry.24 In this sense, the 

Board of Trade regarded Hong Kong as a commercial competitor rather than a 

partner. 25  Similarly, the Hong Kong people were discontented with British 

government’s failure to ‘provide any aid to the Colony in meeting the pressing 

problems arising from the vast influx of refugees’. By 1958, Hong Kong’s 

expenditure on its defence cost had increased to a point that ‘engendered 

                                                      
19 Duara, “Nationalism, Imperialism, Federalism and the Example of Manchukuo,” 47-48. 
20 Duara, “Hong Kong and the New Imperialism in East Asia, 1941-66,” 201. 
21 Brief No. HK.31: Hong Kong—Political and Economic, January 1967, FCO 40/40, TNA. For 
Hong Kong’s autonomy see Frank Welsh, A History of Hong Kong (London: HarperCollins, 1993), 
463; Catherine R. Schenk, Hong Kong as an International Financial Centre: Emergence and 
Development, 1945-65 (London; New York: Routledge, 2001). 
22 Memorandum: The British Information Effort in Hong Kong, 15 December 1966, FCO 40/1046, 
TNA; Gavin Ure, Governors, Politics and the Colonial Office: Public Policy in Hong Kong, 
1918-58 (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2012), 194-195. 
23 John Denson to Michael Wilford, 26 August 1969, FCO 40/233, TNA. 
24 Minutes of William Carter, 21 February 1967, FCO 40/73, TNA. 
25 Conduct of Commercial Relations, 21 February 1969, FCO 40/174, TNA. 
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considerable ill-feeling’ and disrupted the improvement of social services. For the 

Hong Kong people, the British government subordinated Hong Kong’s interests to 

those of it in bilateral matters.26 The conflict between Britain and Hong Kong 

drove the FCO to reconsider its position on Hong Kong. In its paper submitted to 

the Atlantic Policy Advisor Group Meeting in October 1968, FCO Deputy 

Under-Secretary for Defence and Intelligence Affairs Edward Peck agreed that 

‘Hong Kong and Taiwan pose special problems in West’s relation with China’. 

Returning Hong Kong to China appeared to be a solution to ‘an anomalous 

situation that was a hindrance to the development of their long-term relations with 

China’ that would free Britain from its colonial burden. 27  The Labour 

government seemed to have no interests in keeping Hong Kong. 

 

The Labour government’s support of decolonisation furthered the thinking of 

abandoning Hong Kong. As stated in the 1966 manifesto, the Labour Party 

desired to ‘give independence to all territories which want it and can sustain it 

[and] [t]o help all other small dependencies which are unlikely to be able to stand 

on their own feet to achieve a new post-Colonial status of dignity’. By doing so, 

Harold Wilson sought to ‘contribute to the peace-keeping outside Europe’.28 

Foreign Secretary George Brown stated in his speech to the United Nations 

Assembly in September 1967 that ‘every territory which wants and can support 

independence’ should be granted the opportunity to do so to complete 

decolonisation in the world. 29 One way to complete decolonisation was, in 

                                                      
26 William Carter to Sir A. Smalling, 2 March 1967, FCO 40/73, TNA. 
27 Meeting of Atlantic Policy Advisory Group (APAG), 8-12 October, 1968: Long Run Trends in 
Asia and their Implications for NATO Countries, September 1968, FCO 40/41, TNA. 
28 “Labour Looks Ahead to National Conference with Leaders of Industry,” Times (London), 8 
March 1966. 
29 Third Draft: Secretary of State’s Speech to the United Nations General Assembly on Tuesday, 
26 September, 1967, 15 September 1967, FCO 21/65, TNA. 
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Wilson’s view, to give up military commitment to former colonies, as in the case 

of Honduras.30 In the context of Southeast Asia, the British army ‘had been 

originally justified by our position in India and as a major colonial power’. While 

‘in the long run Western forces stationed on the Southeast Asian mainland would 

do more harm than good’, it was in the Labour government’s political and 

financial interests to pull them out before anti-colonialist pressure intensified in 

the aftermath of the Indonesia–Malaysia conflict and the Vietnam War. 31 

Although the Labour government kept its forces in Hong Kong, the DOPC agreed 

in March 1967 to cut them by one major unit to 5⅔ as the ‘minimum level 

considered necessary for the maintenance of our position in the Colony’. 32 

Although reinforcements could come within 48 hours from Britain after 1970, this 

smaller garrison exposed Hong Kong’s vulnerability in the face of Chinese 

encroachment.33 

 

The Labour government thus seemed likely to give up Hong Kong whenever 

necessary. Successive British governments had long lacked the confidence to 

defend Hong Kong. In the late 1960s, the Labour government’s uncertainty was 

intensified by Britain’s withdrawal from East of Suez and by deteriorating 

relations with China. Britain’s political and commercial conflicts with Hong Kong 

also drew the Labour government’s questioning to the value of Hong Kong. As a 

                                                      
30 Speaking Notes on the Associated States and Dependent Territories, 18 April 1969, FCO 40/151, 
TNA; OPD(69)41: Dispute between the United Kingdom and Guatemala over British Honduras, 5 
September 1969, CAB 148/93, TNA. 
31 OPDO(67)6(Final): Politico/Military and Economic Implications of Proposed Force Reductions 
in the Far East. Report by the Official Committee, 11 April 1967, CAB 148/80/6, TNA; PC(68)6: 
United States Policy and British Interests in South-East Asia after Vietnam, 28 June 1968, FCO 
49/32, TNA. See also Darwin, Britain and Decolonisation, 283-286. 
32  OPD(67)22. Defence Expenditure Studies: Hong Kong Aspects, 20 March 1967, CAB 
148/31/23, TNA. 
33 Defence Expenditure Study No. 13: Special Study on Hong Kong, 13 March 1967, FCO 40/77, 
TNA. 
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result, as speculation regarding the Chinese government’s intention to take over 

the territory arose after the 1967 riots, the Labour government lost confidence in 

retaining Hong Kong and considered withdrawal.34 

 

The 1967 Riots and the Evacuation Plan 

 

On 6 May 1967, riots erupted in San Po Kong because of a labour dispute.35 

Yet the labour dispute was soon politicised and escalated by Hong Kong 

communists as an anti-colonial campaign to unearth the British ‘fascism’ and 

provoke an international power struggle between China and the American–British 

coalition.36 Communist supporters, motivated by People’s Daily editorials in 

early June, planted bombs in the streets as a response to the Sha Tau Kok Incident 

on 8 July. After the riots began, Chinese exports to Hong Kong decreased by 

16.3% in 1967/68 due to the colonial administration’s restriction.37 In December, 

Zhou Enlai instructed the Communists in Hong Kong to cease the violence to 

avoid further damage to Chinese foreign trade. 38  Although the Chinese 

Communist propaganda organs in Hong Kong continued their struggles of 

anti-British persecution in newspaper editorials in 1968, the situation in Hong 
                                                      
34 Mark, “Development without Decolonisation?,” 324-325. 
35 Gary Ka-wai Cheung, Hong Kong’s Watershed: The 1967 Riots (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 2009), 30. 
36 “Mao Zedong sixiang wuzhuang de Zhongguo gongren burong qi hui jiao ye zong gonghui zuo 
fabiao yanzheng shengming kangyi gang ying jingcha xuexing zuan ya gongren (毛澤東思想武裝

的中國工人不容欺悔  膠業總工會昨發表嚴正聲明  抗議港英警察血腥鑽壓工人 
Uncompromised Maoist workers opposed Hong Kong Police’s Suppression, says the Rubber and 
Plastic Workers Union),” Ta Kung Pao, 8 May 1967; Kam Yiu-yu, Zhonggong Xianggang zhengce 
miwen shilu (中共香港政策秘聞實錄 A secret record of the Chinese communist’s Hong Kong 
policy) (Hong Kong: Tianyuan Shuwu 田園書屋, 1998), 184. 
37 Ouyang Xiang 歐陽湘, “1967 nian Xianggang fan ying kangbao douzheng hou Zhongguo dui 
gang maoyi de huifu (1967 年香港反英抗暴鬥爭後中國對港貿易的恢復 Restoration of China’s 
trade to Hong Kong after Hong Kong’s anti-British uprising struggle in 1967),” Contemporary 
China History Studies 18:5 (September 2011): 61. 
38 Ran Longbo 冉隆勃 and Ma Jisen 馬繼森, Zhou Enlai Yu Xianggang ‘liuqi baodong’ neimu (周
恩來與香港「六七暴動」內幕 Zhou Enlai and the inside Story of the 1967 riots) (Hong Kong: 
Ming Pao Publications, 2001), 74. 
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Kong started improving by December 1967.39 

 

The British and Hong Kong governments took strong stances towards this 

unrest. On 22 May, Governor David Trench recommended neutralising the Bank 

of China, the Federation of Trade Union Head Quarters and the Workers’ Club 

and ‘[bringing] commando ship BULWARK on a visit to Hong Kong.’40 In reply, 

Commonwealth Secretary Herbert Bowden asked Trench to ‘use your emergency 

regulations to close down printing presses’. Yet in showing ‘firmness in 

maintaining law and order’, Trench was instructed to avoid an all-out 

confrontation with the Chinese Communist and to arrest ‘only two or three 

[Communist] leaders at a time’. 41  The Hong Kong government enforced 

emergency provisions under the Emergency Regulations Ordinance to empower 

the police to raid union premises and schools and arrest people suspected of 

subversive activities.42  

 

Despite these strong measures, the Labour government was contemplating 

evacuation. On 17 May, Bowden told Governor Trench that although ‘our 

intention must be to retain in Hong Kong as long as it is physically possible’, 

withdrawal from Hong Kong should be carried out if ‘it became clear that the 

CPG [Central People’s government] intended to go for all-out confrontation’. This 

was the only choice the Labour government would make because it ‘should not 
                                                      
39 Jiang Guansheng 江關生, Zhonggong zai Xianggang: xia juan (1949-2012) (中共在香港: 下
卷(1949-2012) Chinese communists in Hong Kong: second volume (1949-2012)) (Hong Kong: 
Cosmos Books Ltd., 2012), 270-273. 
40 Telegram 662: David Trench to the Commonwealth Office: Hong Kong Disturbances, 22 May 
1967, FCO 40/46, TNA. 
41 Telegram 1038: Herbert Bowden to Sir David Trench: Disturbances, 25 May 1967, FCO 40/46, 
TNA. 
42 Lawrence Cheuk-yin Wong, “The 1967 Riots: A Legitimacy Crisis,” in May Days in Hong 
Kong: Riots and Emergency in 1967, eds. Ray Yep and Robert Bickers (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 2009), 39, 42. 
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accept a Macao-type compromise’.43 In other words, the Labour government 

would not surrender its authority in Hong Kong to China as the Portuguese did in 

Macao after the 12-3 Incident in 1966.44 At the 25 May DOPC meeting, Bowden 

stated his thinking that the Chinese government had lost interest in preserving 

Hong Kong’s status quo.45 Bowden said, ‘we could not rely on remaining in 

Hong Kong on present terms until our lease of the New Territories lapsed’. To this 

end, he advised the DOPC to consider ‘what adaptations of the status of Hong 

Kong might be possible and desirable’ after the Vietnam War and the steps 

necessary ‘if we were forced to evacuate the Colony’. Officials from the 

Commonwealth Office, Foreign Office, Ministry of Defence and Treasury were 

then ordered to consider the evacuation before contemplating Hong Kong’s 

long-term future.46 

 

The British evacuation plan was doomed to failure. Operation “DIGIT” was 

first formulated in the early 1950s to evacuate 16,500 non-Chinese women, 

children and elderly men in view of possible Chinese hostility towards Hong 

Kong.47 Yet in 1963, Governor Robert Black and the Chiefs of Staff already 

judged such a plan to be ‘totally unrealistic … [because] China has the capability 

to bring overwhelming military force … to make any evacuation impossible’.48 

In May 1967, Trench and General Worsley, the Commander of the British Forces 

in Hong Kong, stated that there was ‘nothing we can do at present to organise a 

                                                      
43 Telegram 944: Herbert Bowden to David Trench, 17 May 1967, FCO 40/46, TNA. 
44 Robert Bickers, “On not Being Macao(ed) in Hong Kong: British Official Minds and Actions in 
1967,” in Yep and Bickers, 53-67. 
45 OPD(67)39: Hong Kong. Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Commonwealth Affairs, 
24 May 1967, CAB 148/32/15, TNA. 
46 OPD(67)20th Meeting, 25 May 1967, CAB 148/30/1, TNA. 
47 K(67)2: Brief for Hong Kong Ministerial Committee Interim Report, 21 July 1967, CAB 
134/2945, TNA; Ray Yep and Robert Bickers, “Studying the 1967 Riots: An Overdue Project,” in 
Yep and Bickers, 5-6. 
48 William Carter to P. B. Lewis, 13 June 1967, FCO 40/92, TNA. 
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general withdrawal from Hong Kong’.49 Despite these disagreements, Harold 

Wilson wanted the officials’ evacuation planning to be ‘circulated to Ministers as 

soon as possible to take immediate decisions as events might require’.50  

 

Nevertheless, as the Special Planning Unit of the Defence and Oversea 

Policy Committee of Official (DOPO) assessed on 6 September, British military 

services were incapable of evacuating the minimum of 175,000 people.51 Another 

critical problem was security. As the DOPO calculated, the evacuation could only 

succeed by mobilising civil transportation. Yet doing so would involve ‘a larger 

number of persons than is permissible having knowledge of the scheme’. The risk 

of leaking the plan between evacuees would ‘aggravate the informal security 

situation’, making the operation impossible. For this reason, only an outline plan 

was prepared.52 The Labour government’s concerns about the practicability of 

evacuation were exacerbated by American unwillingness to ‘intimate in any way 

readiness to discuss joint military planning’ in Hong Kong. 53  Indeed, the 

American government did not ‘believe the loss of Hong Kong would be a serious 

psychological blow to Britain … as an inevitable part of the winding up of 

Empire’.54 It thus decided to follow the 1962 Hong Kong Policy Paper: to 

provide ‘military assistance as may be judged appropriate’ only by British 

request.55 Without American collaboration, the operation could not be conducted. 

                                                      
49 Arthur Galsworthy to Saville Garner: The Possibility of a British Withdrawal from Hong Kong, 
31 May 1967, CAB148/59/3, TNA. 
50 CC(67)46th Conclusions, 11 July 1967, CAB 128/42/46, TNA. 
51 OPDO(DR)(67)56: Hong Kong Contingency Planning, 6 September 1967, FCO 40/92, TNA. 
52 Saville Garner to Denis Allen, 18 August 1967, FCO 40/92; OPDO(DR)(67)56: Hong Kong 
Contingency Planning, 6 September 1967, FCO 40/92, TNA. 
53 Telegram from the Department of State to the Consulate General in Hong Kong, 18 May 1967, 
Foreign Relations of the United States, 1964-1968, ed. Harriet Dashiell Schwar, vol. XXX, China 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1998), Document 263. 
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On 4 December 1967, Commonwealth Secretary George Thomson, who 

succeeded Bowden on 29 August 1967, advised the DOPC that ‘it would not be 

possible to make any worthwhile plans for evacuation without extending beyond 

the Governor and the Commander British Forces’, which would constitute an 

unacceptable leak risk. Thomson thus advised carrying on the ‘crash’ operation to 

evacuate ‘as many vulnerable and sensitive persons as we could manage’. Despite 

requesting the Governor to estimate the number of vulnerable persons, Thomson 

concluded that ‘all evacuation planning should be suspended for the time being’.56 

Logistic difficulties, confidentiality problems and a lack of US assistance forced 

the Labour government to discard evacuation plans.57 

 

The Long-term Plans for Hong Kong’s Future, 1967-1970 

 

The Labour government then concentrated on considering Hong Kong’s 

long-term future. Before the DOPC commissioned the paper, there were divided 

views on the prospects of Hong Kong’s future. The Foreign Office (FO) saw it 

positively. Arthur de la Mare, FO Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Asian 

Affairs, believed that if the colonial administration showed ‘a capacity to resist 

the sort of pressures being put on us now, the Chinese may in the end be happy 

enough to let us withdraw in good order’.58 He furthered his view in August: in 

view of the chaotic situation in China during the Cultural Revolution, the 

Guangdong authority could be ‘strong enough to have the prospect of forming an 
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eventual Chinese government and with which we could eventually negotiate the 

peaceful transfer of Hong Kong’. The long-term paper, therefore, ‘should not 

proceed from the pessimistic assumption that we have no hope of getting out of 

Hong Kong in an honourable manner [and] without humiliation’.59 Like other 

empire, Britain wanted to withdraw from Hong Kong in an honourable fashion to 

project itself as a progressive coloniser to the world.60 Denis Allen, FO Deputy 

Under-Secretary of State for Asian and African Affairs, shared de la Mare’s view. 

By enduring the present communist encroachment, he believed, ‘we may 

eventually have a chance of reaching some Chinese-style accommodation.’61 

Moreover, in the Treasury’s view, ‘China would be bound to lose financially from 

the acquisition of Hong Kong’. As such, the Treasury estimated that the Chinese 

government was unlikely to change Hong Kong’s status quo dramatically for the 

time being.62 The Treasury and the FO senior officials were thus confident in 

retaining Hong Kong’s status quo. 

 

Nevertheless, the Commonwealth Office, Ministry of Defence and senior 

Ministers saw a gloomy future for Britain’s position in Hong Kong. As British 

Counsellor and Head of Chancery in China Percy Cradock observed, the Chinese 

government’s threat to Hong Kong ‘was a demand for total surrender. We could 

only prepare for the worst’.63 After consulting with the Governor and British 

Commander in Hong Kong, Arthur Galsworthy, the Commonwealth Deputy 

Under-Secretary of State for Dependent Territories, stated that ‘the chances of our 
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then being able to negotiate our withdrawal from the Colony with any semblance 

of orderliness or dignity would be virtually nil’. In light of the Chinese 

government’s unwillingness to ‘co-operate with us in permitting us to effect an 

orderly withdrawal from the Colony’, Galsworthy advised Ministers to accept that  

 
in practice we do not now have a real option to withdraw from the Colony: 
we are in fact trapped there, and have no alternative but to sweat it out’.64 

 

This view corresponded to the conventional view of the Ministry of Defence 

(MoD) that Hong Kong was indefensible given an all-out attack by China.65 As it 

stated again in July 1967, ‘it is unlikely that military resistance could then prevent 

of much delay a Chinese take-over, after which the Chinese would be able to 

dictate highly unfavourable terms of surrender’.66 At the front line, Trench asked 

the Labour government to recognise ‘that we could not continue to remain in 

Hong Kong indefinitely and that plans for a withdrawal should be worked out and 

a date fixed for this’.67  

 

In mid-July 1967, George Brown, after meeting with his Minister of States, 

Under-Secretaries and Head of Far Eastern Department (FED) Edwin Bolland, 

concluded that the Labour government could only ‘look for developments in 

China which would provide a convenient moment to withdraw from Hong Kong 

in good order’.68 
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Seeking an opportunity to negotiate a voluntary withdrawal from Hong Kong 

set the planning paper’s framework. At the Defence Review Working Party 

(DRWP) on 26 June, the ministerial consensus on Hong Kong was that:  

 
[W]e could not rely on remaining in Hong Kong on present terms until our 
lease of the New Territories lapsed … Alternatively there might be 
advantage in a wider study of the value of Hong Kong to this country in 
present circumstance, the military implications of our involvement there 
and the outlook as we drew nearer to the ending of the lease of the New 
Territories in 1997. 

 

The Working Party was in favour of writing a long-term paper to answer ‘what 

circumstances a voluntary negotiated withdrawal from Hong Kong might be 

possible and advantages to us’. This corresponded with ‘our general policy of 

reducing commitments and military involvement in the Far East’. Also required 

was an evaluation was of ‘the length of the shadow cast on business confidence in 

Hong Kong by the impending end of the lease of the New Territories in 1997’. 

With regard for possible negotiation, the report would also consider the British 

government’s bargaining power, such as Hong Kong’s sterling reserve in Britain. 

It also needed to consider two possible results: an Anglo-Chinese dual control in 

Hong Kong ‘which might preserve our commercial and financial interests’ and a 

situation in which ‘we might negotiate to remain in Hong Kong on satisfactory 

terms’.69  

 

To keep this issue on the ministerial agenda, Harold Wilson set up a Hong 

Kong Ministerial Committee on 11 July with the Commonwealth Secretary as the 

chairman. This decision was to avoid any conflict between the FO and 
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Commonwealth Office in ‘reaching agreement on policy and the taking of action, 

particularly where decisions were urgently required’.70 In other words, Wilson set 

Bowden’s and Thomson’s view as the principal British position on Hong Kong’s 

future. Two days later, the Committee was set up to ‘keep the present situation in 

Hong Kong under review and to report to the Cabinet as necessary’. An 

interdepartmental official working group began operation under the chairmanship 

of Cabinet’s Deputy Secretary Philip Rogers (see Appendix 1 for the Ministerial 

Committee’s composition).71 

 

The Ministerial Committee on Hong Kong remained uncertain about the 

colony’s future. In their first meeting on 24 July, the Ministers agreed that ‘we 

could not expect to remain in Hong Kong on present terms’ until 1997; they 

turned down their officials’ suggestion to seek means to ‘influence the Chinese 

government to adopt reasonable policies towards Hong Kong’. Bowden was 

concerned that the risk of a ‘rapid escalation of incidents producing a situation in 

which the Chinese government took a decision to expel us’ if the Hong Kong 

government lost control over internal affairs. Losing Hong Kong by a militarily 

defeat ‘would have a disproportionate political effect on [British] influence in the 

whole of Southeast Asia and on the position of our friends and allies’. Avoiding 

humiliation to preserve Britain and its Western allies’ reputation in the Cold War 

became the Labour government’s first priority. The Ministerial Committee thus 

instructed officials to think of ‘all possible ways of deterring the Chinese from a 

military attack on the Colony’ by assessing the following factors (see Appendix 2 
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for the paper’s outline).72  

 

The Chinese Government’s Policy on Hong Kong 

 

Observing Hong Kong’s future in the context of Anglo-Chinese relations was 

the FCO’s first task. Nevertheless, only limited options left. Since 1949, 

successive British governments had worried about the Chinese government’s 

reaction to Britain’s Hong Kong policies.73 Yet the FCO was uncertain about the 

Chinese government’s foreign policy during the Cultural Revolution. As Mao 

Zedong sought to re-establish party-state control, high-ranking leaders on foreign 

policy such as Ye Jianying and Chen Yi had been side-lined.74 For this reason, 

FCO FED Head James Murray observed, ‘[the] old modus vivendi in Hong Kong 

was upset not by action by us, but by the overspill of Cultural Revolution’.75 The 

British position in Hong Kong now had to rely on the Chinese government’s 

tolerance and respect.76 Sharing this point, FCO Head of the Planning Staff 

Bonar Sykes doubted ‘if there is really anything we can do’ in view of Britain’s 

weakness in the Far East and the Chinese government’s radical foreign policy.77 

In April 1968, George Thomson informed Trench that despite the gradual 

stabilisation of Hong Kong, the Labour government had been alerted to ‘very real 
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Chinese Communist threats’ to Hong Kong. 78  For this reason, Peter Hall, 

Commonwealth Assistant Under-Secretary of State for West Indies and Hong 

Kong Affairs, concluded that it was ‘extremely difficult to make any firm plans’ 

on Hong Kong’s long-term future because of the uncertainties of China’s 

policies.79 

 

Although from 1968 onwards its relation with China improved, the Labour 

government remained anxious. Through informal communication, the Labour 

government noted Zhou Enlai’s willingness to end the conflict with Britain; the 

key was British agreement to release the communist supporters in Hong Kong.80 

Hong Kong thus became a liability in Britain’s relations with China. British 

Chargé d’Affaires in China (HMCA) Donald Hopson asked Trench to make 

concessions for the sake of ‘better treatment generally of British subjects in China 

[and] improving opportunities for our export trade’ with China.81 The Treasury’s 

Finance Overseas and Co-ordination Division also considered Hong Kong as ‘our 

main problem in relation to China’ due to the sharp fall of the Chinese 

government’s holding of sterling after the 1967 riots. The Division therefore 

asked the colonial administration not to provoke the Chinese government.82  

 

Despite the settlement of the detainments of Xue Ping and Anthony Grey in 

1969, the Labour government had no real chance to negotiate Hong Kong’s future 

with the Chinese government because of the power struggle among the Chinese 
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leadership. As the DOPO noted in September 1967, any sign of initial negotiation 

‘would be interpreted by the Chinese as weakness and would probably result in 

still greater intensification of pressure’. This would ruin confidence in Hong Kong 

and the British position. In the FED’s calculation, the Labour government had no 

prospect of negotiating ‘on the basis of a return to the status quo or on the basis of 

a British withdrawal from the colony under conditions acceptable to both sides’.83 

George Thomson noted in May 1968 that the Labour government would only seek 

‘a suitable opportunity to negotiate our withdrawal with China, as soon as a more 

moderate regime emerges there.’. Annual reviews of China’s intentions towards 

Hong Kong and Chinese internal politics were called upon to identify such 

conditions. 84  Confined by political uncertainties in China, the Labour 

government was compelled to continue its colonial rule in Hong Kong for the 

time being. 

 

Relations between Britain and Hong Kong 

 

Another factor troubling the Labour government was the garrison in Hong 

Kong. On 18 August 1967, the DRWP reiterated that cutting the Hong Kong 

garrison as part of the East of Suez policy would be regarded by China as ‘an 

indication that we were preparing to leave’. 85  Two months later, 

Commander-in-Chief Michael Carver, with Governor Trench’s and General John 

Worsley’s concurrence, recommended the Chief of the Defence Staff to reain 7⅔ 

units in Hong Kong after 1970 to maintain confidence there.86 In the view of 
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Lord Shepherd, Minister of State for Commonwealth Affairs, who sat on the 

Ministerial Committee, Carver’s proposal would be crucial for the Labour 

government to stand against communist encroachment and boost confidence in 

Hong Kong.87 For this reason, Defence Secretary Denis Healey put on hold the 

decision to reduce defence forces by one major unit in Hong Kong by 1968.88 

Hong Kong was reinforced indefinitely by one additional major unit to 7⅔ units 

on 29 June.89 In the Joint Intelligence Committee’s view, by doing so, Britain 

would give the Chinese government no opportunity to ‘exploit the psychological 

effect on the inhabitants of the Colony of the comparative isolation of British 

Forces’.90 Facing a potential Chinese threat, the British military’s withdrawal 

from Singapore was the driving force for augmenting the Hong Kong garrison. 

 

Yet the Labour government did not commit to defending Hong Kong. After 

the riots, Worsley raised ‘the need to maintain fighter aircraft’ to deter and counter 

Chinese intrusions. With Lord Shepherd’s facilitation, the issue was finally given 

to Ministerial deliberation in October 1967.91 Nevertheless, the MoD was against 

the idea because fighter detachments could be provided from Singapore.92 In 

December, Trench wrote to George Thomson, expressing his concerns about 

leaving Hong Kong without fighters after 1971. Despite recognising the practical 

difficulties in dispatching and maintaining air forces in the long term, the 
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Governor believed that ‘events in Hong Kong since May demonstrate the need for 

them from a politico-military point of view’.93 In February 1968, Ministers 

approved the permanent stationing of six RAF helicopters in Hong Kong.94 Yet 

the MoD saw no ‘spare capacity in the Royal Air Force’ for the Hong Kong 

mission in the long run despite the political value of boosting public confidence.95 

In late March 1968, George Thomson convinced Healey that ‘a small fighter 

presence would have considerable value in terms of sustaining public morale’ to 

face the Chinese government’s ‘lengthy phase of non-violent “political struggle”’, 

particularly when the Labour government announced its withdrawal from East of 

Suez.96 Healey, although in agreement on the need to sustain Hong Kong’s 

morale, believed that the operation of fighters during tension with China would 

exacerbate the situation.97 As such, in spite of his commitment to defend Hong 

Kong until voluntary withdrawal, Healey disagreed with his colleagues on ‘the 

costs of the increased force levels in the Colony for non-UK defence purposes’.98 

 

The final compromise was reluctantly arrived upon. In a meeting with the 

Chief of Staff Committee in London in April 1968, David Trench decreased the 

requirement to ‘a small element of four to five fighters and six pilots’ for which 

the Hong Kong government could be affordable.99 In assessing the operational 

needs, the Chief of the Air Staff noted the difficulties of road movement along 

road axes in the New Territories during riots. Having four fighters would quicken 
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the mobilisation of forces to deal with Communist-inspired border incidents.100 A 

month later, Healey finally compromised with the DOPC to permanently station 

four Hunters and a Hunter trainer. This was, however, a limited commitment. In 

asking the colonial administration to bear greater costs,101 Healey only offered 

the model F/GA9, which had only limited air defence function until 1975.102 

Despite Harold Wilson’s support for stationing fighters in Hong Kong,103 the 

Cabinet prioritised domestic needs over a long-term military commitment to Hong 

Kong. Yet the increased responsiveness of the garrison and the police effectively 

boosted public confidence in Hong Kong.104  

 

Economically, Hong Kong was embarrassing the Labour government. In 

addition to the above competition on financial resources for the colony’s garrison, 

Hong Kong, as ‘an increasingly formidable trade rival’ for London, had damaged 

Britain’s commercial relations with its Western European friends when Britain 

was seeking admission to the European Economic Community (EEC).105 For the 

Labour government to get into the EEC, it had to impose the EEC’s quantitative 

restrictions on Hong Kong’s products in British and the EEC members’ market. In 

other words, Britain had to discriminate against its colony to save its own 

economy.106 As a result, in January 1968, the Commonwealth Office’s Hong 

Kong and Indian Department (HKID) identified the advantages of abandoning 

Hong Kong—improving the Labour government’s commercial relations with 
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Western Europe and relieving itself of the ‘embarrassment caused to the textile 

and certain light industries [in Britain] by the preferential entry and composition 

of Hong Kong exports to this market’.107 Offloading Hong Kong seemed to be a 

way to clear the Labour administration’s political and economic embarrassment in 

its admission to EEC. 

 

A greater problem was the possibility of Hong Kong being a financial 

liability. Before the 1967 riots, the DOPO had maintained that ‘there are no good 

reasons why we should contemplate giving it up’.108 This view was reversed 

afterward. In the joint assessment of the Board of Trade, the Department of 

Economic Affairs and the Bank of England in September 1967, it estimated that 

the loss of Hong Kong ‘should not cause more than marginal damage to the 

United Kingdom economy once the effects had been absorbed’. Even if trading 

with China was disrupted, there would only be a possible £30 million reserved 

payment for the Labour government. Moreover, in the DOPO’s calculation, Hong 

Kong’s economic value to Britain and China would decline as 1997 approached; 

the territory would become an economic burden that the indebted Labour 

government was unwilling to bear.109 Thinking in economic terms, the Treasury 

raised the point in March 1969 that withdrawing from Hong Kong ‘would have 

considerable savings’ because the forces in Hong Kong would no longer ‘present 

any other role in the British military’ and could be disbanded. Although the 

Treasury acknowledged that the savings gained by withdrawing from Hong Kong 
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was not the ‘decisive factor in our policy’, it warned the DOPC to bear in mind 

that Britain’s continuing presence there was ‘an expensive policy’.110 Perhaps 

there was no commercial incentive for the Labour government, which was 

tightening its fiscal policy, to keep the territory for long; Britain’s moral 

obligation to Hong Kong people and its allies in the Cold War became the only 

argument for doing so.111 

 

Hong Kong Public Opinion 

 

Despite the Labour Government’s hesitation, Hong Kong public opinion 

sided with the colonial administration after the 1967 riots. The Chinese 

Communist propaganda machines in Hong Kong tried to shake the people’s 

confidence in the Hong Kong government by which the colonial administration’s 

Special Publicity Unit countered.112 Yet concerns over the stability, prosperity 

and Hong Kong’s future were legitimate. For instance, industrialists Sir Sik-nin 

Chau, Dr Sze-yuen Chung, Dr Tse-kai Ann, Hu Man-hon and Chuang Chung-wen 

set up an emergency committee to discuss Hong Kong’s political future. They 

concluded that China’s priority was Taiwan; Hong Kong would be dealt with after 

the Chinese government settled the Taiwan problem. 113  In addition, public 

opinion was perhaps opposed to the Chinese Communists. One Chinese citizen 

wrote to South China Morning Post in support of the Hong Kong government’s 

emergency measures to restore the territory’s law and order. In his view, most of 
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the people in Hong Kong remained ‘loyal to this British Crown Colony’ and 

expected ‘to stay in this Colony for many more years to come’.114 The University 

of Hong Kong’s Student Union, though giving its full sympathy to the labour 

movement, ‘strongly object[s] to rioting as a solution to a labour problem’. It thus 

praised the authority’s action in ending the riots.115 From 1966 to 1967, Survey 

Research Ltd. (Hong Kong) conducted a poll: 29% interviewers wished to live 

under British colonial rule, while only 7% and 12% of them opted for Chinese 

government’s rule and independence respectively. Although the remaining 52% 

respondents were frightened to make their political views known, they shared the 

view that Hong Kong was a heaven of political stability, economic opportunities 

and impartial justice comparing to China.116 In this sense, the Hong Kong people 

seemed backing the colonial administration. 

 

Besides, the desire to pursue decolonisation was limited in Hong Kong. True, 

the Labour Party of Hong Kong suggested that ‘Hong Kong belongs to Hong 

Kong people … [since] colonialism has given the general public of Hong Kong 

low wages [and] rising costs of living’.117 Ma Man-fai, who led the United 

Nations Association of Hong Kong and established Public Opinion Daily, also 

called for Hong Kong’s independence. The development of anti-British sentiment 

in Hong Kong also concerned the Labour government. As Trench reported, young 

people were more desperate than their parents to escape ‘full careers as civil 

servants [and] other professions’ in the remaining 30 years of colonial 
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administration. With this in mind, FCO Deputy Under-Secretary Edward Peck 

feared in August 1968 that the ‘educated Chinese opinion will, for [these] 

pragmatic reasons, move progressively against us as time goes on’.118 In the 

DRWP’s view, such sentiment would grow into an aspiration ‘for a secure 

national identity [to which] there can be no solution other than China’.119 Yet 

only a small group of British expatriates supported the activities of the Labour 

Party of Hong Kong and the United Nations Association of Hong Kong.120 

 

Perhaps the Hong Kong people were seeking the stability and economic 

growth that British colonialism offered. Anti-communism commentator Chang 

Kuo-sin believed that seeking independence was the last resort to improve Hong 

Kong people’s living standards because Hong Kong’s colonial status provided it 

with ‘British justice and administrative efficiency’.121 Although critical of the 

colonial administration’s bias towards the business class in its social policies, The 

Kung Sheung Daily News’s editorial was pleased by the Labour government’s 

backing of the colonial administration’s initiative and the cooperation between the 

government and the governed to end the riots. For this reason, it hoped the 

colonial administration would take better care of grassroots needs.122 The Hong 

Kong people seemed seeking Britain’s greater commitment to the territory’s 

future development. 
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As such, FCO Assistant Under-Secretary for Far East Affairs John Moreton 

observed, ‘Hong Kong is a special case in the political evolution of our colonial 

territories. We cannot bring it to any form of independent status and must accept 

that it will eventually be returned to China.’123 Hong Kong’s lack of desire for 

independence failed to convince the Labour government to risk China’s 

repercussions for Hong Kong’s decolonisation; it considered that perhaps colonial 

rule was its best option.124 

 

Cold War and Decolonisation 

 

If Hong Kong’s public opinion was not convincing enough for the Labour 

government to retain Hong Kong, then the territory’s Cold War value was. Hong 

Kong was a unique case of British decolonisation. By the late 1950s, successive 

British governments had excluded Hong Kong from their lists of prospective 

independent colonies because of the territory’s unique function as a Far East 

commercial and intelligence-gathering centre and because of the Chinese 

government’s opposition.125 The post-WWII British governments were certainly 

aware of the need to replace the idea of colony with a new concept, but it failed to 

do so because of constitutional difficulties and the Commonwealth’s 

disagreement.126 Seeking to balance British interests and decolonisation, in 1960, 

the Commonwealth Office stated the need to ‘retain the power to suspend the 

constitution [of decolonisation] in order to preserve the military base’ and other 
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interests in the remaining colonies.127 Hong Kong, as one of them, would not be 

decolonised until the British government had decolonised all other ordinary 

colonies and until a declaration was found acceptable to the UN.128 Under the 

chairmanship of the Labour government’s Secretary of State for Colonies 

Anthony Greenwood, the Conference on Colonial Policy concluded in 1965 that 

Hong Kong, the Falkland Islands and Gibraltar were the ‘necessary exceptions’ to 

the generalised decolonisation policy.129 

 

This assumption remained even after the 1967 riots when the Labour 

government sought to withdraw from Hong Kong as soon as possible. On 18 

August 1967, the DOPO recommended bringing Hong Kong in either as a 

self-governed island or as a Trust Territory of the United Nations.130 After 

discussion, the DOPO conceded that ‘there was no real prospect of achieving any 

solution of the Hong Kong problem through the United Nations’ because no 

solution would be possible without Chinese acquiescence. 131 Nor could the 

Labour government ‘devolve more and more upon [the people] of Hong Kong the 

responsibility for conducting its affairs’, as it did in other colonies.132 The reason 

for this was given in the FO–Commonwealth joint report on the Labour 

government’s decolonisation policy. As the report showed, Hong Kong, the 

Falkland Islands and Gibraltar were the most difficult colonial problems for 

Britain because these territories involved territorial and sovereignty disputes with 

third countries. The joint report advised, ‘to maintain an uncompromising stand 
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on the principle of self-determination could have serious repercussions [due to] 

the clear Chinese intention to take back the whole of Hong Kong. No compromise 

action, such as an extension of the lease or a condominium is likely to be 

possible’. This was especially the case after the 1967 riots. To this end, the FO 

and Commonwealth Office believed, ‘we shall have no alternative [but] to hand 

over both leased and ceded territory’ regardless of the wishes of the Hong Kong 

people if the Chinese government insisted to retrieve the territory.133  

 

Nevertheless, the Cold War prevented the Labour government from doing so. 

After 1945, Hong Kong became psychologically important for showing Southeast 

Asian countries Britain’s intention to counter communism.134 In March 1967, the 

DRWP worried that the Chinese government would interpret Britain’s withdrawal 

from East of Suez as the ‘inevitable defeat of imperialist interests [and] a 

weakening of our intention to maintain our position in Hong Kong … [which] 

increased the risk of a move by China’ to recover the territory and the risk of 

communist expansion.135 The DRWP’s remark showed the British persistence of 

its imperialism. In January 1968, George Thomson reassured Singaporean Prime 

Minister Lee Kuan-yew that the reinforcement to Hong Kong represented 

Britain’s eagerness to defend the territory and provided ‘psychological value in 

the area as a whole’.136 In April 1968, the DOPO highlighted how Hong Kong’s 

nature of ‘a free capitalist society, even, of necessity, without representative 
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government’ would be desirable to the Chinese people living under the Chinese 

government. In other words, retaining Hong Kong on the capitalist side 

demonstrated Britain’s commitment to containing the Communism in Cold War. 

In this sense, losing Hong Kong 

 
would be a severe blow to Free World prestige in Asia and would 
correspondingly boost China’s prestige particularly among the overseas 
Chinese in South East Asia……[although] the form of government does 
stand out as a startling anomaly in our post-war record of colonial 
administration. 

 

In addition to its Cold War psychological value, Hong Kong provided a 

strategic base for ‘China-watching’ and a recreational centre for the American 

army that could not be found elsewhere during the Vietnam War.137 Having Hong 

Kong in hands enabled the Labour government to exchange intelligence with the 

US and to establish an interdependent partnership.138 Moreover, the DOPO was 

aware of the Soviet Union’s longstanding and dangerous hostility to the West after 

the Soviet’s invasion of Czechoslovakia. 139  Hong Kong’s strategic and 

psychological importance in containing Communism was thus unique. The 

Labour government had to treat Hong Kong as a special dependent territory with 

high degree of autonomy in handling its external commercial affairs in 

post-WWII Britain’s colonial administration.140 As the Labour government had 

no real possibility of obtaining Parliamentary consensus to withdraw from Hong 

Kong before the lease end, as in the cases of the Falkland Islands and Gibraltar,141 

it worried about what could be done with Hong Kong. 
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Future Policies on Hong Kong 

 

At this point, delivering a reform-oriented colonialism was perhaps the 

Labour government’s only option for maintaining its position. On 20 September 

1967, George Thomson already recommended the Ministerial Committee on 

Hong Kong that 

 
the key to our ability to hold the situation in Hong Kong is the 
maintenance of public confidence … We must not only maintain the 
morale of the people in Hong Kong and their will to resist Communist 
pressures … There is a very difficult role to play in Hong Kong. Both 
economic and political stability are vital but a degree of progress in the 
labour and social fields also is naturally desirable for its own sake and for 
its effect on the social morale. 

 

Thomson instructed Lord Shepherd to visit Hong Kong to advise him on this 

idea.142 

 

In the Committee discussion dated 22 September 1967, Lord Shepherd 

suggested investing in the Cross-Harbour Tunnel and Kai Tak Airport’s extensions 

to ‘demonstrate our determination to fulfil our responsibilities towards the 

Colony’. In Lord Shepherd’s view, failing to do so would cause ‘resentment in 

Hong Kong, where it was regarded as a failure on our part to treat Hong Kong as 

a dependent territory’. The Ministerial Committee on Hong Kong at last agreed to 

have Harold Lever, Financial Secretary to the Treasury, arrange a brief on the 

tunnel and to have an interdepartmental official follow up on Lord Shepherd’s 
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proposition.143 

 

Lord Shepherd furthered his view after his visit to Hong Kong in October 

1967. At that time, young people in Hong Kong had begun to expect more on 

social mobility and advancement from the colonial administration than their 

parents did.144 Yuen Long District Officer David Akers-Jones observed, ‘the 

Government was out of touch with the people [and] that there was a 

communication gap.’145 For activists such as Elise Elliott, Hong Kong would 

‘never get rid of the [social] evils’ unless the government showed a willingness to 

improve its efficiency.146 In his trip, Lord Shepherd observed ‘a strong desire for 

reform in Hong Kong which simply must be harnessed’ for the future. There will 

be ‘a disastrous reaction among all these people if there is any attempt “to get 

back to normal”’ or failing to meet these demands. He thus suggested to George 

Thomson, 

 
[i]n the short-term our aim must be to maintain the status quo. But this 
does not mean sitting back and awaiting events. The Hong Kong 
Government must take positive steps to maintain stability and must 
promote the social as well as the economic development of Hong Kong. 
To this end the Government must in future anticipate events. A passive 
role would be disastrous. 

 

In Shepherd’s view, having an active administration and delivering reforms were 
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‘the feasible long-term aims of policy’ that would enable the Labour government 

to prepare to hand over Hong Kong in ‘an atmosphere of goodwill with the 

minimum of disadvantage and disruption for the people’. 147 These ideas of 

‘meet[ing] the communist threat [and] … reduc[ing] the chances of our eventual 

withdrawal being impeded by internal subversion’ were thus handed in for the 

Cabinet’s deliberation.148 In other words, Lord Shepherd suggested discarding the 

laissez faire and adopting active governance in Hong Kong. David Trench also 

realised the necessity of initiating reforms to avoid endangering the British 

position. 149  The Labour government finally sought to implement good 

governance to remain in Hong Kong; decolonisation was out of its consideration. 

 

The Final Paper 

 

With consideration for the above factors, the planning paper was completed 

and circulated on 28 March 1969 and endorsed by the Ministers in early 1970. 

True, the planning paper was, as Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary (hereafter 

Foreign Secretary) Michael Stewart put it, impeded by the ‘uncertainty 

surrounding Chinese attitudes and intentions towards the Colony’.150 Yet the 

delay was also because of the improving situation in Hong Kong, the British 

government’s institutional changes and the world crisis. The first draft of the 

planning paper was prepared on 26 January 1968 for interdepartmental revision 

before the DRWP’s deliberation.151 The Working Party’s approval was postponed 
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to wait for the Governor’s views, particularly on how to deal with China.152 The 

end of the Chinese Communist threat to Hong Kong also slowed the DOPO’s 

working progress and lowered the emergence of ministerial deliberation. 153 

Although the DOPO prepared the final draft in April 1968, the planning paper had 

to wait for the merger of the Foreign Office and Commonwealth Office and the 

Secretary of State’s new capacity to be effected on 17 October 1968.154 The delay 

was furthered by the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia August 1968 that 

occupied most Labour Government’s attention. 155 It was probably for these 

reasons that Foreign Secretary Michael Stewart delayed the circulation of the 

planning paper to the Ministerial Committee until late March 1969. 

 

The Long Term Study saw Hong Kong as a major liability to Britain in the 

long run and was inclined to end British responsibility. Nevertheless, the Labour 

administration could neither find a way to grant Hong Kong independence nor 

place the territory under the UN’s administration. Even worse, the Chinese 

government would possibly change its mind and seek to recover Hong Kong. In 

this event, the Labour government would be ‘impossible to discharge all our 

responsibilities to the Hong Kong Chinese or to protect all British and Hong 

Kong-owned assets’. Yet the Chinese government’s radical regime was 

unfavourable towards the negotiation of a voluntary withdrawal. To this end, the 

Labour government had ‘virtually no means of bringing pressure to bear upon the 

Chinese’. Rather, ‘Hong Kong’s future must eventually lie in China’. However, 
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the overriding consideration for the Labour government to keep Hong Kong 

British was the Cold War psychology. As the Study indicated,  

 
Hong Kong is of political benefit to us as a Free World enclave on the 
mainland of China, demonstrating that a “free” society, even (of necessity) 
without representative government, is preferable in the eyes of many 
Chinese to the Communist society of China … Its loss to China would be 
a severe blow to Free World prestige in Asia and would correspondingly 
boost China’s prestige particularly among the overseas Chinese in 
Southeast Asia. Our presence there is a British contribution to 
inter-dependence. The Americans recognise its usefulness… We also have 
a moral responsibilities to non-Communist Chinese aliens: these would be 
regarded in the eyes of the Free World as refugees from Communism who 
should not be left to their fate. 

 

The Study thus set three objectives: maximising Hong Kong’s economic value to 

China to convince the Chinese government of the territory’s value, driving 

Western European countries to improve relations with China and delivering 

economic and social reforms to stabilise Hong Kong.  

 

The Study provided three recommendations to get the objectives done. First, 

on the timing and method of withdrawal, the Study suggested to ‘watch for an 

acceptable opportunity to negotiate … [for] best terms obtainable for [Hong 

Kong’s] people and for our material interests there when suitable regime emerged 

in China’. Regarding the future administration of Hong Kong, the Ministers had 

to show firmness in maintaining Britain’s position in the territory. An 

interdepartmental working group was recommended to review and consult the 

Governor’s views on Britain’s policy over Hong Kong’s future ‘at regular 

intervals and at any time the Chinese regime or attitude towards the Colony 

change significantly’. While there was the possibility of widening ‘the gap 
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between Hong Kong and China [which might] make the transition to Chinese rule 

more difficult for the inhabitants of Hong Kong’, future social policies in Hong 

Kong ‘needed to be further studied in consultation with the Governor’. At last, to 

prepare for the Chinese government’s armed attack, the Study recommended 

‘seek[ing] American support and understanding for the policies we desire to adopt’ 

and keeping Hong Kong under civil control rather than military administration, 

thereby abolishing the Dormant Commission.156 

 

In February 1970, Michael Stewart again sought ministerial concurrence on 

the Study. The ministerial discussion had been postponed because Stewart and 

Lord Shepherd had foreign visits several times in 1969 and paid only limited 

attention to the paper.157 When the planning paper was at last presented for 

ministerial deliberation, no significant changes were made.158 Michael Stewart 

stated on 2 February 1970 to the Ministerial Committee on Hong Kong that Hong 

Kong’s future remained ‘saliently gloomy’. Although by early 1968 the Chinese 

communists had shifted from radical policy to a long-term struggle to ‘bring the 

Hong Kong Government to subservience’, the Labour government had ‘little 

freedom of choice about the future discharge of our responsibilities’. Neither it 

could ‘attempt to bring it to any form of independent status, since this would be 

quite unacceptable to the Chinese’, nor it had ‘fresh initiatives that we can take in 

present circumstances that would make the problem of Hong Kong less 

intractable in the longer term’. The Ministers had to accept Hong Kong as ‘a 

special case in the political evolution of our colonial territories’. As Steward 

envisaged, there were no prospects of negotiating with the Chinese government 
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on Hong Kong’s future in the next five to ten years. He thus recommended his 

colleagues to wait until a moderate regime arose in China. In addition to these 

general recommendations, he further sought ministerial approval for an 

interdepartmental officials’ study on Hong Kong’s future to ‘submit a revised 

report to the Committee in the first half of 1971 by which time the next Governor 

should have taken up his post’.159 

 

With Denis Healey’s agreement in March 1970, 160  the Cabinet Office 

considered future action in Hong Kong. In May 1970, Michael Stewart sought 

ministerial approval to further study ‘the effect on life in Hong Kong of the 

approach of 1997’ and the pros and cons of securing ‘the support and 

understanding of the United States of the policies proposed’. More crucial, the 

officials had to study whether the Labour government should ‘further widening 

the gap between Hong Kong and China [to] make transition to Chinese rule more 

difficult … [by] deliberately [raising] the living standards’161 Such studies had 

yet to be commissioned due to the Labour Party’s defeat in the General Election 

in June 1970. When the Conservative Party came to power on 19 June, all 

ministerial committees and discussions on Hong Kong were discarded, as the new 

Conservative government intended to develop its own policy.162 

 

At this point, the Labour government was reluctant to have Hong Kong in 

hand. Facing economic difficulties, it sought to offload any economic liability. Yet 
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it was compelled to remain in Hong Kong because of the Chinese government’s 

political instability and opposition to any change in Hong Kong’s status. Besides, 

losing Hong Kong would be a blow of confidence to the West in containing 

Communism in Asia. In other words, by keeping Hong Kong, the Labour 

government demonstrated its commitment to defending the free world.  

 

Social Policies in Hong Kong 

 

The Labour government now sought to stay in Hong Kong in the short term 

for negotiating Britain’s honourable withdrawal. The development-driven 

colonialism that prepared for colony’s self-government was thus adopted. As the 

Police Special Branch concluded in 1968, the Hong Kong government had to 

 
counter this new phase of communist activity not only by maintaining law 
and order and its own authority, but also by continuing carefully 
considered policies to effect genuine and lasting improvements in standard 
of living, endeavouring to avoid genuine grievances where possible and by 
gearing the public relations machinery to meet the communist propaganda 
challenge.163 

 

Since the FCO held the view that ‘the more we can retain [the Hong Kong 

people’s] loyalty and support by development of non-communist education and 

other social services, the greater our chances of avoiding further unrest in Hong 

Kong’,164 the colonial administration had to avoid any repetition of the 1967 riots 

in the following four areas.165 
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The City District Office Scheme 

 

By 1966, the Hong Kong government had realised the need to build a bridge 

between the government and the governed. To deal with the growing but limited 

demand for democracy in New Towns,166 Trench commissioned the Dickinson 

working group to ‘explore and advise on practicable system of local 

administration in Hong Kong’ by which the Hong Kong government could 

address regional needs.167 Completed on 29 April 1966, the Dickinson report 

advised the colonial administration to appoint an officer responsible for local 

community matters, to establish an advisory committee of local residents and to 

transform this advisory committee into a local authority.168 It also recommended 

establishing a Municipal Council to prepare ‘the public for the system of 

democratic local administration’, to build up public confidence in the democratic 

system and to provide opportunities ‘for citizens to influence and participate in 

the conduct of public affairs’.169 

 

Four months later, the ad hoc Urban Council Committee’s report 

recommended a similar proposal. It suggested operating the Municipal Council by 

elected councillors with the financial power to develop Hong Kong ‘into a 

permanent home for its people.170. The demand for devolution in both reports was 
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obvious.171 Yet in Lord Shepherd’s observation, the Hong Kong people had only 

limited interest in elections.172 True, in the Chinese University’s socialist survey, 

80% of its respondent ‘had no interest at all in the [Urban Council] election 

campaign … [although] hearing about the elections in two or more ways’.173 

While any move to universal adult suffrage in Hong Kong would have been ‘a 

serious mistake’ to provoke China’s suspicion,174 Michael Stewart instructed 

Trench to reform local government without ‘giving the Chinese government any 

excuse to claim that the status of Hong Kong is being altered’.175 The Governor 

turned down both reports because ‘they went further than [he] had in mind’.176 

 

To strike a balance, the Hong Kong government put forward a moderate City 

District Office scheme. The 1967 riots showed the necessity to provide ‘an 

additional outlet for the explanation of Government policies and … an additional 

channel through which grievances, deficiencies, and the special needs of 

particular areas could be ascertained and dealt with’.177 With this in mind, Trench 

set up the City District Office in May 1968 to ‘supplement with personal 

explanation on Government’s output of information through the mass 

communication media’ by developing every possible contacts with organisations 

and individuals in each district. The District Officers would thus be special 

advisors on public opinion and local needs and coordinators of other departments’ 
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activities.178 While constitutional reform for ultimate self-government was out of 

the question, the scheme was seen by the FCO as a move towards delivering good 

administration.179 

 

The City District Office was regarded as a great success in bridging the 

people and governments of both Hong Kong and Britain. The Officers’ nature of 

‘operating in field rather far away from their desks’ was, as former City District 

Officer and Home Secretary Denis Bray put it, the key to winning the people’s 

hearts.180 Despite the lack of commitment to devolution and the failure to stop 

young people from demonstrating in the streets, 181  this ‘mechanism for 

administrative absorption of politics at the grass-root level’ was what the colonial 

authority was able to do within its boundaries to improve its image.182 For the 

Hong Kong people, the scheme was not only a channel to suggest to the 

government what betterment was needed but also a way to ‘enjoy the political 

benefit of democracy in an unrepresentative constitution’. 183 In Britain, the 

Labour Party MPs regarded the scheme as ‘a desirable and welcome move’ 

despite their disappointment with the lack of an ombudsman.184 The Labour 
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government considered it more significant. 185  HKD Head William Carter 

appreciated the Office’s ‘identification of public (and personal) grievances at an 

early stage and before they reach major proportions’.186 The scheme was also 

considered useful for ‘[providing] a safety valve of political aspirations that might 

develop in a community increasingly thrown in on itself … [and] pressing a fast 

growing proportion of people educated on Western lines’.187 In view of the 

growing identification with Hong Kong among the people, Trench was 

encouraged to put forward any plans that could ‘help to instil a feeling in the 

public that the [British] Government is their Government’.188  

 

The Education and Labour Reforms 

 

After the communist disturbances were settled in February 1968, the Heung 

Yee Kuk delegation suggested George Thomson to introduce political and social 

reforms in Hong Kong to ‘minimise the areas of social grievances which the 

Communists can exploit’.189 Convinced by the 1967 riots and Lord Shepherd’s 

observation, the Hong Kong government concentrated its efforts on education and 

labour reforms. 

 

In terms of education, the Hong Kong government sought to reduce public 

support for communist education. As the Police Special Branch reported, the joint 
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directive of Zhou Enlai and Liao Chengzhi on the Hong Kong Communists’ 

patriotic education was ‘reaching and influencing the uncommitted sections of the 

community’. 190 Indeed, in the 1967/68 school year, there was a rise in the 

attendance of Communist-operated schools from 1.9% to 2.4% of the total school 

population. In May 1968, the Chinese Communists started building 25 new 

schools, with 21 of them in operation by September.191 In addition, the colonial 

government worried about the Chinese Communists’ subsides for poor Chinese 

people, such as 25% or even full remission of school fees and financial aid for 

textbooks and stationery.192 Arthur Galsworthy asked Trench to ‘[combat] its 

effect [by] ensuring as far as possible that the parents of children who would not 

normally attend non-Communist schools are not, for one reason or another 

(through lack of places at such schools), persuaded to send their children’ to these 

schools.193 

 

The Hong Kong government thus provided compulsory primary education to 

all children. In February 1969, despite his ‘residual doubts’, David Trench 

announced his decision to ‘reduce the problem of non-attendance at [primary] 

school to a point where legislation can cope with’.194 He sought to convince 

parents to send their children to primary school as ‘a matter of Chinese habits of 

thought’.195 Trench’s proposal was promising since the FCO estimated there to be 
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695,000 places in government and subsidised schools for 650,000 eligible primary 

school children.196 In July 1970, HKD Head Edgar Laird urged Trench to confirm 

when legislation would be introduced to implement compulsory primary 

education.197 Three months later, the Governor introduced a compulsory primary 

education law, which would go into effect in 1971 to pave the way for fee-free 

primary schooling.198  

 

For the Hong Kong public, the Governor’s decision for free primary 

education showed ‘how the Hong Kong government is working for the goodwill 

of its people and Hong Kong’s future by fulfilling public desire’ and providing 

young people with opportunities for social mobility.199 Michael Stewart thus 

asked the Hong Kong government to expand the idea to secondary and technical 

education in the future to counter possible Communist expansion.200 Offering 

free primary education appeared to be effective in stabilising social order.201  

 

Immediate government attention also paid to labourers’ working conditions. 

Despite the enactment of several legislations by the late 1950s, there was no great 

impetus to widen legal protections for workers. The 1967 riots, which began with 

labour disputes, offered the Hong Kong government a great opportunity to 
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address the issue.202 As J. Greenhalgh, General Secretary of the International 

Textile and Garment Workers’ Federation, observed in his visit to Hong Kong in 

June 1967, the most critical problem exposed was excessive working hours. Yet 

the penalties for violations of labour legislation were ‘ridiculously low so that 

they do not act as a deterrent’ and were rather ‘inducements to employers to break 

the law’. In Greenhalgh’s view, the Hong Kong government should ‘destroy much 

of [Communists’] influence by eliminating glaring injustices’ that contributed to 

the 1967 riots. He thus recommended introducing a universal rest day throughout 

the territory and further limitations on working hours.203 In view of Harold 

Wilson’s instruction to improve labour conditions in Hong Kong ‘as quickly as 

circumstances permit’,204 Commonwealth Minister of State Judith Hart asked the 

Hong Kong government to ‘make early and real progresses for improving Hong 

Kong’s image in labour matters’.205 

 

Legislation to protect labourers’ interests were subsequently enacted. On 1 

December 1967, the Factories and Industrial Undertakings Ordinance was passed 

to reduce the maximum standard working hours by 30 minutes a day and 3 hours 

a week in the first two phases of the scheme. This was followed by reductions of 

20 minutes and 2 hours a week in the remaining stages so that by 1 December 

1971, the maximum standard working hours would be 8 hours a day and 48 hours 

a week.206 On 14 February 1968, Commissioner of Labour R. M. Hetherington 

announced the priority of legislative measures to protect contracts and wages, 
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redundancy, worker compensation and holiday and rest days.207 On 25 September 

1968, the Employment Bill, which complied with the Employers and Servants 

Ordinance, was passed in Legislative Council to prevent long-service workers 

from ‘being dismissed and being given no notice or no wages in lieu of notice’. 

Every worker was guaranteed to be paid within 7 days of the last day of the wage 

period and upon the completion or termination of a contract of employment.208 

Beyond this, Factories and Industrial Undertakings (Amendment) No. 2 

Regulations, and the Workmen’s Compensation (Amendment) Bill 1969 were 

approved on 27 August and 19 November 1969 respectively to ensure 

improvement in working places and employees’ right to seek injury compensation 

from their employers.209 In Arthur Galsworthy’s view, these laws were sufficient 

‘to meet the challenge in the new phase of communist confrontation’.210 

 

These government initiatives were well received by the people. During the 

legislating process, J. Greenhalgh observed strong opposition from industrialists’ 

to any move disrupting ‘the way of life they have’ after the riots.211 Lord 

Shepherd also observed Hong Kong officials’ conservatism regarding moves ‘in 

the field of labour and social reform’ because of their concern over the impact of 

labour reforms on the territory’s stability and prosperity.212 As the legislations 

turned out, Wah Kiu Yat Po supported the colonial administration’s initiatives to 
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guarantee worker’s safety and improve labour relations. It also appreciated the 

government’s efforts to ‘keep distance with any kind of political activities to 

ensure the interests of every people living in this “peaceful city”’.213 Moreover, 

leaders of labour unions believed that the legislation was a positive step towards 

improving labour relations214 With this legislation, Wah Kiu Yat Po was confident 

that Hong Kong labourers’ living and working quality would rise to as high a 

standard as those in Western European countries. 215  The Hong Kong 

government’s efforts thus appeared to reduce social grievances. 

 

Investment in the Cross-Harbour Tunnel 

 

As early as 1959, there was business interest in setting up a company to 

investigate the possibilities of a link between Hong Kong Island and Kowloon. In 

1965, the Legislative Council approved a resolution to grant a 30-year exclusive 

franchise to the Hong Kong Cross-Harbour Tunnel Company to build the tunnel, 

while the Hong Kong government had the option of bearing up to 25% of the 

costs. Although the Board of Trade’s Export Credits Guarantee Department 

(ECGD) intended to loan a 75% construction fee to secure Richard Costain (Civil 

Engineering) Ltd. as a contractor, it was unconfident in the Hong Kong 

Cross-Harbour Company’s lien.216 

 

Fears of a Chinese military takeover resulting from the 1967 riots disrupted 
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the ECGD’s confidence in investing in the project. In mid-May 1967, M. P. V. 

Hannam, Principal British Trade Commissioner in Hong Kong, asked the ECGD 

to ensure that Richard Costain Ltd. would build the tunnel to avoid ‘further 

industrial unrest and internal troubles’. Otherwise, there would be ‘a severe loss 

of confidence’ in the territory.217 Yet the ECGD classified Hong Kong as a 

first-class ‘A’ risk because of the likelihood of the Chinese government’s recovery 

of the territory.218 On 13 June 1967, the ECGD informed the Tunnel Company 

that it had decided to put the loan for Richard Costain Ltd.’s tender on hold until 

there was a ‘satisfactory solution of the current situation’ in Hong Kong.219  

 

In October 1967, the Hong Kong government began pressing forward with 

the Tunnel project to secure local confidence.220 Yet the ECGD responded on 1 

November that it would approve the loan only if the Hong Kong government 

provided compensation from its sterling reserve in London for the Chinese 

government’s takeover. 221  As Arthur Galsworthy indicated, the ECGD’s 

condition was ‘impossibly political acceptable’ since this would be interpreted by 

the world that ‘H.M.G. had no confidence in Hong Kong or its future’.222  

 

In August 1968, Board of Trade’s Minister of State Lord Brown insisted that 

the ECGD’s duty was to ‘cover UK exporters against such [political] risk … [and 

to] safeguard their funds by any means available’. To move forward, the Hong 

Kong government had to guarantee compensation for the Labour government’s 
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possible loss.223 Lord Shepherd, in reply, was unconvinced of the necessity ‘to 

take special cover against a political risk’ on the project because the disorder had 

ceased in January. He thus conceded that ‘there was nothing we can do to help’ in 

this deadlock.224 In September 1968, Ministers decided to put aside a bank loan 

of £12.5 million for the Tunnel Company.225 The ECGD’s scepticism about 

Britain’s role in Hong Kong’s future broke the deal. 

 

In late December 1968, the Tunnel Company was offered a loan without 

envisaging ‘any government or other guarantee’ by the French corporation Société 

Générale.226 For Lord Shepherd, this was a contest that the Labour government 

was unaffordable to lose. On commercial grounds, the contractor of the tunnel 

would be ‘in an advantageous position to secure other contracts’, such as the Kai 

Tak Airport’s extension and the Mass Transit System, totalling £95 million in 

contracts. Furthermore, losing the project to foreign capital would be interpreted 

‘as a lack of confidence in Hong Kong’s future’. In view of the ministerial 

decision to show Britain’s commitment to Hong Kong’s future by offering 

financial aid, Lord Shepherd asked the ECGD on 9 January 1969 to revise the 

terms to secure the contract for the British.227 Lord Brown, after learning of 

French interest in the Tunnel, agreed to ‘offer export guarantees on terms more 

favourable than those it was rumoured the French would offer’.228 He first sought 

an Anglo–French joint venture, believing the French ‘might [not] soften their 
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terms still further’.229 Yet Harold Wilson was determined to compete with the 

French and win the contract.230 For this reason, the ECGD discussed the possible 

terms of a joint venture with the French to delay the latter’s official 

announcement, 231  whereas seeking guarantees from the Tunnel Company’s 

shareholders such as Wheelock Marden & Co. Ltd, Hutchison International Ltd., 

Kwong Wan Ltd. and the Kadoorie Partners.232 An agreement in principal with 

these corporations was at last reached on 15 April 1969 in which the ECGD 

would offer a maximum of £14 million in loans to lender Lloyds Bank for 

Richard Costain Ltd. to complete the project. The Hong Kong government would 

also offer a 25% guarantee of the loan.233 

 

For the Hong Kong people, the tunnel project, which started on 1 September 

1969, was not only a ‘conjunction bringing Hong Kong into the next stage of 

prosperity’,234 it also indicated ‘the local people’s and the world’s confidence in 

Hong Kong’s long-term future’.235 Although the ECGD had reiterated that its 

loan was based on commercial grounds, 236  it was the political purpose of 

securing Britain’s position in Hong Kong that secured the deal. Therefore, the 

colonial administration’s initiatives after the 1967 riots, as David Trench 

recollected, could not be solely regarded as a policy ‘for the good of the Hong 

Kong people’.237 They were the colonial measures to secure the British rule in 
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the territory. 

 

The Governorship in Transition 

 

The above efforts showed Britain’s good governance after WWII and the 

1967 riots Hong Kong to restore the British prestige.238 The Labour government 

needed a reform-minded Governor to better secure Britain’s position. 

 

By mid-1968, the Labour government started searching a new Governor for 

Hong Kong to maintain the reforms. George Thomson asked for advice from Lord 

Shepherd and Arthur Galsworthy. Arthur Galsworthy praised David Trench, 

whose term was to expire in May 1969, as ‘a man of clear liberal views … 

influenc[ing] in the direction of modernisation and liberalisation’ in Hong Kong. 

As Galsworthy observed, Trench was ‘a reassurance [to the Hong Kong people] 

of the continuing steadfastness of our policy’ and a symbol of resisting 

Communism. Galsworthy thus ‘had no hesitation in recommending’ Thomson to 

extend Trench’s governorship by one year.239 Nevertheless, Lord Shepherd was 

concerned about Trench’s ability and commitment to achieve Whitehall’s 

objectives in Hong Kong. The communists in Hong Kong ‘had already initiated 

moves in many spheres to regain [their] former influence’ by their United Front 

Work tactics and the HKD was aware of ‘the danger of complacency’ in Hong 

Kong. 240  More concerning was David Trench’s relatively ‘non-committal’ 
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approach to reforms in Hong Kong.241 In Lord Shepherd’s judgement, the 1967 

riots demonstrated ‘the end of a long chapter of laissez-faire’ and the need for 

‘changes [for] a growing sense of frustrati[on] within many influential circles’. In 

this sense, the extension of Trench’s tenure would ‘lead to the return of the old 

attitudes which would be fatal to Hong Kong’. Although he ‘recognised the 

advantages of retaining Trench’s services’ in minimising the impact of a new 

Financial Secretary on Hong Kong’s morale, Lord Shepherd wanted ‘a new drive 

from above’ in Hong Kong.242 

 

At last, Ministers extended Trench’s governorship to 1970. In mid-1968, 

non-communist Chinese associations in Hong Kong petitioned the Queen, the 

Commonwealth Secretary and the Labour government to extend Trench’s term.243 

Conservative MPs Anthony Royle and Anthony Barber also supported the 

move.244 George Thomson advised Harold Wilson to keep David Trench for one 

more year because the Governor was ‘of fundamental importance to our position 

in Hong Kong in inspiring and maintaining public confidence both in the stability 

and continuing prosperity’. He also advised Wilson to ‘line up for the [new] 

Governorship a more suitable candidate’.245 After considering ‘the wider issues 

which affect China and the problems of Hong Kong,’ the Queen, Harold Wilson 

and Michael Stewart concurred with Thomson’s suggestion.246 On 14 August 

1968, the Labour government announced the extension of David Trench’s service 
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in Hong Kong for another year. South China Morning Post called this ‘joyful 

news’ for Hong Kong. 247 Temporary extension of Trench’s tenure gave the 

Labour government time to find a candidate suitable for its new policy aims. 

 

To this end, the Hong Kong government sought every means to deliver good 

administration to secure Britain’s colonial position.248 It was eager to improve 

government–people relations, to reduce discontent that the Communists could 

exploit, and to foster local confidence. Trench thus implemented the City District 

Office scheme, enforced legislation on compulsory primary education, improved 

labour conditions and invested in the Cross-Harbour Tunnel. To better deliver 

social reforms in Hong Kong, the Labour government extended the Governor’s 

service while seeking a successor. These measures all aimed at consolidating 

British colonial rule in Hong Kong. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This chapter reveals the Labour government’s uncertainty about Hong 

Kong’s long-term future from 1967 to 1970. With its withdrawal from East of 

Suez, domestic economic difficulties and deteriorating relations with China, the 

Labour government worried about its stance in Hong Kong after the 1967 riots 

and thought of evacuation. Yet it had no means to enact it. Therefore, it initiated a 

study on Hong Kong’s long-term future. What convinced the Labour Government 

to maintain a dangerous colonial mission in Hong Kong was the territory’s Cold 

War strategic and psychological value to Britain, America and Southeast Asia. It 
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first sought to garrison sufficient forces to deter potential Communist unrest and 

boost confidence. Nevertheless, the indebted Labour government denied 

augmenting forces in Hong Kong solely for the territory’s internal security. Indeed, 

it lost the interests of maintaining the colonial ties with Hong Kong because of the 

political and economic embarrassment caused by Hong Kong. Worse still, the 

Labour Government had no option to withdraw from or decolonise Hong Kong; it 

had to wait for the emergence of a moderate regime in China to negotiate its 

voluntary withdrawal. Hong Kong’s Cold War significance became the reluctant 

reason for the Labour government to view itself as trapped in Hong Kong. 

 

The British government thus implemented further reforms to secure its 

colonial administration in Hong Kong. To avoid a humiliating withdrawal forced 

by the Communists, George Thomson and Lord Shepherd suggested improving 

social conditions in Hong Kong. For this reason, the Hong Kong government 

accelerated its pre-riot policies and initiated new ones, such as the City District 

Office scheme, compulsory primary education, labour legislation and investment 

in the Cross-Harbour Tunnel. With this changing direction of colonial governance, 

the Labour government searched for a new reform-minded Governor who would 

preside over an active government. By delivering and continuing these reforms 

after the 1967 riots, the Labour government sought to extend its colonial 

administration for as long as possible. At this point, the reform-oriented 

colonialism intended to secure British position in Hong Kong temporarily.  
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Chapter 3  

The Conservative Government’s Optimism about Hong Kong’s 

Future, 1970-1974 

 
My object in Hong Kong must be to ensure that conditions in Hong 
Kong are so superior in every way to those in China that the CPG 
will hesitate before facing the problems of absorption. These 
objects coincide with what we, as administrative power, would 
wish for the Colony in any case. 

 
Murray MacLehose1 

 

This chapter discusses the Conservative government’s efforts to deter 

China’s recovery of Hong Kong in 1997 by accelerating social reforms. It came to 

power in June 1970 with a strong desire to maintain Britain’s greatness. It sought 

to contain Communism by joining the European Economic Community, by 

keeping British forces in Southeast Asia and by improving relations with China. 

To better preserve Britain’s world status, the Conservative administration 

withdrew from the UN’s Special Committee on Decolonisation to avoid criticism 

of its unfinished decolonisation process. The Conservative government then used 

its Cold War policy to formulate its colonial and decolonisation policy. It saw 

Hong Kong as ‘the West Berlin of Far East’ in the Cold War. Foreign Secretary 

Alec Douglas-Home and FCO Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State Anthony 

Royle rejected Labour’s cautious approach and sought to continue British colonial 
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rule in Hong Kong after 1997. Murray MacLehose was appointed the colony’s 

new Governor in 1971. His task was to deliver the Conservative government’s 

directive; negotiation with the Chinese government over Hong Kong’s future was 

deliberately postponed. Keeping Hong Kong as a colony became a British policy 

directive to contain Communism and preserve Britain’s world status. 

 

To achieve the Conservative government’s goals, Murray MacLehose was to 

support and extend Trench’s social policies. Anthony Royle agreed that 

MacLehose’s governorship aimed at improving Hong Kong’s social standard to a 

level that would be superior to that in China and that would cultivate a civic pride 

and sense of belonging within the Hong Kong people that was different from 

those of China and the West. All of these aims were designed to deter the Chinese 

government from recovering Hong Kong. Thus, the 10-year Housing Programme, 

free primary education to all children, social welfare system for disabled people 

and the regionalisation of medical and health services were proposed to enhance 

people’s living standards. In addition, MacLehose reformed the colonial 

government’s machinery to better communicate with the people, to improve the 

responsiveness and efficiency of government’s departments and to better plan 

long-term projects. These reforms not only made the colonial administration 

popular but also improved the Hong Kong people’s satisfaction with life in the 

territory and strengthened their local identity. As such, although MacLehose 

followed Trench’s social policies, he had a different agenda: to prolong British 

colonial rule in Hong Kong. The nature of reform-driven colonialism thus 

transformed from temporarily to permanently secure the British rule in Hong 

Kong.  
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The Context: The Conservative Government’s Policies on the Cold War, 
China and Decolonisation 

 

The Conservative government’s change of agenda to restore Britain’s world 

status during the Cold War was a key factor. Prime Minister Edward Heath stated 

in the 1970 manifesto that his government intended to build a Britain ‘playing a 

full part in the world’s affairs, accepting and meeting its responsibilities to 

others … which other nations will admire’.2 To protect Britain’s greatest interests, 

Heath and Alec Douglas-Home sought to contain potential Soviet threats, 3 

balance Anglo–American and American–European interests and consolidate 

Western Europe’s integrity.4 For Heath, this could be done not only by Britain’s 

entry into the European Economic Community, which occurred in 1973, but also 

by its commitment to international security.5 For this reason, the Conservative 

government, while keeping NATO as its first priority on defence, reversed its 

predecessor’s decision and retained British forces in Southeast Asia as part of the 

Five Power Defence Arrangements using the limited resources the Conservative 

government could allocate.6 This decision was designed to give the Southeast 

Asian countries political and psychological assurance by deterring 

‘Communist-inspired insurgency and subversion, externally promoted, in 
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Malaysia and Singapore’,7 and to demonstrate Britain’s intention to establish 

partnerships with its Commonwealth allies such as Australia and New Zealand.8 

Announced in October 1970, the British resumption of ‘responsibility for the 

preservation of peace and stability in the world’ was praised by American 

President Richard Nixon. 9 Therefore, in December, Defence Secretary Lord 

Carrington, with Douglas-Home’s agreement, declared that limited forces would 

be deployed to the SEATO’s mission and would perform merely as consultants so 

as to gain ‘as much political credit as possible from our allies’.10 This decision 

was designed to maintain Britain’s world power status in Europe, Asia and the 

Middle East.11 In this context, the Conservative government viewed Hong Kong 

strategically as ‘the West Berlin of the Far East’.12 In August 1970, the Ministry 

of Defence reaffirmed the stationing of 6⅔ major land force units in Hong Kong 

with 72-hour notice of reinforcement to ‘engender, within Hong Kong, a greater 

confidence in HMG’s intention to stand by the Colony’ and to warn China ‘that 

we do intend to fight … [with] an understanding with the Americans’.13 The 

Conservative government’s desire to maintain Britain’s world status in the Cold 

War was a driving force in its foreign and colonial policy. 

 

The Conservative government also established full diplomatic relations with 
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China. In view of its conflict with the Soviet Union, the Chinese government was 

eager to unify the Western European countries, Britain included, ‘medium-sized 

and small countries to counter the American and Soviet hegemony’.14 As such, 

Ma Jiajun, Chinese Charge d’Affairs in Britain, expressed the Chinese 

government’s desire to improve relations with Britain in July 1970.15 In 1969, 

American National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger advised Nixon to improve 

relations with China to balance the power between China and the Soviet Union.16 

Heath of course recognised the strategic importance of this move and asked the 

FCO to think of initiatives to improve Anglo–Chinese relations in December 

1970.17 In June 1971, Douglas-Home advised the DOPC to normalise relations 

with China.18 Britain finally established full diplomatic relations with China in 

March 1972. For the DOPC and Douglas-Home, this not only increased Britain’s 

share of the Chinese market but also brought ‘China into a healthier relationship 

with the rest of world’ in seeking to contain the Soviet Union. 19  In 

Douglas-Home’s view, repairing relations with China was also ‘of paramount 

importance’ to British policy in Hong Kong because, as the FED elaborated, it 

was only with a ‘sufficiently smooth [relation with China] that we can enter into 

informal talks with the Chinese on [Hong Kong’s future] with a reasonable chance 

of success’.20 The improved Anglo–Chinese relations were encouraging to the 
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Conservative government as it contemplated its policies on Hong Kong’s future. 

 

Moreover, the Conservative government quit the UN Special Committee on 

Decolonisation to save Britain from criticism over its unfinished decolonisation. 

Human rights were one of the ideological grounds that Cold War rivals fought 

over to strengthen their political thoughts and systems.21 Third World countries 

used this to criticize the great powers on the decolonisation issue. Britain had 

come under fire in the UN’s General Assembly debate in 1969 because of the 

Rhodesia problem. 22  In December 1970, Colin Crowe, British Permanent 

Representative to the United Nations, recommended leaving the UN’s 

Decolonisation Committee because it ‘went all-out for an extremist presentation 

of decolonisation themes’ that damaged Britain’s reputation. The Committee also 

failed to ‘produce any sensible ideas which could help us with the problems we 

face in the decolonisation of our residual small territories’.23 More crucial, the 

Conservative government opposed the UN’s Resolution 2621 in 1970, which 

urged the acceleration of decolonisation and condemned any ‘continuation of 

colonialism in all its forms and manifestations’.24 For FCO Minister of State 

Joseph Godber, this resolution was ‘a thoroughly impractical and doctrinaire 

document … which is not relevant to the needs and problems of the remaining 

dependencies’. While ‘the major task of decolonisation is virtually complete’, the 
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Conservative government withdrew from the Committee on 11 January 1971.25 

Regarding the remaining colonies, Lord Lothian, FCO Parliamentary 

Under-Secretary of State, made it plain to the House of Lords on the following 

day that ‘[they] cannot be regarded as presenting a single problem susceptible of 

solution by a single panacea’. This was particularly so for such territories as Hong 

Kong, Gibraltar and the Falkland Islands, which entailed sovereignty disputes 

with third nations.26 Apart from avoiding criticism in the UN, the Conservative 

government needed a change of policy to deal with colonies that were incapable 

of following the ordinary decolonisation.27 

 

The Conservative administration was thus able to approach Hong Kong’s 

future for her interest on an international legal basis. After replacing Taiwan as the 

representative of China in the United Nations in October 1971,28 the Chinese 

government was appointed to the Special Committee on Decolonisation. On 8 

March 1972, Huang Hua, Chinese representative to the UN, wrote to Salim 

Ahmed Salim, Chairman of the 24 Committee and Tanzanian Representative in 

the UN, seeking the removal of Hong Kong and Macao from the list of 

Non-Self-Governing Territories.29 In the FCO’s assessment, China did so ‘in the 

hope that any discussion of Hong Kong and Macao in the Committee would be 

discouraged’ to respond to the Soviet Union’s criticism.30 Indeed, the Chinese 

government took no follow-up action, and initiated no propaganda campaign in 
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supporting this motion. 31  Even the Committee member opposed to this 

proposition. Yet Salim Ahmed Salim pushed this matter forward, to show ‘his 

reputation as a dynamic’ contributor in decolonisation affairs.32 As a result, the 

Working Group of the Special Committee on Decolonisation under Salim’s 

chairmanship agreed to exclude Hong Kong and Macao from the list.33 The UN 

General Assembly adopted Resolution 2908 (XXVII), approving the motion on 2 

November 1972.34 In December, Crowe wrote to the UN Secretary-General that 

‘the action of the General Assembly in no way affects the legal status of Hong 

Kong’ as a British colony.35 His letter only intended to put the British stance on 

record, not to confront the Chinese government. The underlying reason was that 

successive British governments ‘have long been generally agreed that Hong Kong 

is in a special category’ of British decolonisation. The General Assembly’s 

Resolution thus did Britain a favour in confirming that ‘the future of Hong Kong 

can only be settled between [Britain and China]’.36 The Chinese government also 

regarded the UN’s decision as an international legal decision disallowing Hong 

Kong’s independence but allowing Britain and China to discuss their sovereignty 

over the territory.37 The Conservative government was able to follow the Party’s 

line that ‘[t]here should be no undue haste to discard British responsibilities’ in 
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Hong Kong.38  

 

To summarise, the Conservative government targeted improving Britain’s 

international standing through foreign and colonial policy. To contain 

Communism around the globe, it reversed Labour’s withdrawal plan by keeping 

forces in Southeast Asia, by establishing full diplomatic relations with China and 

by leaving the UN 24 Committee. More crucial was the UN’s decision to exclude 

Hong Kong from the list of Non-Self-Governing Territories, leaving China and 

Britain to decide Hong Kong’s future. With these positives, British uncertainty 

about Hong Kong’s future had dissipated by 1970.39 As it did in the Pacific 

Islands,40 the Conservative government was free to decide Hong Kong’s future 

and to delay the process of winding up the Empire. 

 

The First Deliberation on Hong Kong’s Future, 1970-1972 

 

The Cold War and the Chinese Government’s Policy on Hong Kong 

 

Before gaining power, the Conservative Party had already begun to consider 

Hong Kong’s future. In February 1970, Party Leader Edward Heath assigned 

Anthony Royle, Chairman of Anglo-Hong Kong Parliamentary Group, to set up 

the Hong Kong Policy Committee. Its objective was to study ‘British policy 

towards Hong Kong in the light of the colony’s economic, constitutional and 
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social problems’ for a Conservative government in power. 41  After the 

Conservatives’ victory in the General Election, Royle submitted the Committee’s 

report to Heath, recommending that ‘in view of the increased political importance 

of Hong Kong as the United Kingdom’s largest Colony’, the Conservatives’ 

resumption of office ‘would be an appropriate time to reconsider UK policy’ on 

Hong Kong’s future. It was now necessary to annually ‘gauge the practicability of 

some approach to China about renegotiation of the lease’ without taking any overt 

action. For this reason, the ‘best man should be appointed’ as the Governor of 

Hong Kong to deliver a social programme ‘with a bias towards movement rather 

than contentment with the status quo’. To better consider this idea and 

communicate with Hong Kong’s colonial administration, Royle suggested that ‘a 

private and highly confidential meeting should take place as soon as possible’.42 

In July 1970, Royle, now the FCO Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State in 

charge of Hong Kong affairs, advised Heath to start a FCO study covering a wider 

range of subjects than the Committee’s report.43 Heath endorsed the report and 

‘the course of action suggested’ by Royle.44 The Party Committee’s report thus 

served as the foundation of the Conservative government’s consideration of Hong 

Kong’s future. 

 

By the late 1970, the FCO prepared a new planning paper on Hong Kong’s 

future with a new framework. The FCO first maintained the Labour government’s 

uncertainty about the territory. In preparing the brief for Anthony Royle’s visit to 

Hong Kong in October 1970, the FCO HKD warned Royle that ‘it is highly 
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doubtful whether any Chinese Communist leadership would be prepared to 

contemplate a further extension of the lease for the New Territories beyond 

1997’.45 Nevertheless, this view was reversed because both Douglas-Home and 

Royle had ‘no objection to a continuing Colonial situation’, particularly in Hong 

Kong. As such, when Michael Wilford, FCO Assistant Under-Secretary of State 

for Asian Affairs, asked what to do with the Labour’s planning paper in early 

December, the Cabinet Office instructed him that those papers ‘must be regarded 

as dead and that the matter will have to be resubmitted to Ministers de novo’. The 

only continuity was to keep the matter under annual review. Now, as Royle 

instructed, the planning paper withdrew the idea of ‘how we could decently get 

out of Hong Kong’ and turned to ‘the idea that we should, if possible, maintain 

our presence in Hong Kong, even post 1997, if this is at all possible’.46 

 

The FCO thus drafted the planning paper with a view towards retaining 

Hong Kong as a colony after 1997 (see Appendix 3 for the outline). In June 1971, 

the finalised paper concluded that if Hong Kong was to be taken over by the 

Chinese government, it would ‘no longer be the power house it is today’ in both 

political and financial sense. In addition, China remained ‘a very backward 

country agriculturally, economically and industrially … [and] it will take a very 

long time to achieve even modest economic success’. These factors ‘militate[d] 

against the Chinese government taking voluntarily a decision to regain control of 

the Colony’. Rather than recovering Hong Kong ‘by overwhelming force of arms 

without warning’, the Chinese government ‘may prefer to see Hong Kong remain 

under our Administration and thus to continue to enjoy the fruits of its colonial 
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status … [because] the Chinese wanted to have their cake and … obtain the 

economic benefits of our administration’. In addition, the political feeling in Hong 

Kong and within the Conservative Party would oppose British withdrawal from 

the territory. Thus, the first choice now suggested by the FCO was to ‘pay for the 

lease of the N.T. [or] having retroceded our territory, to pay fair, or exorbitant rent 

for the whole territory’ to retain Hong Kong’s status quo. Only if this course was 

unachievable would the Conservative government try to negotiate a voluntary 

withdrawal in 1997, suggested the planning paper.47 

 

This conclusion was based on the Conservative government’s Cold War 

policies to make Britain great. The Conservative government viewed Hong Kong 

as ‘the West Berlin of the Far East’, an asset to contain Communism in Asia. The 

loss of Hong Kong would cost Britain and the US ‘a valuable observation post on 

Communist China’, an annual £80m investment profit, and ‘a valuable 

communications centre in the Far East’. More crucial, losing Hong Kong to China 

would be ‘a major reverse for the West in the Far East’.48 In the Conservative 

government’s judgment, the 1970s Hong Kong was still a psychological 

reassurance for the Southeast Asian countries and the West’s commitment to 

combat Communism in the Far East as it was in the 1950s.49 Economically 

speaking, in view of the Conservative government’s determination to join the 

EEC, the Ministerial Committee of the Working Group on Europe sought 

opportunities to increase ‘Hong Kong’s importance as an air transit and tourist 
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centre’ and to develop new industries and outlets in the Far East for Britain and 

the EEC.50 In addition, the colony’s invisible trade, such as shipping, insurance, 

tourism and banking, were beneficial to the British enterprises in conducting 

business in Asia. For these strategic, political and economic reasons, the 

Conservative administration could not risk ‘a very significant trading entity in the 

world context’ like Hong Kong falling into other hands.51 

 

This change in thinking on Hong Kong’s future was based on the Chinese 

government’s attitude as well. Before the Conservatives resumed office, the FCO 

FED had observed that the Chinese usage of unequal treaties on Hong Kong and 

Macao was only a ‘product of Sino-Soviet rift’ to show a strong stance on 

territorial disputes with the Soviet Union; it did not seek to take back Hong 

Kong.52 The Chinese leadership was thinking otherwise. In his meeting with 

former British diplomat Malcolm MacDonald in 1971, Chinese Premier Zhou 

Enlai insisted that Chinese government ‘had no intention of seeking to get Hong 

Kong back until the expiry of the New Territories lease’.53 While MacDonald 

interpreted 1997 as the expiry date of British rule in Hong Kong in his report to 

the FCO, the latter adopted the notes written by Pei Jianzhang, Chinese Charge 

d’Affairs in Britain, on Zhou’s meeting with MacDonald. It read: 

 
Hong Kong is a place which will be returned to China, but the Chinese 
Government had not raised this and it would not be raised for a long time. 
The Leases of Kowloon expired in 1997. Chou wished to ensure the 
British Government not to think of this in connection with Taiwan.54 
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Perhaps Zhou’s remark implied that the Chinese government was thinking of 

absorbing Hong Kong when China’s economy was strong enough to stand without 

Hong Kong’s support.55 HKD’s Desk Officer Albert Gaminara believed that the 

crux of the matter was the ‘extent of the economic importance of Hong Kong to 

China’. If Hong Kong’s importance to China was preserved and even increased, 

‘there is a reasonable chance on the lease being extended in one form or 

another’.56  

 

Unsurprisingly, many in the FCO opposed this thinking. Percy Cradock, 

FCO Head of Planning Staff and former British Counsellor and Charge d’Affairs 

in China, recognised the benefit Britain could derive from Hong Kong for the 

Cold War, particularly in terms of intelligence gathering. He also noted the British 

Cold War obligation of avoiding ‘some two million citizens of the UK and 

Colonies [being] passed under Communist rule’. Nevertheless, in Cradock’s view, 

the planning paper’s proposed action ‘underestimate[d] the difficulties for the 

Chinese … in explicitly agreeing to the continuation of British rule, even on the 

basis of a lease’. For him, ‘there would be a great danger of their insisting on 

some humiliating frills [like] public British admission of moral wrong, or 

Macao-type controls’ in exchange for continuing the British administration. More 

crucial, Cradock believed, a decision to preserve the colony ‘would run counter to 

our general policy to divest ourselves as far as possible of our remaining Colonial 

responsibilities’. He thus asked ‘how long a lease do we think we would get?’. 

Even Britain was able to hold its position, there remained the risk of Hong Kong 
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‘becom[ing] a financial liability’ and burdening the Conservative government 

with defence and financial supports. Cradock doubted the wisdom of the scheme 

and suggested ‘an orderly and clean withdrawal in 1997’. 57  Even Michael 

Wilford, who supervised the draft of the planning paper, joined Cradock in 

arguing that the retention of Hong Kong ‘would not be a satisfactory situation 

from our point of view’.58 Despite agreement on the general line of Wilford’s 

paper, Leslie Monson, FCO Deputy Under-Secretary for Dependent Territories 

Affairs, suggested bringing out the Labour government’s assessment again for 

scrutiny.59  

 

Yet, the paper went for Ministerial consideration despite the officials’ 

disagreement. When writing and submitting the final draft to Anthony Royle in 

June 1971, Michael Wilford reversed his view and opted for retention ‘because of 

the dangers I foresee in trying to negotiate a withdrawal, which can only result in 

abandoning very large numbers of citizens of the UK and Colonies to Communist 

domination’.60 With Wilford’s backing, Anthony Royle ‘strongly support[s] the 

recommendation that we should try first for a solution’ involving paying for the 

lease of the New Territories. To consolidate this decision, Royle advised Alec 

Douglas-Home to present the proposal for the DOPC’s endorsement.61 

 

In December 1971, Alec Douglas-Home presented a revised version of the 

planning paper to the DOPC. He began with a balance sheet on the British 
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position in Hong Kong. Since Mao and Zhou were getting old, their successors 

‘might not feel themselves bound by Chou En-lai’s’ satisfaction with Hong 

Kong’s status quo because of the ‘possibility that before 1997 national pride will 

overcome economic realism’. ‘If the Chinese government is determined to expel 

us’, the Conservative government would be unable to defend Hong Kong and 

would face a humiliating withdrawal. This would cost Britain’s international 

reputation, which ran counter to the shared vision of Heath and Douglas-Home to 

bring Britain great again. In addition, retaining Hong Kong might cause the 

Conservative government to shoulder political and financial debts once economic 

confidence in the territory dropped or China–Hong Kong relations deteriorated.62 

 

Nevertheless, both Britain and China were content with Hong Kong’s 

colonial status quo: for the Chinese Government, ‘over one third of China’s total 

foreign exchange is earned through her trade with Hong Kong. A decision to take 

over Hong Kong would therefore have most serious economic consequences for 

her.’ For the Conservative government, retaining Hong Kong demonstrated 

Britain’s commitment to 2 million inhabitants living in the capitalist system, 

secured Hong Kong as a ‘base and as a source of intelligence’ for Britain and 

America and provided itself ‘[a] modest advantage to our balance of payments’. 

Retaining Hong Kong could thus best demonstrate the Conservative government’s 

contribution to its Western allies’ in containing Communism in the world.63 

 

In evaluating these factors, Douglas-Home believed that voluntary and 

negotiated withdrawal could be impossible due to the Chinese government’s 
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reluctance. In addition, ‘opinion in Hong Kong might not accept a negotiated 

withdrawal whatever HMG’s intentions were’. Thus, despite various options, 

Douglas-Home sought his Cabinet colleagues’ concurrence on securing an 

indication from the Chinese ‘that they will not interfere with the present 

arrangements after 1997 [or] that they will agree to negotiate new terms of a lease’ 

with annual reviews.64 

 

Douglas-Home’s paper was challenged before obtaining a final endorsement. 

This time the Treasury took the lead. Its Finance Overseas Development Division 

acknowledged that it would be ‘very desirable to obtain a promise of prolonged 

tenure of New Territories beyond 1997 as soon as possible’ if the Chinese 

government permitted. The large sterling reserves in Hong Kong would be ‘a 

bargaining counter in any negotiations with China’ to do so.65 Yet Hong Kong’s 

economic value as a source of foreign exchange to China would decrease in 

approaching 1997. In this case, the Chinese government’s ‘national pride could 

overcome economic sense’. 66 In the Division’s assessment, Douglas-Home’s 

policy would be ‘unsatisfactory for the UK unless the Chinese undertook to allow 

existing arrangements to continue for a definite and sufficiently long period after 

1997’.67  

 

The Treasury’s objection was, however, alone. At that time, the MoD was 

preparing a new Joint Intelligence Committee assessment of the threat to Hong 

Kong. Although the new study was unlikely to ‘change the overall threat to Hong 
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Kong’, 68  Lord Carrington found ‘no sound reason for haste in obtaining 

Ministerial agreement to the paper’ and deferred his decision until the assessment 

was completed. 69 The final decision thus fell to Edward Heath. Given his 

approval of the Party’s Committee report on Hong Kong, it was unsurprising that 

on 2 January 1972, Heath endorsed Douglas-Home’s paper and proposed action.70 

Lord Carrington acquiesced thereafter.71  

 

The Policy Guideline Governing Hong Kong 

 

With this policy objective, Murray MacLehose was appointed the new 

Governor of Hong Kong. After its announcement on 15 October 1970,72 the FCO 

commenced a preparation programme for MacLehose to equip him with the 

relevant experience in public administration. He was assigned to spend ‘about a 

month for study of any files in the Department here and for the necessary visits 

and contacts in London’.73 MacLehose requested ‘a fair assortment of histories 

and papers about Hong Kong’ and a note outlining the ‘agreed view of [FCO’s] 

Departments on how they consider the Hong Kong government could manage 

things better’ to familiarise himself with Hong Kong’s latest developments.74 The 
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FCO also held briefings with MacLehose, assigning him to counter Chinese 

efforts to increase their influence and, ultimately, to counter China’s ‘work 

towards recovery of the territory at an appropriate time’.75 These preparations, as 

MacLehose noted, enabled him to carry out the Conservative government’s policy 

by taking into account ‘all considerations relevant in Hong Kong as well as 

Whitehall’.76 A close working relation between Britain and Hong Kong would be 

built to implement the Conservative government’s objective. 

 

In light of these assumptions and Anthony Royle’s instructions, 77 

MacLehose produced three sets of guideline papers. He acknowledged his 

objective to deliver Douglas-Home’s and Royle’s idea of retaining Hong Kong as 

a British colony after 1997. To avoid reversing the Chinese government’s 

acquiescence to Hong Kong’s status quo, MacLehose proposed ‘not to raise any 

false expectation by discussing the status of the Colony with the Chinese either 

formally or informally’ and not to give ‘the impression of any move towards 

representative or independent government’ to the Chinese government. 78 

MacLehose would thus ensure in his governorship that ‘the advantages China 

obtains are maximised and the disadvantages and loss of face are minimised’.79 

Although MacLehose understood that ‘obviously 85% of the game will be out of 

our hands’, he proposed ‘a highly secret but thorough look at the future … which 
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will have to start now’. What MacLehose referred to was the implementation of 

social policies that ‘consciously designed to prolong confidence and so gain all 

possible time for condition’.80  

 

Thus, he introduced his plan ‘for the continuation of the Colony, namely that 

a wide margin over the standard of living in China must be maintained’. This 

objective not only echoed the Conservative government’s directive but also 

corresponded to ‘rising expectations and a more critical attitude to living 

conditions and government’ from the Hong Kong people. MacLehose proposed 

changing the nature of Hong Kong government from ‘immers[ing] in a series of 

vast emergency programmes’ to initiating a series of social reforms to advance 

people’s living standards. In other words, MacLehose intended to eliminate the 

colonial bureaucracy and conservatism. His plan entailed maintaining Hong 

Kong’s export outlet, increasing its investment attractiveness and flexibility of 

production and improving government–people relations. With special reference to 

the latter point, MacLehose proposed giving the ‘residents of neighbourhoods a 

greater sense of participation in and identification with the administration where it 

touches their day to day lives’ rather than introducing election in the Executive 

and Legislative Councils. In his view, these social reforms could secure the 

‘recognition of responsible citizenship rather than towards representative 

government [and] … the loyalty of the potential demandeurs’ within the 

parameters Hong Kong allowed.81 
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The FCO and Ministers endorsed these guidelines. Leslie Monson, for 

instance, confirmed his ‘broad acceptance of the papers’. In particular, 

MacLehose’s proposal eliminated Monson’s doubt on ‘whether it might not serve 

our national purposes better to narrow the gap in the standards of living so that 

there would be a syphoning off of population back to China’. For Monson, the 

best move to achieve the Conservative government’s objective in the current 

‘twilight period [was] … to try and change the course of policy in Hong Kong by 

extra-constitutional methods’ as in MacLehose suggested rather than seeking the 

Chinese government’s acquiescence. MacLehose’s plan was thus a 

ground-breaking move against ‘the grain of all our Parliamentary and Colonial 

traditions’.82 The HKD’s Head Edgar Laird shared Monson’s views, although he 

was concerned about how the Executive and Legislative Councils would develop 

during MacLehose’s tenure.83  

 

Before his departure, MacLehose proposed the Conservative government to 

develop Hong Kong ‘as a special administrative district’ by handing over 

sovereignty to China while continuing its administration to ‘facilitate the 

continued residence of foreigners’. MacLehose outlined his goal before his 

departure: 

 
[M]y object in Hong Kong must be to ensure that conditions in Hong 
Kong are so superior in every way to those in China that the CPG will 
hesitate before facing the problems of absorption. These objects coincide 
with what we, as administrative power, would wish for the Colony in any 
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case.84 
 

In December 1971, Anthony Royle endorsed MacLehose’s guidelines and 

objective as ‘documents of reference’.85 These guidelines thus served as the 

‘basis of Policy Review in six months or thereabouts’ for MacLehose. 86 

Thereafter, the Conservative government adopted a policy of widening the gap 

between Hong Kong and China to make the Chinese government reluctant to 

recover the territory’s administration. The Conservative government used social 

reform, which was adopted by successive British governments to prepare a colony 

for independence, to prolong British colonialism in Hong Kong. 

 

Contesting the Idea, 1972-1973 

 

Despite Heath’s agreement, Douglas-Home’s strategy for retaining Hong 

Kong after 1997 was challenged within the Conservative government. The 

Treasury again took the lead by reiterating the risk of Hong Kong becoming an 

economic burden for Britain. In early January 1971, Miss Peirson of the 

Treasury’s Overseas Finance Sector calculated a ‘severe reduction in HK’s 

foreign current earning powers’ and Hong Kong’s declining contribution to the 

British sterling balances once the Chinese government decided to recover the 

territory. She therefore argued that the Conservative government should plan 

nothing ‘until we are sure we are going to relinquish HK eventually’.87  

 

Greater opposition to Douglas-Home’s proposal came from the Treasury’s 
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Defence Policy and Materiel Division. Division Head T. J. Brack stated that 

‘Hong Kong is of no use whatsoever as a base’ since the late 1950s; nor the 

‘atavistic notion that Hong Kong was the furthest flung outpost of Imperial 

Defence’ was valid. Considering the gain from abandoning Hong Kong, he 

calculated that expenses could be dramatically reduced because ‘Hong Kong is 

going to become an increasing difficult defence burden’. While acknowledging 

the difficulties of withdrawal, he questioned the merit of keeping Hong Kong in 

hand and asked, ‘are we going to perpetuate this forever?’. Thus, Brack advised 

finding a ‘propitious time for talking with the Chinese about withdrawal … rather 

than watching for opportunities to prolong the 19th Century vision of DOP(71)83 

into the 21st Century’.88  

 

The Financial Institutions and Markets Division and Financial Policy Branch 

also saw the danger of ‘Hong Kong’s becoming seriously depressed and 

consequently a charge on the UK’. Although it acknowledged the ‘desirability of 

obtaining a promise of prolonged tenure of the New Territories lease beyond 

1997’, it saw no practicability or prospects of achieving it. The Finance Overseas 

Development Division also had difficulty in ‘understanding why the Foreign and 

Commonwealth Secretary has suggested’ this old-fashioned strategy. Treasury’s 

Senior official John Gwynn thus advised Chancellor of the Exchequer Anthony 

Barber to argue that Britain’s policy on Hong Kong should be ‘to assess when a 

propitious time has come to talk to the Chinese about withdrawal and not about 

prolong our stay’.89 Hong Kong, in the Treasury’s economic view, should be 

abandoned as soon as possible. 
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Relations between Britain and Hong Kong 

 

The Treasury’s opposition was because of Britain’s commercial conflict with 

Hong Kong. In April 1970, Hong Kong’s Financial Secretary John Cowperthwaite 

looked for ‘an independent line in international negotiations … [since] people in 

London pretended to know better than those in Hong Kong what was in the best 

interests of Hong Kong’.90 Business leader and Legislative Councillor Dr Tse-kai 

Ann expected and urged the Governor to take ‘a strong line towards affairs 

concerning Hong Kong which might have gone contrary to the thinking of 

London’.91 The Board of Trade, however, disapproved of this move because in 

such circumstance Hong Kong would be out of Britain’s control and ran against 

British commercial interests. 92  Although the Conservative administration 

compromised on this issue, the economic tension remained: for admission into the 

EEC, Heath agreed to withdraw the Commonwealth Preference, of which Hong 

Kong was a significant user, and to leave Hong Kong disassociated with the larger 

Community.93 Although Heath promised to fight for Hong Kong’s inclusion in 

the scope of the European Economic Community’s Generalised Scheme of 

Preferences in July 1971,94 the government had no choice but to restrict Hong 

Kong’s access to its market and to discriminate against its colony’s textiles by 
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1973.95 Discontent and scepticism among Hong Kong’s leading figures regarding 

the Conservative government’s lack of attention to Hong Kong’s interests arose as 

a consequence, as Alec Douglas-Home observed.96 FCO HKD Head Edgar Laird 

observed that ‘the more the economy of the Colony develops the more difficult 

relations between the UK and Hong Kong will become and, as we all know, the 

problem is not confined to the commercial field’.97 Keeping Hong Kong in hand 

was thus troublesome for the Conservative government in both political and 

commercial terms. 

 

Another point raised was Britain’s expenditure on Hong Kong’s garrison. In 

a June 1971 DOPC meeting, Ministers disagreed with Douglas-Home about 

having Hong Kong pay only £7.5 million on average per year, 3.9% of Hong 

Kong’s revenue, over the next 7 years for defence. While usual practice charged 

Hong Kong for 4.2% of its revenue, the Ministers countered that the Conservative 

government’s budget ‘could not carry any increase charge’ on Hong Kong’s 

garrison. Even Heath found that ‘it was wholly unreasonable that future 

contributions should amount to a smaller proportion of the Colony’s revenue’ than 

before.98 The Conservative government’s request was, after all, an attempt to deal 

with rising inflation and employment at home.99  

 

In addition to economic considerations, the military significance of 

stationing British forces in Hong Kong was also in question. In the MOD’s 
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evaluation, the British garrison in Hong Kong was not for operations in the 

Pacific and East Asia but ‘solely [for] the defence requirements of the Colony of 

Hong Kong’. Hong Kong should therefore bear more responsibility for financing 

its defence.100 Yet the Conservative government faced the disagreement from the 

Hong Kong Executive Council’s unofficial members on what it ‘regarded as a 

reasonably enhanced contribution’. 101  The most subtle point was that the 

Conservative government was constrained to ask for only a limited contribution 

from Hong Kong less it risked its project to improve social standards there to 

deter China’s recovery.102 After rounds of negotiations, a deal was secured in 

1971 to have Hong Kong pay £8 million on average per year, compared to the 

£8.5 million originally sought by the Conservative government. 103  In the 

Treasury’s view, Hong Kong derived ‘a great benefit’ in the proposed mutually 

beneficial relations. Thus, the FCO HKD concluded that Britain, while sharing 

interests with its European allies in conducting business with Hong Kong, ‘alone 

shoulder[ed] the disadvantages’ in keeping the colony.104 

 

Overall, the Conservative government was terrified of dealings with a 

booming colony like Hong Kong. As FCO Deputy Under-Secretary of State for 

Asian Affairs Duncan Watson informed Douglas-Home, the Conservative 

government faced a dilemma in striking the balance ‘between British domestic 

interests, political and economic, and Hong Kong’s assessment of their own 

interest’. The root of this problem was that while Hong Kong was ‘numerically 
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large and economically prosperous’, the Conservative government could not ‘in 

running a Crown Colony give local interests complete priority and allow our own 

to go by default’.105 Douglas-Home worried about the deteriorating relations with 

Hong Kong. For him, the Hong Kong government had made a good start in 

implementing his ideas on Hong Kong’s future, and Murray MacLehose was ‘a 

man who knows Whitehall better than any of his predecessors [and] who 

understands our position’. Yet the accumulated strain on Britain–Hong Kong 

relations ‘can seriously damage confidence in our administration and thus our 

underlying interest in the good government of Hong Kong’. For this reason, 

Douglas-Home asked Edward Heath ‘to reach agreement on a course [that] seeks 

to balance the United Kingdom and the Hong Kong interest across the whole 

field’.106 In September 1973, Heath commissioned an interdepartmental working 

group to look into ways to improve Britain–Hong Kong relations. 107  The 

Conservative government had to ‘think about what the UK relationship with a 

place like Hong Kong really should be’, MacLehose advised.108 The changing 

relations between Britain as a metropole and Hong Kong as a colony caused 

trouble for Conservative government’s management of Hong Kong’s future. 

 

Hong Kong Public Opinion 

 

The Hong Kong people also worried about Hong Kong’s future. In 1971, 

former Governor David Trench, in a speech delivered at Honolulu University, 

stated that although the Chinese government noticed the wrongdoing during the 
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1967 riots, its ultimate objective was that ‘Hong Kong must revert to China some 

time – when it suits China’.109 More crucially, Eric Peter Ho, Director of Home 

Affairs of Hong Kong, reported to Colonial Secretary Denys Roberts about the 

Hong Kong people’s concern over the Chinese government’s intentions towards 

Hong Kong because of Huang Hua’s letter requesting the exclusion of Hong Kong 

from the UN Non-Self-Governing Territory List in March 1972.110 That was why 

Peter Harris, Head of the Political Science Department at HKU, anticipated in 

January 1972 that Hong Kong’s status quo could change shortly due to Mao’s age 

and health.111 These happenings led to a rumour throughout Hong Kong as to 

whether China would recover Hong Kong immediately after the UN passed the 

Resolution. Sing Dao Daily’s editorial countered that Hong Kong’s future should 

not be decided by China and Britain ‘in compliance with Peking’s demand. It is a 

question of humanity, human rights and the wishes’ of the Hong Kong people. It 

further argued that Hong Kong’s future ‘should not be used as a pawn in 

international politics’. 112  Hong Kong people was temporarily relieved by 

Anthony Royle, who announced in November 1972 that ‘the PRC had no 

intention to recover Hong Kong’.113 To further boost ‘foreign and local business 

confidence’ in the colony, the FCO recognised the urgency of investing 

‘substantial sums in long term projects in Hong Kong’.114 
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Despite the above worry, public opinion seemed looking for greater British 

commitment to Hong Kong. On the appointment of MacLehose as Hong Kong 

Governor in 1970, a Kung Sheung Evening News editorial stated its belief that the 

Conservative government intended to improve relations with China rather than 

merely appoint a housekeeper to do the routine job. This move was the 

‘Conservatives’ attempt to retain a valuable colonial administration in Hong 

Kong’. The paper looked forward to MacLehose’s arrival and enhancement of the 

territory’s prosperity.115 Wah Kiu Yat Po’s editor Li Wen stated that there was 

nothing to fear about Huang Hua’s letter to the UN because it was a reiteration of 

Zhou Enlai’s policy on Hong Kong. It meant the Chinese government’s 

satisfaction to leave Hong Kong’s status quo alone. Besides, the relationship 

between Britain and Hong Kong evolved from an uneven metropole–colony 

relationship to a pragmatic and balanced working partnership; Britain’s 

commitment to Hong Kong was not in doubt. In Li’s view, ‘the most significant 

factor deciding Hong Kong’s future was whether the territory could develop into a 

modernised and stable city in Asia’. While China’s intentions and Britain’s 

commitment were certain, Li urged Hong Kong people to ‘deal with every 

difficulties that might arise’.116 Scholar Hsu Fu-kuan even asked the British 

government to pay greater attention to resolving the unsolvable problem in Hong 

Kong. This would leave Britain an honourable colonial administration regardless 

of how long Hong Kong’s status quo remained.117 Despite the uncertainty created 
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by China’s request to remove Hong Kong from the UN’s list, the Hong Kong 

people sought greater British commitment to Hong Kong’s future and social 

advancement. 

 

The Chinese Government’s Policy on Hong Kong’s Future 

 

More crucial, Zhou Enlai reassured Douglas-Home about the Chinese 

government’s satisfaction with Hong Kong’s colonial status. In November 1972, 

Zhou assured Douglas-Home that ‘the Chinese would not make any sudden move 

and wanted to deal with the question by negotiation at the right time. The present 

arrangements were of advantage to [us]’.118 When Douglas-Home pressed Zhou 

unofficially on China’s true intentions towards Hong Kong, Zhou repeatedly 

guaranteed Douglas-Home that ‘nothing like Goa will ever take place over Hong 

Kong’. In reference to Goa, Zhou meant that China would not ask the 

Conservative government to relinquish its rule over Hong Kong for the time being, 

nor would China recapture the territory by force. For Douglas-Home, Zhou’s 

thinking made ‘all the difference to the prospect of peace for the world’, 

particularly if the Chinese government accepted ‘the need for restraint in the use 

of power’ in pursuing its new national unity.119 Thus, in reporting on his trip to 

Beijing in November, Douglas-Home convinced his Cabinet colleagues that, 

despite Zhou’s repeated requests for a Chinese representative in Hong Kong, the 

Chinese government was ‘prepared to resolve [Hong Kong’s future] without 

undue haste and essentially by negotiation’. Of course, the Cabinet could take no 
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further action.120 Yet for Douglas-Home, Zhou’s reassurance and flexibility on 

Hong Kong was encouraging, and it perhaps provided the time needed to achieve 

his objective. 

 

Decision and the 1973 DOPC Paper 

 

To improve relations with Hong Kong, Douglas-Home and Royle decided to 

reverse the established regulation and offer Hong Kong financial aid for long-term 

projects. The Ministry of Overseas Development (ODM) had long denied Hong 

Kong’s requests for financial aid because of the colony’s spectacular economic 

growth.121 In December 1971, Secretary of State for Trade and Industry John 

Davies turned down Douglas-Home’s request to provide £400,000 for Hong Kong 

to purchase British technical equipment for the territory’s technical institutes 

because ‘developmental considerations are secondary to political and commercial 

objectives’. 122  Nevertheless, Douglas-Home gained ultimate control of the 

Overseas Development Assistance scheme and the ODM in 1972, which changed 

the rule. In the August 1972 Programme Analysis and Review (PAR) report, the 

ODM contended that aid programs were used to ‘maintain and improve our 

national security and prosperity’ but not for political missions targeting ‘specific 

and perhaps shorter term’ interests. Yet ‘a number of changes of direction and 

emphasis in the aid programme’ were now emerging. The ODM now believed that 

the British position in Hong Kong would be ‘strengthened by an aid programme 

closely related to the proposed major infrastructural projects, which could also 
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bring appreciable commercial benefit’ to Britain.123 This change of view was 

based on Douglas-Home’s decision to ease Hong Kong’s uncertainty about ‘the 

approach of the 1997 deadline for renewing the lease of the New Territories’.124 

 

In a lunch meeting with the Chairman of Jardine Matheson & Co., Michael 

Herries, in January 1972, Anthony Royle proposed that ‘HMG should contribute 

something like £200,000 over four years for books if Hong Kong put up the 

money for the building’ of the proposed Polytechnic.125 Given that the Hong 

Kong people regarded ‘the lack of decision on the mass transit system as a 

reflection of Government’s own uncertainty over the long term’ future of Hong 

Kong,126 Royle promised a £400,000 financial aid to construct a new polytechnic 

and subsidise the Morrison Hill Institute in his visit to Hong Kong in November 

1972. This aid aimed at furthering ‘industrial and social progress in the 

Colony’.127 Royle’s move broke the FCO’s protocol of official scrutiny and 

Ministerial discussion prior to the awarding of financial aid to a particular 

territory. Now, the ODM’s Projects Committee was instructed to consider how the 

money should be spent rather than the worthiness of the project.128 In addition, 

Douglas-Home hoped his Cabinet Colleagues to help Murray MacLehose where 

they could; otherwise, the Conservative government would take the risk of failing 

to ‘develop Hong Kong into a place where the ordinary people wish to live and 

work’. 129  Both Douglas-Home and Royle were determined to improve 
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Britain–Hong Kong relations to maintain Hong Kong’s status quo after 1997 

regardless of the FCO protocol. 

 

In light of this ministerial eagerness, full diplomatic Anglo–Chinese relations 

and the possible impact of Huang Hua’s request in the UN 24 Committee, the 

Governor advised Douglas-Home that the best strategy for Hong Kong’s 

long-term future was 

 
tackling the domestic problems of the Colony so vigorously during the 
next 10 years that they would be eliminated to a point at which by Western 
standards there was nothing to be ashamed of anywhere, and by Chinese 
standards much to spur civic pride and a sense of achievement 
everywhere. 

 

In the Governor’s view, by doing so the Conservative government could save 

China ‘from having to absorb a population with such different standards of living 

and attitudes of mind, and on the other hand preserved for foreigners a tolerable 

trading base … where they did not affect life in the rest of China’. This 

arrangement, MacLehose believed, would be beneficial to Britain, China and the 

whole world. Therefore, MacLehose advised Douglas-Home ‘to delay definitive 

negotiations on Hong Kong’s future’ to buy time for delivering as much social 

reform as it could because ‘the more evolved the colony, the more attractive such 

a half-way house might appear to the Chinese leadership’.130 In other words, the 

longer the postponement of the negotiation, the more difficult it would be for the 

Chinese government to recover Hong Kong and the more advantageous for 

Britain to retain Hong Kong as colony after 1997.131 In mid-1972, Anthony 
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Royle and Douglas-Home endorsed this idea.132 

 

As such, Douglas-Home again sought the DOP’s concurrence to preserve 

Hong Kong’s colonial status after 1997. He began with a balance sheet on the 

British position in Hong Kong. The 1972/73 year had witnessed how ‘Hong 

Kong’s interests can clash with those of our own industry and of our new partners 

in the European Community’. These issues thus ‘cost us something in political 

terms to maintain the interests of Hong Kong’ in the context of Britain’s 

admission to the European Economic Community.  

 

However, Hong Kong was an inducement rather than a liability for Britain’s 

relations with China. More crucially, the Conservative government had a 

‘substantial stake in Hong Kong’s economy’ and in taking care of millions of 

Chinese with British citizenship without the right of abode in the Cold War. 

Abandoning them would damage Britain’s prestige. 

 

Regarding the long-term policy on Hong Kong, Douglas-Home brought up 

the Chinese government’s intentions towards Hong Kong. Although China 

insisted on its sovereignty over Hong Kong, Zhou Enlai reaffirmed that the 

Chinese government was ‘in no hurry to recover the territory and have 

specifically stated that they are “satisfied with the status quo”’. In 

Douglas-Home’s observation, the Chinese government’s attitude and the 

happenings in 1972/73 proved the validity of the DOP paper’s conclusions in 
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1971: the Chinese government had no intention to take back Hong Kong for the 

time being. ‘The population continue to want us to stay [and] the material and 

moral balance of advantage to us is to maintain the status quo’ after 1997. As such, 

Douglas-Home advised the Cabinet to delay the negotiation with China on Hong 

Kong’s future because ‘with 24 years in hand this is still realistic … [for] the new 

Governor … [to] develop Hong Kong into a place where people wish to live and 

work’ and to widen the living standard between Hong Kong and China. Of course, 

Douglas-Home noted the possibility of ‘opening talks with the Chinese at a 

comparatively early date’. However, if it approached China too early, the 

Conservative government ‘might in the present climate be able to agree on an 

orderly withdrawal in 1997, but not on our retention of the Colony beyond that 

date’. Douglas-Home therefore suggested an annual review of the timing for 

negotiation and assumed the DOP’s concurrence with his idea ‘unless I hear by 26 

January to the contrary’.133 

 

Douglas-Home’s proposal was approved with the Treasury’s late objection. 

Again, the Treasury opposed Douglas-Home’s idea because of ‘[firstly], the heavy 

cost of maintaining British forces in Hong Kong purely for local defence and 

internal security and, secondly, the prospect of Hong Kong becoming an 

economic burden on the UK once confidence there was eroded’. 134  The 

Treasury’s senior officer, John. P. L. Gwynn, advised Anthony Barber to tell 

Douglas-Home, ‘rather than approach the Chinese for an extension of the present 

arrangement beyond 1997, our objective should be to negotiate or reach some 

understanding with them on our withdrawal whenever the political climate 
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becomes favourable’.135 Yet all of these objections came only on 29 January, 3 

days after the deadline set by Douglas-Home. As a result, the DOPC assumed 

Barber’s agreement while acknowledging his desire to comment, and gave its full 

endorsement to Douglas-Home’s directive to retain British colonial administration 

in Hong Kong beyond 1997. Edward Heath thus asked for discussion of the policy 

only when Douglas-Home found new factors.136 Meanwhile, he asked Home 

Secretary Robert Carr to amend the Nationality Law, which defined the colony’s 

citizens as having the right of abode in the United Kingdom, so that ‘the citizens 

of Chinese origin in Hong Kong would enjoy the citizenship of Hong Kong alone’. 

This was to deny their right to immigrate to Britain. 137  The Conservative 

government adopted the idea with a safety net to secure the greatest British 

interests. 

 

Decolonisation and Cost-effective Assessment, 1973-1974 

 

The decision to retain Hong Kong endured in the Conservative government’s 

profit-and-loss calculation on its colonial rule. In May 1973, Douglas-Home was 

disturbed by Spanish Foreign Minister Gregorio López-Bravo y Castro’s proposal 

that Gibraltar’s sovereignty should be returned to Spain with the continuation of 

British rule. Douglas-Home sought the FCO’s advice on whether there was ‘some 

clause or undertaking that the question of Sovereignty over the Rock would be 

left in abeyance’ as long as it could.138 The HKD worried about the Spanish 
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proposal’s implications for Hong Kong. Desk Officer Richard Crowson stated that 

this arrangement would be a precedent ‘if we did ever wish to try to negotiate an 

extension of the New Territories Lease beyond 1997’ in the long run. Nevertheless, 

the ‘recognition of Spanish sovereignty over Gibraltar might encourage the 

Chinese to press us to accept their view that the whole of Hong Kong was an 

integral part of China’ immediately. In Crowson’s view, the short-term influence 

overshadowed Britain’s long-term interests, which should be ‘taken into account 

in proposals over Gibraltar’.139  

 

Edward Larmour, FCO Assistance Under-Secretary for Dependent Territories, 

shared Crowson’s worry about the Spanish proposal because it would damage the 

British position in territorially disputed colonies such as the Falklands, Belize and 

Hong Kong. In this sense, neither the Gibraltarians nor the British Parliament 

would accept such a proposal.140 Given that the Chinese government would 

consider a settlement on Hong Kong’s future on its own terms and that the 

Ministers had decided not to negotiate with China in the near future, the 

proposal’s precedent for Hong Kong ‘could itself be harmful … [and] 

awkward’. 141  Considering the whole picture of British decolonisation and 

colonial responsibility, the FCO’s South European Department informed the 

Ministers that the Spanish proposal was ‘as a whole unacceptable … [w]hatever 

the merits or demerits of the individual elements in the proposal’.142 Sacrificing 

Britain’s sovereignty and reputation for a colony’s decolonisation was 
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unacceptable to the Conservative administration and FCO. In other words, the 

Conservative government was insistent to hold on its position in territorial and 

sovereignty disputed colonies. 

 

This corresponded to the result of the Programme Analysis and Review (PAR) 

of British policy on the future of dependent territories. Began in 1971, PAR was 

an interdepartmental machinery ‘to improve the analysis of public expenditure 

projects and programmes so as to provide Ministers … the general direction of 

policy and the priorities for change or development’ cost-effectively. 143  In 

February 1973, Patrick Jenkin, Chief Secretary to the Treasury, expanded the PAR 

to cover the future of dependent territories; this expansion ‘would assess the cost 

to HMG (including aid and defence costs) of administering the dependent 

territories, would review policy objectives and the assumptions on which these 

rest, and would examine options’.144 In December 1973, the PAR’s evaluation of 

Britain’s strategic and communication interests in its colonial administration was 

finalised. Territories in Britain’s interests to retain included Hong Kong, the 

British Indian Ocean Territory, the St. Helena Dependencies and the Falkland 

Islands; more would be included on this list when ‘seabed resources round other 

islands include[ing] oil and strategic minerals’ were discovered surrounding the 

Caribbean colonies.  

 

Considering the future of the disputed colonies, the PAR did not rule out the 

option of Gibraltar’s association with Spain or the Falklands’ with Argentina, if 
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necessary. Yet economically viable territory, Hong Kong included, should aim at 

‘improving social and economic standards’ as high as the regional powers. For 

territories that were economically unviable in which it was politically desirable to 

accelerate social reforms, the Conservative government would only offer minimal 

financial aid.145 Under the leadership of Douglas-Home, who opposed risking 

British prestige and interests in the Cold War for decolonisation, the Conservative 

government’s decision on whether to decolonise a colony was governed by British 

economic interests, the strategic needs of the Cold War and global prestige.146 

 

After all, the PAR’s conclusion on Hong Kong reflected the Conservative 

government’s desire to make Britain great. In December 1973, Anthony Royle 

conceded that sometimes Hong Kong was an awkward factor in Britain’s relations 

with China. Yet the overriding reason for retaining Hong Kong was that ‘there 

was in the broad argument of the political value of this continued “presence” in 

the Far East and Pacific region, even in more modern value than imperialist 

terms’.147 What Royle referred to was the Conservative government’s intention to 

demonstrate Britain’s capacity to remain an influential world power that could 

counter Communism. This thinking was reflected in the Cabinet Office’s 

preparation of Edward Heath’s proposed visit to China and Hong Kong in 1973. 

Its steering brief stated that  

 
there is an undercurrent of anti-British feeling, particularly on bilateral 
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issues … a tendency to write the UK off as a declining power, and little 
inclination to conclude from Hong Kong’s dependent status that they owe 
anything to Britain among [the Legislative and Executive Unofficial 
Members]. 

 

For this reason, Heath’s visit to Hong Kong aimed to present Britain as a 

power ‘weather[ing] the new economic difficulties in the world … [and] doing 

what we can to promote the interests of Hong Kong’. Under these circumstances, 

 
[t]he future of Hong Kong depends partly on itself, and partly on a strong 
Britain … Britain is now primarily a European power, but we have no 
intention of abandoning Hong Kong. There is a mutual balance of interests 
and obligations. 

 

In other words, retaining Hong Kong as a colony was not only in Hong Kong’s 

interests but also in Britain’s desire to project it as a strong European power.148 

Thus, Heath and Douglas-Home shared objective to build Britain into a country 

admired by other nations was reflected in the Conservative government’s decision 

to retain Hong Kong as colony beyond 1997. 

 

The Conservative Party had the same view as its leaders. Before taking office, 

the Conservative Party had already decided in March 1970 that ‘there can be no 

blueprint for universal application to the remaining dependent territories’. For 

small and disputed territories like Hong Kong, the Falkland Islands and Gibraltar, 

the Conservatives’ Commonwealth & Overseas Council proposed ‘a considerable 

degree of constitutional advance … but did not entail complete decolonisation’. 

The incoming Conservative government should also ‘persuade the United Nations 

that the suggested status of “Crown Territories” should be accepted as a 
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non-colonial status’. 149  In 1971, Conservative MP Charles Fletcher-Cooke 

worried that the general improvement of Anglo–Chinese relations and the Chinese 

government’s possible plan to develop Shanghai would ‘take away from Hong 

Kong some of its unique advantages’.150 The Conservative Party intended to 

maintain Hong Kong’s unique value to China, and perhaps looking to keep it 

permanently. Conservative MP Nicholas Ridley reflected this Party idea in a 

Parliamentary trip to the territory in June 1973:  

 
The 1997 date is totally meaningless–the Chinese themselves are not now 
working on that date … Too much notice is taken to this date … Planning 
for the next 24 years only is the wrong way of looking at things. I would 
feel great confidence at looking towards a longer future for–a future 
stretching into the next century … The effects of this longer lease of life 
are showing in the potential for greater investment and confidence in the 
Colony.151 

 

In view of the Party’s thinking, Heath maintained the Conservative government’s 

commitment to Hong Kong’s long-term future despite the postponement of his 

trip and the domestic economic and energy crises.152 The idea of keeping Hong 

Kong as a British colony beyond 1997 was thus the Conservative Party’s 

consensus. 

 

To summarise, the Conservative government decided to retain Hong Kong as 

a British colony after 1997 to project Britain as a world power and reversed 

Labour’s view on Hong Kong’s future. Although he was challenged by the 
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Treasury and FCO officials, Douglas-Home twice obtained the DOPC’s 

endorsement to keep Hong Kong as a colony after 1997. Even under the 

cost-effective PAR’s calculation on decolonisation, the Conservative government 

maintained its plan for fostering Britain’s reputation by developing Hong Kong’s 

social standard. Thus, it delivered a reform-oriented colonialism rather than 

promoted decolonisation in Hong Kong. 

 

Social Policies in Hong Kong, 1970-1974 

 

The Conservative government’s policy objective for Hong Kong shifted 

between 1970 and 1971. In August 1970, the Governor’s Committee maintained 

the policy that ‘in all aspects of relations with the public Government must be 

seen to care and act promptly’ to counter the Chinese Communist’s ‘insidious 

threat’. 153  David Trench ‘was clearly very upset by the letter’ sent by 

Douglas-Home suggesting accelerated reforms. In his argument, ‘Hong Kong is 

not a place for quick judgments, or mistakes made with the best of intentions’. 

Neither was Hong Kong a territory for ‘window-dressing measurers … [nor for] 

importation of foreign ideas without thought’ for the territory’s suitability. In 1970, 

the Hong Kong government failed to carry out the social policies planned by the 

Conservative government.154 

 

The change of governorship transformed the Hong Kong government’s 

understanding of the Conservative government’s policy. By September 1970, the 
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FCO HKD had seen the desperate need to reform Hong Kong. Its Head, Edgar 

Laird, used the phrase ‘Hong Kong in 1970, England in 1870’ to indicate that the 

living standard was far behind the British standard since ‘many of the poorest 

families still live in appalling conditions of urban squalor’. Worse, there was 

growing dissatisfaction with the colonial bureaucracy and increasing desire, 

although still limited, to participate in the government’s policy-making process.155 

In October 1970, Douglas-Home intended to have MacLehose’s arriving as soon 

as mid-September 1971, enabling the latter to announce and begin a new set of 

policies.156 However, Anthony Royle advised having MacLehose to amend the 

plans set by the Conservative government in his first year of office and ‘bring the 

new scheme into effect in 1973’.157  

 

Thus, with MacLehose’s agreement, Trench brought up policy framework 

and agenda changes in his 1971 Annual Address in the Legislative Council’s 

opening meeting.158 Trench highlighted that the days the Hong Kong government 

could only deal with the ‘needs of an urgent and basic nature’ because of the mass 

influx of the Chinese population were gone. From now on, the government 

intended  

 
to come out of an era of emergency action to ameliorate massive and 
immediate problems … to turn our attention increasingly to rather more 
specialised and personal problems … [and] to provide a better life for all 
whom live here and to create expanding opportunities and better services 
for our growing population’. 
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The government was thus determined to ‘pay more attention to individual rather 

than to mass needs’ and to refine the quality of various ongoing social policies so 

that the young generation could enjoy ‘a whole range of opportunities that simply 

did not exist ten years ago’.159 A new vision and policy framework were on the 

Hong Kong government’s agenda. 

 

In view of improved Anglo–Chinese relations, the need to deliver the 

Conservative government’s directive, increasing demand from the Hong Kong 

people and the Chinese Communist’s United Front work, Murray MacLehose 

announced his plan of social reforms in October 1972. After MacLehose’s arrival, 

many in Hong Kong asked for social advancement. The New Left in particular 

criticised the colonial administration for lacking long-term objectives and a 

well-established social welfare system, which led to social injustice to Hong Kong. 

For this reason, the Hong Kong Police Special Branch proposed that ‘a more 

human government’ was needed to convince the people that the Hong Kong 

government was addressing their demands.160 In addition, although the Chinese 

Communists remained unorganised in Hong Kong, they were ‘strengthening 

leadership, expanding influence within the middle class and unifying grass-root 

people’.161 For instance, the NCNA donated ¥3 million to the Chinese victims of 

typhoon Rose in August 1971. 162  To deal with these challenges, an 

interdepartmental steering group was formed in July 1972 to consider how the 
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Hong Kong government should respond. 163 Three months later, MacLehose 

identified housing, education, social welfare and medical services as the ‘four 

pillars’ to popularise the colonial government during his governorship.164 

 

Reform of Government Machinery 

 

To better communicate with the governed, the FCO and colonial 

administration considered constitutional reform. In July 1970, David Trench ruled 

out the idea of establishing a Municipal Council in Hong Kong because the 

territory was too small for constitutional division and had ‘no marked regional 

variations’.165 He remained unconvinced to appoint elected Urban Councillors to 

the Legislative Council. Yet Trench kept in mind the recommendation that was 

raised in the Dickinson Report and the need to strengthen community works by 

delegating power to the Urban Council.166 Douglas-Home concurred, adding that 

the reform would test how prepared the Hong Kong people were to take charge of 

local affairs.167 In October 1971, the Hong Kong government issued a White 

Paper on the reforms of the Urban Council, noting the need to ‘encourage the 

development of the community spirit and a sense of belonging’.168 In April 1973, 

the colonial government decided to grant the Urban Council ‘a substantial degree 

of financial autonomy which will … enable it to operate with greater freedom’ on 

affairs relating to public health, recreation and amenities, cultural services and 
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public housing for having ‘a vital bearing on the health and general well-being of 

the urban community’. The decision was also made to remove all official 

members from the council, and the numbers of both elected and appointed 

members increased from 10 to 12, which made 24 members in total. 169 

Franchises, however, remained at the level of 250,000 adults.170 

 

Yet this was what the Conservative and Hong Kong governments could 

afford for the Urban Council reform. Anthony Royle contended that there was 

always ‘the inevitable danger’ of local Chinese Communists infiltrating the 

election and the Council and ‘importing the politics of the “two Chinas”’.171 

More decisive was the indifference of the Hong Kong Chinese to the election of 

the Urban Council. These two factors failed to convince the Conservative and 

Hong Kong governments to introduce further elections to Hong Kong.172  

 

Murray MacLehose proposed an increased emphasis on education and social 

welfare in the Legislative Council. Edward Youde, FCO Assistant 

Under-Secretary of State for Asian Affairs, reiterated in 1974 that the path for 

constitutional advancement in Hong Kong should be to nominate representatives 

from different fields for consultation and communication rather than to introduce 

elections.173 In May 1972, MacLehose nominated Catherine Joyce Symons as an 

unofficial member and Director of Social Welfare Li Fook-kow as an official 

member. Businessman Wu Man-hon was also appointed an unofficial legislative 
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member to ‘represent the needs of the non-textile manufacturing and exporting 

industry’ and to advise on policies on technical training and education and 

industrial diversification. The Governor later brought Roger Lobo, who had no 

‘direct textile or manufacturing affiliations’, to fill the gap created by Lo Kwee 

Seong’s early retirement to represent the Portuguese community in Hong Kong 

and offer ‘more sensible policy towards hawkers and resettlement estates’. In the 

Governor’s view, this would strengthen the Legislative Council’s attention to 

social welfare. Despite the lack of dramatic change, the Council offered 

‘predictability, homogeneity and responsibility’, which the 

government-by-consensus needed.174 Additional efforts were made to extend the 

debate of the second reading of every bill for at least two weeks to gather as much 

public opinion as possible and to establish ad hoc panels to review government 

policies.175 While accountability without democracy was how the Hong Kong 

government delivered good governance,176 it changed the Legislative Council’s 

composition to show its eagerness to hear public opinion. 

 

To improve its image, the colonial government reformed its machinery. In 

early 1972, MacLehose commissioned McKinsey and Company to identify ‘a 

number of problems that impaired the effectiveness of the [government] 

machinery … in response to the demands of a growing and more complex range 

of government businesses’. 177 Completed in November 1972, the McKinsey 
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report advised the Hong Kong government to better define the duties of every 

department and official. Doing so would improve the coordination of views and 

resources between departments and ‘extend the coverage of long-term programme 

plans’ by which ‘balanced and coordinated contributions can be realised from the 

departments involved’.178 To sustain a sufficiently large skilled and experienced 

workforce for this policy, the Hong Kong government suggested a formal and 

broad examination to increase ‘the available pool of potential recruits [and] more 

attractive and competing career opportunities’ for the officials to ‘create an 

environment that encourages good performance’. 179  MacLehose found these 

recommendations complicated but ‘absolutely right’.180 In February 1973, the 

colonial government implemented long-term planning exercises in education and 

medical policymaking and open recruitment for the police.181 Additional efforts 

were made to form a new Governor’s Committee to prioritise major policy, 

monitor the implementation of important decisions and ‘ensure that time is not 

wasted at a lower level processing ideas which are unacceptable’.182 Improving 

the Hong Kong government’s efficiency and responsiveness was, in 

Douglas-Home’s view, one of the keys to ‘increasing public support and 

involvement’.183 

 

The colonial government’s attempt to improve government services was 

welcomed by the public. While some critics argued that the advice had been made 
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years ago,184 the Hong Kong government’s changes were regarded by the South 

China Morning Post, which shared the view of Secretary of Home Affairs Jack 

Cater, as ‘[getting] to the heart of the Colony’s chief governmental problem’.185 

The appointment of Eric Peter Ho as the new Director of Home Affairs was also 

seen as a sign of the colonial government’s efforts towards ‘a closer dialogue with 

the public’.186 Even critical commentator Leo Goodstadt described the reforms as 

an innovation, although he asked the government to enhance its transparency.187 

As Hugh Norman-Walker suggested, the government’s reform appeared to 

introduce a programme ‘of positive value in transaction of Government 

businesses to the public’.188 

 

Education Reform 

 

In education, one of the Hong Kong government’s efforts was to contain the 

Communists’ continued expansion. A 1972 Police Special Branch assessment 

discovered that the Chinese Communists’ education policy in Hong Kong was to 

‘make an all-out effort to win over to their side a larger segment of the Chinese 

population, especially those living in the resettlement estates’. It was worried 

about students’ admission to Communist schools, which grew by 25% from 1969 

to 1971, and the Chinese Communists’ plan to build a school for workers’ 

children school in the Tsz Wan Shan Resettlement Estate. The reasons for the 

Chinese Communist school expansion were the reassurance of workers’ jobs, the 
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remission of school fees, cheap meals and after-school service for children. To 

deal with the Communists’ expansion, the Special Branch recommended legal 

sanctions and the ‘provision of a more attractive alternative’ to the Communist 

school.189 FCO HKD Head Edgar Laird supported this action, although he did 

not want to exaggerate the severity of the problem because ‘only about 3 percent 

of [total Hong Kong] children attend Communist schools’.190 However, Anthony 

Royle attached great importance to the issue and urged the Hong Kong 

government to launch ‘a major campaign’ to contain Communist expansion.191 

Education measures were needed to win the local people’s support. 

 

The colonial government’s first task was to impair the Chinese Communist 

schools’ recruitment of teachers. Prior to the mid-1970s, leftist schools 

discouraged their students from attending public examinations and even withdrew 

from them to escape the colonial administration’s ‘brainwashing’. Yet they also 

distanced themselves from the public’s demand for education, which led to their 

difficulty recruiting students and teachers.192 In addition, as former Pui Kiu 

College’s teacher Jasper Tsang Yok-sing recollected, Communist-operated schools 

could only provide low salaries to their staff. Leftist schools’ low reputations even 

dissuaded teachers from joining them, thereby resulting in teacher shortages.193  

 

The Communist schools thus tried to recruit teachers from China and sought 
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to register their candidates in January 1974. R. A. J. Richardson, Director of the 

Hong Kong Police Special Branch, believed that permission in these cases would 

‘encourage communist schools in Hong Kong to remedy their staff shortages by 

recruitment from China on a wide scale, thereby aiding their expansion plan’. He 

therefore advised turning down the leftist schools’ applications to ‘inhibit the 

expansion of communist schools and … to obscure their long term aim of 

indoctrinating the youth of Hong Kong’. 194  In addition, the Hong Kong 

government had already discovered some Chinese Communist Party members 

teaching in neutral schools such as St. Mark’s College and St. Stephen’s Girls 

College. 195  Director of Education John Canning had reservations about the 

potential growth of the Communist schools and students, but he supported legal 

sanctions on Communist schools because such teachers ‘will be in a strong 

position to influence their pupils’ in Communist beliefs. 196  In April 1974, 

Canning rejected the applications of Pui Kiu Evening School and St. Catherine’s 

School for Girls in accordance with the Education Ordinance (Cap. 279). By 

rejecting both Communist-driven and neutral schools, Canning intended to 

worsen the Communist schools’ teacher shortages, contain Communist expansion 

and maintain ‘the integrity of the educational system as a whole’.197  

 

In addition, the colonial government announced a free education plan to win 

the people’s support. In June 1972, Canning suggested having ‘more alternative 

places and the increase in the number of places in Government and aided 
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secondary schools, particularly in the new resettlement estates and the New 

Territories … to check the growth of communist schools’.198 In October 1972, 

MacLehose announced the provision of ‘3 years post-primary education for 50% 

of all children’ as an interim target before reaching ‘the provision of 3 years 

secondary education for all in the 12-14 year age group’.199 He intended to satisfy 

‘what parents wanted’ and the public need.200 In August 1973, the Board of 

Education issued a Green Paper on secondary school education. Its principal 

objective was ‘the provision of places for 100% of those in the 12-14 age group 

and 5-year school places for 40% of those in the 12-16 age group’. This was done 

by waiving the school fees of every child so that ‘no pupil were denied a place in 

a Government or aided school solely because of the inability of his parents to pay 

the school fees’.201 The Green Paper also recommended adding more technical 

and vocational programs to schools’ curricula to provide young people with the 

knowledge needed to ‘operate and carry on the economic functions present in 

Hong Kong and also make them well-balanced citizens’.202 In October 1974, the 

revised White Paper was presented to the Legislative Council reiterating the 

Green Paper’s recommendations. The only added point was to let the schools 

choose whether the medium of instruction should be Chinese or English to 

maintain schooling flexibility, preserve the English standard and maximise the 

benefit of teaching in Chinese.203 The White Paper therefore marked a shift from 
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elitist to universal schooling for the Hong Kong people.204  

 

The Hong Kong government’s proposed education reform was received with 

mixed feelings from the public. While the Green Paper gave the public the 

opportunity to voice its needs and participate in the government’s 

decision-making, 205 there was appreciation for the government’s decision to 

remit school fees to meet the ‘increasing urgent need of secondary education’.206 

Nevertheless, Anthony Sweeting, Lecturer in Education at the University of Hong 

Kong, criticised the White Paper as a white elephant that failed to show the 

government’s commitment to education.207 Principals of prevocational schools 

questioned whether the government had any clear objective for developing 

secondary education in Hong Kong.208 Above all, the Hong Kong government’s 

provisional 9-year free education programme decreased leftist schools’ 

attractiveness and their number of students; only six such schools survived into 

the 1980s. 209  While it succeeded in combating the expansion of Chinese 
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Communist-operated schools, the Hong Kong government perhaps needed to 

achieve more to meet the people’s increasing demand. 

 

The 10-year Housing Program 

 

The foremost way for the Hong Kong government to earn credibility was to 

improve people’s living conditions. In August 1970, Edward Heath urged the 

Hong Kong government to accelerate the Crash Housing Programme to settle the 

remaining 300,000 squatters. Doing so, in Alec Douglas-Home’s view, would 

‘pay off handsomely in terms of social content’.210 Three months later, David 

Trench agreed to reconsider the plan to settle the squatters and the future housing 

programme with his Housing Board.211 Yet the poor housing conditions and the 

limited proportion of poor people being housed indicated the government’s 

half-hearted approach to the issue.212 Despite this attitude, the Secretariat for 

Home Affairs became aware in November 1971 of public demand for 

improvements in the sanitary conditions in the resettlement estates and decent 

living conditions.213 A solution was needed. 

 

In 1972, the 10-year housing programme was announced. Murray 

MacLehose, who was eager to improve housing standards, instructed his senior 

officials in June to implement a housing programme ‘as quickly as possible’ for 

the sake of greater social stability. The Commissioner for Resettlement, the 

Director of Public Works and the Commissioner for Housing were assigned to 
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prepare a 10-year plan to eliminate squatter areas and provide houses for those 

‘badly housed in private tenements’.214 In his 1972 Governor’s Speech, Murray 

MacLehose announced the 10-year housing plan to provide ‘sufficient permanent 

self-contained accommodation in a reasonable environment’ for 1.8 million 

people in Hong Kong. By doing so, he hoped to reduce the ‘most constant sources 

of friction and unhappiness between the Government and the population’.215 

Later that month, the Executive Council approved the proposal to build 1,800,000 

individual units of accommodation in Tsuen Wan, Kwai Chung, Tsing Yi and Sha 

Tin within 10 years for a targeted 1,462,000 people. By paying $8,094 million for 

this plan, the government intended to ‘eliminate all squatter and licensed areas, to 

provide a self-contained dwelling for all those households at present sharing 

accommodation in private tenements [and] to relieve overcrowding in existing 

Government housing’. In other words, the government planned to build 40,000 

public housing units annually. 216 In addition, the government, based on the 

McKinsey Report recommendation, reconstituted several housing agencies into 

the Housing Authority by enforcing the 1973 Housing Bill. The reorganisation 

was intended to ensure the ‘sound prospect of reaching such ambitious targets’ as 

planned217 and to ‘build a sense of community and greater social integration 

among Hong Kong’s people’.218 For Wah Kiu Yat Po, this programme established 
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‘an unseparated tide between Hong Kong and its people’.219 The 10-year housing 

programme thus appeared to win the Hong Kong people’s support. 

 

Social Security for the Next Five Years 

 

The Hong Kong government also introduced social welfare services for 

vulnerable people. The introduction of a public assistance scheme with cash 

payments in 1971 was only the start.220 Later that year, Director of Social Welfare 

George Rowe expressed the need to ‘maintain a minimum standard of living and 

special needs’ for disabled people.221 As such, Rowe set up a Social Welfare 

Planning Committee to advise him ‘on future development in social welfare … 

and on the preparation of a Five Year Plan on social welfare’.222 In February 

1972, the Planning Committee set the Five Year Plan’s objective to provide ‘an 

effective method of concentrating the work of Government and the voluntary 

sector’ and to enable the Social Welfare Department ‘to fight more effectively for 

an increasing share of Government resources for social welfare development’. 

This idea did not aim ‘at a radical revision of our present thinking’ but a moderate 

improvement of existing works. 223 A month later, the Committee sought to 

provide a means-test scheme with the partnership and financial assistance of the 

voluntary organisations ‘so that no person or family falls below a given level of 
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income’.224 An evaluation system was also set up ‘to improve the standards of 

service and to ensure value for money’. 225  At this point, the Hong Kong 

government began to take the initiative on reforming the Public Assistance 

Scheme rather than doing so as a crisis response.226 

 

These ideas were included in the Hong Kong government’s social security 

policy in 1973. In the 1972 Governor’s Speech, Murray MacLehose introduced 

the drafting of a 5-year plan on social welfare and brought up the idea that the 

colonial administration was moving on from merely providing emergency 

service.227 Later that month, Rowe presented the Legislative Council a Draft 

White Paper ‘to allow the fullest possible public debate on them before any final 

decisions are taken’.228 Questionnaires were distributed in every City District 

Office to collect public opinion.229  

 

Given that public opinion regarded the draft as ‘a realistic minimum of what 

is to be done’, Li Fook-kow, who succeeded Rowe as Director of Social Welfare, 

finalised the White Paper in June 1973.230 He highlighted the government’s 

‘ultimate responsibility’ of providing and coordinating social services to all 

people and the voluntary sector’s partnership as ‘an integral part of the provision 
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of social welfare services’. 231 To bring in a well-established social security 

system, the draft White Paper prioritised the government’s expenditures on ‘those 

who are unable to afford such services themselves’, thereby removing the income 

limit or means test for applications of disability and infirmity allowances, and 

implemented a less expensive and less complicated non-contributory scheme. The 

social insurance scheme was put aside because the compulsory payments of 

employees and employers were not ‘generally acceptable to the people of Hong 

Kong’. Moreover, the White Paper promised wider coverage for community 

centres, the construction of physical and disabled facilities, and the provision of 

elderly services.232 The paper envisaged the growth of government expenditure 

on social welfare from $130 million to $160 million per year, with an 83% 

increase in subvention.233 Li Fook-kow was confident that the White Paper 

represented ‘the most important step forward in social welfare in the history of 

Hong Kong’ and would lead to the development of the territory as ‘a better place 

in which to live, work and play’ for the people.234  

 

The South China Morning Post praised the White Paper as ‘the boldest ever 

plan’ for Hong Kong’s social welfare.235 For Wah Kiu Yat Po, the ‘Government’s 

commitment to serve the local people’s interests’ was revealed in its consultation 

process, and the plan was announced; the only concerns were the difficulties the 

government would face.236 The announcement of the social welfare plan seemed 

to earn the Hong Kong government credibility. 
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The Idea to Regionalise Medical Services 

 

After the 1963 Medical White Paper, the colonial administration was forced 

to deal with communicable diseases caused by the rapid construction of 

resettlement estates and urbanisation. Hospital beds were increased to 4.26 per 

1,000 members of the population, and the construction of new hospital wings and 

wards began by 1971.237 Yet criticism on overcrowding in government clinics 

and hospitals remained. For this reason, in December 1972, the Governor’s 

Committee decided to initiate long-term planning for medical and health 

programmes over the next ten years because of the McKinsey Report’s 

recommendations. Areas identified for improvement included government 

hospital services, the extension of government medical services to the New 

Territories, the renovation of clinics and better family planning, dental care and 

drug addiction services.238 

 

As the period covered by the 1963 White Paper on Medical and Health 

Services had ended, Murray MacLehose commissioned a Medical Development 

Advisory Committee in early 1973 to study and advise ‘on what programmes of 

improvement and expansion would be appropriate’ over the next ten years.239 The 

Committee’s report proposed a new ratio of hospital beds, 5.5 per 1,000 people; 

new hospital construction projects in East Kowloon, Sha Tin and Castle Peak, and 
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the regionalisation of clinics ‘to serve a district in the region and be situated at a 

geographical vantage point’.240  

 

In July 1974, a White Paper entitled The Further Development of Medical 

and Health Services in Hong Kong was issued. It aimed to ‘safeguard and 

promote the general public health of the community as a whole and the need to 

ensure the provision of medical and personal health facilities for the people of 

Hong Kong’.241 It proposed regionalising medical services, including one major 

acute hospital, several district hospitals and specialised clinics and a number of 

general clinics to provide outpatient and general medical services on a population 

basis.242 The White Paper regarded 5.5 beds per 1,000 people as a desirable ratio 

to ‘improve the service by reducing overcrowding’. This would be accomplished 

by constructing regional hospitals in Sha Tin, Tuen Mun and East Kowloon, a 

psychiatric hospital in Shau Kei Wan and a psychiatric wing at Princess Margaret 

Hospital.243 While the expansion of hospitals would increase the shortage of 

doctors, the University and Polytechnic Grants Committee advised the colonial 

government to establish a second medical school at the Chinese University of 

Hong Kong to meet as much as possible the need for 1,232 additional doctors.244 

By spending $914m on this plan, the coverage of clinics throughout the territory 

would be increased, ‘which the people of Hong Kong would like to see’.245  

 

Like the Education White Paper, the Medical White Paper received mixed 
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public opinion. The idea of the regionalisation of health care facilities could 

enhance people’s access to such services.246 Yet Urban Councillor Dr Denny 

Huang alleged that the government’s lacked a solution to the doctor shortage and 

a plan for dental services. In his view, these limitations showed why medical 

services in Hong Kong ‘would still be far behind those of Britain’.247 The Hong 

Kong Branch of the British Medical Association criticised the White Paper for not 

mentioning the management problem and the deplorable working conditions of 

nurses.248 These opinions showed that the government had much to achieve in 

this field to satisfy the people. 

 

Constraint and Impact 

 

Despite the popularity of the above policies, the Hong Kong government 

faced internal and external restraints on social reforms. The colonial 

administration only needed to pay an average of £8 million per year for the British 

forces in the territory, thanks to the Conservative government’s compromise to 

avoid disrupting its policy objective and social reforms in Hong Kong.249 Yet 

Hong Kong faced ‘inflation on a scale unprecedented in Hong Kong [and] 

shortage of raw materials for some key industries’ caused by the 1973 

Arab–Israeli War and the subsequent oil crisis. In January 1974, Murray 

MacLehose conceded that the social programs might fail to go as far and as fast as 

planned.250  
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Financial constraints in Hong Kong also affected the Governor’s social 

planning. Like his predecessor, Financial Secretary Phillip Haddon-Cave sought 

‘to keep the tax as low as possible and to [keep] the free trade and free enterprise 

image of Hong Kong’ to sustain the territory’s economic growth, which was 

essential to showing China the value of maintaining Hong Kong’s colonial status. 

Nevertheless, Haddon-Cave’s desire to ‘cut back some of the social services 

commitments’ worried the FCO.251 For the 1973/74 financial year, Haddon-Cave 

allocated $4,409 million to the Governor’s social programmes, of which only $12 

million was for social welfare. Despite the 1.1% increase in the budget over the 

last 10 years,252 there was a $30 million gap for operating the social security 

scheme as planned. 253  The scant resources allocated to public expenditure 

resulted in competition for financial resources between departments. 254  The 

conflict between maintaining Hong Kong’s free economy and improving living 

standards confined the scale and pace of the Governor’s social programmes. 

 

The Conservative and Hong Kong governments thus turned their attention to 

cultivating civic pride in Hong Kong. Alec Douglas-Home recognised in 1972 

that the young generation in Hong Kong wanted ‘to be identified with a 

meaningful society’ but was frustrated because Hong Kong had ‘no kind of 

self-government, much less [prospects of] independence’.255 This struggle, as 
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Murray MacLehose reported, came from the Hong Kong people’s increasing 

concern for ‘life of themselves and their children and with their prospects of 

betterment’. Nevertheless, they were reluctant to move to China because living 

conditions in Guangdong were far behind those in Hong Kong.256 Although 

China was admitted to the UN in 1972, Hong Kong Chinese, especially those who 

had fled from China to Hong Kong, still feared political oppression and a lack of 

freedom in China.257 In MacLehose’s observation, Hong Kong people were thus 

‘so much in favour of [living in] Hong Kong’. In this regard, improving living 

standards in Hong Kong and organising mass activities like the Hong Kong 

Festival and the Clean Hong Kong Campaign were 

 
of particular importance for the Colony’s future … to secure the active 
confidence of the population … [and] to make both the elite and the 
masses feel, as they felt in 1967, that Hong Kong is an entity to which 
they belong, and the place they wish to live in. 

 

At the end, MacLehose sought to spur civic pride as ‘a useful substitute’ for 

national loyalty.258 

 

For this reason, Alec Douglas-Home informed Edward Heath that the 

objective of the Governor’s social policies was now to develop in Hong Kong a 

civic pride and a status ‘between China and the West’. This identity would be, 

Douglas-Home proposed, ‘far more satisfying, I think, than anything that we 

could devise in the way of a verbal label’. In addition, such efforts would improve 

                                                      
256 Murray MacLehose to Alec Douglas-Home, 1 January 1973, FCO 40/440, TNA. 
257 One of the examples was by Zhong Shanying 鍾山英, “Wo cong Huiyang lai xi shuo dalu shi 
(我從惠陽來 細說大陸事 An experience of living in China),” in Women de kongsu: dalu tao 
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of Chinese refugees on Chinese communist government), ed. Xin Wenhua Shiye Gongying Gongsi
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258 Murray MacLehose to Alec Douglas-Home, 1 January 1973, FCO 40/440, TNA. 
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Hong Kong’s image in the international community, 259  sparing Britain 

international criticism and justifying its colonial rule. Although MacLehose failed 

to ensure the pace of the reforms, he reported in January 1974 that the social 

programmes, although with some deficiencies, facilitated the ‘promotion of 

cohesion and loyalty amongst the population of Hong Kong’ towards Hong Kong 

itself.260 This, as the FCO noted, helped define Hong Kong people as ‘Hong 

Kong Belongers,’ a kind of ‘Chinese citizen of Hong Kong … [that] are wholly 

committed to Hong Kong’.261 After comparing the living conditions in Hong 

Kong with the social backwardness in China, the Hong Kong people’s satisfaction 

with their living standards not only increased the colonial government’s reputation 

and strengthened its legitimacy but also generated a local identity.262 Thus, while 

the Conservative government’s policy objective and the Hong Kong government’s 

social policies might not have deterred a Chinese takeover by widening the social 

conditions between China and Hong Kong, they succeeded in fostering civic pride 

in Hong Kong and in showing that ‘the pull of China is emotional only’.263 

 

The social programmes MacLehose pursued continued Trench’s policies.264 

MacLehose only brought in his ideas and policies in October 1972, when he 

revised what he and the FCO had planned before his departure. He thus furthered 

                                                      
259 Alec Douglas-Home to Lord Butler, 1 June 1972, FCO 40/391, TNA. 
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Trench’s policies, extending free education from primary schooling to 3-year 

secondary schooling. While MacLehose’s social programs should not be viewed 

as his own initiatives,265 his reforms delivered a changing British objectives for 

Hong Kong’s future. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This chapter discusses how the Conservative government reversed Labour’s 

cautious approach on Hong Kong’s long-term future. In light of its desire to 

contain Communism and make Britain great again, the Conservative government 

was willing to reconsider Britain’s policy on Hong Kong’s future. Because of 

improving Anglo-Chinese relations, Zhou Enlai’s assurances on Hong Kong and 

the UN’s decision to exclude Hong Kong from the list of Non-Self-Governing 

Territories, Edward Heath, Alec Douglas-Home and Anthony Royle decided to 

keep Hong Kong in hand beyond 1997. This policy objective was endorsed by the 

DOPC and PAR in 1971, 1973 and 1974 despite the Treasury’s opposition, FCO 

officials’ doubts and worsening Britain–Hong Kong relations. To achieve this goal, 

in 1971, the Conservative government appointed Murray MacLehose as Governor 

to speed up social reforms in Hong Kong in the hope of widening the gap in social 

conditions between Hong Kong and China, thereby deterring the Chinese 

government from recovering a territory that was so different from itself. Edward 

Heath and Alec Douglas-Home believed that this result would not only show 

Britain as a great European power in the Cold War, but also serve the best 

interests of Hong Kong, China and the world. The Conservative government thus 

reversed the worldwide decolonisation process and decided to retain Hong Kong 
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as a colony beyond 1997. 

 

The Hong Kong government accelerated social reforms in Hong Kong to 

achieve the Conservative government’s goal. In 1972, Murray MacLehose framed 

his social programmes and identified housing, education, social welfare and 

medical services as the most significant fields for improvement. However, 

external and internal factors constrained these reforms. In response, the 

Conservative and Hong Kong governments shifted their attention to spurring civic 

pride in Hong Kong. This move intended to substitute national identity and 

develop Hong Kong as a place between China and the West under British colonial 

administration. The Hong Kong government’s social policies aimed not at 

decolonising Hong Kong in substance but at maintaining it as a British colony. To 

this end, social development and delegation of power, rather than prepared for the 

colony’s independence as other colonies did, became tools for the Conservative 

government to prolong the British colonialism in Hong Kong. The Labour Party 

carried it out with some modifications to the idea and strategy. 
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Chapter 4  

The Labour Government’s Indecision over Hong Kong’s Future, 

1974-1976 

 
[T]he strongest argument in favour of the retention of Hong Kong, 
and one which probably outweighs any nice calculation of positive 
advantages and identifiable disadvantages, is the contingent 
immigration liability if the status quo ceases to hold, particularly if 
this is the result of the use of force by China. 

 
Lord Goronwy-Roberts1 

 

This chapter discusses the Labour government’s indecision over Hong 

Kong’s long-term future. Succeeding an indebted administration in April 1974, 

the Labour government had no choice but to narrow down Britain’s participation 

in the Cold War. Nevertheless, Hong Kong was troublesome for the Labour 

government because of the colony’s uncompromising stance in the defence cost. 

More crucial, the heavy parliamentary and Party’s criticism over Hong Kong’s 

relatively low living standards and the damage of the colony’s exports to the 

British economy embarrassed the Labour government. In view of these political 

and economic negativities, in 1975 Foreign Secretary James Callaghan questioned 

the value of keeping Hong Kong and instructed the FCO officials to consider the 

colony’s long-term future accordingly. In 1976, the FCO appraisal suggested 

abandoning Hong Kong as soon as a solution was found. Nevertheless, this view 
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was later reversed because the Labour government feared its Western allies’ 

accusing it of returning a capitalist financial centre like Hong Kong to Communist 

China and the possible immigration liability at home. Thus, Foreign Secretary 

Anthony Crosland decided to keep Hong Kong in British hands for the time being. 

In this regard, preserving Britain’s reputation in the Cold War was the Labour 

government’s first priority in considering Hong Kong’s future. 

 

The Changing Context: The Labour Government’s Policies on the Cold War, 
China, Decolonisation and Social Reform 

 

After resuming power in March 1974, the Labour government faced fiscal 

restraints in seeking to preserve its world status during the Cold War. Inheriting a 

£1,500 million deficit, the Labour government ‘confronted an economic situation 

which might well be the worst which had ever been faced in peacetime’.2 A 

period of stagflation worsened the British economy; this prompted the Labour 

government to apply for a £3.9 billion loan from the International Monetary 

Fund.3 In this economic recession, the Labour administration cut its defence 

expenditure and downsized the role Britain played in the world, especially after 

East–West détente and the end of the threat of Communist encroachment in Asia.4 

In February 1975, Defence Secretary Roy Mason decided to concentrate British 

forces on NATO commitments, to withdraw troops from Southeast Asia and to 

play only a consultative role in the Five Powers Defence Arrangement and 

                                                      
2 CC(74)3rd Conclusion, 14 March 1974, CAB 128/54/3, TNA. 
3 Denis Healey, The Time of My Life (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1990), 381, 393; Mark D. 
Harmon, The British Labour Government and the 1976 IMF Crisis (Houndmills, Basingstoke, 
Hampshire: Macmillan Press, 1997), 233. 
4 Dimitrakis, Failed Alliances of the Cold War, 165; Rhiannon Vickers, The Labour Party and the 
World: Labour’s Foreign Policy since 1951 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2011), 
113. 
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SEATO, for £500 million in annual savings.5 For the American government, 

Britain was transitioning to ‘a grasping little Englandism and a not so splendid 

isolationism’. 6  Nevertheless, the Central Policy Review Staff, the Cabinet’s 

think-tank on the government’s long-term policy and strategy,7 reaffirmed in June 

1976 the need to ‘convince the world that we are not in the same state as Italy. 

Otherwise … we would no longer be our own master’.8 Apart from acting as an 

intermediary between the US and the Soviet Union, marking Britain’s limited 

influence on the détente of the Cold War,9 James Callaghan believed that ‘the 

time has come to cultivate the rest of the word once more’ by bolstering Britain’s 

economic strength and influence in international affairs in 1974.10 The Labour 

government had to contain the impact of the Soviet Union’s expanding 

Communism on British interests. 11  As such, the Cabinet’s Defence Studies 

Working Party decided upon a ‘selective retention of some commitments and 

activities’ in non-NATO areas as a ‘valuable contribution to Western activities in 

this area’ in June 1974.12 Following this thinking, Hong Kong was ‘an exception 

to reductions [of forces] overseas’, but the territory had to bear more of the cost.13 

                                                      
5 OPD(74)13th Meeting, 1 August 1974, CAB 148/145/58, TNA; OPD(75)2: Statement on the 
Defence Estimates 1975, 14 February 1975, CAB 148/154, TNA. 
6 “Memorandum from the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Lord) to Secretary of State 
Kissinger,” 29 January 1975, Foreign Relations of the United States, 1969-1976, Volume E-15, 
Part 2, Western Europe, 1973-1976, ed. Kathleen B. Rasmussen (Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 2014), Document 236. 
7 Tessa Blackstone and William Plowden, Inside the Think Tank—Advising the Cabinet 1971-1983 
(London: Heinemann, 1988), 27. 
8 CP(76)36: Strategy and Priorities, 24 June 1976, CAB 129/190/11, TNA. 
9 CP(78)71: The United Nations Special Session on Disarmament, 3 July 1978, CAB 129/202/1, 
TNA; Michael J. Turner, Britain’s International Role, 1970-1991 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2010), 66. 
10 James Callaghan, Time and Chance (London: Collins, 1987), 296. 
11 Harold Wilson, Final Term: The Labour Government 1974-1976 (London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson; Joseph, 1979), 166-170. 
12  DSWP(P)51: Defence Studies Working Party Final Report: Annex J: Geographical 
Commitments, 19 June 1974, FCO 40/541, TNA. 
13 John Thomson to Edward Youde: Defence Review: Hong Kong, 21 May 1974, FCO 40/541, 
TNA; Harold Wilson to Roy Mason: Defence Review: Hong Kong, 20 February 1975, DEFE 
13/967, TNA. 
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The forces stationed in Hong Kong demonstrated not only Britain’s responsibility 

for its imperial mission but also its independent role in the world.14 Despite its 

financial hardship, the Labour government tried to maintain as much of Britain’s 

international influence in the Cold War as its financial resources allowed. 

 

The Labour government continued to improve relations with the Chinese 

government. China sought to unite developing countries, second-rank powers and 

Western European countries to counter the hegemony of the Soviet Union and 

America. 15 The Labour administration declared its desire to develop British 

relations with China in an October 1974 manifesto. 16  Yet its pledge of a 

referendum to decide Britain’s future in EEC, its mishandling of the British 

economy and its close relations with the Soviet Union deterred the advancement 

of Anglo–Chinese relations. The Chinese government thus viewed West Germany 

as an alternative principal companion in the West,17 although Britain decided to 

remain in the EEC after June 1975. A month later, Edward Youde, British 

Ambassador to China, suggested that the FCO offered more technical and 

commercial contracts and cooperation to China. Doing so could secure the peace 

of the Far East and the world, on which Britain’s overseas interests depended; 

bring China closer to the West; contain the Soviet Union’s expansionism; and 

protect British interests in Hong Kong.18 China’s modernisation policy thus 

provided Britain an opportunity. In December 1975, a deal was made for Rolls 
                                                      
14 Stephen Kirby, “Britain’s Defence Policy and NATO,” in Leifer, 71 
15 “Zhengfu gongzuo baogao (政府工作報告 Report on the work of the government),” People’s 
Daily, 21 January 1975. 
16 “‘No Bribes, No Easy Times, No easy Pickings’ in Crisis Election Programme,” Times 
(London), 17 September 1974. 
17 William Enrman to James Martin: China’s New Champion in Europe, 22 October 1974, FCO 
21/1238, TNA. 
18 Edward Youde to James Callaghan: China: The State of the Nation, 15 July 1975, FCO 21/1387, 
TNA; Edward Youde to James Callaghan: Sino-British Relations, 18 July 1975, FCO 21/1387, 
TNA. 
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Royce to sell the Spey 202 engine to China. This contract opened the door for 

further bilateral interactions:19 the idea of a cultural-diplomatic contact was 

suggested during the visit of the British Council Delegation to China in 1977.20 

Prospects of exploiting Chinese minerals for British firms were presented for 

bilateral discussion in 1979.21 In view of this cooperation, Chinese Foreign 

Minister Huang Hua informed Prime Minister James Callaghan in 1978 that the 

Chinese government was satisfied with preserving Hong Kong’s status quo.22 

The Labour government’s policy of linking with China to contain Soviet influence 

and preserve Britain’s international reputation also secured its position in Hong 

Kong. 

 

The Labour administration was thus able to formulate its Hong Kong 

strategies in line with its decolonisation policy. As stated in its February 1974 

manifesto, the Labour government opposed ‘all forms of racial discrimination and 

colonialism’. 23  After taking office, FCO Minister of State David Ennals 

recommended setting up a Select Committee to study and ‘watch over the final 

“decolonisation” of the British dependencies’. 24  Yet the Ministers soon 

                                                      
19 Wong Man-kong, “Zhongying guanxi, shangmao jihui, keji zhuanyi: dui 1975 nian zhongying 
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Review (Beijing) 1 (January 2010): 87. 
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transformation), ed. Chow Kai-wing (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Educational Publishing Company, 
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21 DOP(79)1st Meeting, 1 January 1979, CAB 148/178, TNA. 
22 Record of the Prime Minister’s Discussion with the Foreign Minister of the People Republic of 
China, Mr. Huang Hua, at 10 Downing Street on 11 October 1978 at 1630, undated, FCO 40/947. 
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Crisis,” Times (London), 9 February 1974. 
24 Peter Scott to Mr. Lestor: Proposed Select Committee on the Dependent Territories, 22 May 
1974, FCO 40/492, TNA. 
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understood that the remaining British colonies were unlikely to follow the normal 

practice of decolonisation. In April 1974, Minister of State for Overseas 

Development Judith Hart instructed her officials that rather than pushing ‘the 

remaining Dependent Territories into independence’, they should identify fields 

for providing aid to the dependencies ‘so as to raise their standards to those of 

neighbouring countries’. 25  Hart appeared to recognise the impossibility of 

decolonising some colonies. In June 1975, Foreign Secretary James Callaghan 

formulated the official policy of ‘accelerated decolonisation whenever possible’: 

officials should conduct individual studies ‘territory by territory, to define the 

political objectives which are appropriate to each … [because] most of the 

remaining territories could no longer be expected to follow what we have come to 

regard as the normal path to independence’. He also ordered to offer financial aid 

according to each colony’s needs to improve their economic and social 

infrastructure, as the United Nations Charter stipulated.26 Callaghan thus put the 

remaining colonies into three categories: Hong Kong, alongside Gibraltar, Belize 

and the Falkland Islands, was in the group ‘likely to have to remain dependent for 

the foreseeable future because of external constraints’. Special solutions were 

being sought for these territories.27 Callaghan’s idea, which became the guiding 

principle on the colonial problem, intended to ‘preserve both our international 

image as a liberal colonial power and our credibility in the Commonwealth’.28 

The Conservative government made no big changes after taking over the office in 

                                                      
25 John Campion to Edward Larmour: Review of the Future of the Dependent Territories, 2 April 
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May 1979.29 Although opposing colonialism, the Labour government saw the 

need to offer special treatment to remaining British colonies, especially Hong 

Kong; the justification of this situation was the improvement of colonies’ social 

standard. 

 

In addition, the Labour administration also exerted its socialist policies to 

Hong Kong. Anthony Crosland’s The Future of Socialism, which was published in 

1956, defined the Labour Party’s vision on the post-war consensus, or 

Keynesianism, of creating a welfare state in Britain and taking a socialist line in 

foreign policy.30 This remained the Labour government’s dominant ideology 

from 1974 to 1979.31 In November 1974, Secretary of State for Social Services 

Barbara Castle made it plain to her Cabinet Colleagues that the government 

should add social wages on housing, education, pension and health services 

‘which we, as socialists, regard as essential’. 32  More crucially, the Labour 

government was heavily influenced by trade unions as the Social Contract, which 

was formulated by the Trade Union Congress (TUC) and Labour Party to 

constrain workers’ wages, became the guiding principle for the administration.33 

Chancellor of the Exchequer Denis Healey therefore had to exchange views with 

                                                      
29 William Quantrill to Robin McLaren: Despatch on Decolonisation, 4 May 1979, FCO 40/1040, 
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the leaders of the TUC every week.34 This cooperation went beyond economic 

policies to the Labour government’s general policies: when James Callaghan 

became Prime Minister in April 1976, he was pressured by the industrialists and 

the Labour Party’s left-wing members to include socialist Judith Hart in the 

Cabinet.35 Socialists in Britain even started viewing Hong Kong’s free economy 

as a continuation of British capitalists’ exploitation of the working class.36 In 

September 1974, FCO’s Overseas Labour Advisor G. Foggon already sensed that 

the Labour government was under ‘increasing pressure from the TUC about the 

situation in Hong Kong’.37 This socialist pressure constituted one of the Labour 

administration’s considerations on Hong Kong’s future. 

 

To summarise, the Labour government aimed at preserving Britain’s 

international image. Facing financial restraint, it needed to downsize its spending 

on its overseas garrisons and its international role. Containing Soviet influence 

and preserving Britain’s world standing, however, remained essential to its 

overseas policy. The Labour government thus extended its contacts with China, 

which enabled it to implement its ‘accelerated decolonisation’ policy for Hong 

Kong’s special status. The Labour government therefore fine-tuned its inherited 

policy on Hong Kong’s future with its socialist ideology. 

 

Adapting to the New Condition of Hong Kong’s Future, 1974 

 

                                                      
34 Healey, The Time of My Life, 382. 
35 Bernard Donoughue, Downing Street Diary, vol. 2, With James Callaghan in No. 10 (London: 
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The Labour government, which contemplated Hong Kong’s future with 

caution in the late 1960s, was adapting to the new conditions in Hong Kong in 

1974. The Defence Review provided the opportunity for the Labour government 

to learn that confidence was key issue in governing Hong Kong. Edwin Bramall, 

Commander of the British Forces in Hong Kong, observed that people living in 

the territory chose to ‘live in a free society which enables them to benefit from 

material progress’ rather than being governed by the ‘humourless, repressive 

Government of the CPR’. Bramall recognised the urgency of decreasing Hong 

Kong’s garrison to a minimum level for budget savings. Yet to secure the Hong 

Kong people’s confidence in the territory’s future would require the existing 6⅔ 

units of British forces.38 The DOPC supported Bramall’s analysis: in September 

1974, it found that sufficient British forces were ‘necessary as deterrence to any 

major threat to law and order’. If the Labour administration insisted on reducing 

its forces, it would face the risk of ‘a very expensive rescue operation … or of 

abandoning Hong Kong to the Chinese’. Nor could the Labour government pay 

nothing to station its forces because doing so would indicate that ‘we were losing 

interest in and abandoning our responsibility for the Colony’. The DOPC 

concluded that ‘without confidence in the future the Colony would collapse’.39 

Prime Minister Harold Wilson decided slightly reducing the garrison, but he 

required the colonial administration to bear more of the cost.40 The Ministers 

understood the significance of maintaining the Hong Kong people’s confidence. 

 

The strategy for handling Hong Kong’s future was detailed by MacLehose in 
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May 1974. The Governor made it plain to Foreign Secretary James Callaghan that 

the ‘normal objectives of a Colonial Government to prepare the population for 

self-government and probably independence’ were inapplicable to Hong Kong 

because of the Chinese government’s opposition to any change to the territory’s 

constitutional status. He also indicated that there was no room to consider 

withdrawal given that the millions of inhabitants there would present the Labour 

government with a ‘human and political problem of very considerable proportions’ 

once it did so. For this reason, the Governor suggested that  

 
we should do everything we can to make Hong Kong a model city, of 
international standing, with high standards of education, technology and 
culture, as well as industrial, commercial and financial facilities, from 
which China can gain great benefit, but which China might be reluctant to 
try to adsorb while she still has some need of the material benefits it offers 
and while her own conditions remain so different. 

 

The purpose of this line was to ‘influence the Chinese government to consider an 

eventual continuing special status for Hong Kong, perhaps under Chinese 

sovereignty’ but governed by Britain. Yet this policy, MacLehose proposed, 

should be done with a low profile, lest it be perceived as an overt challenge to 

China. By doing so, Britain’s position would ultimately be ‘less expos[ed] and 

vulnerable’ when negotiations with China took place in the 1980s.41 Indeed, the 

Governor rephrased the Conservative government’s policy—to improve Hong 

Kong’s social standard in the world to secure British colonial administration after 

1997—that formulated in 1971. 

 

The FCO officials and Minister were satisfied with MacLehose’s analysis. In 
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June 1974, Andrew Stuart, Head of FCO’s Hong Kong and Indian Ocean 

Department (HKIOD), was convinced that ‘the interest of both China and Hong 

Kong is the status quo’. To act counter to it would be damaging to all parties 

concerned. Despite this agreement, Stuart emphasised that the colonial 

administration had to be ‘a Government in a hurry’ to implement the social 

programs to assure Britain of confidence and stability in facing the 1997 

problem.42 Lord Goronwy-Roberts, FCO Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State 

responsible for Hong Kong affairs, agreed with the Governor’s and HKIOD’s 

judgement and added that it was ‘not the time for new moves’.43 For Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts, Hong Kong posed no serious immediate problems for the 

Labour government, although it remained an anomaly in Britain’s decolonisation 

process. In fact, he was pleased to have MacLehose as Governor because he was 

‘doing an outstanding job in coping with a difficult task’.44 At this point, the FCO 

Minister satisfied with the status quo. 

 

Nevertheless, the Labour government denied the Conservative’s 1973 PAR 

conclusion on the future of the Dependent Territories. Although the PAR’s report 

on the Dependent Territories was completed in December 1973, the General 

Election held in March 1974 delayed ministerial approval. In April 1974, Edward 

Larmour, FCO Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Dependent Territories 

Affairs, submitted the new report’s conclusion: Hong Kong, along with the British 

Indian Ocean Territory, Falkland Islands and British Antarctic Territory, were ‘in 

HMG’s continuing interest to retain as dependencies’. Other dependencies were to 
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be subject to the policy of ‘accelerated decolonisation’. 45  The 1973 PAR 

conclusion was, in the Ministers’ view, ‘exclusively in terms of HMG’s [political] 

interests, [but] with scant regard for the inhabitants of the Dependent Territories’. 

This contradicted the Labour government’s declared goals of eliminating 

colonialism and promoting social justice and,46 more essentially, Denis Healey’s 

principle of calculating the financial cost rather than political profit for the 

administration when making important decisions.47 Although a new version was 

finalised in late November 1974, it was not submitted to the Ministers because ‘it 

seems to be hardly necessary to consult the DOPC merely to secure agreement to 

a study being made of each dependent territory’. The statement that ‘we would 

not in any case wish to surrender sovereignty over Hong Kong’ was also 

discarded.48 Following its party line, the Labour government, although adopting 

its predecessor’s line on Hong Kong, sought to make its own judgements on the 

future of Hong Kong and the other dependencies. 

 

Indeed, the Labour government faced increasing domestic criticism on 

Britain’s presence in Hong Kong. On 5 September 1974, the Hong Kong Research 

Project, which was close to the left-wing Radical East Asian Studies group in 

Britain, published a booklet entitled Hong Kong: A Case to Answer. It criticised 

the Labour government for its failure to ‘prepare the territory and its inhabitants 

for an end to colonial rule’, and called on it to stop economically exploiting Hong 
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Kong ‘as a detached component of the UK’ and to deal with the territory’s wealth 

inequality and social injustice created by the capitalist economy.49 In the FCO’s 

assessment, the booklet’s publication was timed to coincide with the TUC’s 

discussion of Hong Kong and to provide ‘ammunition for Hong Kong’s critics’.50 

As predicted, the TUC passed a motion a week later to ‘investigate the social and 

economic conditions … and, where necessary, to bring pressure to bear on the 

United Kingdom Government to effect [social] improvement’ in Hong Kong.51 A 

similar resolution was passed by the Labour Party’s National Executive 

Committee.52  

 

These pressures thus forced Lord Goronwy-Roberts to address the question 

of why Britain should retain Hong Kong as a colony during the Labour Party’s 

Parliamentary Meeting in November 1974. Lord Goronwy-Roberts stated that ‘the 

overwhelmingly Chinese population has chosen to live there under our protection’. 

The Chinese government’s intention not to disturb Hong Kong’s status quo also 

justified Britain’s stance. 53  Despite this explanation, however, socialists 

continued to describe Hong Kong as a place ‘where super-exploitation and 

repression operate daily’, and they encouraged combatting the British capitalists 

there such as Hong Kong Land.54 Andrew Stuart observed that there was an 

inevitable tendency within the Labour Party to press for ‘immediate advances’ in 
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Hong Kong. For this reason, in Novemebr 1974, he changed his mind and 

described Hong Kong as an ‘artificial creation … [that] presents] us with some 

very nasty choices’ because the Hong Kong government was bound by the 

economic recession to slow its social reforms, and it thus failed to ease criticism 

at home. 55  Consulting the Governor on Hong Kong’s long-term political, 

economic and social objectives was therefore necessary.56 

 

Reappraisal, 1975-1976 

 

Lord Goronwy-Roberts’ visit to the Far East and Hong Kong in January 1975 

started the Labour government’s deliberations on Hong Kong’s future. In 

reporting his findings to Callaghan, Lord Goronwy-Roberts concluded that ‘the 

Colony must achieve social as well as economic success if it is to survive’. 

Although Hong Kong’s social reforms required extra money, the pace of the tax 

increase should not endanger the colony’s economy lest it ‘create serious 

problems for the UK–internal unrest and immigration.’ Considering Hong Kong’s 

future in the wider context of Britain–China–Hong Kong relations, Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts was uncertain whether the Chinese government would recover 

the territory in spite of his view that ‘it suits Peking to let things be’. He therefore 

recommended Callaghan to 

 
consider in the Office whether it would be possible and productive to 
probe very tentatively the possibility of a long term arrangement with [the 
Chinese leaders] without ourselves precipitating a crisis. Otherwise 
uncertainty will grow as the period between now and 1997 diminishes.57 
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James Callaghan responded that ‘our troubles with Hong Kong are likely to 

increase as years go by’. As such, he asked Lord Goronwy-Roberts to commission 

the FCO to ‘look at the future from the point of view of what value Hong Kong 

has for us, and in the light of that consider the longer term future’.58 In Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts’ first impression, ‘the value of Hong Kong to us is not so much 

one of positive advantage’. Rather, Hong Kong would create a diplomatic and 

domestic crisis for the Labour government if the territory’s economy collapsed or 

the Chinese government decided to take over.59 Despite Lord Goronwy-Roberts’ 

presumption, Laurence O’Keefe, now the FCO HKIOD Head, intended to 

maintain a distance from ‘the excessive pessimism of previous papers on this 

subject’ that the Labour government had prepared in the late 1960s. For this 

reason, he proposed taking Hong Kong’s value to Britain and the possibility of 

reaching a long-term agreement with China into consideration.60 In August 1975, 

Lord Goronwy-Roberts instructed his officials to finish this task in preparing for 

the Secretary of State’s visit to China in May 1976. 61  Thus, the officials 

considered Britain–Hong Kong relations, China’s intentions towards Hong Kong, 

the perceived immigration liability and Britain’s Cold War obligations and moral 

responsibility (see Appendix 4 for the outline). 

 

Political Relations between Britain and Hong Kong 
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In the context of British politics, the FCO regarded Hong Kong as a political 

liability. In November 1975, Hugh Cortazzi, FCO Assistant Under-Secretary of 

State for Asian Affairs, described Hong Kong as ‘an anomalous vestige of 

colonialism present[ing] parliamentary and international difficulties because of 

the general opposition to colonialism’ over the world.62 Even worse, the Labour 

administration faced a dilemma because Hong Kong was an ‘extreme example of 

a successful ultra-capitalist society’ and because British advice on economic 

structure and social change tended ‘to fall on deaf ears’.63 Edward Larmour, 

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for the Dependent Territories, agreed with 

Cortazzi and considered that ‘Hong Kong at all levels, both government and 

unofficial, regard themselves as a success, while they regard us in the UK as a 

failure’. Hong Kong’s complacence thus resulted in its lagging behind Western 

European countries’ living standards.64  

 

As Cortazzi recollected, Hong Kong’s incompatibility with British social 

standards thus created the ‘particular political difficulty where Ministers were 

involved and where there were potential parliamentary problems’.65 In January 

1976, the leftist Fabian Society published a pamphlet Hong Kong: Britain’s 

Responsibility. It criticised the Labour government’s irresponsibility in Hong 

Kong and stated that, ‘for [the] socialist, indeed for any liberal British observer, 

the patent injustices and exploitation in Hong Kong are unacceptable and 

inexplicable’. It thus urged the Labour government to adopt a paternalistic 
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approach to protect the Hong Kong people ‘from the worst excesses of their free 

enterprise economy’.66  

 

Based on the pamphlet’s report, the House of Lords debated Hong Kong’s 

social conditions on 1 April 1976. Lord Brockway, who saw no acceptable reason 

to delay self-determination and decolonisation, believed that it was ‘politically, if 

not militarily, impossible for Britain to retain permanent possession’.67 He argued 

that ‘the British occupation of Hong Kong began in a way of which we must all 

be ashamed’. In his observation, the people living in Hong Kong were upset not 

only with the corruption but with the lack of free education, medical service and 

pensions. Lord Brockway urged the Labour government to develop Hong Kong 

into a place ‘where its millions [of people] have the opportunity to live a human 

life’. By doing so would enable the Labour government and British people to 

proud of ‘the society which we have helped created there’ when China took over 

Hong Kong.68 Lord Segal countered that the British system was ‘not always 

universally applicable’ and that the problems in Hong Kong should be ‘considered 

in perspective’.69 In view of this Parliamentary discussion, Anthony Crosland, 

who became Foreign Secretary on 5 April 1976, told MacLehose about the 

complaints he had received from the Labour Party, TUC and Parliament about 

Hong Kong in his first month of office.70 The political criticisms of the Labour 

government’s handling of Hong Kong continued to increase.  
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The Labour government, however, found Hong Kong uncooperative with 

efforts to ease these political pressures. By February 1976, Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts was ‘constantly inform[ing] Parliament and the public of the 

undoubted progress made’ to address the political criticism at home. 71  As 

Laurence O’Keefe noted, both Callaghan and Lord Goronwy-Roberts believed 

that the ‘successful defence of the Secretary of State’s constitutional 

responsibilities to Parliament requires a forward look at the direction which those 

policies should take up to the mid-1980s’. A more ‘interventionist policy from 

London than has been the case in the past’ was thus necessary to justify Britain’s 

position in Hong Kong.72 Callaghan was aware of the need to protect his position 

in the Labour Party leadership by satisfying the demands of the TUC’s and the 

Labour Party’s International Committee. 73  Nevertheless, MacLehose told 

Callaghan in January 1976 that social changes in Hong Kong ‘should be 

introduced gradually and as unobtrusively as possible’. He acknowledged how the 

political criticism over Hong Kong embarrassed the Ministers in Parliament, but 

insisted that Hong Kong ‘was not [a] field for diplomatic pyrotechnics’. He in 

turn suggested Callaghan to ‘resign ourselves to an ebb and flow in the tides of 

criticism and compliment’ from within the Labour Party and Parliament.74 In a 

meeting with Cortazzi in May 1976, MacLehose furthered his opposition: ‘it 

would be quite wrong to attempt to run Hong Kong from the FCO or to entertain 

any idea that was physically possible or politically feasible’ for the British 

standard but not in Hong Kong’s interests. ‘Nothing of the sort had ever been 
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attempted by the Colonial Office’ at the peak of colonialism, the Governor said.75 

To Edward Larmour, MacLehose underscored ‘the increasingly critical feelings 

about Hong Kong that are widespread in this country’ and embarrassment of such 

a sentiment to the Labour government.76  

 

The Labour government thus regarded Hong Kong as a political liability. 

When the FCO framed Britain’s policy on the Dependent Territories’ future in 

December 1974, it included Hong Kong and the Falkland Islands on the list of 

colonies ‘whose continued dependence is in HMG’s interests’. Despite the need to 

maintain Anglo–Chinese relations, the FCO advised the government not ‘to 

surrender sovereignty over Hong Kong’ under any circumstances.77 Nevertheless, 

when James Callaghan reframed the policy in June 1975, he included Hong Kong 

on the list of territories in which it was in ‘our interests to relinquish 

responsibility’.78 Although Callaghan did not explain such change, his decision 

could be understood by the remarks of the FCO officials afterwards. In February 

1976, Laurence O’Keefe noted that the criticism in Britain towards Hong Kong, 

which was ‘more deep-seated, better informed and more persistent’ than ever, 

damaged ‘the Colonial Government’s prestige and sapped some of the goodwill’ 

at home. The notion that ‘conditions in the Colony, and its link with Britain, are 

anomalous’ became common in Britain.79 This embarrassment for the Labour 
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government resulted in Hong Kong being seen as unwanted. A month later, 

Anthony Galsworthy, Lord Goronwy-Roberts’ Private Secretary, concluded that 

‘in the long term the advantage to Britain of having Hong Kong seemed to be 

outweighed by the disadvantages. We therefore should look over the long term for 

the earliest practical disengagement’.80 He advised Lord Goronwy-Roberts to 

‘disengage with the minimum of difficulty’ by accelerating social reforms in 

Hong Kong lest the Labour government would ‘inevitably get into difficulties’ 

regarding the 1997 deadline.81 The officials’ observations, which echoed Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts’ supposition made in February 1975, seemed to indicate a loss 

of British interest in retaining Hong Kong because of the political embarrassment. 

 

The Defence Cost in Hong Kong 

 

The defence expenditure on Hong Kong was costly for the Labour 

government. Although Britain’s military presence in Hong Kong was, as Defence 

Minister of State William Rodgers put it, ‘tangible evidence of the importance 

HMG attaches to its constitutional responsibilities’,82 the army’s cost was a 

source of conflict between Labour and Hong Kong governments, especially as the 

former was in economic difficulty. In November 1974, the Chief of Staff decided 

to reduce the forces in Hong Kong to 5⅔ units, to withdraw the rapid 

reinforcement capability from Brunei and to increase Hong Kong’s contribution to 

the defence costs.83 From the beginning, James Callaghan insisted that Hong 
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Kong should pay the full cost.84 MacLehose countered that an increased share of 

the cost of a reduced garrison of 5⅔ units ‘would not be sustainable either 

politically or budget wise’.85 Callaghan replied that Hong Kong ‘can afford it and 

they must face their responsibilities’.86 The payment for British forces in Hong 

Kong brought the two sides into conflict again. 

 

The core of the problem was the Labour government’s intention to keep 

social reforms in Hong Kong progressing. As Edward Youde noted in May 1974, 

asking Hong Kong to bear more of the garrison’s cost would risk the ongoing 

social programmes for which the Labour government had ‘very strong backing’. 

Since Hong Kong was ‘a long way behind UK standard’ in providing social 

services, the ‘present UK Government would not willingly agree to any slowing 

of the pace of development there’.87 Moreover, the forecast for Hong Kong’s 

economic growth was disappointing. As Haddon-Cave informed the FCO in 

January 1975, growth in the coming year was likely to be as low as 2%, compared 

to 8% in 1973. Budgetary deficits would worsen if the colonial government had to 

bear a greater proportion (i.e. 75%) of the defence cost.88 Financing for the social 

programs would be at risk as well. For this reason, in September 1974, the DOPC 

acknowledged the significance of Hong Kong’s social programmes in raising 

people’s living standards. The Ministers recognised that if they decided to pay 

nothing for the forces in Hong Kong, they would be viewed as ‘opting out of all 
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responsibility for our colony and its future’.89  

 

At last, the Labour government was forced to compromise. Denis Healey 

was disappointed at the Governor’s stance on paying no more than 50% of the 

costs because he was eager to ‘minimise the total cost of the Hong Kong garrison 

as well as the proportion that is borne by the UK’. Yet he understood that a 

concession was inevitable if an agreement was to be reached. 90  Defence 

Secretary Roy Mason proposed gradually increasing the proportion paid by the 

Hong Kong government from 50% to 75% over five years.91 Although Harold 

Wilson insisted on Hong Kong paying 75% of the cost, he endorsed Mason’s 

proposal as a fall-back in February 1975.92 After negotiations on 29 October 

1975, Murray MacLehose and the Legislative Councillors agreed to raise Hong 

Kong’s contribution from 50% in the first year to 62.5% in the second year and 

finally to 75% for the remaining years. In return, Rodgers, as Wilson authorised, 

agreed to release the MoD’s vacant possessions in Kai Tak and Victoria Barracks 

in the first and second stages of the scheme. Consensus was reached that if the 

land was not released within the time frame, ‘there should be a corresponding 

postponement in the increase in Hong Kong’s contribution’.93 For Laurence 

O’Keefe, the deal demonstrated the Labour government’s commitment to Hong 

Kong’s future and efforts to comfort Hong Kong people.94 
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Hong Kong was nonetheless troublesome for the Ministers. Although 

concerned about parliamentary criticism of the release of the land and Hong 

Kong’s financial gain at the Labour government’s expense, Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts valued the deal as a balance between the Labour and Hong 

Kong governments’ interests.95 The Senior Ministers, however, saw it negatively. 

Rodgers, who negotiated the deal, said that ‘the very existence of a Colonial 

relationship placed moral obligations on Britain’ that the Labour government was 

reluctant to bear. ‘The visible signs of Britain’s continuing imperial presence,’ 

Rodgers continued, ‘made the idea of Hong Kong paying its own way sound 

rather false.’ Hong Kong was, after all, ‘an anachronism which makes the rules of 

the game unique’ and difficult for the Labour government to follow. Rodgers 

advised Roy Mason to set the duration of the agreement as long as seven years.96 

James Callaghan likewise advised Harold Wilson to make the deal ‘the longest 

possible duration’ to avoid placing the Labour government in difficulty again.97 

In view of Wilson’s endorsement, a 7-year deal was signed with the Hong Kong 

government in late February 1976. 98 Despite settling the defence costs, the 

Labour government leadership regarded Hong Kong as a trouble that should be 

rid of.99 

 

The Economic Disadvantages 
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Another setback in the Britain–Hong Kong relations was the damage Hong 

Kong’s exports had on British industry. In the first half of 1975, Hong Kong’s 

exports of woven shirts to Britain increased by 45%, with the prospect of 

increasing to 54% for the whole year. Two thirds of the members of the Shirt 

Manufacturers’ Federation had to cut their expenditures on the construction of 

new factories and the purchase of new machines. The Federation’s Chairman, 

Kevin Pullum, questioned whether the Labour government wanted the British 

shirt industry to survive or to ‘hand the market over to [a] low-cost producing 

place’ like Hong Kong.100 In January 1976, Secretary of State for Industry Eric 

Varley estimated that Hong Kong’s share of the British shirt market would 

increase to 63%. For Varley, this estimation necessitated a ‘significant reduction 

in Hong Kong’s shipment to us’ through the Labour government’s Selective 

Import Control Scheme to defend British industry and to keep unemployment rate 

down. Otherwise, the constant growth of Hong Kong’s share of the British shirt 

market would ‘impose significant social and economic hardship on our 

manufacturers and their employees’.101 Roy Mason, who was once concerned 

about the impact of such restriction on the Defence Costs Agreement with Hong 

Kong, now had ‘no objection to the proposed negotiations on imports’ from the 

territory unless Callaghan objected.102 In view of Mason’s acquiescence, Harold 

Wilson asked the Department of Trade to arrange negotiations with Hong Kong 

on the quota.103 The Labour government was determined to minimise Hong 
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Kong’s damage to the British industry. 

 

However, the Ministers found no measure to do so. Replying to Eric Varley’s 

proposal, Secretary of State for Trade Peter Shore said, ‘we could not threaten 

import controls because these are specifically ruled out by’ the Multi-Fibre 

Arrangement and the EEC-Hong Kong deal. In Shore’s view, the only possible 

way was to include the GATT’s Textile Surveillance Body to study further 

controls of imports from Hong Kong by demonstrating Britain’s domestic 

hardship. In this process, however, the Labour government had to avoid tension 

with Hong Kong ‘not only in commercial but also in political terms’. 104 

Callaghan was likewise concerned that import control would endanger the 

conclusion of the Defence Costs Agreement with Hong Kong, which was valuable 

for budgetary saving. Moreover, the Labour government ‘would be seen to be 

attempting to limit the autonomy which Hong Kong, with our concurrence, has 

for many years enjoyed in trade matters’ if a quota was imposed.105 As such, in 

mid-February 1976, Callaghan hoped MacLehose to convince the Hong Kong 

industry voluntarily restraining its exports to Britain.106 The Labour government 

found itself with no practicable measure to balance Britain’s and Hong Kong’s 

economic interests. 

 

Hong Kong was thus regarded as an economic threat rather than a partner. In 

response to Callaghan’s request, the Governor argued that the growth of Hong 

Kong shirts met Britain’s rising demand. The increase of British productivity by 2 
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million pieces in the meantime indicated no net loss of production and jobs. In the 

Governor’s assessment, ‘it would be quite unreasonable for you to ask us to 

reduce [exports] further and completely inequitable to put heavy pressure on 

us’.107 Michael Butler, FCO’s Deputy Under-Secretary of State for Economic and 

European Affairs, responded on behalf of Lord Goronwy-Roberts that the 

Governor had underestimated Britain’s economic. The growing demand in Britain 

was in no way voluntary, Butler explained, due to ‘the heavy increases in imports 

from Hong Kong … which we believe are overhanging our market and have not 

yet moved into consumption.’108 In Eric Varley’s observation, the Hong Kong 

government’s unwillingness to cooperate risked the ability of ‘our shirt 

manufacturers … to improve their efficiency and to secure their longer term 

viability’.109 The British National Union of Tailors and Garment Workers argued 

that the industry was subjected ‘to totally unfair competition with wage levels’ in 

Hong Kong, which were only one-third of the British standard.110 This fuelled 

Parliament’s criticism of the Labour government’s failure to protect workers’ 

welfare in Hong Kong.111 Hong Kong not only failed to show its economic value 

to Britain but also demonstrated itself as a dependent territory that the Labour 

government had ‘a lot to be ashamed of’.112 

 

The Difficulties of Handling Hong Kong 
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As a supporter of social justice and decolonisation, the Labour government 

inevitably considered Hong Kong an awkward colonial problem. As stated, Hong 

Kong was grouped with the Falklands, Gibraltar and Belize as exceptional 

dependencies for Britain because of the sovereignty disputes with third nations. 

What distinguished Hong Kong was that the New Territories of Hong Kong were 

leased, whereas other colonies were ceded as wholes.113 As Callaghan indicated 

in his ‘accelerated decolonisation’ policy, Britain was obligated to promote the 

colonial subjects’ ‘political, social and educational advancement to the policy of 

self-government’ under the United Nations Charter. Yet the delegation of power to 

Hong Kong created a situation in which Britain had sovereignty without the 

‘effective control necessary to carry it out’ and was thereby exposed to domestic 

and international embarrassment. 114  In this regard, Hong Kong, like other 

colonies, ran its own affairs ‘under a British umbrella … and the link to the UK 

Government and to Parliament’. However, as Political Adviser David Wilson saw 

it, neither the Ministers nor the officials could give direct instructions without 

provoking criticism in Hong Kong because ‘people in the territory are terribly 

sensitive about the extent of their own autonomy, but in certain things look for 

support’. Thus, relations between Britain and Hong Kong became awkward:115 

the Governor and senior officials worked for Britain by working for and looking 

after Hong Kong’s interests, and in doing so acted counter to British interests on 

occasion. In view of Hong Kong’s growing economic capacity, its ties with 
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Britain were ‘unavoidably loose’.116 

 

More crucial was the FCO’s scepticism about Hong Kong’s public servants, 

and vice versa. In terms of policy direction, the FCO regarded Murray MacLehose 

and his officials as conservative leadership. As FCO Senior Economic Adviser 

Adrian Smith noted in February 1976, Hong Kong’s fiscal policies were ‘unduly 

conservative and orthodox’, which frustrated the social programmes the Governor 

was implementing.117 In the FCO’s view, ‘many officials and unofficials are not 

yet ready to accept the need for an increase in the pace of reform. Most of the 

arguments used against change were pretty specious’.118 Anthony Galsworthy 

even suggested changing the senior appointments in Hong Kong to avoid 

‘excessively conservative policy in Hong Kong’.119 Hugh Cortazzi was thus in 

conflict with MacLehose on Hong Kong’s democratisation because, in his view, 

the Governor was ‘too much influenced by conservative minded business 

tycoons’.120 The friction even became personal. Laurence O’Keefe recalled that 

MacLehose, who made no compromise on Hong Kong’s interests, had ‘a rather 

terrifying manner’ to him. ‘I think in my whole career nobody has insulted me 

quite so comprehensively as Murray MacLehose did’, said O’Keefe.121  

 

In return, the Hong Kong sector had no confidence that the Labour 
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government would defend its interests. For Murray MacLehose, the Labour 

government’s intervention was disturbing because, particularly in the case of the 

death penalty, the government was motivated by domestic politics rather than 

Hong Kong’s public interests.122 In March 1976, MacLehose found the FCO’s 

study on Hong Kong’s future untimely in light of the dominance of socialism in 

British politics and the FCO’s hostility towards Hong Kong. 123  Colonial 

Secretary Denys Roberts observed that senior officials in Hong Kong were 

suspicious of Whitehall’s intention to ‘do things their own way’ as it had in the 

1950s and 1960s.124 The FCO–Hong Kong working relationship was critical in 

conducting the planning paper. 

 

This relationship improved after Anthony Crosland visited Hong Kong in 

May 1976. In March, Michael Palliser, FCO Permanent Under-Secretary of State, 

explained to the Governor that the planning paper was subject to the Secretary of 

State’s visit to China and that ‘Parliamentary, press and political attention here 

will continue to focus on the Colony’. Neither Lord Goronwy-Roberts nor Tom 

McNally, Callaghan’s Political Adviser, considered the pressure ‘to be a 

temporary phenomenon’. Yet Palliser promised to take Hong Kong’s interests into 

account and regarded the tension as differences regarding how Hong Kong’s 

social reforms should be run.125 When Foreign Secretary Anthony Crosland 

stopped at Hong Kong on his trip to China in May 1976, he explained again to 

MacLehose the pressure he was under. This time, the Governor tried to cooperate 
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and asked ‘what the order of priorities in the social field seemed to be to the TUC 

and other pressure groups in the UK’. With this information, he could ‘decide in 

what order it would be advisable to try to take things forward’.126  

 

Despite ‘feeling somewhat assured’, MacLehose remained ‘extremely 

depressed … [by] the sudden change of atmosphere in the [FCO]’.127 Laurence 

O’Keefe also remained that ‘I, and mo[st] senior members of the Office, have 

great difficulty in establishing a proper rapport with [MacLehose]’. To this end, 

the current FCO–Hong Kong relationship was undesirable ‘for the maintenance of 

our relationship with the Colony’. 128 Thus, Britain–Hong Kong interactions 

between 1975 and 1976 were often negative. 

 

The Chinese Government’s Policy on Hong Kong 

 

Prior to 1975, the Chinese government’s policy on Hong Kong was unclear 

but encouraging to the Governor. The FCO’s North Asia and Pacific Research 

Group in the Far Eastern Research Section found that the Chinese government’s 

clearest expression on Hong Kong’s future was given by Chi Pengfei, Chinese 

Foreign Minister: ‘The status of Hong Kong was not in question. That was a 

matter for the future.’ In 1974, Deng Xiaoping reiterated this view to Edward 

Heath in his visit to China as the Opposition Leader.129 Indeed, there was no 

Chinese official responsible for Hong Kong affair because the staff of the Chinese 
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State Council’s Hong Kong and Macau Group was transferred to the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs’ Western Europe Bureau to take charge of general foreign matters 

during the Cultural Revolution.130 In addition, the Guangdong Provincial Military 

Control Committee’s Second Working Party, which was responsible for 

communicating between Hong Kong Communists and the Central government, 

failed to clearly deliver the Chinese government’s directive on Hong Kong (see 

Appendix 5 for the Chinese government’s Command Structure).131 Until Liao 

Chengzhi was restored to the post of Minister of the Office of Overseas Chinese 

Affairs in 1976, the Hong Kong branch of NCNA was almost stagnant.132  

 

Yet the Chinese Communists, as MacLehose observed, still tried to ‘make 

capital at the Government’s expense’, although they ‘did their best to cooperate to 

achieve friendly and constructive official relations’. In 1976, Secretary of the New 

Territories David Akers-Jones discussed the further control of illegal immigrants 

to Hong Kong with the Guangzhou officials. 133  This created a working 

partnership that was eventually ‘met with comprehension and acceptance’ by 

China.134 

 

More encouraging to the Hong Kong government was the Chinese 

government’s avoidance of mentioning the 1997 deadline. In a dinner party in 
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September 1975, NCNA Deputy Directory Li Chu-sheng reassured the 

businessmen in attendance that ‘their investments would be absolutely safe until 

at least 1997’. The reasons for this promise were the improved Anglo–Chinese 

relations, Britain’s desire to keep Hong Kong in hand and the Chinese 

government’s hesitance to reclaim Hong Kong. ‘Much would depend upon the 

precise situation obtaining at that time’, concluded Li Chu-sheng.135 On 6 May 

1976, Shen Jo-yun (Chen Qiaoyun), First Secretary of the Chinese Liaison Office 

in America, protested to the American government about Congressman Lester 

Wolff’s report that ‘Hong Kong would revert back to the People’s Republic when 

the lease of the colony expired’. Shen made it plain to the American government 

that ‘when conditions are right, the situation will be peacefully solved. Until then, 

the status quo will be observed’. Hong Kong’s Political Adviser Alan Donald 

concluded that the Chinese government’s avoidance to commit itself to reclaiming 

Hong Kong in 1997 was encouraging to the Labour government’s hopes of 

retaining Hong Kong.136 

 

In the FCO’s estimation, Hong Kong’s economic value to China was greatest 

if its colonial status was maintained. As Edward Youde noted in 1975, the Chinese 

government valued Britain as its friend not only for its import of advanced 

technology and alliance against the Soviet Union but also for the foreign 

exchange earned from exporting to and re-exporting through Hong Kong.137 

From 1974 to 1976, the values of Chinese government’s export and re-export of 
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goods in relation to Hong Kong increased by about $1,700 and $900 million, to 

$7,784 and $2,402 million respectively.138 G. H. Dart of the FCO’s Economist 

Department disagreed with his HKIOD colleagues’ assumption that the Chinese 

government’s desire to recover Hong Kong would increase because of the 

possible decline of Hong Kong’s economic value. Rather, ‘China will be 

conscious of the costs of a takeover, and of the problem simply of absorbing a 

large city-state’ running in capitalism.139 Despite the death of Zhou Enlai, the fall 

of Deng Xiaoping and the new power struggle among Chinese leadership, Edward 

Youde assessed in May 1976 that ‘Peking [is] content with the status quo in which 

the administration of Hong Kong is seen to be firmly in the hands of a British 

Administration’.140 

 

Thus, MacLehose presented James Callaghan with a lengthy proposal for 

dealing with Hong Kong’s long-term future on 12 February 1976. With Edward 

Youde’s agreement, MacLehose was confident in preserving Hong Kong’s status 

quo given that the future Chinese leadership was likely to value Hong Kong’s 

economic importance to China as Mao and Zhou did and that Hong Kong was 

important in terms of ‘commercial value in [Britain] and as a base for sales in the 

Pacific and China areas’. 

 

MacLehose then considered the options that were open to future Chinese 

leadership. In his calculation, the Chinese government would seek either to 
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recover Hong Kong as soon as possible, to establish a fixed transitional period 

‘possibly with the prospect of some special status for Hong Kong’, or to preserve 

the status quo with ‘cosmetic change to help the Chinese over the political 

difficulty of doing so’. In his view, the first and second options could only be 

achieved with ‘substantial economic cost’. Only by the third option would the 

Chinese government ‘continue the present benefit in something like the same 

measure’. Nevertheless, there was, however slim, the possibility that future 

Chinese leaders would change their minds. MacLehose speculated that if the 

Chinese economy continued to grow, the Chinese government’s ‘political need to 

eliminate the existence of a colony on their territory [would] become dominant 

and that the economic cost of doing so, although substantial, was no longer 

intolerable’. If China decided to take over Hong Kong, MacLehose suggested the 

Labour government to reason that the markets Hong Kong had access to would be 

lost. Even worse, its international financial and technological facilities would be 

threatened and the ‘population accustomed to standards and a way of life quite 

different to those in China’ would be reluctant to live under the Chinese 

Communist regime. If and when the Chinese government insisted on recovering 

Hong Kong after a transitional period, he recommended that the Labour 

government guaranteed Hong Kong a special status under which its current laws, 

civil service and police were maintained; otherwise, ‘the community would 

disintegrate unless by then Chinese administration has become very different to 

what it is now.’  

 

MacLehose advised deferring negotiations with China to buy time for the 

Hong Kong government to ‘continue its present policy of improving standards of 

life and contentment in Hong Kong and the continuing economic development of 
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the colony’ to deter Chinese recovery. If all else failed, the postponement could 

create time for the Chinese government, whose ‘administration is so harsh and 

idiosyncratic and its economic and living standards are so low’, to develop and to 

become less frightening to the Hong Kong people.141 Ultimately, however, the 

Governor preferred to keep Hong Kong in British hands; to negotiate a handover 

with a transitional clause and a special status was only a fall-back option.  

 

Hugh Cortazzi found MacLehose’s proposal ‘in line with our own thinking’, 

yet he reminded the Governor of the importance of implementing social and 

‘institutional change along the lines recommended in your dispatch’ to achieve 

what he proposed.142 In Cortazzi’s view, doing so ‘may strengthen our ability to 

work out an arrangement over Hong Kong with China in due course’ and may 

avoid a situation in which ‘social standards in Hong Kong are seen to be behind 

those in the more advanced areas of [the] Far East and South East Asia’. Above all, 

improving Hong Kong’s social standard could satisfy Parliament and the Labour 

Party about the British colonialism in Hong Kong.143 In other words, justifying 

British rule in Hong Kong and protecting Britain’s international image were 

fundamental to the FCO’s assessment of whether retaining Hong Kong’s status 

quo was worthwhile. 

 

Decolonisation, Cold War and Moral Responsibility 

 

Although it supported decolonisation, the Labour government sought to 
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retain British sovereignty over certain of its remaining colonies. Consider the 

Falkland Islands and Gibraltar as examples. Since the late 1960s, both the Labour 

and Conservative governments were inclined to transfer the islands’ sovereignty 

to Argentina to improve relations with South Atlantic countries for commercial 

opportunities. 144  The American government was neutral in this case: while 

Britain’s possession of the islands would be tactically favourable for both 

America and Britain, Argentina was a helpful ally of the American government in 

containing Communism in Central America. In other words, the American 

government avoided provoking either Britain or Argentina in the 1970s.145 After 

taking over office, Foreign Secretary James Callaghan once considered 

surrendering sovereignty to Argentina without the Islanders’ consensus to settle 

the matter. Yet as he advised the DOPC in August 1974, the Labour government 

faced the dilemma of ‘respecting the wish of the Islanders to remain British and at 

the same time of providing for their and our long term interests’. In considering 

the major factors such as oil exploitation, defence of the island and the Islanders’ 

opinions, Callaghan withdrew the idea of ‘an outright transfer of sovereignty to 

Argentina’ because of the Islanders’ and Parliamentary opposition and suggested 

seeking an interim settlement with Argentina. Above all, the Labour government 

had to avoid signalling Britain’s refusal to continue the conversation because it 

would result in an Argentine military invasion.146  

 

On Gibraltar, the Labour government refused to hand it back to an 

undemocratic Spanish administration. On 30 May 1969, the Labour government 
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implemented constitutional reforms in Gibraltar with the backing of an Order in 

Council to grant Gibraltar certain degree of self-governance. The Spanish Foreign 

Minister Señor Castiella regarded Britain’s action as a violation of 1773 Treaty of 

Utrecht, which, in Spanish view, legitimised only Britain and Spain to decide the 

colony’s future, and closed the customs post and border communication to 

economically isolate Gibraltar. The Anglo-Spanish exchanges on the colony’s 

future was thus deadlocked.147 At the UN General Assembly dated 3 October 

1974, Spanish Foreign Minister Señor Pedro Cortina Mauri reiterated Spain’s 

legal rights to reclaim Gibraltar to ‘clear up the problem of Spanish sovereignty 

and territorial integrity’ for the UN’s moral authority. He also accused Britain of 

deliberately continuing its colonial presence by creating Gibraltar’s transit rights. 

Ivor Richards rebutted that the Labour government acted according to the UN 

Charter Article 73, which respected colonized people’s view, since the 1967 

referendum showed the Gibraltarian’s decision to live under the British colonial 

administration. Richards thus reiterated that the Labour government could never 

give up its sovereignty over Gibraltar and hand the Gibraltarian ‘to a country 

which a generation ago turned its back upon democracy and the democratic 

process.’148 On 23 October 1974, Spanish Ambassador to Britain Manuel Fraga 

restated the Spanish proposal of granting Gibraltar ‘a special system of judicial, 

administrative and financial autonomy.’149 To counter the Spanish offer and 

rescue Gibraltar’s economy, on 14 November Minister for Overseas Development 

Judith Hart announced the Labour government’s £7.6 million aids to the colony’s 

development in the following three years as ‘a continuing fulfilment of their 
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undertaking to sustain and support Gibraltar in the difficult circumstances caused 

by the Spanish restrictions (on the Gibraltar frontier).150 Despite the Labour 

government’s desire to achieve comprehensive decolonisation, it was not willing 

to surrender the sovereignty of its colony to another country, especially, which 

was undemocratic. 

 

After all, the Labour government’s retention of colonial rule depended on the 

balance between the colony’s Cold War value and the necessity of decolonisation. 

As HKD Head Laurence O’Keefe reiterated in August 1976, ‘each territory is 

very much sui generis’, and the Labour government was impossible to develop a 

generalised solution for its remaining territories. He thus advised the Ministers to 

‘avoid starting from the assumption that a Westminster system … is practical or 

necessarily desirable’ for each colony’s decolonisation. 151  The Labour 

government was thus reluctant to grant the Seychelles independence because of 

its political and diplomatic value in Cold War, for example. In July 1975, the 

DOPC observed the advantages of decolonising Seychelles be free of the criticism 

‘by the Opposition Party in the Seychelles and … a potential continuing 

embarrassment’ in East Africa. However, the Seychelles’ Opposition Party leader 

France-Albert René was a socialist and, Britain believed, a Communist. The 

American government was also ‘greatly concerned by the threat of Soviet 

penetration in the Indian Ocean’. For this reason, Callaghan, who shared the 

American government’s view, preferred that the Labour government retain the 

Islands.152 Only when the Labour government saw that the embarrassment was 
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too great and the Seychelles people’s desire for independence was too compelling 

for it to sustain colonial rule did it agree to direct Seychelles towards 

independence, with the aim of making it a neutral or somewhat pro-West state.153 

Maintaining Western strategic benefits in Cold War was the Labour government’s 

key consideration regarding its colonies’ decolonisation in the 1970s. 

 

Looking closer at Hong Kong, the FCO noted the Labour government’s 

intention not to ‘delay independence for those territories which want it’. Yet more 

crucial was the administration’s decision not to force decolonisation ‘upon those 

who do not’ want it. For this reason, although constitutional reform and 

devolution of power were ongoing and evitable processes in remaining British 

colonies, ‘the circumstances of Hong Kong are unique’ in the sense of the Chinese 

government’s attitude and the territory’s Cold War psychological and intelligent 

significance. Thus, the FCO concluded that in Hong Kong, ‘there can be no move 

towards independence’.154 The Labour government was unwilling to surrender 

Hong Kong without the consensus of the territory when the territory’s value in 

Cold War was significant.  

 

Hong Kong public opinion thus played an important role in Britain’s 

decision on Hong Kong’s future. In the mid-1970s, the Hong Kong people were 

uncertain about Britain’s commitment to the territory. True, Wah Kiu Yat Po saw 

no difference between the Labour government’s commitment to Hong Kong and 

that of the Conservative government.155 Queen Elisabeth II’s visit to Hong Kong 
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in 1975 was regarded as evidence of Britain–Hong Kong ties, Britain’s attention 

to the Hong Kong people’s interests and its ‘confidence in the bright future of 

Hong Kong’.156 Yet there was speculation over British corporations’ divestment 

intentions. The Swire Pacific Group, for instance, began investing in the property 

market and developing the Taikoo Shing,157 but it took over its subsidiary Swire 

Industries, whose profits recorded 84% growth, ‘to further the rationalisation of 

the Swire Pacific Group’s activities’ in 1975.158 In the Hong Kong Economic 

Journal’s speculation, the Swire group signalled its loss of confidence in Hong 

Kong’s future; it was preparing for Britain’s ultimate political withdrawal from 

the territory.159 In February 1975, Federation of Hong Kong Industries Executive 

Director Susan Yuen expressed the business circle’s concern over Britain’s 

commitment to Hong Kong to Lord Goronwy-Roberts.160  

 

Unofficial members of the Executive and Legislative Council (UMELCO) 

were also concerned about Britain–Hong Kong ties. Meeting Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts in January 1975, UMELCO representative Sir Kan Yuet-keung 

expressed the councillors’ concern that the criticism of Hong Kong in Britain ‘led 

to a feeling that Hong Kong as a Colony was unwanted’. Kan thus urged Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts to publicise Britain’s commitment to Hong Kong, particularly 
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in the context of the territory’s long-term future.161 Even the anti-colonialism 

organisation in Hong Kong called for greater Britain’s commitment to the territory. 

The Party of Liberty and Democracy in Hong Kong, which advocated 

self-determination for Hong Kong and criticised colonialism, asked Queen 

Elisabeth II to promise the ‘appointment of a Royal Commissioner for the 

Protection of the People’ in Britain to foster mutual support between Britain and 

Hong Kong to redress the people’s grievances.162 In the mid-1970s, the Hong 

Kong public hoped the Labour government to demonstrate its commitment to the 

territory rather than to dissociate from Hong Kong. 

 

In response, Lord Goronwy-Roberts ensured the UMELCO that the Labour 

government was committed to its colonial responsibilities in Hong Kong and 

would support Hong Kong ‘in every way’. Yet the indebted Labour government 

had to rescale the level of its forces and the share of its costs. Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts asked the UMELCO to pay greater efforts to preserve ‘the 

special relationship that it wished to maintain with the UK’. 163  In Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts’ view, the Labour government’s sole obligation was to ‘provide 

adequate standards of social welfare for the population at large’.164 As no voice 

in Hong Kong asked for independence from Britain but rather for Britain’s further 

commitment to the territory, the Labour government was obligated to follow its 

decolonisation policy of not cutting ties with Hong Kong. 
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Monday, 13 January, 1975 at Windsor House, undated, FCO 40/615, TNA. 
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Above all, the Labour government feared a perceived immigration problem 

and desired to avoid criticism from its Cold War allies. True, the post-WWII 

Labour government under Clement Attlee’s premiership was eager to grant all 

people living in dominions and colonies the rights to move to the United 

Kingdom. His aim was to form a universal Britishness, to defend Britain’s 

imperial and international status and to prevent colonies’ independence. 

Nevertheless, the West Indian and African immigrants could not be assimilated 

into the real British people; it posed serious problem for the definition of 

Britishness.165 Informal methods such as restricting the rules of issuing passports 

in colonial governments were deployed to discourage their immigration.166 In 

1971, the Immigration Act legitimised an exclusive definition of Britishness by 

classifying the African and Asian colonial citizens as non-partial British subjects, 

which having no family connection with those living in the United Kingdom. 

Doing so not only could better define British identity but also reduce the impact 

of those racial immigrants on social resources and racial tension. The 

racial-designed immigration law thus set that the Asian and African colonized 

subjects were only British in law but not British in reality as the real British 

people did.167 Britain’s libertarian approach to immigration thus ended due to the 

colour problem caused by the African and Asian immigrants.168  

 

To further consolidating Britishness at home, the Labour government was 
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eager to avoid massive immigration from Hong Kong. During the 1970s, both 

Labour and Conservative governments were determined to protect domestic 

Britishness from the perceived damage of coloured people since the ‘Asian and 

African descent’ created social disunity and racial discrimination.169 Labour’s 

Home Secretary Merlyn Rees thus decided to undertake a review of the 

Nationality Law to better control immigration and the ‘alarm [arising] in many 

[social] quarters’.170 In this regard, Labour ministers and FCO officials worried 

about the possible Hong Kong immigration caused by Britain’s withdrawal. In 

September 1975, the FCO preliminarily calculated that there would be ‘more than 

two million British subjects of Chinese origin and particularly those (perhaps 

200,000) to whom we owe a particular debt’. This estimation constituted a strong 

reason for ‘the retention of the status quo, and decisively against a forcible 

takeover by China’ for the Labour administration lest it created another wave of 

social and racial problems at home.171 For this reason, MacLehose alerted James 

Callaghan in February 1976 that the population in Hong Kong was ‘prone to 

over-reaction, and any change or prospect of change of status [which] could loose 

a flood of hundreds of thousands of singularly active refugees’. He thus warned 

Callaghan that if the Labour government voluntarily withdrew, it would be ‘held 

accountable for the humanitarian and financial consequences’.172  

 

Yet the Labour government found no way to get rid of this responsibility. In 

October 1975, the FCO calculated that about 1,200 people from Hong Kong 
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obtained British nationality each year by birth, naturalisation or registration. 

Officials once considered ‘a speedy withdrawal from Hong Kong’ to minimise the 

consequences; however, the immigration liability was ‘already too great for us to 

recommend such a course to Ministers’. Even the Labour government ‘could 

assume a negotiated transfer of sovereignty to China in due course,’ its allies 

would accuse Britain of ‘handing over so many British subjects to Communism’. 

Subject to this Cold War thinking, Lord Goronwy-Roberts, now FCO Minister of 

State, conceded that 

 
the strongest argument in favour of the retention of Hong Kong, and one 
which probably outweighs any nice calculation of positive advantages and 
identifiable disadvantages, is the contingent immigration liability if the 
status quo ceases to hold, particularly if this is the result of the use of force 
by China.173 

 

Lord Goronwy-Roberts finally turned his view to maintaining Hong Kong’s 

colonial status.  

 

The 1976 Planning Paper 

 

A planning paper on Hong Kong’s future was drafted on 12 February 1976. 

FCO officials presupposed that ‘the British interest requires the continuance of the 

status quo for the foreseeable, but not necessarily indefinite future’. The officials 

made a balance sheet on British interests in keeping Hong Kong. On the one hand, 

the paper found Hong Kong ‘politically embarrassing for HMG … [to] answer to 

Parliament for the internal policies of a colony which must act in a cultural, 

radical, economic environment very different from our own’. However, the 
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Labour government’s influence ‘on the colony’s domestic policies has been 

indirect’. In addition, the Defence Costs Agreement and Hong Kong’s exports 

showed that the Labour government’s economic interests were ‘bound to [have] 

friction’ with the colony. Moreover, Hong Kong’s ‘very existence carried [with] it 

the risks of clashes with China and local unrest as in 1967’. On the other hand, 

Hong Kong served as an international communication and investment centre for 

Britain in the Far East. This provided Britain with a market of exportation and a 

source of invisible earnings. The paper acknowledged the overriding 

consideration of a possible immigration burden as in the cases of the Ugandan and 

Vietnamese refugees and the possible Western repercussions of a ‘financial 

collapse of one of the world’s leading financial centres’. 

 

The paper also addressed China–Hong Kong relations. In the FCO’s 

calculation, Hong Kong was of economic value to China as a source of foreign 

exchange, as an international port for Chinese foreign trade and observation on 

the Western world and as a base for propagandising Communism. Despite Hua 

Huang’s letter to the UN’s 24 Committee in 1972, the Chinese government was 

satisfied ‘for reconciling their ideological and nationalistic commitment to 

repossession with one more pragmatic consideration favouring the continuance of 

the status quo.’ Yet the FCO was also aware of the possibility that ‘the ideologues 

will gain ascendancy over the pragmatists in the Chinese government’ once Mao 

Zedong and Zhou Enlai passed away. More concerning was, as the FCO 

calculated, the 15% decline in Hong Kong’s contribution to China’s foreign 

exchange earnings by 1980. The long-term trend was therefore ‘probably 

unfavourable to the prospect of Hong Kong’s continued existence as a Colony, 

even if this is what we ourselves would want’.  
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Based on the above assumptions, the draft paper concluded that Hong Kong 

was a burden to Britain. It argued that ‘the disadvantages to the United Kingdom 

in the relationship with Hong Kong will probably increase, and the disadvantages 

decline, over the period in question’. Yet while the Chinese leadership remained 

unstable, the Labour government would find it best ‘to accept the Hong Kong’s 

status quo’ for the moment. This policy would be the ‘least risky and the one best 

suited to present circumstances’ because there was no possible option for Britain 

to leave Hong Kong. The FCO officials advised the Labour government to 

develop Hong Kong into a ‘stable and thriving community’. The Ministers’ 

bargaining power in the forthcoming negotiations would then be strengthened to 

‘defend the criticism from Parliament and political circles’. The paper also 

suggested Hong Kong to accept more advice and help from Britain lest the 

Labour government may fail to defend a policy ‘over which we have not been 

consulted’. When negotiations took place in the 1980s, the Labour government 

could, within 10 possible options (see Appendix 6), bargain for either a surrender 

of sovereignty in exchange for constitutional advancement in Hong Kong or else 

to grant Hong Kong a special status enabling Britain to withdraw.174 

 

However, in his redrafted version dated 1 June, the Governor suggested 

omitting the Labour government’s explicit intention to give up Hong Kong. The 

FCO saw this as a good move because its ‘inclusion might give rise to the 

misunderstanding that this would be our aim in the mid-1980s’. The FCO’s 

negative attitude towards the Britain–Hong Kong connection was, after all, a 
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short-term sentiment and could be reversed whenever Hong Kong became an 

advantageous asset for Britain. Considering the long-term interests to Britain and 

Hong Kong, Laurence O’Keefe decided to prioritise the possible immigration 

trouble and Cold War-related criticism while maintaining the ‘emphasis on 

interventionism in Hong Kong affairs by HMG to secure the materialisation of the 

planning paper’.175 Finalised on 17 June 1976, the planning paper maintained the 

basic framework but omitted the intention to abandon Hong Kong and included an 

additional description as follows: 

 
The British interest requires the continuance of the status quo for some 
time yet and for an eventual amicable settlement of Hong Kong’s future 
with the Chinese. 

 

In this time, the argument that the risks of receiving ‘a mass exodus of 

Chinese/British subjects with humanitarian, if not legal, claims … [and] the 

collapse of one of the world’s leading finance centres’ supported the Labour 

government’s retention of Hong Kong, at least for the moment. Yet the Labour 

government was imperative to adjust its Hong Kong policy from a 

non-interventionist to a paternalist approach to Hong Kong to ensure the 

implementation of the social policies outlined in the planning paper. The paper 

concluded that ‘without corrective measures could significantly affect the chances 

of the general strategy’.176 In mid-July, Lord Goronwy-Roberts endorsed the 

redrafted version and remarked that ‘there would be quite a different attitude 

amongst Hong Kong’s critics in the United Kingdom’ if Hong Kong delivered the 
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planning paper well.177 After discussions with the Governor, Anthony Crosland 

approved the planning paper as a guiding document for Hong Kong’s future on 23 

July.178  

 

Conclusion 

 

This chapter explores how the Labour government’s thinking changed from 

abandoning Hong Kong to retaining it. In 1974, the Labour administration had to 

minimise its international role because of economic difficulties. James Callaghan 

recognised the necessity of finding a special solution for Hong Kong in the final 

stage of British decolonisation; he asked FCO officials to calculate the costs of 

handling Hong Kong and to consider the policies towards Hong Kong’s future. In 

light of the political embarrassment and economic damages caused by Hong Kong, 

the FCO’s first conclusion in the 1976 planning paper pointed to disconnecting 

with Hong Kong as soon as a solution was found. However, the Chinese 

government’s interests in preserving Hong Kong’s status quo, the possible 

immigration problem and the subsequent Cold War-related criticism over Britain 

handing a capitalist city back to Communist China overrode the deficiencies 

mentioned and reversed the planning paper’s conclusion; the decision was made 

to keep Hong Kong in hand. The possible Cold War impact of abandoning Hong 

Kong remained decisive in the Labour government’s consideration over the 

colony’s future.
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Chapter 5 

The Labour Government’s Attempts to Retain Hong Kong as a 

Colony, 1976-1979 

 
Hong Kong was something of a barometer of Chinese relations 
with the West … If the Chinese continued in their current attitude, 
the future of Hong Kong would be secured … Britain certainly had 
no urge to “do away with an ex-colony”. We would stay there in 
perpetuity, if possible. 
 

David Owen1 

 

This chapter discusses how the Labour government attempted to extend 

Britain’s colonial rule in Hong Kong after 1997. To justify British rule in Hong 

Kong, Anthony Crosland and Lord Goronwy-Roberts pushed the Governor, 

sometimes with the Labour’s standard, to accelerate social reforms there. The 

Ministers and FCO remained doubtful about MacLehose’s efforts and the 

Britain-Hong Kong connection. Yet, in view of Britain’s relaxing political attitude 

towards Hong Kong and the colony’s potential of Britain’s export market, Foreign 

Secretary David Owen decided to keep Hong Kong in British hands permanently 

and agreed to revise the term of Second Convention of Peking into indeterminate 

in 1978. MacLehose was thus authorised to visit China in March 1979 and to seek 

Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping’s agreement to British administration after 1997. 
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Despite the Chinese government’s denial, the Conservative government, which 

succeeded in May 1979, followed Labour’s idea and contemplated alternative 

solutions. Thus, retaining Hong Kong as a colony after 1997 became the major 

theme of the British government’s policies towards Hong Kong’s future. 

 

For this reason, the colonial administration had to accelerate social reforms. 

Prime Minister James Callaghan and Governor Murray MacLehose planned to 

develop Hong Kong into a city with the best living standards in Asia to justify the 

Labour government’s decision to retain Hong Kong as a colony. Yet MacLehose 

refused to adopt the Labour Party’s standard; rather, he corrected the deficiencies 

in his 1972 social programmes and initiated new ones in accordance with Hong 

Kong’s needs by 1976, including 9-year free and compulsory education, the 

House Ownership Scheme, the extension of social welfare to the disabled and the 

regionalisation of social and medical services. The Hong Kong people appreciated 

MacLehose’s contributions to developing Hong Kong into a prosperous city at 

world standard. Their civic pride in their lifestyle and sense of belonging thus 

called for continuing the territory’s status quo under British administration. In this 

regard, the Labour government and the Hong Kong people shared the desire to 

maintain the territory as a colony rather than direct it to decolonisation. 

Delivering social reforms thus shifted from Conservative’s idea of showing 

Britain’s liberality and strength to Labour’s vision of justifying Britain’s 

perpetually colonial will. 

 

The Follow-up Action and Evaluation 

 

On 9 September 1976, in view of Crosland’s political agenda to exercise 
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socialist ideology in overseas policies2 and Lord Goronwy-Roberts’ decision to 

adopt an interventionist approach towards Hong Kong, HKIOD Head John 

Stewart suggested gathering the FCO’s economists, the Overseas Labour Adviser, 

legal advisers and other relevant parties to form a Standing Committee on Hong 

Kong. It would ‘monitor the effects of intervention using the methods outlined 

above’, assist the Hong Kong government in bringing reforms into effect on 

schedule and pay attention to ‘the signals coming from Peking or Canton in 

parallel with the programme itself’.3 Four days later, Lord Goronwy-Roberts 

agreed to establish the Standing Committee to Monitor the Hong Kong Planning 

Paper.4 

 

The FCO was initially doubtful about the progress made in Hong Kong. On 2 

December 1976, Prime Minister James Callaghan announced that the Labour 

government demanded Hong Kong to ‘achieve a level of legislation in social, 

labour and allied fields at least broadly equivalent to the best in neighbouring 

countries within the next five years’.5 Given that the growth of Hong Kong’s 

GDP for 1976 exceeded the original estimation of 9% to 16%, the HKIOD 

believed that ‘the Hong Kong government is well placed to implement the 

programme of measures contained in the Planning Paper … as quick as 

possible’.6 Yet upon receiving MacLehose’s annual review in January 1977, John 

Stewart was disappointed at the Governor’s ‘slight complacency over what has 

been planned and done and his dispatch does not reflect the sense of urgency over 
                                                      
2 Oliver J. Daddow, “Anthony Crosland: Foreign Secretary, 1976-77,” in Theakston, 67. 
3 John Stewart to Peter Male and Hugh Cortazzi: Hong Kong: The Planning Paper-Future Action, 
9 September 1976, FCO 40/705, TNA. 
4 Peter Bacon to John Stewart: Hong Kong: The Planning Paper-Future Action, 13 September 
1976, FCO 40/705, TNA. 
5 HC Deb 02 December 1976, House of Commons Hansard, vol. 921, cc1155. 
6 The Governor of Hong Kong’s Visit: 7-10 December 1976: Prospects for the 1977/78 Hong 
Kong Budget, 2 December 1976, FCO 40/712, TNA. 
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labour and social matters’. As Stewart noted, the increasing criticism on Hong 

Kong in Britain was not ‘motivated by trade considerations but by what they 

regard as the injustices and shortcomings still existing in … a comparatively 

wealthy society’. The best countermeasure was for the FCO and the Hong Kong 

government to make ‘a firmer demonstration of a more obviously energetic and 

enthusiastic policy’ to improve conditions in the territory. 7  Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts, although believing in MacLehose’s determination to deliver 

the reforms, attached great importance to the FCO’s monitoring and pressure.8 

The FCO and Minister were doubtful about the progress being made in Hong 

Kong. 

 

Relations between Britain and Hong Kong 

 

By 1977, the Parliamentary views on Hong Kong in Britain became more 

balanced. In March 1977, Labour MP Robert Parry accused the Labour 

government of lacking awareness of ‘the deep resentment that is felt among many 

grass-roots organisations in Hong Kong’. Conservative MP Peter Blaker rebutted 

that ‘Hong Kong has achieved remarkable social and economic advances and now 

has one of the highest standards of living in Asia’. He also hoped to ‘invite a team 

of advisers from Hong Kong to come here and advise’ the Labour government in 

improving Britain’s economic performance. 9  In December 1978, William 

Sackville, 10th Earl De La Warr, even opposed any description of Hong Kong as 
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an ‘anachronism’ because he regarded the colony as helping Britain to play ‘an 

enormous part in the expansion of trade with China’. 10  The balanced 

Parliamentary view on Hong Kong helped relaxing the Labour government’s 

pressure. 

 

Anthony Crosland’s death and David Owen’s succession as Foreign 

Secretary changed the atmosphere of the FCO–Hong Kong working relationship. 

In November 1977, Owen, who enjoyed Prime Minister James Callaghan’s 

support and freedom on foreign policy decision making,11 agreed with some MPs’ 

complaint that ‘the expatriate civil servants there seemed completely out of touch 

with British ideas’ and was concerned that the pace of Hong Kong’s social reform 

was too slow. However, he was ‘fully satisfied with what the Governor had done’ 

and agreed that ‘Hong Kong was proceeding in the right directions’.12 The 

change of attitude was perhaps because of the understanding of Hong Kong’s 

differences with the Labour government’s socialist system. Reporting his findings 

in Hong Kong, Michael Stewart, Owen’s Special Economic Adviser, described 

Hong Kong as ‘a Chinese Colony with, for the time being, an efficient British 

tenant’. This special circumstance differentiated Hong Kong from ‘the economies 

of the various developing countries … even other countries in Southeast Asia’. 

Stewart conceded that classical theory of free economy ‘may be a surer guide to 

the requirements of the Hong Kong economy than Keynesian theory’, which was 

applied by the Labour government.13 The distinction between Hong Kong’s and 

                                                      
10 HL Deb 06 December 1978, House of Lords, vol. 397, cc178. 
11 Fergus Carr, “David Owen: Foreign Secretary, 1977–79,” in Theakston, 95. 
12 Record of a Meeting between the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary and the Governor of 
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British social conditions were finally understood when David Owen took over the 

FCO. 

 

The FCO also noted the changing working relations with Hong Kong. 

Richard Posnett, the Governor of British Honduras and Belize between 1972 and 

1976, returned to the FCO and commented in April 1977 that the decolonisation 

process and the merger of the Foreign Office and the Commonwealth Office had 

great effects on Britain’s handling of the colonies. In particular, the disbandment 

of the colonial officer scheme ‘had led to a dilution of expertise and know-how at 

the centre of many matters of colonial policy’ in the FCO. Since then, governor 

received diplomatic training that shaped their characteristics of working 

independently. Thus, the Governor was not ‘an FCO representative … He is the 

head of another government with which the FCO needs to maintain a good 

working understanding’. As such, Posnett advised the office to have a ‘closer 

personal liaison at all times with the Governor and his Ministers as well as other 

leading citizens’. 14  Henry Stanley, FCO Assistant Under-Secretary for the 

Dependent Territories Affairs, admitted that ‘our present arrangements do not 

work perfectly’. He recommended providing qualified people for overseas 

missions to ‘dispel the impression … that the work and therefore the staffing of 

the Dependent Territories Division are of inferior quality’.15 Stanley noted that 

staffing was insufficient to handle the changing relations between Britain and the 

dependent territories. More crucial, he also observed that ‘it would make no sense, 

even if we wished … to carry out our Colonial responsibilities in the manner we 

                                                      
14 Richard Posnett (through Hugh Cortazzi) to Michael Palliser, 6 April 1977, FCO 40/740, TNA. 
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might ideally desire … increasingly we can rely only on persuasion’.16 In 1978, 

FCO Minister of State Edward Rowlands concluded that Britain’s relations with 

its colonies were transforming from ‘a series of anachronistic ties into workable 

modern political and economic relationships’. Rowlands thus termed this 

‘Britain’s other foreign policy’.17 In other words, Britain’s relations with its 

colonies were partnerships. The Labour government and FCO at last tried to adapt 

to the changing relations between Britain and its colonies, including Hong Kong. 

 

David Owen’s support of the Governor was crucial to the Labour 

government’s optimism towards Hong Kong’s future. After MacLehose’s decision 

of amnesty for corrupt police in 1977, Owen expressed full confidence in the 

Governor’s judgement in Hong Kong.18 For this reason, he regarded MacLehose 

as the ‘right person as Governor of Hong Kong and one with good political 

judgment’ and asked him to delay his retirement. In Owen’s view, it would be ‘in 

Hong Kong’s interest and in the interest of this country’s relations with Hong 

Kong’.19 MacLehose agreed to stay on.20 The ‘unqualified support which the 

Governor has received from Lord Goronwy-Roberts and the Secretary of State’ 

affirmed MacLehose’s optimism on Hong Kong’s future ties with Britain with 

which HKIOD Head John Stewart now agreed.21 S. Pares of the Far Eastern 

Section of FCO’s Research Department concluded that although the original need 

to establish a trading port had perhaps disappeared, the current ‘strategic, political 

and administrative considerations were, as they arose, regarded as good grounds 
                                                      
16 Henry Stanley to Hugh Cortazzi: The Pace of Independence, 19 May 1977, FCO 40/742, TNA. 
17 Annex to John Martin’s Minutes to Brian Crowe: Britain’s Other Foreign Policy, 17 February 
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18 David Owen, Time to Declare (London: Penguin Books, 1992), 406. 
19 David Owen to Murray MacLehose, 24 January 1978, FCO 40/876, TNA. 
20 Murray MacLehose to David Owen, 13 February 1978, FCO 40/876, TNA. 
21 John Stewart to Donald Murray and J. L. Jones: Hong Kong: Annual Review 1977, 15 March 
1978, FCO 40/941, TNA. 
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for’ the Labour government to uphold the validity of three treaties granting 

Britain the legal right to govern Hong Kong.22 

 

Besides, the FCO’s increasing appreciation of Hong Kong’s economic value 

to individual British firms was also vital to Labour government’s optimism 

towards Hong Kong’s future. In March 1977, Lord Goronwy-Roberts and Evan 

Luard, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, asked FCO, Central Statistics 

Office and Bank of England officials to calculate the economic advantage ‘to the 

UK of maintaining the present constitutional position to Hong Kong’.23 Eight 

months later, the calculation revealed that in 1975, Britain suffered deficits of £69 

million and £104.335 million in visible and invisible trade with Hong Kong. 

British investment in Hong Kong increased from £39.1 million in 1968 to 

£160-190 million in 1975. However, this accounted for no more than 1.5% of 

total British overseas direct investment in 1974. Although the British deficit 

decreased and British investment was growing, the report concluded that Britain 

was ‘in balance of payment deficit with Hong Kong’.24 However, in February 

1978, the Standing Committee to Monitor the Hong Kong Planning Paper 

disagreed with this assumption because of Kai Tak Airport’s value to British air 

traffic rights.25 Three months later, the Standing Committee proposed further 

estimating Hong Kong’s economic benefit to Britain, notwithstanding the 

difficulty of defining the value of Kai Tak Airport, and commissioned officials at 

the Department of Trade in London and British Trade Commission in Hong Kong 
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to recommend ways to promote British exports to Hong Kong to strengthen 

Britain–Hong Kong ties. 26  The FCO started seeking to adjust the British 

economic value of having Hong Kong. 

 

This new perspective on Britain–Hong Kong economic relations was 

supported by the Department of Trade. Prior to 1977, British investment in Hong 

Kong accounted for $160.4 million, far less than the American $1,028 million.27 

In May 1978, Under-Secretary of State for Trade Michael Meacher commented 

that many British businessmen overlooked the value of Hong Kong and ‘regarded 

it as a traditional market and that attitude has meant a sad decline in the United 

Kingdom’s percentage of Hong Kong’s total imports’. For Meacher, Hong Kong 

had transformed into ‘an extremely important market for the United Kingdom, 

providing … a shop window for British goods for the booming markets of the Far 

East and South-East Asia’. He thus joined Conservative MP Paul Bryan in asking 

‘for greater attention by British industry to the potential of the export market in 

Hong Kong’. 28  As Meacher wanted, British exports to Hong Kong almost 

doubled thereafter, from $2.19 million in 1977 to $4.35 million in 1979.29 In 

view of the economic profits, in August 1978, Planning Staff Member J. E. 

Cornish stated that ‘the British government can be assumed to continue to wish to 

shoulder responsibility for Hong Kong for at least the next 30 years’.30 By 

putting aside the damage of Hong Kong’s textiles to the British industry, the FCO 

started treasuring the Britain–Hong Kong connection in economic terms. 

                                                      
26 Minutes of the Sixth Meeting to Monitor the Hong Kong Planning Paper on Thursday, 18 May 
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The Chinese Government’s Policy on Hong Kong 

 

The Labour government’s optimism towards retaining Hong Kong beyond 

1997 was based on the Chinese government’s policy on Hong Kong. In July 1978, 

a new Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office was set up within the Chinese State 

Council under Liao Chengzhi’s supervision. On a provincial level, the Office 

aimed to revive the Chinese government’s underground work in Hong Kong and 

prepare to deal with the territory’s future (see Appendix 7 for Chinese 

government’s Command Structure on Hong Kong).31 Liao set a policy direction 

of unifying industrialists and businessmen in Hong Kong for China’s 

‘international anti-hegemony campaign and modernisations’.32 This policy was 

thus written into the National People’s Congress’s Report on the Work of the 

Government.33 More crucial, Liao recognised that ‘Hong Kong’s status quo had 

to remain for a long time. Its future would be dealt with by negotiation but it 

could not be touched upon in the foreseeable future’. The Chinese Communists in 

Hong Kong should therefore adapt to Hong Kong’s conditions when 

implementing the Central government’s policy because the people there found the 

Chinese government’s ideology unacceptable.34 They also needed to learn the 

merits but not the shortcomings of capitalism, concentrate on economic profits 

                                                      
31 John P. Burns, “The Structure of Communist Party Control in Hong Kong,” Asian Survey 30:8 
(August 1990): 751; Tie Zhuwei 鐵竹偉, Liao Chengchi zhuan (廖承志傳 Biography of Liao 
Chengchi) (Beijing: People’s Publishing House, 1998), 489. 
32 “Liao Chengzhi Wenji” Bianji Bangongshi 《廖承志文集》編輯辦公室 ed., Liao Chengzhi 
wenji (廖承志文集 Selected works of Liao Chengzhi) (Hong Kong: Joint Publishing (Hong Kong) 
Company Limited, 1990), 557-558. 
33 “Tuanjie qilai, wei jianshe shehui zhuyi de xiandaihua qiangguo er fendou—yijiuqiba nian er 
yue ershilu ri zai di wu jie quanguo renmin daibiao dahui di yi ci huiyi shang de zhengfu gongzuo 
baogao (團結起來, 為建設社會主義的現代化強國而奮鬥 一九七八年二月二十六日在第五

屆全國人民代表大會第一次會議上的政府工作報告 Unite and build a socialist modernised 
country, says the report on the work of the government,” People’s Daily, 7 March 1978. 
34 "Liao Chengzhi Wenji" Bianji Bangongshi ed., Liao Chengzhi Wenji, 585. 
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rather than political stances in Hong Kong and win the support of the working 

class and patriotic businessmen.35 Meanwhile, Wang Kuang, former Director of 

the Central Publication Bureau, replaced Liang Weilin as the NCNA Director. He 

told David Wilson, MacLehose’s Political Adviser, that the Chinese government 

treasured the common objective with Britain ‘in assuring the stability [of] Hong 

Kong’.36 Wang Kuang’s statement and seniority not only indicated the increasing 

importance the Chinese government attached to Hong Kong,37 but also, for David 

Wilson, implied that ‘China will be in no hurry to take back Hong Kong’.38 

 

The Chinese government’s pragmatic posture on Hong Kong was 

encouraging to the Labour government. As early as February 1977, Li Qiang, 

Chinese Vice-Minister for Foreign Trade, explained to Hong Kong employers that 

China was satisfied ‘with the status quo in Hong Kong … [and] would continue to 

extract the maximum economic advantage from the situation’.39 Li Qiang even 

regarded supplying commodities to Hong Kong and preserving its stability as 

responsibilities of the Chinese government.40 The Chinese government’s reform 

and opening policy revived Hong Kong’s entrepôt function and affirmed the 

                                                      
35 Chen Junbao 陳君葆, Chen junbao riji quanji (陳君葆日記全集 Diary of Chen Junbao), Xie 
Ronggun 謝榮滾 et al., vol. 7, 1972-82 (Hong Kong: The Commercial Press (H.K.) Ltd., 2004), 
432; Ng Hong-min, Wu Kangmin koushu lishi: Xianggang zhengzhi yu aiguo jiaoyu, 1947-2011 
(吳康民口述歷史：香港政治與愛國教育，1947-2011 Ng Hong-min’s oral biography: politics and 
patriotic education in Hong Kong, 1947-2011) (Hong Kong: Joint Publishing (Hong Kong) 
Company Limited, 2011), 163. 
36 David Wilson to Robin McLaren: The New Director of the NCNA, 31 July 1978, FCO 40/946, 
TNA. 
37 Chen Dunde 陳敦德, Xianggang wenti tanpan shimo (香港問題談判始末 An account of the 
negotiation on Hong Kong’s future) (Hong Kong: Chung Hwa Book Co. (H.K.) Ltd., 2009), 21. 
38 David Wilson to Richard Samuel: The New Director of the NCNA and Chinese Policy towards 
Hong Kong, 10 August 1978, FCO 21/1633, TNA. 
39 Telegram No. 147: Murray MacLehose to FCO: The LIC Assessment for January 1977, 8 
February 1977, FCO 40/757, TNA. 
40 Li Qiang 李強, “Fenqign luxian shifei jiji fazhan hehui zhuyi duiwai maoyi (分清路綫是非 

積極發展社會主義對外貿易 Learn to develop socialist foreign trade),” Red Flag 884 (October 
1977): 38. 
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economic value of its status quo to China.41 

 

Additional reassurance on Hong Kong’s status quo was provided through the 

Chinese government’s unofficial channels. In November 1977, the editorial of 

Cheng Ming, a periodical run by a former Wen Wei Po correspondent, wrote that, 

while the Chinese government would have difficulty in succeeding the 

international anti-hegemony campaign and achieving modernisation in the next 20 

years, the British authority in Hong Kong would be ‘maintained with relative 

stability for a fairly long period of time’.42 When meeting Anthony Royle, now 

the British Conservative Party’s Vice-chairman, in February 1978, the Chinese 

government’s frontman in Macao, Ho Yin, emphasised that the new Chinese 

leadership was entirely satisfied with Hong Kong’s and Macao’s status quo. For 

Ho Yin, there were no foreseeable difficulties for these territories to run in their 

present forms ‘indefinitely for 50 or 500 years, providing that Hong Kong 

continued its policy of firmly blocking Soviet infiltration of any sort’. Although 

David Wilson saw some exaggeration in Ho Yin’s remarks, he valued Ho Yin’s 

relationship with the Chinese leadership and regarded this statement as ‘another 

good and encouraging of the direction of the wind’.43 In other words, the Chinese 

government and its organs were eager ‘to allay investors’ fears about the longer 

term future of Hong Kong’.44 

 

In addition, the Chinese government’s investment was perceived as a 
                                                      
41 Robin McLaren, Britain’s Record in Hong Kong (London: Royal Institute of International 
Affairs, Asia-Pacific Programme, 1997), 7. 
42 Yu Yizhi 余一芝 , “Zhonggong gang ‘ao zhengce toushi (中共港澳政策透視  Chinese 
communist policy towards Hong Kong and Macau),” Cheng Ming 1(November 1977): 4-5. 
43 David Wilson to Richard Samuel: Chinese Attitude towards Hong Kong, 18 February 1978, 
FCO 21/1633, TNA. 
44 Telegram No. 1045: Murray MacLehose to FCO: The LIC Assessment for July 1977, 9 
December 1977, FCO 40/757, TNA. 
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commitment to maintaining Hong Kong’s colonial status after 1997. In March 

1978, the China Resources Company’s solicitor asked Chief Secretary Denys 

Roberts about the possibility of the Hong Kong government selling a site for the 

Company’s construction of new headquarter. This was a great reassurance to the 

British colonial administration because since 1945, the Chinese government had 

been reluctant to buy land that it considered belonged to China.45 The Executive 

Council once feared that approving the Company’s request would depart from the 

convention of rejecting Chinese-related corporations. Yet it was of the view that 

China’s large investment in Hong Kong would ‘represent a strong commitment to 

the future of Hong Kong’. As public criticism was unlikely to be significant, the 

Executive Council approved the China Resources Company’s proposition in 

April.46 Two months later, the Chinese Communist-oriented Sun Company Ltd. 

and Kiu Kong Investment Corporation, with the Bank of China’s financial support, 

won the bid to construct Luk Yeung Sun Chuen, a commercial and residential 

estate above the MTR station of Tsuen Wan. This project was perceived by the 

South China Morning Post as ‘another major sign of China’s confidence in Hong 

Kong’s future’.47 The Bank of China even used this project to convince British 

businessmen of the Chinese government’s guarantee of security on their 

investment in Hong Kong. 48  As the London Times estimated, the Chinese 

investment in Hong Kong amounted to over US$2 billion.49 As such, observers 

believed that the Chinese government was not compelled to reacquire Hong Kong 

in 1997. 50  Robin McLaren, now the Hong Kong and General Department 

                                                      
45 Chinese Resources Company ed., Hongse Huarun (紅色華潤 The red Chinese Resources 
Company) (Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company, 2010), 350. 
46 XCC(78)31: China Resources Company, 10 April 1978, HKRS 425/3/75, HKGRS. 
47 China Banks Guarantee MTR Venture, South China Morning Post, 10 June 1978. 
48 Lord [Denis] Greenhill to Donald Murray, 28 April 1978, FCO 21/1632, TNA. 
49 “Appearances Belie Insecurity,” Times (London), 31 January 1978. 
50 William F. Beazer, The Commercial Future of Hong Kong (New York: Praeger, 1978), 153. 
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(HKGD) Head, believed that the Chinese government was ‘more than content 

with the status quo in Hong Kong and will wish to see it continue for the 

foreseeable future, perhaps beyond 1997’.51 

 

Decolonisation 

 

In the late 1970s, international thinking on decolonisation was changing. In 

May 1977, British Permanent Representative to the UN Ivor Richard observed 

that after various UN visiting missions to different dependent territories, ‘what the 

Committee [on Decolonisation] cares about is not simply the nature of the 

arrangements which have been reached, but … [that] they accord with the wishes 

of the people’.52 Four months later, Chairman of the UN’s Special Committee on 

Decolonisation Salim Ahmed Salim informed Richard that the Committee ‘had 

freed itself from the stereo-typed points of view of previous years … to accept a 

final status for a dependent territory short of independence’.53 The UN’s Human 

Rights Committee, in considering the implementation of the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, appreciated that most British colonies, 

such as Belize, Bermuda, the Falkland Islands, Gibraltar and Hong Kong, ‘are in 

varying degrees self-governing’. It endorsed the differences in the political and 

legal systems in each colony and the need to treat them individually. 54 In 

November 1977, Cecil R. Evans, UN Human Rights Committee’s General 

                                                      
51 Robin McLaren to William McQuillan: BBC External Services: Possible Transmitter in Hong 
Kong, 16 August 1978, FCO 40/956, TNA. 
52 Ivor Richard to Henry Stanley: Future of the Dependent Territories, 10 May 1977, FCO 40/745, 
TNA. 
53 Future of the Dependent Territories: Summary of a Conversation in the Tanzanian Mission on 
17 September between Ambassador Salim, Chairman of the Committee of 24 and Mr. Larmour, 
undated, FCO 40/744, TNA. 
54 Consideration of Reports Submitted by States Parties under Article 40 of the Covenant: Initial 
Reports of States Parties due in 1977—United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 15 
November 1978, ST/ESCAP/SER.F/48, UNA. 
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Secretary and Vice Chairman, informed the FCO of the UN’s thinking that while 

colonial people had the right to opt for decolonisation, ‘they should equally have 

the right not to opt for independence, or at least have the right to deny it’.55 One 

month later, British Counsellor and Head of Chancery to the UN Ronald Byatt 

informed the FCO of the UN Special Committee on Decolonisation’s decision to 

respect ‘some small territories to exercise their rights to self-determination in a 

manner which might not extend to total independence’.56 By late 1977, the UN 

no longer insisted on viewing independence as the ultimate and common goal of 

every colony; the wishes of colonized people became the most significant factor.  

 

The FCO began to review the policy of ‘accelerated decolonisation’. As 

Henry Stanley noted in May 1977, the changing power relations between Britain 

and its colonies caused the Labour government to ‘no longer effectively “prepare” 

our colonies for independence’. He suggested ‘finding some alternatives to 

independence, not its postponement’. 57  John Sanders, FCO’s Director of 

Research, stated that ‘our decolonisation record is not generally viewed as a 

model of perfection’ despite his support for the ‘accelerated decolonisation’ policy. 

In his view, the Labour government and the FCO should discharge the dependent 

territories that were either capable of or reluctant to accept decolonisation as soon 

as possible. For those could not be directed to this goal, the Labour government 

should accept its colonial responsibility and implement ‘a long term devolution 

policy preserving HMG’s capacity to discharge fully and permanently their 

international obligations’ of granting limited self-governance, another form of 

                                                      
55 Cecil R. Evans to John Snodgrass, 23 November 1977, FCO 40/744, TNA. 
56 R. A. C. Byatt to M. K. O. Simpson-Orlebar: Committee of 24—1978 Session, 22 Decemebr 
1977, FCO 40/745, TNA. 
57 Henry Stanley to Hugh Cortazzi: The Pace of Independence, 19 May 1977, FCO 40/742, TNA. 
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self-determination, to its colonial subjects. In so doing, these colonies would be 

regarded as independent international entities that ran under the same British 

umbrella.58 Stanley thus advised that the Labour government and FCO ‘should be 

prepared to face such criticism if we judged it in the best interests of any of our 

Colonies to retain our responsibilities over them’.59 Delegating colonies power to 

plan and deliver their domestic policies emerged as the Labour government’s 

measures to preserve the remaining empire. 

 

In January 1978, HKGD Head John Stewart believed that Callaghan’s 

‘accelerated decolonisation’ idea was ‘no longer a starter’ for Britain’s 

decolonisation policy.60 As the FCO Ministers opted for, Desk Officer William 

Quantrill thus initiated a review based on the wishes of the population and, with a 

lower priority, British interests.61 The review was completed a month later. It 

concluded that the Labour government should ‘identify those Territories where 

independence is never going to be an option and … [get] them off the UN 

Committee of 24’s books by enlisting UN aid in working out an internationally 

acceptable form of self-determination’. Colonies involved in such territorial and 

sovereignty disputes were Hong Kong, Gibraltar, the Falkland Islands, and Belize. 

The Labour government would seek ‘to negotiate settlements consistent with the 

wishes of the inhabitants … [when] decolonisation is not an option’ for these 

territories. Yet Hong Kong was excluded because of its uniqueness: it was partly 

                                                      
58 John Sanders to Jeremy Jasper: Review of Policy on Accelerated Decolonisation, 11 January 
1978, FCO 40/910, TNA. 
59 Henry Stanley to Hugh Cortazzi: The Pace of Independence, 19 May 1977, FCO 40/742, TNA. 
60 John Stewart to William Quantrill and Jeremy Jasper: Review of Decolonisation Policy, 9 
February 1978, FCO 40/910, TNA. 
61 William Quantrill’s Notes on Jeremy Jasper’s Minutes to John Stewart, 8 February 1978, FCO 
40/910, TNA. 
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leased and partly ceded.62 The idea of removing these territories from the UN’s 

Non-Self-Governing Territories List was discarded because, as FCO’s Assistant 

Under-Secretary of State for Middle East Affairs Michael Weir noted, the Labour 

government wanted the flexibility to decide which territories would be in Britain’s 

interests to retain in perpetuity.63 Although Britain already lost the imperial will, 

it attempted to preserve its imperial possession ‘by our perceived national 

interest … [and] our membership of wider alliances’.64 Britain was not giving up 

its imperial possession; rather, it sought to maintain the loosening empire 

alternatively. 

 

The Labour government desired to create a good international image with 

Hong Kong. In considering the prospects of granting independence for disputed 

territories, the FCO categorised the independence of the Falkland Islands as 

‘unforeseeable’ and that of Gibraltar and Hong Kong as ‘not applicable’. For 

Hong Kong, neither any form of decolonisation such as being a British 

protectorate nor independence was ‘an option owing to [the] special relationship 

with regard to the People’s Republic of China’.65 Yet the Labour government was 

unlikely to give up sovereignty over these three dependencies. For example, in 

February 1978, although worried about the media’s and Parliamentary criticism 

over the Falkland Islands and the need to continue conversations with Argentina, 

the Labour government decided to ‘reaffirm our sovereignty over the 

                                                      
62 Draft 4th: Review of Decolonisation Policy, 23 February 1978, FCO 40/910, TNA. 
63 Michael Weir to Ivor Richard: Remaining UK Territories and the Committee of 24, 23 May 
1978, FCO 40/910, TNA. 
64 Annex to William Quantrill’s Minutes to Richard Stratton: Seminar on the Future of the British 
Dependent Territories: 24-26 September: Summary of Points Made in Discussions, undated, FCO 
40/1043, TNA. 
65 Annex to N. Farrell to F. Faulkner: British Dependencies in the Eastern Caribbean, 2 December 
1977, FCO 40/744, TNA. 
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dependency’.66 Therefore, Edward Rowland explained to the London Diplomats’ 

Group in February 1978 that  

 
Britain [is] still responsible for 6 million peoples in colonial territories, 
almost 5 million in Hong Kong. [It is a] very special problem as [the] 
Chinese value Hong Kong for economic reasons and as a window on the 
world and do not wish to disturb the status quo. 

 

Rowland felt that he was ‘the Minister for insoluble problems–trying to reconcile 

the irreconcilable’. Yet he denied the simple demand in Britain to get rid of all 

colonies, like Gibraltar and Hong Kong, which were involved in disputes with 

other countries.67 In other words, Rowland wanted to decide Hong Kong’s future 

according to the Hong Kong people’s desire. The underlying reason for this was, 

as the FCO’s 1977 paper ‘Pace of Independence’ concluded, ‘to preserve both our 

international image as a liberal colonial power and our credibility in the 

Commonwealth’. 68 This corresponded to the Western ideology that affirmed 

people’s right to seek ‘alternatives of life’, which was used to differentiate the 

Western allies from the Soviet Union’s suppression and control of people and to 

attract people living in the Soviet bloc to the West during the 1970s.69 Thus, 

ultimately, the Labour government’s decolonisation policy was rooted in the 

colonies’ propagandistic value in the Cold War. 

 

 

 
                                                      
66 DOP(78)2nd Meeting, 15 February 1978, CAB 148/172, TNA. 
67 Annex to John Martin’s Minutes to Brian Crowe: Britain’s Other Foreign Policy, 17 February 
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69 Rosemary Foot, “The Cold War and Human Rights,” in The Cambridge History of the Cold 
War, eds. Melvyn P. Leffler and Odd Arne Westad, vol. 3, Endings (Cambridge: Cambridge 
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Hong Kong Public Opinion 

 

To the British, the Hong Kong people’s views could justify Britain’s colonial 

rule after 1997. In considering the Labour government’s proposed review of 

Nationality Law, the UMELCO understood that Hong Kong, unlike any other past 

or present colony, had no prospect of achieving independence: it could be 

dependent on Britain or become part of China. While realising the Labour 

government’s need to rationalise its Nationality Law, the UMELCO asked it not 

to do so ‘at the expense of residents of dependent territories’. It further hoped that 

the Labour government continued committing to Hong Kong’s social progress and 

economic development.70 As Denys Roberts further explained to David Owen, 

the UMELCO regarded the maintenance of Hong Kong’s status quo as the key to 

the territory’s future. To achieve this, it preferred ‘an anachronism to the perils of 

change … [and] living with the old term’ of colonialism rather than changing 

Hong Kong’s status quo or living under Chinese rule. It thus asked the Labour 

government to give sufficient weight to Hong Kong’s unique situation in 

considering the review of Nationality Law.71 Even activists like Elsie Elliott, who 

described colonialism in Hong Kong as a ‘shame of Britain’ and stood for Hong 

Kong’s independence, called for the Labour government’s greater commitment to 

improving Hong Kong’s living standards.72 Writing to David Owen in October 

1978, Elliott said, ‘the young people in Hong Kong belong to nowhere. They are 

Chinese … [but] under a colonial regime.’ The Labour government should thus 

                                                      
70 UT 5166: Statement of the Views of the Unofficial Members of the Executive and Legislative 
Councils of Hong Kong on the British Government’s Green Paper ‘The British Nationality Law: 
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Press, 2003), 132; Elsie Tu, Hong Kong’s Unsolved Injustices (Hong Kong: E. Elliott, 1976), 3-4. 
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take responsibility for eliminating social injustice in Hong Kong by 

appointing–and electing if possible–grassroots representatives in the Legislative 

Council.73 At the UMELCO and Urban Council levels, there was a desire to 

maintain Hong Kong’s dependence on Britain. 

 

Besides, public opinion in Hong Kong was optimistic towards British 

administration in Hong Kong after 1997. In view of Li Qiang’s reassurance of 

supplies to Hong Kong, Szema Cheung Fung, an expert on China affairs, stated 

that in economic considerations, the Chinese government ‘would consider settling 

the question of Hong Kong and Macau only when its four modernisations were 

fulfilled, which would take at least 30 to 40 years to complete’.74 China had 

strong economic reasons to retain Hong Kong’s status quo in Frank Ching’s 

estimation, as Hong Kong accounted for 28% of all of China’s exports to 

non-Communist markets. In this regard, the Chinese government preferred to 

‘maintain the status quo in Hong Kong, despite occasional barbs form Moscow 

about socialist China permitting Britain to maintain a colony on its doorstep’.75 

Li Qiang’s statement was perceived as evidence of ‘peaceful coexisting with 

Hong Kong’. Wah Kiu Yat Po therefore suggested that the Hong Kong people 

should cooperate with China to make the territory prosper and to maintain the 

benefit to China.76  

 
                                                      
73 Elsie Elliott, Denny Huang and Tsin Sai-nin to David Owen, 16 October 1978, Elsie Tu Papers, 
Box 29 Folder 6, Special Collection, Main Library, HKBU. 
74 “Zhuanjia tanlun gang’ao wenti Liqiang suowei ‘shidang shihou’ qi hanyi zhi zai nian wu nian 
hou (專家談論港澳問題 李強所謂「適當時候」其含義指在廿五年後 Li Qiang’s ‘time is ripe’ 
beyond 25 years, expert says,” Sing Dao Wan Po, 21 October 1977.  
75 David Wilson to Richard Samuel: The Future of Hong Kong, 2 December 1977, FCO 40/764, 
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Locally, China Light and Power’s decision to invest US$193 million for new 

electric power generators and the government-owned Mass Transit Railway 

Corporation’s increased investment in the mass transit system demonstrated these 

companies’ faith in Hong Kong’s long-term future.77 For the Chinese newspapers, 

the extension of MacLehose’s governorship demonstrated the Labour 

government’s optimism regarding Hong Kong’s future and confidence in 

Sino–British cooperation there.78 These opinions favoured British rule in Hong 

Kong. Tim David of the FCO HKGD noted that ‘neither a Labour nor a 

Conservative government could negotiate with the intention of seeing Hong Kong 

return to China after 1997. We would have to wish to keep it’.79 Hong Kong’s 

public opinion became one of the driving forces behind the Labour government 

discharging its moral obligation to the territory. 

 

Decision and the New Territories Lease 

 

The MoD study on the Chinese government’s inability to run Hong Kong 

formed the basis of the Labour government’s decision to retain Hong Kong 

beyond 1997. In February 1978, the MoD completed deliberations on whether 

China could run Hong Kong as effectively as the British administration. The study 

noted that ‘the nature of Hong Kong’s economy would make it difficult for the 

communists to run and face them with considerable political embarrassment if 

they failed’. More essential to China’s reluctance to recover Hong Kong was ‘the 

political, social and economic necessity of ensuring an adequate standard of living 
                                                      
77 Alvin Rabushka, Hong Kong: A Study in Economic Freedom (Chicago: Graduate School of 
Business, University of Chicago, 1979), 90. 
78 One of the examples was “Gang du zaidu yan ren shuo (港督再度延任說 Opinions on 
extension of MacLehose’s governorship),” Hong Kong Daily News, 21 March 1978. 
79 Tim David to Mr. Duffy and Derek Milton: Hong Kong: Should We Try to Negotiate Now?, 17 
May 1977, FCO 40/764, TNA. 
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for 4 1/2 million people’, which was far higher than that in China. Thus, the best 

time for the Chinese government to initiate a takeover would be ‘at a time of 

economic depression in Hong Kong when living standards seen threatened and 

the future viability of the market system is in doubt’.80  

 

However, in the MoD’s view, even a pragmatic economic leader like Deng 

Xiaoping would find recovering a capitalist Hong Kong ‘hard to accept or justify 

ideologically’. Chinese leaders also needed the foreign exchange earned from 

Hong Kong to support the large-scale importation of ‘Western advanced 

technology over the next 8 years’ or longer. If Hong Kong continued to perform as 

an Asian financial centre for Sino–Western commercial exchange,81 the Chinese 

government would be unlikely to create a ‘loss of confidence and economic 

dislocation more subtly through financial scaremongering’ in Hong Kong.82 In 

the MoD’s conclusion, China preferred maintaining Hong Kong’s status quo to 

recovering the territory and losing the economic interests it enjoyed. 83  In 

September, Prime Minister James Callaghan agreed to preserve Hong Kong’s 

status quo, saying ‘Let sleeping dogs lie’.84  

 

In February 1978, David Owen was of the view that ‘for the time being [the 

Chinese government] was happy to accept the status quo’. In light of Chinese 

representative to the UN Chen Chu’s attempt to include Hong Kong in its 
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international aeronautical map, Owen could not ‘allow the implication that Hong 

Kong is a Chinese city to pass unchallenged’; he asked James Bottomley, British 

representative to the UN, to protest.85 To avoid disturbing Hong Kong’s colonial 

status, in June 1978, Owen asked Portuguese Foreign Minister Victor de Sa 

Machado not to bring up Macao’s future in discussing the normalisation of 

Sino–Portuguese relations.86 A month later, in a meeting with Japanese Foreign 

Minister Sunao Sonoda, David Owen explicitly expressed his intention to keep 

Hong Kong in Britain’s possession permanently: 

 
Hong Kong was something of a barometer of Chinese relations with the 
West. There was now very little doubt that China’s relations with Hong 
Kong would continue to prosper. If the Chinese continued in their current 
attitude, the future of Hong Kong would be secure. There was no need to 
raise the issue of the status of Hong Kong. Britain certainly had no urge to 
‘do away with an ex-colony.’ We would stay there in perpetuity, if 
possible.87 

 

Despite serving in the Labour government, which supported decolonisation, 

David Owen was determined to run Hong Kong as a colony permanently because 

of the territory’s value on observing the relaxing East-West relations. 

 

For this reason, FCO officials reframed the British policy on Hong Kong’s 

future. In July 1978, MacLehose advised Lord Goronwy-Roberts to arrange with 

FCO officials to conduct a study on the ‘climate for negotiations about Hong 

Kong’s future.’ Lord Goronwy-Roberts agreed with the Governor’s suggestion 
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and asked for ‘an up to date appraisal of current Chinese attitudes and intentions, 

which should be regularly reviewed.’88 The British Ambassador to China, Percy 

Cradock, also saw the necessity of such a study because he ‘had never been much 

in favour of a frontal, comprehensive approach to the Chinese on the future of the 

Colony.’89 David Owen, although believing that the Labour government was in 

no hurry to approach China regarding Hong Kong’s future, agreed to the survey.90 

Later, HKGD Head Robin McLaren produced an outline of the Labour 

government’s assumptions (see Appendix 8). Simply put, it stated that while 

independence was not, ‘and never will be, a realistic possibility for Hong Kong, 

the alternative lies between the continuation of British rule in some form or other, 

or the re-absorption of Hong Kong into China’. Yet in view of the benefits derived 

from Hong Kong, the Chinese government was ‘likely to require the maintenance 

of the status quo into the twenty-first century’. Thus, the Labour government was 

‘prepared to shoulder responsibility for Hong Kong for the foreseeable future’.91 

Lord Goronwy-Roberts endorsed the outline in November 1978.92  

 

One month later, the paper was finalised. It stated that Hong Kong was ‘no 

longer of crucial importance’ in the sense of being ‘a secure basis from which to 

pursue our trading activities in the Far East’. If Hong Kong did not exist as colony, 

the Labour government ‘should not now need to invent it’. In addition, 

abandoning Hong Kong or handing it back to China would save £12.5 million on 
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defence expenditure every year and earn third world countries’ appreciation 

because of the end of colonial rule. However, these advantages either were no 

longer relevant, or were outweighed by the disadvantages. For instance, Hong 

Kong shifted from a risk of deteriorating Sino–British relations to a port offering 

the Labour government ‘a special relationship which is potentially of considerable 

value as Chinese importance in the world increases’ in containing the Soviet 

Union. Hong Kong was also not embarrassing the Labour government at home, as 

‘much has been achieved in Hong Kong in the past decade to reduce these [social] 

shortcomings’ and Parliamentary criticism had become manageable. 

 

In addition, retaining Hong Kong was in the Labour government’s interests. 

Although after WWII successive British governments no longer saw Hong Kong 

as an important trading port in the Far East, ‘we cannot simply abandon the 

territory and its population … [because] the majority of the population of Hong 

Kong have made it quite plain that they want British rule in Hong Kong to 

continue’. To do otherwise would ‘not help but be harmful to our international 

standing’, especially among Britain’s Cold War allies. Besides, if the Labour 

government returned Hong Kong to China, Britain would have to buy what was 

now imported from Hong Kong elsewhere at higher prices. It would also lose an 

international financial centre for British companies to conduct business in 

Southeast Asia and Far East ‘without having to suffer from the restrictions 

imposed on them’. Above all, the Chinese government was likely to ‘use Hong 

Kong as a means obtaining access to western technology … [which] is of vital 

importance to the attainment of the modernisation programme’ in the 21st Century. 

Chinese leadership would accept British rule in Hong Kong at least until then.  
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In view of the removal of political liability and these diplomatic and 

economic benefits, the paper was in no doubt that the Labour government’s and 

even Britain’s interests were best served by preserving Hong Kong’s colonial 

status. The Labour government thus had two major tasks: speeding up social 

reforms in Hong Kong to meet the increasing political demand of Hong Kong’s 

young generation and British public opinion and dealing with the New Territories 

Lease to secure investors’ confidence and legalise British rule after 1997.93   

 

The Governor and the FCO thus modified the term of the Second Convention 

of Peking’s (hereafter ‘Convention’). On 6 July 1978, MacLehose proposed to 

‘grant leases without a fixed term and to legislate to change the form of current 

leases from 28 June 1997 to “undetermined”’. The Governor thought that this 

option would be ‘least objectionable to the PRC’.94 Hong Kong’s Solicitor 

General Garth Thornton therefore advised having an Order in Council to 

‘circumvent the common law rule that a lease must be of fixed duration’.95 

Politically, granting an Order in Council under the Royal Prerogative meant 

Britain’s devolution of power and approval of a dependent territory’s legislation 

on the Crown leases.96 From a legal perspective, however, FCO’s Deputy Legal 

Adviser Anthony Rushford considered that the leases validated British rule in 

Hong Kong as ‘treaties governed by international law’ rather than by municipal 

law. This gave China no jurisdiction ‘to enable the Hong Kong government to 
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grant leases expiring after 1 July 1997, likewise no fresh legislation by Her 

Majesty in Council or the Hong Kong legislature’. Even political consultation 

with the Chinese government, which the Labour administration was advised to do, 

‘would not be a transaction having legal consequences’.97 

 

However, R. B. Gardner, Principal Assistant Solicitor of the Treasury 

Solicitor’s Department, believed that the granting of the Convention assumed 

Chinese recovery of Hong Kong at an indicated time.98 Murray MacLehose 

rebutted that ‘it would inevitably be presented as an extension of the Lease 

itself … [and] would not acceptable to the Chinese’. The remaining option was to 

revise the lease to an indeterminate length. It was politically desirable for this 

revision to be backed by an Order-in-Council so as to ‘leave no opening for 

somebody even to claim that the Hong Kong government is acting beyond its 

power’.99 Supporting MacLehose’s judgement, Percy Cradock advised asking the 

Chinese leadership ‘to think with us beyond the 1997 date and to sound out 

whether they are ready yet to show something of their hand’.100 On 24 November 

1978, David Owen agreed with revising the Convention to an indeterminate term 

and accepted that ‘there is a strong political case for an Order in Council to 

provide backing for legislation in Hong Kong’.101   
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The Governor’s Visit to Beijing, 1979 

 

An opportunity for the Labour government to present its proposal arose in 

1979. In late 1978, Deng Xiaoping decided to end the Sino–Japanese 

confrontation over Diaoyutai Islands (Senkaku Islands). 102  On the Taiwan 

problem, although he highlighted the necessity of national unification, Deng was 

ready to ‘live with the reality of a rival nationalist Government on Taiwan’.103 On 

1 January 1979, Deng said that ‘we need to unify our country, but in this process 

we had to respect the Taiwan’s status quo and Taiwanese’s opinion’.104 By doing 

these, the Chinese government sought to pave the way for the normalisation of 

Sino–American relations and to establish itself as peaceful country in the 

Sino–Vietnamese border disputes.105   

 

On 13 December 1978, NCNA First Director Wang Kuang invited the 

Governor and Sir Kan Yuet-keung to visit Beijing on behalf of Liao Chengchi. 

For Cradock, Deng’s remarks presented ‘a favourable moment for questions 

relating to the future of Hong Kong’.106 In view of ‘the favourable coincidence of 

the present powerful positions of Liao Chengchi and Deng Xiaoping’, the 

Governor accepted the offer to sound out the Chinese government’s policy on 

Hong Kong and to ‘remove the significance of the terminal date of the New 

Territories Lease’. Despite his recommendation to negotiate with China in the 
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1980s, MacLehose was prepared to deal with the Chinese leader’s demands in 

exchange for approval on an indeterminate lease (see Appendix 9).107   

 

Ministers also supported accepting the invitation and raising the lease 

problem. In mid-January 1979, Lord Goronwy-Roberts agreed with the advice of 

Woodrow Wyatt, Chairman of the HMG-owned bookmaker Horserace Totalisator 

Board, on the urgency of acting to ‘remain in Hong Kong as long as possible … to 

remain [Britain] at least a power of the second rank … Hong Kong gives a 

tremendous political leverage with its close connection with China’. His only 

reservation concerned the wisdom of declaring British sovereignty over Hong 

Kong.108 As such, on 8 February 1979, David Owen authorised MacLehose to 

visit China and ‘take preliminary soundings about the problem of the leases’. 

Subject to the result of the Governor’s visit, Owen would decide ‘how to play in 

our hand and in due course how I should move matters along during my own 

visit’.109  

 

Explaining his decision to Callaghan, Owen saw the Chinese government’s 

normalising relations with the American government and reconciliation with 

Taiwan as a favourable prerequisite for obtaining the Chinese leader’s 

acquiescence in amending the Convention to an indeterminate term. The 

Governor’s visit could, Owen believed, ‘bring the legal position into line with the 

political realities’. 110  Owen’s policy reflected the Labour government’s 
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decolonisation policy, which included ‘negotiating with the claimant for a 

settlement which will allow … something else definable as self-determination’ 

under British rule for those dependencies that could not be decolonised, that were 

involved in sovereignty disputes and that opted for remaining dependent to 

Britain. 111  Prime Minister James Callaghan was thus content with Owen’s 

proposed action. 112  On 22 March, Owen submitted a memorandum about 

MacLehose’s visit to China to the DOPC. He highlighted the need to ‘convert 

existing leases into indeterminate leases’ and to grant an Order in Council to 

retain Hong Kong as a whole beyond 1997.113 This proposal was endorsed by the 

DOPC 4 days later.114 Despite the NCNA’s opposition, MacLehose presented the 

proposal to Deng Xiaoping on 29 March.115  

 

The Governor’s visit created mixing feelings in the Labour government. 

Before the visit, Owen was optimistic about the result of the Governor’s meeting 

with the Chinese leaders because ‘the decisiveness of the present Chinese 

government … might make it possible to reach agreement faster than we 

expect’.116 Signs were encouraging. In the conversation with MacLehose, Deng 

recognised the need to preserve Hong Kong’s special status while declaring 

Chinese sovereignty. As in Taiwan, he promised not to change the social system, 

living standards and style and local autonomy in Hong Kong regardless of what 

solution was adopted. This policy, as Deng put it, ‘was beneficial to [China’s] 
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socialist construction and four modernisations. It was as simple as that’. Deng’s 

view was based on the fact that ‘there would always be some gap between Hong 

Kong’s living standards and that of Guangdong … it was natural for [Chinese 

people] to go even without permission’.  

 

In view of this favourable atmosphere, the Governor presented his proposal 

to amend the Convention to an indeterminate lease to avoid the collapse of 

investment confidence in Hong Kong. Deng at first only hoped the Governor to 

tell the businessmen ‘to put their hearts at ease.’ Replying to MacLehose’s 

repeated enquiry, Deng replied that the solution proposed by the Governor was 

good but that it ‘would be best to avoid wording which mentioned continuing 

British administration’. For Deng, the key point was that investors should feel at 

ease.117 Deng concluded that ‘even if Hong Kong’s constitutional status changed, 

in this century and in the beginning of the next century Hong Kong would be 

continuing with a capitalist system and there would be no damaging impact on 

investors’ capital’.118 

 

Agreeing with Cradock that the meeting was encouraging,119 David Owen 

advised Callaghan to ‘let matters rest for a while’ while the Chinese government 

was considering. He expected to receive some reaction in the following weeks.120 
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Callaghan was satisfied with the result and Owen’s proposition.121 The Labour 

government’s senior Ministers believed that the Chinese government would 

accept their proposal to remove the 1997 deadline and continue British rule in 

Hong Kong. 

 

At the official level, however, there was concern over how to obtain Deng’s 

agreement. As the Governor reported to Owen, Deng’s remarks were not 

reassuring enough because ‘nobody could have confidence in an assurance about 

protection of investment in an environment controlled by China’. In MacLehose’s 

view, ‘until and unless there is a long period of political stability in China, or 

special status is shown to mean something tangible and lasting in the case of 

Taiwan, protestations by China that Hong Kong will have a special status in 

which investors are protected will not raise confidence’.122 The FCO suggested 

an alternative phrase, ‘so long as Her Majesty may administer’, for Deng’s 

acceptance.123 In late April, David Wilson advised using ‘as long as the New 

Territories are administered as part of Hong Kong.124. To satisfy the Chinese 

government, David Owen decided to drop such statements, ‘leaving the question 

of legislative and executive powers after June 1997 to be considered in the light of 

contemporary circumstance’.125 In other words, Owen sought to obtain Deng’s 

preliminary agreement on the removal of the 1997 deadline and thus discussed the 

substance of continuing British rule.  
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The message sent out by the Chinese Ministers was favourable towards 

Britain’s desire to keep Hong Kong. In early May 1979, Song Zhiguang, Chinese 

Assistant Foreign Minister and Head of the Western Europe Department, told the 

French Delegation to China that China was in no hurry to deal with Hong Kong’s 

future. While noting Britain’s focus on the 1997 deadline, the Chinese 

government was not concerned about the expiry date and ‘would deal with it with 

proper solution’.126 Cheng Ming interpreted Song’s remark as giving ‘the “status 

quo” a minimum life expectancy’ rather than an indicator of the Chinese 

government’s intention to take back Hong Kong. As China was likely to 

implement its modernisation into the next century and feared the threat of a war 

with the Soviet Union, the periodical was confident that ‘the status quo of Hong 

Kong and Macau [would be] preserved even after 1997.’127 Trend Magazine, 

another Communist-oriented periodical, regarded Song’s remark as 

congratulations on Margaret Thatcher’s victory in the 1979 General Election and 

as an assurance to the Hong Kong people.128 The English weekly edition of the 

Ta Kung Pao published an article claiming that ‘the assumption of the day will be 

that the status quo will extend de facto beyond 1997’. This could be shown in the 

remarks of Ye Jianying, Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National 

People's Congress, on Hong Kong’s status quo as ‘a bridge for contact between 

China and Taiwan’.129 Deputy Political Adviser in Hong Kong Iain Orr observed 
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that the Chinese government-controlled newspapers were downplaying the 

significance of the 1997 deadline.130 MacLehose thus suggested approaching the 

Chinese government earlier for its reply to the proposed amendment on the 

leases.131 

 

The Conservative government, which regained power on 4 May 1979, was as 

confident as the Labour government about retaining Hong Kong. David Owen, 

who was considering alternative approaches, was confident about convincing 

Deng to agree to prolong British rule in Hong Kong in his proposed visit to 

China.132 Yet the Labour government had suffered from its mistakes on fiscal 

policy and the subsequent ‘winter of discontent’. The Keynesians’ failure in 

tackling socio-economic problems resulted in the Conservative Party’s victory in 

the General Election in April 1979.133 Despite his limited understanding of Hong 

Kong affairs and reservations on the Governor’s proposal,134 Lord Carrington, 

the Conservative government’s Foreign Secretary, saw the revision of the 

Convention to an indeterminate term as a promising approach because the 

Chinese government ‘needed Hong Kong’s contribution to China’s 

modernisation’. In July 1979, he asked Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher for an 

Order in Council in September after seeking Chinese agreement. Even if the 

Chinese leader reacted unfavourably, ‘our approach will have been made in 
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private and no harm to our relations will have been done’, suggested Lord 

Carrington. 135  He perhaps intended to continue administering Hong Kong 

regardless of China’s response.  

 

The Conservative administration had political and economic reasons to 

follow its predecessor’s line. Politically, as FCO Minister of State responsible for 

Hong Kong affairs Peter Blaker stated in the House of Commons, the 

Conservative government did not regard Hong Kong as ‘an anachronism’ but as ‘a 

success story’ the Conservative government could be proud of.136 Economically, 

as the Hong Kong government’s Advisory Committee on Diversification Policy 

calculated, both visible and invisible commercial ties between Hong Kong and 

China existed ‘on the basis of mutual benefit’; it would be risky for the Chinese 

government to disrupt the territory’s colonial status.137 To obtain China’s consent 

for British rule in Hong Kong after 1997, Lord Carrington even considered 

offering Chinese representatives in Hong Kong official status as a concession.138 

In early July 1979, Thatcher endorsed Lord Carrington’s proposed action.139  

 

The Conservative government continued to wait for an answer from China. 

After meeting with MacLehose, Deng assigned Liao Chengchi and Huang Hua to 

have officials from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Trade, 

NCNA and Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office study the Governor’s 
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proposal.140 In April 1979, the Chinese preliminary thought was, as the Daily 

Telegraph’s contact Miss Clare learned, ‘at least not unfavourable’.141 On 6 July 

1979, Percy Cradock submitted the proposed amendment to the Second Beijing 

Convention, which was later agreed with by Conservative Attorney General 

Michael Havers, to Sung Zhiguang (see Appendix 10). 142  In response, Li 

Chu-sheng, NCNA Deputy Director, told David Wilson that Sung’s preliminary 

thought on the British proposal ‘was not negative’ but that the Chinese Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs had to further into the proposal.143 

 

The subsequent 5 months of consideration were, as former Chinese diplomat 

Wu Jinping noted, a result of the Chinese leadership’s lack of a concrete plan for 

Hong Kong’s future. Indeed, they only followed Zhou Enlai’s ‘long-term planning, 

full utilisation’ idea.144 Although the Chinese government had still not replied by 

30 August, MacLehose advised the Conservative government not to make any 

new move, particularly an Order in Council, and he remained cautious about the 

Chinese government’s response to the Conservative government’s unilateral 

action.145 Nevertheless, Lord Carrington asked Cradock to press for a reply from 

Sung Zhiguang in early September.146 The Conservative government was anxious 

to obtain China’s reply to issue an Order in Council and secure confidence in 
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Hong Kong. 

 

However, Chinese reaction was not as encouraging as the Conservative 

government wanted. As former Chinese diplomat Zhou Nan recollected, Deng 

was against MacLehose’s proposed amendment to the Convention during their 

meeting because he thought that ‘whatever the Chinese’s policy was, investors’ 

confidence would remain’.147 Chinese Foreign Minister Huang Hua also noted 

Deng’s insistence on Chinese sovereignty over Hong Kong.148 Despite what 

Deng said in conversation, the Chinese government viewed Britain’s proposal to 

prolong its administration in Hong Kong as ‘totally unacceptable’.149 On 24 

September 1979, Sung Zhiguang gave Cradock the Chinese government’s reply: 

 
Vice-Premier Deng’s remarks were a statement of the Chinese 
Government’s position; they were of great weight and should serve to 
stabilise the confidence of the investors. The Chinese Government 
considers as unnecessary and inappropriate the legal steps that the British 
side now proposes to take regarding the term of administration of the New 
Territories by the Governor of Hong Kong and the question of leases for 
land in the New Territories. Therefore, the Chinese Government urges the 
British side to desist from taking the proposed actions.150 

 

Sung explained that the ongoing Sino–British cooperation was an assurance of the 

confidence of the Hong Kong people and investors. In his view, Hong Kong’s 

future was ‘not only a question of Sino–British relations, but one in which the 

outside world was interested’. Sung warned Cradock that ‘if the British side did 
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not follow Chinese advice, they could guess what Chinese reaction would be’.151 

In former NCNA officer Man-fong Wong’s opinion, ‘an ambiguous or equivocal 

approach offers the best solution’ to Hong Kong’s future. MacLehose’s proposed 

amendment ‘pushed China into a corner … [forcing it] to resume Hong Kong’s 

sovereignty.’152 Former Chinese Communist officer in Hong Kong Kam Yiu-yu 

stated that the Chinese government was therefore likely to deny any scheme 

involving British rule in Hong Kong after 1997.153 

 

For Cradock, the Chinese reaction was ‘a more thorough rejection than I 

personally had envisaged’. It would be unwise for the Conservative government 

to present the issue again soon.154 The Governor suspected that China’s rejection 

was to gain time, as ‘the later the problem is dealt with, the easier it will be to do 

so on their terms’.155 Lord Carrington was disappointed with the Chinese reply, 

but he found the Chinese message to be clear enough that ‘there can be no 

question of going ahead with our original plans’. He therefore advised Thatcher 

‘to consider alternative ways of dealing with it in due course’.156 In a meeting 

with Thatcher on 1 November 1979, Chinese Premier Hua Guofeng highlighted 

the Chinese government’s intention to develop the counties bordering Hong Kong 
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as special economic zones to ‘cause production and incomes to increase and the 

differentials with Hong Kong to narrow’. When Lord Carrington asked Hua to 

clarify China’s policy on Hong Kong’s future, Hua made no commitment to any 

proposal but reiterated that ‘the Chinese government would keep in touch with the 

British government’.157 Almost the same time, Wang Kuang told MacLehose that 

no solution would be practicable at present because Deng was still considering 

‘either taking back Hong Kong or letting the status quo continue’. The only option 

open to both sides was further economic collaboration.158 As such, Peter Blaker 

shared the Governor’s view to ‘let the matters rest for a while’ and to have 

Cradock consider a new approach.159 The Conservative government had not 

given up on retaining Hong Kong. 

 

Thus, both the Labour and Conservative governments sought to retain Hong 

Kong as a colony. In 1974, the Labour government was rescaling and adapting to 

its predecessor’s policies on the Cold War and Hong Kong. The Labour 

government initially considered Hong Kong a political and economic liability due 

to the embarrassment to the Labour Party and Parliament and the damage Hong 

Kong’s caused to British industry. In 1976, the FCO advised abandoning Hong 

Kong as soon as possible. However, Britain’s possible immigration burden, moral 

responsibilities towards Hong Kong, unwillingness to transfer a capitalist city to 

Communist China, eagerness to avoid further damage to its international prestige 

and the Chinese government’s intention to preserve Hong Kong’s status quo 
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persuaded the Labour government to seek to retain Hong Kong. To justify its 

position, the Labour administration accelerated social policies in Hong Kong to 

ease criticism inside and outside Britain. When David Owen began to regard 

Hong Kong as an asset in 1977, he decided to retain Hong Kong permanently if 

possible and asked the FCO officials and the Governor to amend the Convention 

to an indeterminate term to prolong Britain’s colonial administration. In light of 

the improved Sino–British and Sino–Hong Kong relations, MacLehose presented 

the scheme to Deng Xiaoping in March 1979. Despite the Chinese government’s 

refusal, the Conservative government continued to seek to persuade the Chinese 

government to allow continued British rule in Hong Kong after 1997. Thus, 

neither the Labour nor the Conservative governments directed Hong Kong 

towards decolonisation and independence as they did their other colonies; they 

both intended to continue colonialism in Hong Kong. 

 

The Social Policies in Hong Kong 

 

The social reforms in Hong Kong throughout this period had two goals. The 

first one was, as the Governor stated, to justify the Labour government’s retention 

of the territory by developing Hong Kong into a city ‘as prosperous, contented 

and internationally reputable as possible’. 160  The other was to retain ‘the 

confidence, loyalty and cohesion of the population’ towards the colonial 

administration.161  
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However, the Hong Kong government was forced to slow down the 

programmes in 1974. With economic uncertainty about Hong Kong’s export 

market and the inflation caused by increasing oil prices, real wages dropped by 

11% in the 1973/1974 financial year. A $2,338 million deficit was recorded in this 

year. The Hong Kong government thus needed to deliver the social programmes 

without ‘rush[ing] into panic measures prematurely’. 162  For Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts, it was not an appropriate time for radical spending to improve 

social services.163  

 

In 1976, the Labour government started to push the Hong Kong 

administration on social programmes. In light of the Labour government’s 

deliberations on Hong Kong’s future, the HKIOD pressed the colonial authority to 

initiate fiscal reform ‘to provide greater resources to accelerate present social 

programmes’.164 Doing so would develop Hong Kong into a ‘harmonious and 

prosperous society with a minimum of embarrassment to HMG in the 1980’s’.165 

As Lord Goronwy-Roberts instructed, the planning paper’s recommendation was 

the minimum the Governor should put into effect in terms of social reforms.166 

 

 MacLehose presented a revised social programme in the Governor’s Speech 

in Legislative Council in October 1976. MacLehose began by highlighting the 

government’s objective to ‘eliminate the principal defects in our society within a 
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time-scale of about ten years’. Since the territory’s economy had renewed its 

growth, the administration considered ‘how this can best be used to strengthen our 

economy, improve living standards and attain our social targets.’ The Governor 

understood that a lack of care and understanding of the community could ‘have 

serious effects particularly among young people’; he stated the government’s 

confidence in tackling the social deficiencies that had arisen the past two decades 

and announced new plans to improve housing, education, social welfare and 

medical services.167 

 

Constitutional Reform: Grassroots Representatives 

 

The Governor was determined to reform the existing constitutional 

composition to improve the colonial government’s image. When he first took over 

the governorship in 1971, MacLehose was confident in holding ‘the loyalty and 

attention of the population and build[ing] up a sense of local identity based on 

civic pride’ without constitutional reform. However, he conceded in May 1974 

that to project ‘a more obviously local and less obviously alien government’ 

amidst the uncertainty of Hong Kong’s future in the 1980s, ‘the positions of 

power should be more in the hands of local people’. In view of possible 

repercussions from China due to any kind of electoral element in the Legislative 

Council, the Governor proposed a Member System: to appoint local unofficial 

members as ministers of several departments to remove the people’s sense of 

being ‘out of touch’. 168  Lord Goronwy-Roberts viewed the system as 
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‘imaginative and progressive’.169 However, Dr Sze-yuen Chung’s suggestion to 

increase the number of unofficial members from 15 to 20 and to widen the social 

composition of the Legislative Council disrupted MacLehose’s proposal.170 As 

Sir Yuet-keung Kan explained, introducing the Member System at this time would 

be regarded as ‘a diversionary tactic’ to please the unofficial members rather than 

a wholehearted approach. In addition, unofficial members, Kan included, were 

unlikely to take on additional responsibilities because of their workloads. 

MacLehose thus decided to put his short-live idea aside.171 

 

Alternatively, the Governor decided to bring grassroots representatives into 

the Legislative Council. For the Labour Party, the Hong Kong government was 

run by and for the trading community’s interests. The TUC, which was disturbed 

by the absence of a trade union representative on the Legislative Council, 

regarded the colonial administration’s claim of avoiding the possible KMT and 

Chinese Communist confrontation as an excuse to prohibit the election of the 

Council.172 In October 1975, Callaghan urged MacLehose to widen the social 

composition of the Legislative Council regardless of the appointees’ readiness for 

‘full and effective participation in LegCo’s activities’. The immediate goal was to 

help him easing the Labour Party and TUC’s criticism. 173  In response, 

MacLehose planned to nominate three potential candidates from the 
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well-developing MAC in 1976.174  

 

As promised, in August 1976, MacLehose appointed the MAC Chairman and 

Operation Officer for Kowloon Motor Bus Company, Wong Lam, as an unofficial 

member of the Legislative Council. Other new appointees included trade unionist 

Leung Tat-shing, engineer Chen Shou-lum, industrial relations activist Patrick 

Terence McGovern, and educationist and social worker Joyce Mary Bennett.175 

Bennett recollected that after informing MacLehose how ‘younger Chinese [were] 

keen to create a better Hong Kong’, she was nominated by the Governor as part of 

his plan to extend the composition of the Legislative Council and, it was hoped, 

the Executive Council. Her appointment thus represented that the Legislative 

Council was ‘beyond the ranks of the wealthy and business classes to those from a 

wide range of professional expertise, public service and personal background’ and 

spoke ‘for no particular group or section but in the interests of all Hong Kong’. 

Allowances were provided to these newcomers for travelling, entertainment, 

secretarial expenses and recruiting research assistants.176 As a result, the Hong 

Kong government freed itself from the criticism that only wealthy people could 

afford to serve on the Council.177 Wah Yiu Yat Po saw Wong and Leung as 

promising spokesmen on traffic, teenagers and labour affairs.178 Moreover, the 

Legislative Council’s new composition appeared to meet the British Parliament’s 

demand as enquiry on this subject in both houses was cut off by two thirds. 
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Although Lord Goronwy-Roberts urged further widening of the social background 

of the Legislative Councillor,179 the new appointments seemed to secure the 

diversified interests and views being presented to the colonial authority.180 

 

Housing: The Home Ownership Scheme 

 

Soon after initiating the 10-year Housing Programme, the Hong Kong 

government realised that it would be unable to reach its original target. The 

Programme required substantial land for the construction of public housing, but a 

certain proportion of land was sold to the commercial and private sectors, which 

on average accounted for 5% of the Hong Kong government’s annual revenue.181 

In addition, the Housing Authority underestimated the growth of the population 

and the impact of bureaucracy on implementing the package.182 In July 1975, the 

Housing Authority estimated 30% and 27% shortfalls on the units built and 

persons housed, respectively, from the original targets. Even in the absence of a 

financial downturn, ‘the original ten-year target will not be met’.183 The Housing 

Authority now needed to develop a sub-programme to support the 10-year 

Housing Programme and provide the increasing populations in the New Towns 

with shelter.184  

 

For this reason, the Hong Kong government carried out the Home Ownership 
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Scheme in 1978. The FCO’s June 1976 Planning Paper stated that the colonial 

administration should start a new scheme by January 1978 to avoid further 

deficiencies and the downgrade of accommodation standards compared with 

Singapore.185 Two months later, MacLehose formed a Working Party on Home 

Ownership chaired by Financial Secretary Phillip Haddon-Cave. The Working 

Party’s objective was to induce sufficiently wealthy tenants to ‘move out of rented 

public housing accommodation into flats which they would purchase, thereby 

enabling those in greater need of low-rent public housing accommodation to 

move in’. The introduction of this home ownership scheme would be ‘of 

considerable political significance’ because it would remedy ‘a serious social 

defect in Hong Kong’. 186  In October 1976, the Governor announced the 

government’s plan to provide self-contained housing in a decent environment for 

all and within the means of all by the early 1980s. By meaning ‘for all,’ 

MacLehose targeted accommodating 200,000 people; by mentioning the means, 

he highlighted the income-based assistance provided for people to do so. For the 

Governor, failing to accommodate the Hong Kong people would be a loss of ‘a 

significant element in the social cohesion of Hong Kong’.187 

 

In February 1977, a Working Party survey showed that households earning 

between $1,500 and $3,500 monthly were interested in purchasing houses. Yet 

this group was unable to do so because of their existing mortgage terms. Since 

most of the social policies were designed for the poor but not the middle class, 
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there were important reasons for the government to provide flats for sale and loan 

to those middle class buyers to maintain social cohesion.188 In June, the Working 

Party decided to target the scheme to the middle class.189 Phillip Haddon-Cave 

noted that although the scheme would probably raise rents and lower the quality 

of flats in the short term, it ‘would reduce considerably the expenditure necessary 

to obtain accommodation’. 190  In March 1978, the scheme was opened for 

applications. 

 

The Hong Kong people welcomed the scheme. While the Housing Authority 

was planning the scheme, Legislative Councillor Hilton Cheong-leen praised that 

‘the Government is really doing something for [the people]’. Woo Hon-fai, Vice 

Chairman of the Hong Kong Real Estate Developers’ Association, also believed 

that the Housing Authority’s decision to open the scheme to people waiting for 

public housing was a positive step.191 In the first phase of the scheme, more than 

35,000 applications were received for 8,400 units.192 The Housing Authority 

implemented the Private Sector Participation Scheme in September 1978 and 

introduced the next phase of the scheme in early 1979 to meet public demand.193  

 

Some argued that the scheme had room for improvement because of its 

unattractive prices and because it took back the public housing in which 
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successful applicants were living.194 The Ecumenical Community Development 

Project’s protests on these matters even damaged the ‘goodwill and credit 

generated through the Government’s achievements in the housing field’. 195 

Nevertheless, the Housing Authority’s efficiency in providing the working class 

with accommodations led to a recognition of its contribution to Hong Kong’s 

industrialisation.196 The FCO’s Overseas Labour Adviser H. R. G. Hurst was also 

impressed by the scheme.197 The Hong Kong government’s housing scheme thus 

helped immigrants from China to settle themselves as Hong Kong belongers and 

establish them as ‘self-respecting and self-supporting people’.198 

 

Social Welfare: Assistance for Disabled People and Regionalisation 

 

Although its expenditure on social welfare increased from $50.7 million in 

1971/1972 to $406.8 million in 1976/1977, the Hong Kong government’s failure 

to further the scheme received justifiable criticism in Britain.199 In June 1976, the 

Planning Paper on Hong Kong’s Future recommended extending the 

non-contributory scheme to include a ‘contributory element for some benefits of 

an immediate nature’ by 1978. 200  A month later, Lord Goronwy-Roberts 

expressed his and Crosland’s intention to specify a timetable to implement a 

minimum wage in the Governor’s reform package; otherwise, he and Crosland 
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‘would be in difficulty in answering Parliamentary Questions on such matters’. 

MacLehose replied that this would ‘provoke an unholy alliance of the 

Communists, KMT and the centre which he would not be able to withstand’. In 

his opinion, it would be better to provide ‘assistance for the handicapped, youth 

and elderly … [which] was more relevant to Hong Kong’s immediate needs than a 

general system of social security benefits’. 201  The Labour government’s 

Department of Health and Social Security supported MacLehose’s idea. Its 

Assistant Under-Secretary of State T. S. Heppell noted that in view of the 1997 

issue, ‘the younger members of the population could not confidently look forward 

to getting any significant return for their money’. The Governor’s proposition was 

perhaps ‘the fairest and most effective way of providing at an early date a 

reasonable system of social security suited to Hong Kong’.202 Hurst thus hoped 

that the new contributory sickness and death insurance scheme would be ‘a move 

towards the type of non-means tested social security scheme’.203 The Labour 

government finally compromised. 

 

The Hong Kong government then scheduled a social welfare scheme for the 

needy. In August 1977, the Executive Council agreed to ‘a supplementary 

allowance added to the basic monthly scale of allowances’ for insurance against 

sickness, injury and death as ‘a new source of financial protection for those who 

are outside the present social security net’.204 Issued in November 1977, the 

Green Paper on social security highlighted the government’s intention to 
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concentrate the social security system to help the most vulnerable groups in the 

community. 205  It suggested a mean-tested and semi-voluntarily contributory 

sickness, injury and death benefit scheme.206 Hurst observed in his trip to Hong 

Kong that the trade unionists and employees saw the Green Paper’s approach as a 

move in the right direction. Yet he worried about ‘too much emphasis reliance on 

the family or household’.207 Despite this concern, the White Paper was published 

in April 1979. It maintained the non-contributory mean-tested Public Assistance 

Scheme but added annual allowances of $500 for a family and $250 for a single 

person. A disability allowance equal to half of the Public Assistance Scheme’s rate 

was offered to those unable to support themselves. In addition, the qualifying age 

for the Old Age Allowance was lowered from 79 to 75. However, the sickness, 

injury and death contributory scheme had yet to be decided because of 

controversy in the community. 208 Yet the White Paper was confident about 

‘improving the quality of life for the people of Hong Kong … [and] keep[ing] 

pace with the overall development of Hong Kong and the rising expectations of 

its people’.209 

 

Meanwhile, the Hong Kong government began to regionalise social welfare 

services. In February 1977, Thomas Chun-yon Lee, Director of Social Welfare, 

wrote to Secretary for Home Affairs Fook-kow Li about the shortcomings of 

specialising social services, which ‘inevitably led to services being provided in a 

fragmented manner’. There was no focal point where ‘the public can turn for 
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social welfare services’; even a children’s reception centre in Chuk Yuen was 

abandoned.210 In view of this narrowness of regional management, Thomas Lee 

recommended a decentralising organisational pattern ‘based on geographical 

location where regions are headed by a Social Welfare Manager with support from 

specialist advisers’. A specialist officer would be the manager’s assistance to 

make necessary operational decisions in Hong Kong Island, East Kowloon, West 

Kowloon and the New Territories. This plan aimed to improve the accessibility of 

social welfare organisations and overcome ‘losses of efficiency occasioned by 

excessive travelling and by remoteness from reality’.211 In March 1978, the 

Steering Group of the Social Welfare Department Management Review approved 

the scheme.212 In April 1979, in view of the regionalisation idea, the White Paper 

proposed building 17 multi-service centres, 7 of which would be in service by 

1980/81 to better take care of the elderly on a district basis.213 Thus began the 

regionalisation scheme.214 

 

Nevertheless, these efforts failed to satisfy the Labour government or the 

Hong Kong public. Despite proposing a contributory scheme, the Hong Kong 

government’s social welfare scheme disappointed Lord Goronwy-Roberts because 

it made no firm commitment to a non-means tested system.215 Furthermore, the 

TUC was discontent with the absence of a reference to establishing a minimum 
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wage system.216 The semi-voluntary contributory scheme was withdrawn in 1981 

because of implementation difficulties. 217  However, in the London Times’ 

assessment, the colonial administration had already provided ‘its less privileged 

residents with the nucleus of a social welfare system … within the limits of Hong 

Kong’s peculiar temporary status’.218 For the regionalisation project, Director of 

St. James Settlement Mrs Grace Wan was confident that the regionalisation plan 

would lead to more efficient decision-making and coordination within the district. 

However, social workers were concerned that regionalisation would ‘downgrade 

expertise’ in the field.219 Voluntary groups accused the Department of Social 

Welfare of providing insufficient guidelines and feedback and imposing heavy 

workloads on their staffs because of the Department Officers’ visit.220 Despite its 

efforts, the Hong Kong government had not yet reached the standards of Western 

European countries.221 Some critics called MacLehose and public servants, who 

bound by local constraints, ‘reluctant reformers’.222 

 

Education: Nine-year Free and Compulsory Education 

 

The colonial administration’s major task during this period was to introduce 

free compulsory 9-year education for all. In March 1976, the Governor 
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maintained the White Paper’s objective to provide subsidised or free secondary 

education in forms 1 to 3 for all children by 1978 and to increase the number of 

places provided for higher education from 7,860 to 20,000 by 1980.223 For the 

FCO, the implementation of this plan was promising and would ‘certainly 

compare well with those in Singapore’.224 However, MacLehose conceded in 

October that only ‘35 new schools will be undertaken in the coming two years to 

improve the quality of junior secondary places’. The provision of assisted or free 

secondary places thus declined by 11% to 29% for the 15-16 age group.225 This 

setback led Prime Minister James Callaghan to pressure the Governor to quickly 

finalise the basic of education at the primary and secondary levels. 226 The 

underlying reason was, as Tom Duffy of HKGD noted, to reduce the number of 

illegally employed children in Hong Kong. MacLehose countered that students 

from poor families could have the standard schooling fee remitted. Introducing 

compulsory 9-year education was therefore not the best solution for reducing 

child labour. 227 In June 1977, the Working Party on Senior Secondary and 

Tertiary Education, which was formed in 1975 to review demand for secondary 

school places, advised against the FCO’s plan. Its reason was that 9-year 

compulsory and free education for all was ‘equal to or greater than what is 

available in every Asian country with the exception of Singapore and is equal to 

many western countries that have sophisticated social services’. In other words, 
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the target exceeded what Hong Kong needed.228 A reserved decision was made 3 

months later, as the Executive Council decided to implement free and compulsory 

9-year education for all in the following year to ‘prohibit employment of children 

of junior secondary age’.229 In October, MacLehose announced the waiving of all 

fees for junior secondary education by 1978 and making education mandatory for 

all children by 1979.230 On 9 May 1979, the Education (Amendment) Ordinance 

was enforced, requiring a parent to ‘cause the child to attend regularly as a pupil 

the primary school or secondary school’.231  

 

The Hong Kong government also attempted to reform senior secondary and 

higher education. In February 1976, the Sixth Form Education in Hong Kong 

Working Committee was formed in view of Vice-Chancellor of the University of 

Hong Kong Rayson Huang’s suggestion to ‘produce young men and women with 

a reasonable general knowledge’. The Committee recommended developing 

senior secondary schooling into a necessity for people’s personal development 

rather than as an entrance to tertiary education and reducing the subjects studied 

in Form Six. The admission examinations for the University of Hong Kong and 

the Chinese University of Hong Kong were to be combined to develop a concrete 

Form Six curriculum.232 Besides, the Working Party on Senior Secondary and 

Tertiary Education estimated that by 1973, more than 50% of the Primary 6 
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qualifiers would continue to pursue Form Six education for better work 

opportunities, but the demand for technician-related jobs was forecasted between 

a shortfall of 50 and a surplus of 100. Despite this result, the Working Party 

advised providing 50% more Form Six places for the 15-year-old population and 

doubling the polytechnic spots.233 The Executive Council endorsed the Working 

Party’s first suggestion but asked that the ‘increases in demand for those with 

tertiary education during the past 10/15 years or so in Hong Kong’ be included in 

the Green Paper.234  

 

Published in November 1977, the Green Paper on Education was designed to 

provide subsidised Form XI school places for 50% of the 15-year-old population 

by 1981 and for 63% by 1986, 12,000 full-time and equivalent training 

polytechnic spots and a 3% growth in the number of spots at the University of 

Hong Kong and Chinese University by 1981.235 The Green Paper also proposed 

adding practical subjects such as home economics, commerce and art and design 

to the current senior secondary curriculum.236 After rounds of public discussion, 

the White Paper issued in October 1978 narrowed the subsidised Form Sixth place 

to one-third in accordance with the decline of the 15-year-old population but 

promised to provide a technical institute capacity of 12,700 by 1981, which would 

increase to 15,000 following the construction of the institute in Tuen Mun.237 In 

view of the achievement of the targeted number of undergraduate students, the 
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White Paper further considered the opportunities to run a limited polytechnic 

degree programme.238 The proposed measure was a qualitative development to 

‘reduce the competition for places among suitable students’.239 

 

The Hong Kong government’s education policies were praised by the public. 

True, the dispute over the Precious Blood Golden Jubilee Secondary School 

exposed the Education Department’s lack of management and communication 

with the school and teacher.240 The government’s spending was also relatively 

low compared to countries with comparable economic strength and educational 

development. 241  Yet the government’s decision to remove the Director of 

Education’s power to shut down a school seemed to be evidence of the 

continuation of a liberal educational approach in Hong Kong, and it succeeded in 

taking teachers and students back to normal learning life. 242 Regarding the 

Education White Paper, Szeto Wah, Chairman of the Professional Teachers Union, 

found the government’s proposal ‘well-prepared and encouraging’. 243  Tse 

Chi-wai, President of Hong Kong Baptist College, criticized the White Paper’s 

lack of detail and demotion of post-secondary colleges’ status. Yet he saw the 

government’s proposal as ‘a brand new direction providing the colleges in Hong 

Kong less stringency in the implementation of the policy and more freedom to 

interpret its meaning as the future circumstance dictate’. 244 Stephen Chong, 
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Director of Lee Wah Weaving Co. Ltd., also viewed the introduction of free 

secondary school as a move to cultivate well-educated workers for Hong Kong’s 

economy.245 As such, the Hong Kong government’s expansion of education was a 

‘milestone in the history of Hong Kong’s educational development’ and paved a 

way for advancing the quality of schooling in Hong Kong.246 

 

Medical and Health Services: Regionalisation 

 

The colonial administration continued to regionalise medical services. As 

early as 1975, Lord Goronwy-Roberts was satisfied with the Hong Kong 

government’s plan to regionalise these services.247 Unlike the programmes for 

education, housing and social welfare, the progress of medical reform was 

consistent and considered free from shortcomings. 248  Thus, there were no 

particular demands in the FCO’s planning paper on the advancement of medical 

services.  

 

Yet the Governor was aware of the need to ‘safeguard the benefit of lower 

income groups’ in this field.249 In June 1976, a proposal on regionalisation was 

finalised. The prioritised move was to put Buddhist Hospital, Caritas Medical 

Centre, Pok Oi Hospital and Yan Chai Hospital onto a deficiency grant plan ‘so 
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that full use may be made of the facilities they offer as district hospitals’. Tung 

Wah and Kwong Wah Hospitals were upgraded to regional hospital capacity by 

providing additional staffs and constructing a new clinical pathology building. In 

addition, regional administrative officers were appointed to deal with the district 

needs of Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and New Territories. Thus, overcrowding in 

hospital would be relieved, more appropriate treatment would be offered to 

patients and accidental services would be improved. 250  In October 1976, 

MacLehose proposed additional measures, such as providing 1,300 new beds for 

the psychiatric wing at Princess Margaret Hospital and 630 beds for other services 

‘to reduce pressure on both Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth Hospitals’.251 The 

plans outlined were undertaken with Financial Secretary Phillip Haddon-Cave’s 

approval.252 In 1979, the Health and Medical Development Advisory Committee 

was glad to reduce pressure on Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth Hospitals. 

However, staff shortages impaired the running of the hospitals and the 

achievement of the scheme. There was also increased demand for hospital 

services because of the aging of the population and a ‘change in the pattern of 

diseases to the long-term degenerating conditions’. In addition, competition over 

financial and labour resources between government hospitals delayed the 

implementation of the scheme. As such, the Committee proposed building two 

additional regional offices and hospitals by 1982.253 

 

The medical reform satisfied the British political circle but perhaps not the 
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local people. When the idea of regionalisation was first publicised in April 1977, 

it received a great deal of attention from Labour Party MPs. In particular, Daniel 

Jones, Vice Chairman of the Anglo-Hong Kong Parliamentary Group, placed 

numerous questions on what provision of service and the growing trend of 

number of hospital beds was proposed in Hong Kong.254 Yet these were written 

questions that resulted in further debate. The HKGD saw them as ‘evidently 

designed to bring out Hong Kong’s achievement and plans in the field of 

health’. 255  Secretary of State for Social Services David Ennals was also 

impressed by the regionalisation project.256 For the first time, the referral of 

patients from one hospital to another within the same region took place in Hong 

Kong.257 The public was also gratified by the decreased pressure on Queen Mary 

and Queen Elizabeth Hospitals. 258 However, the setbacks were greater. The 

targeted ratio of 4.3 hospital beds per 1,000 members of the population was 

defeated; the ratio remained almost the same as it was in 1972.259 Worse, a 

workforce shortage in government hospitals, inadequate equipment and fewer 

resources allocated to subsidised hospitals created ‘growing frustration, 

dissatisfaction and discontent among staffs and patients’, asserted surgeon and 

unofficial legislative councillor Dr Harry Fang. 260 As such, further medical 

reforms were needed in Hong Kong despite the British successes. 
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Constraints and Impact 

 

The above Hong Kong government’s social policies faced considerable 

domestic constraints. The foremost of these was the need to maintain low taxation 

and high economic growth. In January 1975, Foreign Secretary James Callaghan 

was discontent with the low proportion of spending in Hong Kong and pushed the 

Governor to raise taxes to defend his position in the House of Commons.261 The 

FCO’s Senior Economic Adviser Adrian Smith viewed Haddon-Cave’s financial 

budget planning as ‘a housekeeper’s accounts [that] contain no indication of 

overall budgetary strategy or long term fiscal planning’.262 HKIOD Head John 

Stewart also argued in 1977 that the Hong Kong government sought to cut public 

expenditure to maintain economic development in a time of worldwide economic 

uncertainty. 263  In July 1977, Foreign Secretary David Owen and Lord 

Goronwy-Roberts agreed to pressure the Governor to raise taxes to ensure that 

‘there is no risk of social programs being cut back … through lack of financial 

resources’.264 Even Y. F. Hui, Director of the Hong Kong Council of Social 

Service, asked the Governor to propose ‘tax increases for those who can afford to 

enable him to embark on more ambitious social service projects’.265 

 

Yet the Hong Kong government was reluctant to do so. As Phillip 

Haddon-Cave stated in March 1974, the colonial administration had to maintain 
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the balance between spending on social programmes and economic policies. An 

imbalance could result in ‘attendant dangers for the continuing stability and 

growth of the economy as a whole’. 266  MacLehose shared Haddon-Cave’s 

opposition to ‘raising the level of taxation simply as a political or social gesture’ 

for Britain.267 Investors’ confidence was ‘an extra margin in Hong Kong’s favour 

to make investment comparatively attractive’ in face of possible negotiations on 

the territory’s future, the Governor argued.268 This judgement was acknowledged 

by the FCO. Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Asian Affairs Peter Male 

recognised that ‘a major factor in the political viability of Hong Kong is 

maintenance of confidence in its high-geared economy’.269 In deliberations on 

planning paper, Edward Larmour agreed with Duncan Watson that Hong Kong 

was ‘a question of confidence’: if the Labour government pushed Hong Kong too 

fast and too dramatically on social reforms, ‘we run the risk of money going 

elsewhere. This is a risk which, it is said, we cannot afford to take’.270 More 

crucial was to maintain the Chinese government’s ‘acknowledgement of the value 

to China of the existing administration in Hong Kong’.271 For this reason, despite 

pushing the Governor to tax the wealthy to ‘improve the conditions in all areas for 

those less well-off’, Lord Goronwy-Roberts conceded ‘the need to maintain Hong 

Kong as a viable economic and financial centre’ in December 1977.272 The 
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dilemma between accelerating social reforms and preserving a free economy thus 

inhibited the implantation of social programmes in Hong Kong. 

 

Another constraint was reluctance to implement reforms among public 

servants and the business class. The Labour government and the FCO were 

confident in MacLehose’s vision and courage to carry on the social reforms, but 

public servants were not. In the FCO’s judgment, the ‘conservative elements both 

inside and outside the Hong Kong government are not happy and may seek to 

whittle down the programme’.273 This bureaucratic attitude led to extensive 

under-spending. Despite the Financial Branch’s urging of other departments to 

spend as much as possible, in the 1976/77 financial year, the government failed to 

‘spend all the funds earmarked for capital works’.274 Departments within the 

colonial administration also competed for financial resources. In August 1977, the 

Executive Council noted that ‘there are clear limits to the amount of Government 

resources that can be devoted to social security’ because preference went to 

housing and education programmes. While the government had insufficient 

resources to fund the contributory welfare system, it had to maintain the 

non-contributory scheme.275 In addition, the business circle alleged that ‘UK 

pressure to adopt UK models aimed not at benefiting Hong Kong workers, but at 

eliminating Hong Kong competition and destroying the Colony’. For the 

Governor, these objections indicated that ‘the pace of reform announced was 
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pitched at the maximum level short of unacceptable controversy’.276 For the 

Hong Kong public, the Labour government’s model of the welfare state was ‘a 

characteristic leftwing rebel motion’;277 the business model was the key to public 

sector efficiency.278 As such, the Hong Kong elitists’ resistance also constrained 

the pace of social programmes during the 1970s.  

 

Despite the above setbacks, Hong Kong government’s responsive 

decision-making earned it a reputation among the governed. Hong Kong’s status 

quo was commonly perceived as the result of the balancing of mutual interests 

among Britain, China and Hong Kong.279 By 1976, however, the Governor 

intended to build a fourth leg: the Hong Kong people’s satisfaction with the 

government by ‘closer contact, more open and responsive government and 

progressive participation’. MacLehose’s ultimate objective was to establish ‘civic 

pride as a substitute for [the] sense of national identity’. 280  The Standing 

Committee on Pressure Groups was established in early 1978 to report the 

up-to-date development of pressure groups, propose courses of action and ‘project 

the image of a good and benevolent Government’. 281  The Hong Kong 

government ultimately succeeded. For instance, when the Education White Paper 

was published in October 1978, T. S. Chen from the Chinese University of Hong 

Kong stated that it was ‘heartening to see that the document attaches considerable 

importance to the quality of education’, the elements the educationalists asked for. 
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For Chen, the Hong Kong government was ‘far from imposing policies on an 

unwilling community, [but] wisely receptive to public opinion’.282 Anthony Ha, 

Chairman of the Education Action Group, was also glad to see the inclusion of the 

Group’s suggestion into the Education White Paper.283 As one commentator 

observed, such responsive governance not only popularised the Hong Kong 

government but also consolidated the Hong Kong people’s sense of belonging to 

the territory.284 

 

More crucial was the Hong Kong people’s desire to live under British 

colonial rule. Political and social campaigns before 1966 were almost extensions 

of the confrontation between the pro-Kuomintang and pro-Chinese 

Communists.285 Yet as activist Szeto Wah recollected, the social movement 

afterwards was looking for local interests rather than those of Kuomintang and 

Chinese Communist. Anti-corruption protests, the campaign to make Chinese the 

official language, the dispute over the Precious Blood Golden Jubilee Secondary 

School and the emergence of pressure groups all demonstrated the Hong Kong 

people’s demand for local interests. In other words, they developed a sense of 

belonging to the territory rather than to either the Communist or Kuomintang, as 

they had in the 1950s.286 

 

However, these social movements did not mean that the Hong Kong people 
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were negative towards British rule. Rather, they did their best for the sake of 

Hong Kong under the British administration.287 In October 1978, Hong Kong’s 

Home Affairs Department reported the results of a survey of Hong Kong people’s 

attitudes towards living in either Hong Kong or China. For residents who visited 

China, living standards in China improved. Yet they ‘were disillusioned by the 

very low standard of living and the apparent backwardness of the country’. Most 

of the respondents ‘did not cherish the thought of returning to China to live 

permanently’. The Home Affairs Department thus concluded that despite its flaws, 

Hong Kong ‘has so much more to offer’ than China.288  

 

In addition, the Chinese people living in China continued to move to Hong 

Kong. On average, Hong Kong industrial workers earned US$1,400 per year, four 

times more than their counterparts in China.289 As a result, between September 

and November 1978, more than 25,000 Chinese illegal immigrants entered Hong 

Kong; prior to 1979, an annual influx of nearly 200,000 people came from China. 

The FCO Research Department calculated that Hong Kong could not sustain this 

rate ‘without serious social and economic consequences’.290 Yet the encouraging 

sign was that the immigration flow showed Hong Kong’s attractiveness to people 

living in China. Lord Segal noted that this one-way flow of migration symbolised 

Chinese people’s preference for living in Hong Kong.291 Some commentators 
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regarded Hong Kong’s colonial administration as ‘the most successful exercise in 

benevolent dictatorship in history’.292 

 

Commentator Lam Hang-chi described Hong Kong as a potential world 

model city with ‘sufficient social welfare, promising accommodation, prospects of 

investment, corruption-free, and peace and order’ from which the United Nations 

could learn. 293  When MacLehose retired in 1982, the business, social and 

political circles jointly acknowledged his efforts in bringing Hong Kong into ‘the 

most prosperous era the territory ever had’.294 Activists such as Elise Elliott 

admired MacLehose’s contribution to the improvement of social services in Hong 

Kong, even though compared with the British standard the Governor’s policies 

still lagged far behind.295 The NCNA also praised what MacLehose had done to 

improve social standards in Hong Kong and Sino–Hong Kong relations during his 

tenure.296 Prior to 1979, there was, as Cradock observed, ‘immense local pride in 

the territory’s achievements and a greater readiness than in London to reason that 

Peking would acknowledge the value of Hong Kong’s economic contribution and 

be reluctant to interfere’. 297  Lam Hang-chi observed that the people’s 

self-confidence and civic pride generated under the British administration in the 

1970s became the driving force in preserving Hong Kong’s status quo whenever 
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governor Sir Murray MacLehose’s retirement) (Hong Kong: Xianggang Xinwen Chuban She 香港

新聞出版社, 1982), 185. 
295 Tu, Colonial Hong Kong in the Eyes of Elsie Tu, 119; Yep and Lui, “Revisiting the Golden Era 
of MacLehose and the Dynamics of Social Reforms,” 111. 
296 Zhang Lianxing 張連興, Xianggang ershiba zongdu (香港二十八總督 The twenty-eight 
governors of Hong Kong) (Beijing: Chaohua Chubanshe 朝華出版社, 2007), 328. 
297 Cradock, Experiences of China, 164. 
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the Chinese government decided to reclaim the territory.298 

 

MacLehose’s and his administration’s social policies cultivated the Hong 

Kong people a sense of belonging to the territory. While the social programmes 

were in deficiencies, in particular on the social welfare where MacLehose had to 

put aside the semi-voluntary contributory scheme on sickness, injury and death, 

other reforms made the Hong Kong people proud of their living standards. As a 

result, they preferred living in Hong Kong to China and supported the 

maintenance of the territory’s status quo under British rule. After all, improving 

social standard was Britain’s asset to continue its imperial will. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This chapter traces how the Labour government planned to retain Hong 

Kong as a colony after 1997. The Labour ministers and FCO remained doubtful 

about the progress of Hong Kong’s social reforms. Yet, the improving political 

and economic relations between Britain and Hong Kong started relaxing the 

Labour ministers and FCO by 1977. Eventually, Britain–Hong Kong relations 

became cooperative and mutually beneficial; David Owen decided in 1978 to 

retain Hong Kong as a British colony forever. He thus agreed with the Governor’s 

proposal to amend the Second Peking Convention to an indeterminate term and 

authorised MacLehose to present the scheme to the Chinese leader if atmosphere 

was sufficiently relaxed. In March 1979, MacLehose submitted the British 

proposal to Deng Xiaoping. Deng remained non-committal, but he recognised 

                                                      
298 Lam Hang-chi, “Xianggang de zhengchi qiantu zhangwo zai xianggang ren shou li” (香港的政

治前途掌握在香港人手裏 Hong Kong’s political future in its people’s hands), Hong Kong 
Economic Journal, 21 June 1976. See also Darwin, Unfinished Empire, 382. 
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Hong Kong’s special status and its benefits to China. Although Sung Zhiguang 

denied the British proposal on behalf of the Chinese leadership in September 1979, 

the Conservative government, which continued the Labour Party’s efforts to erase 

the 1997 deadline, decided to scale back its efforts. It was not giving up but 

buying time to find an alternative method to obtain Deng Xiaoping’s agreement to 

British rule in Hong Kong after 1997. As such, the Labour government and its 

successor resisted the trend of directing the colony towards independence and 

sought to run Hong Kong as a colony perpetually. Hong Kong remained a colony 

symbolising Britain’s pursuit of world power in the era of decolonisation.299 

 

The social policies implemented in Hong Kong won the people’s support for 

maintaining the territory’s status quo. By 1974, MacLehose was under great 

pressure from the Labour government to speed up the reforms in Hong Kong to 

justify Britain’s position there, but he refused to adopt the British model in Hong 

Kong. The Governor delivered the reforms in line with the territory’s needs and 

conditions to compensate for the failure of the original plans scheduled in 1972; 

he initiated the Home Ownership Programme, enforced free and compulsory 

9-year education, added allowances for the disabled to the existing 

non-contributory social welfare scheme and regionalised medical and health 

services. While not free of shortcomings, the social reforms were well received by 

the local people. Thus, self-confidence, civic pride and a sense of belonging were 

cultivated within the Hong Kong people, who shared the British government’s 

desire to maintain Hong Kong’s status quo under British rule rather than to 

decolonise it. Thus, reform-oriented rule in Hong Kong was thus a British asset 

for introducing and maintaining its colonialism in an alternative form.   
                                                      
299 Darwin, Britain and Decolonisation, 310. 
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Chapter 5  

Conclusion 

 

This thesis deals with British policies towards Hong Kong’s future between 

1967 and 1979 and shows that despite the need for decolonisation, the British 

governments in this period deliberately maintained colonial rule there for reasons 

related to the Cold War. From 1967 to 1970, although it feared the Chinese 

government’s possible reclaiming of Hong Kong, the Labour government, gave 

up the idea of abandoning Hong Kong because of the territory’s Cold War 

strategic value to Britain and America and because of its psychological 

significance in resisting Communism in Southeast Asia. By 1970, the 

Conservative government had decided to stay in Hong Kong after 1997 to 

demonstrate Britain’s commitment to containing Communism and Britain’s world 

power. Although the Labour government regained power in 1974 with a totally 

different ideology, it was also driven by Cold War thinking: its fear of criticism 

from its Western allies for returning a free economic entity like Hong Kong to 

Communist China led it to change its goal from abandoning to keeping the 

territory permanently. Although successive British governments supported and 

implemented decolonisation in their other colonies, the Labour and Conservative 

governments’ decision to preserve Hong Kong’s colonial status for their Cold War 

interests ran counter to the trend of decolonisation and prevented Hong Kong’s 

independence.  

 

From 1967 onwards, the Hong Kong government sped up its social reforms 
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to achieve the Labour and Conservative governments’ imperial goals. After 1967, 

the colonial administration was eager to regain its popularity and combat the 

Chinese Communists’ influence in Hong Kong. These objectives were achieved 

by continuing and advancing the social reforms such as establishing a City 

District Office, providing free primary education by 1970 and enacting legislation 

to improve labourers’ working conditions. The Cross-Harbour Tunnel was also 

built to consolidate the Hong Kong people’s confidence. When the Conservative 

government came to power in 1970, it changed the Hong Kong government’s 

social policy objective from countering Chinese Communists’ influence to 

improving social standards in Hong Kong to dissuade the Chinese government 

from recovering the territory. Murray MacLehose was appointed as Governor to 

accelerate reforms in four main categories: education, social welfare, housing and 

medical and health services. Reforms included free and compulsory primary 

education, the 10-year housing programme, social welfare for the elderly and 

disabled and the regionalisation of medical services. In 1974, the Labour 

government regained power and pushed the Hong Kong government to accelerate 

reforms to address the Labour Party’s socialist criticism and justify British 

colonial rule. The Hong Kong government identified the deficiencies of the social 

programmes and initiated new ones, including 9-year free and compulsory 

education, the Home Ownership Programme, the extension of social welfare to 

the disabled and the regionalisation of social and medical services. These reforms 

earned the Hong Kong people’s appreciation of MacLehose’s contributions to 

developing Hong Kong into a prosperous city at the world standard. This civic 

pride in Hong Kong’s success supported the territory’s status quo under British 

administration. In this regard, the Hong Kong people shared Britain’s intention to 

maintain the territory as a colony rather than direct it to either independence or 
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Chinese administration. British rule in Hong Kong throughout this period was 

thus not purely a benevolent administration but a regime after colonial will. A new 

colonialism that centred on social reforms was the Britain’s tool.  

 

Two main factors contributed to the above development. First is the changing 

interpretation of decolonisation and relevant British policy. In the late 1960s, the 

Labour government recognised the difficulties in dealing with disputed colonies 

such as Hong Kong, Gibraltar and the Falkland Islands. While the UN’s Special 

Committee on Decolonisation was critical of Britain’s decolonisation but offered 

no practicable solution, the Conservative government quit the Committee in 

January 1971. This allowed it to adopt a decolonisation policy that best suited 

British interests. The Conservative government conducted a cost-effective PAR 

review that pointed out the benefits it could enjoy by retaining Hong Kong. 

During the late 1970s, the UN recognised the impossibility of some colonies 

moving towards decolonisation. This changing interpretation induced the Labour 

government to consider its remaining colonies in terms of their pursuit of 

sovereignty and the colonial subjects’ inclinations. It took the Hong Kong 

people’s satisfaction with the British colonial authority into account and decided 

to remain in Hong Kong. In the Labour government’s view, this could help shape 

Britain as a liberal and credible world power. Changing international thinking and 

Britain’s decision on decolonisation thus were driving forces for Britain to seek to 

retain Hong Kong beyond 1997. 

 

The Chinese government’s policy on Hong Kong was attributed to the above 

developments. The 1967 riots damaged the Labour government’s confidence in 

holding Hong Kong, and the Chinese government’s radical foreign policy 
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motivated the Labour government to put negotiations on hold. By 1970, the 

normalisation of Anglo–Chinese relations, the Chinese government’s moderate 

United Front Work and China’s reliance on the territory to earn foreign exchange 

reassured the Conservative and Labour governments about Britain’s stance in the 

territory. Thus, the Conservative and Labour governments were optimistic about 

continuing British colonial rule in Hong Kong after 1997 and planned for this idea 

accordingly. Moreover, the Chinese government’s letter to the UN declaring its 

sovereignty over Hong Kong in 1972 resulted in the UN’s removal of Hong Kong 

from the list of Non-Self-Governing Territories. In other words, according to the 

UN standard, Hong Kong was no longer a colony proceeding towards 

decolonisation, but the subject of a territorial and sovereignty dispute between 

Britain and China. The Chinese policy on Hong Kong thus also blocked the 

territory’s decolonisation. In this regard, decolonisation and independence were 

not universal in Britain’s colonies. 

 

From the above discussions, three issues are worth further addressing. First 

is the coexistence of British colonialism and decolonisation. After 1945, Britain 

was gradually losing its empire, adapting to the new world order and finding its 

new international role amidst the wave of decolonisation. Yet Britain was not fully 

committed to decolonisation. It used the key element of decolonising a 

colony—delegation of power—to maintain its colonial authority: while the colony 

was empowered to conduct its business, the British government convinced the 

colonised people that it was better than independent self-rule in providing social 

improvements. As shown in its deliberation on Hong Kong’s future, Trench, 

MacLehose and their administrators enjoyed a certain degree of autonomy in 

delivering their social reforms. Yet this was granted by one British office to 
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another; Britain’s authority remained superior and decisive in Hong Kong’s future: 

for instance, despite its realisation of the incompatibility of its socialist approach 

in the territory’s socio-economic condition, by 1974, the Labour government 

forced MacLehose to speed up reforms and to bring as much social justice in 

Hong Kong as Britain. Thus, MacLehose’s work and delegated power reflected 

Britain’s colonial control and aim to maintain administration in Hong Kong after 

1997 rather than Hong Kong’s de facto independence. Britain had adopted a new 

colonialism that centred on reform and liberality to preserve its world power 

status. After all, colonialism and decolonisation are two sides of the same coin.  

 

In adopting a new colonialism, Britain’s relationship with its colonies 

changed into a working partnership. Constitutionally, Britain’s Foreign Secretary 

had ultimate power to decide a colony’s development and responsible for its 

affairs in the House of Commons. In other words, Britain should be superior to all 

of its colonies. Practically, however, the British government was losing its 

command of its colony after 1945. Hong Kong’s exports damaged British industry 

and embarrassed the Labour and Conservative governments on their admissions to 

EEC because of the territory’s financial autonomy. The British government had no 

means to impose quotas on Hong Kong’s products unless it decided to disrupt the 

colonial connection. Economic exploitation was no longer a colonial practice; 

partnership and cooperation were. In reaching agreements on the costs of Hong 

Kong’s garrison, the Conservative and Labour governments had to negotiate with 

the colonial administration and strike a balance between their budgetary savings 

and the colony’s ability to bear the costs. In addition, both the Conservative and 

Labour governments needed the Hong Kong government’s cooperation to satisfy 

the political pressure at home. In particular, the Labour government between 1974 
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and 1979 depended on the Hong Kong government’s performance to satisfy the 

Parliament, the Labour Party and the TUC. In this process, however, it had to put 

aside its socialist ideas and compromise with Hong Kong’s free economy to plan 

and deliver the social programmes there. Britain no longer controlled every aspect 

of Hong Kong’s domestic affairs and its relationship with the territory. The nature 

of these metropole–colony interactions resembled an equal foreign relation more 

than an ordinary colonial one. 

 

Besides, competitions within the British government showed the difficulties 

in dealing with an empire. They occurred in three levels. First was the differences 

between officials and ministers. In 1970, the FCO officials initially opposed and 

questioned the suggestion of Alec Douglas-Home and Anthony Royle to retain 

Hong Kong permanently because of their perceived British interests. Nevertheless, 

British civil servants by nature had to implement ministers’ policies impartially; 

the FCO officials at last compromised and followed the ministers’ will. Besides, 

departments also competed with each other about what served the best British 

interests. Both the Conservative and Labour’s Foreign Secretary understood the 

significance of stationing forces in Hong Kong and financing it sufficiently. Yet 

the Treasury, and sometimes the MoD, opposed maintaining the garrison 

unconditionally and wanted some return from Hong Kong in 1971 and 1976. This 

led to the argument between the FCO officials and those in Hong Kong: while the 

FCO claimed that the colonial authority underestimated Britain’s domestically 

political and economic difficulties, Hong Kong complained that the British 

government overlooked the territory’s interests in pursuing Britain’s budgetary 

savings. Even MacLehose, who was regarded as the man that best understood the 

Whitehall ever been in Hong Kong, was still criticized by the FCO of his 
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attachment to Hong Kong’s interests rather than those of Britain; the difficulty in 

understanding each other could hardly be overcome because of their different 

responsibilities and perspective of looking at the same issue. These arguments 

revealed how complicated for a metropole to manage a colony. 

 

Topics remain for further research. The first is to compare Hong Kong’s 

experience with other colonies. As this thesis shows, the British government 

positioned its colonies according to its interests in particular areas and in the 

international context–in Hong Kong’s case, the Cold War. While this thesis 

focuses on British policies towards Asia and Hong Kong, how international and 

geographical politics affected British colonial and decolonisation policy on other 

colonies in different regions after 1970 could also be considered. A comparison of 

Britain’s policies on Hong Kong and sovereignty-disputed colonies such as the 

Falkland Islands and Gibraltar would provide a more detailed understanding of 

why Britain sought to maintain its colonial rule in the age of decolonisation and of 

the interactions and relations between international politics and decolonisation. 

 

Another area for future research is the changing relation between Britain and 

its colonies in the age of decolonisation. This thesis focuses only on how 

Britain–Hong Kong relations affected Britain’s policies towards Hong Kong’s 

future. The commercial cooperation and competition, cultural interaction, 

arguments on defence expenses and the cultural influences between Britain and 

Hong Kong would enrich the understanding of the subtle relations between the 

metropole and colony. Again, comparing the British interaction with Hong Kong 

and other colonies could draw a fuller picture of how British Empire was running. 

Examining how the colony’s policies affected Britain could reveal the impact of 
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the colonial and decolonisation policies on Britain itself. Studies of these topics 

could clarify how Britain’s colonial relationship changed into another kind of 

foreign relationship during the breakdown of its Empire. 

 

Studying the impact of British socialism on Hong Kong would also be 

interesting. Leftist calls for social justice were influential throughout the world, 

especially during the 1960s and 1970s. As this thesis shows, between 1974 and 

1979, the Hong Kong government was pushed by the Labour government’s 

socialism. Yet this thesis focuses only on how the communication between the 

two governments affected the Labour government’s contemplation of Hong 

Kong’s future. Further exploration of the impact of the Labour Party’s socialism 

on Hong Kong’s social policies and the interaction between Labour Party MPs 

and Hong Kong socialists such as Elsie Tu would provide further insight into 

British politics and Hong Kong history. Future studies could thus compare the 

socialist ideas of Hong Kong’s New Left Movement and Britain’s Labour 

movement and even relations and interactions between them.  

 

At the end, this thesis discusses how the Labour and Conservative 

governments intentionally sought to retain Hong Kong as a colony rather than to 

decolonise it between 1967 and 1979. Its scope concentrate on Hong Kong to 

consider the influence of world politics on Britain’s views towards decolonisation. 

This thesis thus contributes to the understanding of the differences in British 

decolonisation before and after 1970, the interrelationship between decolonisation 

and colonialism, and the metropole-colony relations. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1 Compositions of Ministerial Committee on Hong Kong, 1967-1970 
 

Composition effected on 14 July 1967 
 
Secretary of State for Commonwealth Affairs, Herbert Bowden (Chairman) 
Secretary of State for Defence, Denis Healey 
President of the Board of Trade, Douglas Jay 
Minister without Portfolio, Lord Shackleton 
Chief Secretary to the Treasury, John Diamond 
Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, Frederick Mulley 
 

Composition effected on 2 May 1968 
 
Secretary of State for Commonwealth Affairs, George Thomson (Chairman) 
Secretary of State for Defence, Denis Healey 
President of the Board of Trade, Anthony Crosland 
Paymaster General, Lord Shackleton 
Chief Secretary to the Treasury, John Diamond 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Bill Rodgers 
 

Composition effected on 11 November 1968 
 
Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, Michael Stewart 

(Chairman) 
Secretary of State for Defence, Denis Healey 
President of the Board of Trade, Anthony Crosland 
Lord Privy Seal, Lord Shackleton 
Chief Secretary to the Treasury, John Diamond 
Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, Lord Shepherd 
 
 

Reference: K(67)1: Composition and Terms of Reference, 14 July 1967, CAB 
134/2945, TNA; K(68)1: Composition and Terms of Reference, 2 May 1968, 
CAB 134/2945, TNA; K(68)3: Composition and Terms of Reference, 11 
November 1968, CAB 134/2945, TNA.  
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Appendix 2 Outline of the Long Term Study on Hong Kong, 1967-1969 
 
(Brackets for departments in charge) 
 
1. Description (Commonwealth Office: (c) with Treasury and Board of Trade) 
 
(a) Brief statement of international agreement with China under which Hong 

Kong is held 
(b) Population: 99 per cent Chinese of whom about half are British subjects 
(c) Economy: artificial and “brittle”: territory would become a major liability in 

world trade recession or as the economy runs down towards the end of the 
lease in 1997 

(d) Brief description of constitution 
 
2. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Our Position in Hong Kong 
 
(a) Military: including intelligence (Defence; Joint Intelligence Committee) 
(b) Economic trade; sterling balances; centre of communications; embarrassment 

from Hong Kong’s exports of manufactures in domestic market and in 
relation with other countries (Commonwealth Office, with Treasury and 
Board of Trade) 

(c) Political (Commonwealth Office): 
(i) “Shop window” 
(ii) Limitation of Hong Kong’s constitutional position and factors inhibiting 
any further constitutional advance; 
(iii) Vulnerability to Chinese pressure; 
(iv) Reliance and local confidence 

 
3. What Advantages do the Chinese Derive from Hong Kong? (Commonwealth 
Office, with Foreign Office and Treasury) 
 
(a) Contacts with the outside world 
(b) Foreign exchange earnings 
(c) Chinese use of Hong Kong’s trade facilities 
(d) Hostage for our good behaviour 
(e) How far does China need a free Hong Kong? 
(f) Is Hong Kong in any way disadvantages to China? 
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4. Chinese Intentions towards Hong Kong (Foreign Office) 
 
(a) Chinese attitude as set out in “official pronouncements” 
(b) Extent to which this holds good in current situation in China and Hong Kong. 

Can the “official” policy of adherence to the status quo ever be restored? 
(c) Possible Chinese tactics: 

(i) to establish a Macau-type control over the Colony? 
(ii) by subversion to make our position untenable; 
(iii) to take over by military force. 

(d) We could not accept (i)-which would leave us with responsibilities without the 
power to carry them out-and (ii) is likely to be the natural result of our 
failure to submit to (i). (iii) is unlikely. In order to avoid (ii) could we get the 
Chinese to negotiate our withdrawal in accordance with their declared 
policy? 

(e) Long-term possibility of change in Chinese attitude after departure of Mao Tse 
Tung. 

 
5. Are There any Means of Frustrating Chinese Intention? [Commonwealth Office 
(a, b, d, e); Foreign Office (c)] 
 
(a) A separate existence for Hong Kong independent of Britain or China, under 

some neutral United Nations status is impracticable 
(b) Could we exercise any pressure by threatening economic sanctions, either on 

our own or in conjunction with our allies (e.g. Australian and Canadian 
wheat supplies)? 

(c) What are the prospects of American involvement? Could American threats 
forestall Chinese action to obtain control over or to recover the territory? 

(d) Scope for building up security forces 
(e) Does this lead to a conclusion that we can do no more than postpone a Chinese 

takeover? 
 
6. What are the Prospects of a Negotiated Solution? (Commonwealth Office, with 
other Departments) 
 
(a) Modes of withdrawal: including (i) the prospects that an improved political 

situation in China might later make possible and advantageous to us, a 
negotiated voluntary and order withdrawal, and (ii) the possibility that such a 
withdrawal might be aided by an interim period of dual Anglo-Chinese 
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control (resembling in some respects of Macau situation) 
(b) Problems of withdrawal in each case: 

(i) Our responsibilities—to British subjects, foreign nationals, British and 
foreign investment; 
(ii) The great majority of British subjects of Chinese race would have 
nowhere to go. The Chinese Government could frustrate (as they did in 
Shanghai) the withdrawal of assets; 
(iii) The certain collapse of public confidence and internal security during a 
period of withdrawal making any general or even large-scale evacuation of 
non-Chinese impossible—since the military forces available in Hong Kong 
could not both maintain order and cover an evacuation; 
(iv) An orderly withdrawal, taking some account of our obligations and 
interests, could not be accomplished without agreement and co-operation of 
China; 
(v) In these circumstances, the negotiating cards in our hands would be 
reduced to the Hong Kong assets in United Kingdom; 
(vi) Difficulties of the situation in the longer term as we progress towards the 
end of the lease of the New Territories. 

(c) Could the threat of economic sanctions or American involvement strengthen 
our negotiating position? Would our allies in fact co-operate to secure our 
withdrawal from Hong Kong? 

(d) Does this mean that China is in a position to dictate when and how negotiated 
withdrawal taken place? Or have we any cards that might persuade China to 
come to the negotiating table at a time of our choosing and when our position 
is not desperate? 

(e) Timing of negotiation in relation to the waning of business confidence as 1997 
approaches. 

(f) Is there any prospects of our negotiating satisfactory terms for staying in Hong 
Kong proper? 

 
7. Recommendation and Conclusion 
 
Reference: Annex to C165/5(67)1st Meeting: Outline of Report, 27 June 1967, 
CAB 148/55, TNA. 
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Appendix 3 Long-term Paper Suggested Options, 1971 
 
Course 4(a) [Do Nothing] 
 

This appears to have nothing to command it save in the face of an utterly 
intractable Government in China, or if China should fall into a state of anarchy. In 
the first case we should have no option; in the second no one with whom to 
discuss Hong Kong’s future. 
 
Course 4b [prepare a voluntary and negotiated withdrawal without delay] 
 
Nothing would be possible pending a change of Government inside China. Once a 
Government which seemed amenable was in power a negotiation might still prove 
impossible because 

a. the Chinese wanted to have their cake and eat it by making us continue to 
administer Hong Kong under their control; 

b. their conditions were so humiliating as to be intolerable; 
c. the Chinese preferred to continue to obtain the economic benefits of our 

administration; 
d. it was clear that Hong Kong opinion would not accept a negotiated 

withdrawal whatever HMG’s intentions were; 
e. political feeling within the Conservative Party, and indeed in the country 

might not permit it. 
 
Course 4(c)(i) [Negotiation for an orderly British withdrawal in 1997] 
 

Subject to the existence of a Government in China with which negotiation 
seemed feasible it might still be impossible to reach agreement for the reasons 
given under course 4(b). The outcome might additionally be humiliating 
expulsion from the whole Colony in 1997 at the expiry of the lease. If it became 
apparent that we were attempting to negotiate and being rebuffed the effect on 
confidence might be catastrophic. Alternatively it might become clear that, while 
China was adamant about recovering all her territory in 1997, she was prepared to 
cooperate in preparing for an orderly transfer of administration and would permit 
the withdrawal in good order of British troops and expatriates. 
 
Course 4(c)(ii) 
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If it became apparent following the opening of negotiations with an 
amenable Chinese Government that they would prefer to see Hong Kong’s 
colonial status maintained into the 21st Century, but would require of us certain 
concessions these might take one of the following forms:  

a. We might offer to pay for the lease of the NT. The Government of Hong 
Kong would probably be willing to pay a considerable sum if it were to mean the 
continuation of their present status. Such a rent could be nominal fair or 
exorbitant. 

b. We might agree, having retroceded our territory, to pay a fair, or exorbitant 
rent for the whole territory which we would continue to administer as a Colony. 
 

My colleagues will realise that the choice as to the course which we should 
adopt does not lie in HMG’s hands. Nevertheless because of the extremely 
disagreeable prospect if we are unable to reach some agreement with the Chinese 
on the future of the Colony and because of the extremely distressing 
circumstances involved for us if we were forced to leave Hong Kong I believe 
that at the appropriate moment we should be prepared to enter into negotiations 
with China. Our first objective should be to try for a solution along the lines of 
course 4(c)(ii). Only if it became apparent that course 4(c)(ii) was not negotiable 
should we try for course 4(c)(i). Anything else would be a pis aller involving 
possibly disastrous consequence for us. 
 
Sources: The Future of Hong Kong, 28 June 1971, FCO 40/331, TNA. 
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Appendix 4 The Outline of Long-term Paper, 1976 
 
I. Hong Kong’s Value to the UK 
 
A. Positive British Interests 
1. Investment 
2. Maintenance of Sterling balances 
3. A Centre for Communications 
4. (Texts are omitted from this column) 
5. Value vis-à-vis the Americans 
6. An export market 
7. Bargaining counter for air service negotiations. 
8. Shipping 
 
B. British Liabilities 
1. Defence expenditure (shared with Hong Kong) 
2. Competition of Hong Kong in home and overseas markets 
3. Political sniping at home 
4. Danger of local unrest or violent eruption in China leading to takeover of Hong 
Kong and international embarrassment for the UK 
5. Inability to control Hong Kong internal policies combined with some degree of 
answerability for them 
6. Friction with Hong Kong over specific issues e.g. capital punishment 
7. Extreme difficulty and danger of doing anything to change present status 
 
C. British Commitments 
1. Two million British subjects, increasing annually, who, in the event of Chinese 
takeover, are handed over to Communism 
2. 100-200,000 Chinese to whom we owe a particular debt and who, in the event 
of Chinese takeover, would have to be settled elsewhere. UK? 
3. British-owned assets. 
 
Conclusion: Still appears decisively weighted in favour of the status quo. 
 
II. Avoiding Dangers and Disadvantages of Economic Decline or Chinese 
Takeover 
 
1. Maintenance of confidence in the Colony. No public discussion of future until 
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absolutely unavoidable. Public attitude of firm confidence in the future. 
2. Pursuit of progressive economic and social policies to forestall possible internal 
unrest. 
3. Avoidance of anything which would provoke Chinese into taking irreversible 
action. 
4. Cooperation with the US? Effects of US/Peking rapprochement 
 
But, the above points notwithstanding, confidence will eventually erode in the 
absence of: 
 
III. A Long-term Arrangement with Peking 
Must be considered against: 
A. Chinese Interests 
1. Source of foreign exchange 
2. Observation post on outside world, particularly important vis-à-vis the region, 
most of all Taiwan 
3. Entrepôt centre for Chinese foreign trade, visible and invisible 
4. International point for entry and exit 
5. Subversive activities, including propaganda 
 
(Taken together these explain relatively satisfactory situation existing at present) 
 
B. Chinese Attitudes 
1. Hong Kong is Chinese territory 
2. At present satisfied with the status quo. 
3. Will take no surprise action. 
4. Need for negotiation in due time. 
5. Nonetheless unrealistic to assume that nationalistic and to some extent 
ideological considerations will not affect Chinese sooner or later. 
 
IV. If and When 
 
1. In view of the Chinese attitudes, Chinese will certainly have to be sounded out 
well in advance of 1997. 
2. Cannot be before new regime in China firmly established following death of 
Mao and Chou. 
3. Timing obviously dependent on prevailing circumstances but in view of the 
confidence factor cannot be left much later than 1985 which implies negotiations 
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before then. 
4. Ignoring fact that Chinese can take over at any time, need to consider relevance 
of Treaties, particularly the 1898 Treaty. Five imaginable scenarios following 
lapse of 1898 Treaty:- 

(a) Continuance of Hong Kong and Kowloon as a Colony without New 
Territories; 

(b) Present status to be maintained by renegotiated Treaty; 
(c) Present status to be maintained by renegotiated Treaty; 
(d) Handover of the whole Colony to China; 
(e) Continuance of Colony as a separate entity without international status 

5. Could attempt to identify preferred British solution, presumably one which 
satisfied need to maintain confidence. In the event the Government of the day will 
need also to take into account disadvantages of prolonging our liabilities balanced 
against political risks of handing British subjects over to Communism 
6. Present Governor and present Ambassador in Peking well placed to consider 
options. Best done in London: cannot have wider consultations with the risk of 
loss of confidence in Hong Kong. 
7. Best procedure: consider the question periodically, in particular when preparing 
briefs for senior Ministerial contacts (Secretary of State plans to visit China in 
early 1976). 
 
Sources: Annex to Laurence O’Keefe’s Minutes to Peter Male and David Watson: 
Hong Kong, 5 March 1975, FCO 40/624, TNA. 
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Appendix 5 Chinese Government’s Command Structure, 1967-1977 
 

 
 
Sources: Zhong Shimei 鍾仕梅 , “Gong Wei qian gang tongyi lingdao — 
zhonggong ruhe guanli Xianggang (工委遷港統一領導—工委遷港統一領導－

中共如何管理香港 Hong Kong and Macau Working Committee moved and took 
over the leadership in Hong Kong — How does the Chinese communist party 
manage Hong Kong?),” Contemporary 2 (2 December 1989): 21.  
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Appendix 6 Ten Alternatives for Hong Kong’s Future, 1976 
 
(a) Continuance of the present status quo up to and beyond 1997 by negotiated 
and public agreement with the Chinese. 
 

Prospects: Doubtful. Such an agreement would involve overt Chinese 
agreement to the continuance of colonial status which may be ideologically 
unacceptable and difficult to defend against Russian propaganda in the Third 
World. In the UK interest in view of the contingent immigration liability but 
increasingly difficult to defend politically here against the background of 
decolonisation generally; and postponement of the problem will not make it easier 
to solve in the longer term. Dependent on continuance of present Chinese policy 
into the 21st Century and continued control of Peking Government over China 
generally. Confidence-building in Hong Kong. 
 
(b) Continuance of the present status quo up to and beyond 1997 with tacit 
Chinese acquiescence. 
 

Prospects: Easier to achieve than (a) but in some ways less favourable to the 
UK. China free to terminate at any time: UK’s ultimate negotiating position 
correspondingly weaker. Less good for confidence in Hong Kong but tolerable. 
 
(c) Continuance of the present status quo in exchange for recognition, either 
explicit or implicit, of Chinese sovereignty and, in the other direction, of UK as 
good sitting tenant. Probable consequence: appointment of Chinese Government 
‘representative’ in Hong Kong. 
 

Prospects: Promising. Probably sufficient to reconcile Chinese ideological 
and pragmatic desiderata. Confidence-building in Hong Kong; but appointment of 
Chinese representative could, in certain circumstances, risk erosion of Governor’s 
position and emergence of dual authority. 
 
(d) As at (c) with freedom to move towards an elective system for the Legislative 
Council. 
 

Prospects: Less promising than I but greatly to HMG’s advantage in making 
us less answerable for Hong Kong’s internal policies. Tolerable for Hong Kong. 
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(e) Process of evaluation whereby China gradually increases to cultural, economic 
and political activities leading to appointment of an official Chinese 
representative. 
 

Prospects: Possible but Hong Kong laws and administration would have to 
continue indefinitely and appropriate confidence building resources for investors 
taken by the Chinese. Not as satisfactory from UK point of view as formal 
arrangements. Probably tolerable for Hong Kong. 
 
(f) UK/Chinese joint administration for a pre-determined (or indefinite) future. 
 

Prospects: Possible, provided ultimate Chinese sovereignty was recognised: 
but no real advantage to the UK and probably intolerable situation diplomatically. 
Very precarious and unlikely to maintain confidence in Hong Kong. 
 
(g) UK withdrawal and recognition of Chinese sovereignty in exchange for 
Chinese recognition of a “special status” for Hong Kong with local Chinese 
accruing responsibility for internal government. 
 

Prospects: Less promising than (c) or (d) but a possibility if pragmatic 
considerations are uppermost in Peking. Solution perhaps most acceptable to 
HMG but careful explanation would be necessary in Hong Kong and elsewhere if 
confidence is not to be eroded. 
 
(h) UK withdrawal and negotiated Chinese takeover on an undertaking to allow a 
reasonable degree of local political and economic autonomy and security for 
existing population, business enterprises etc. 
 

Prospects: Probably the negotiated solution most acceptable to China but 
very difficult to sell to the population in Hong Kong and to investors. If possible 
at all, the agreement would need to contain firm safeguards which may be 
difficult to obtain. 
 
(i) UK withdrawal and incorporation in China +/- 1997. 
 

Prospects: Remote unless the ideologues take over in Peking and disastrous 
if they do. Impossible to announce to population in Hong Kong and impossible to 
implement even gradually without agreement becoming obvious there. Grave 
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political problems for HMG. 
 
(j) Forcible Chinese takeover +/- 1997. 
 

Prospects: Remote (as at (h) above) and particularly disadvantageous 
economically to China. Likely to reduce the immigration liability on the UK but a 
moral, diplomatic and political defeat incalculable dimensions cf. Singapore 1941. 
Impossible to contemplate. 
 
Sources: Planning Paper on Hong Kong: Annex B: Alternative Futures for Hong 
Kong, 1 June 1976, FCO 49/622, TNA. 
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Appendix 7 Chinese Government’s Command Structure to Hong Kong after 1977 
 

 
 
Sources: Zhong Shimei, “Dui gang fangzhen zheng chu duomen — Gang’ao Ban 
yu Gong Wei de maodun (對港方針  政出多門－港澳辦與工委的矛盾 
Fragmentation of decision-making on Hong Kong — the conflict between Hong 
Kong and Macau Affairs Office and Hong Kong and Macau Working Committee),” 
Contemporary 3(9 December 1989): 21.  
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Appendix 8 Skeleton Outline for Study on Hong Kong’s Future, 1978 
 
I. Basic Assumptions 
 
This section would set out certain underlying assumptions:- 

a. that independence is not, and never will be, a realistic possibility for Hong 
Kong; 
b. that the alternatives therefore lie between the continuation of Britain rule 
in some form or other, or the re-absorption of Hong Kong into China, with or 
without special status; 
c. that the Chinese Government will continue to pursue pragmatic policies 
broadly on the present lines; 
d. that the British Government will be prepared to shoulder responsibility for 
Hong Kong for the foreseeable future 
e. that, despite the different bases of our claims to the New Territories and 
the rest of the Colony, Hong Kong is a single entity. 

 
II. Chinese Policy 
 
Discussion of China’s present and likely future policy towards Hong Kong, and 
the reason for it. The conclusion would probably be drawn that (in light of least) 
Chinese interests are likely to require the maintenance of the status quo into the 
twenty-first century. 
 
III. Implication of the Chinese Attitude for Domestic Policies 
 
The various constraints on domestic policy making in Hong Kong imposed by 
known, or deduced Chinese views. Examination of the extent to which these 
determine the social and political structure of Hong Kong and prevent HMG and 
the Hong Kong Government from introducing desirable reforms. Arguments for 
and against some move towards representative government.  
 
IV The Problem of the Lease 
 
The specific constraints imposed by the lease termination date e.g. in the field of 
social legislation (retirement benefits) and, most importantly, New Territories 
leases. Need for some form of understanding with the Chinese will grow as time 
goes on and become acute around 1985 if nothing has been done by then. 
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Possibility exists that Chinese will approach HMG and we should be prepared for 
this; but more likely that the approach would have to come from the British side. 
Subsequent paragraphs would deal with: 

a. possible arrangements after 1997. 
b. Nature of a possible approach. Arguments for and against:- 

(i) An attempt to negotiate a general understanding, formal or informal, 
that the status quo will be maintained after 1997; 
(ii) A limited approach related to a particular problem e.g. that of the 
New Territories leases. 

c. Timing. Rehearsal of the various arguments. This will probably point to an 
approach, at an appropriate time and after careful preparation, sometime 
between 1980 (because 1978 and 1979 would be too early) and 1984 
(because 1985 and after would be too late). 
d. Tactics. This section would consider matters as how, where and at what 
level an approach should be made and what, if any, preliminary preparation 
of the ground might be desirable; and negotiating tactics. It would discuss 
what concessions might be offered as a quid pro quo for Chinese agreement 
to a satisfactory arrangement after 1997. In this context the arguments for 
and against agreeing to an official Chinese Government representative in 
Hong Kong would be examined. 

 
V. Conclusion 
 
Summary and outline of future strategy. Recommendations for further work. 
 
Sources: Annex to Thorold Masefield’s Minutes dated 14 August 1978 to Richard 
Samuel: The Future of Hong Kong: Skeleton Draft, undated, FCO 21/1633, TNA. 
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Appendix 9 Possible Chinese Demands on Hong Kong, December 1978 
 
Our proposal about leases is drafted in a way that would allow the Chinese to deal 
with it in isolation; we hope they will. However, they might not. This note covers 
possible demands which the Chinese might make in return for their acceptance of 
our plan. In each case the ‘response’ gives a skeleton version of the way in which 
we should reply to the Chinese demand. The note makes the following assumption 
about our own objectives: 
 
i. we wish to obtain Chinese approval for our tactic on leases without, if possible, 
giving anything in return, since in our view the action proposed is in the mutual 
interest of China and HMG. Their approval will have to include agreement to us 
making some public reference to their having been informed of what we are doing 
and having raised no objection; 
ii. we wish to erode the significance of 1997 but without substituting a specific 
alternative date; 
iii. we would like from the Chinese assurances (public if possible) about their 
acceptance of the status quo for a long time to come. We realise that these would 
have to be in general terms but would look for formulae which made the 
commitment as long term as possible. 
 
Chinese Demands and our Response 
 
2. Specific Economic Facilities. The Chinese use Hong Kong for direct 
transhipment of goods by sea, rail and air. They might say that, since the land is 
really theirs, they aee no reason why they should pay an inflated price for it, and 
ask the Hong Kong Government to provide, free of charge, wharfage facilities and 
godowns for the railway and airport. 
 
(a) Comment. A possible demand, although it might not be put forward in quite 
such simple terms. Provision of some facilities at special rates would be a 
reasonable quid pro quo for their agreement on leases. The danger would be that 
what we saw as a special concession for a limited number of facilities might be 
seen by them as a precedent for all land deals involving China. Should we agree 
to a large-scale provision of free or specially priced facilities for China, the local 
population would both be resentful and doubt the ability of the Hong Kong 
Government to remain in effective control of the colony. 
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(b) Response. We wish Hong Kong to play a major role in China’s plans for 
modernisation. We wish to build up mutual economic benefit. We are prepared to 
provide a limited number of sites at a concessionary rate to achieve this end and 
as a special gesture. This agreement must, however, be limited to the specific 
facilities in question. Otherwise, since land in Hong Kong is scarce, others would 
legitimately complain. 
 
3. General Economic Demands. China asks for special treatment in land 
transactions for all directly-owned Chinese organisations, e.g. the Bank of China, 
China Resources, etc. 
 
(a) Comment. Unlikely to be made as a specific demand but possible as a general 
point. Any general agreement to give special treatment to all Chinese-owned 
organisations would be dangerously open-ended and arouse widespread 
opposition and uncertainty in the business community.  
 
(b) Response. We are prepared to provide certain special facilities for China but 
cannot do this on a wide-scale basis because of the effect on the economy and 
therefore confidence. Thereafter as in 2(b) above. 
 
4. Official Representation. The Chinese repeat their demand for an official 
representative (probably a “commissioner”) to be stationed in Hong Kong. 
 
(a) Comment. Although this issue is dormant at present, Chinese demands are on 
the record and therefore quite likely to be revived. (N.B. Chou En-lai is personally 
associated with the request for a representative. This increases the chances of it 
being revived.) Conceding official representation is a reasonable card to play at 
some stage, but only if we get in return bankable assurances about China’s 
willingness to preserve the status quo post 1997 and if the official’s functions are 
carefully laid down. Out initial reaction should therefore be to counter the demand, 
particularly if the timing is associated with a move on leases. We should only 
concede a representative if there is no alternative way of getting agreement on 
leases. 
 
(b) Response. Agreement to an official Chinese representative in Hong Kong is 
bound to be looked on as a first step to rendition and consequently affect 
confidence. This is particularly so if it is coupled with the new proposal to make 
leases of indeterminate length. Put together, the two will be read by some as 
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implying that we are contemplating an early end to British administration. 
(Fall-back position) We are not totally opposed to an official representative. If we 
are to agree, however, there must be a public assurance from the Chinese that they 
see the status quo continuing for a long time to come. The Official’s functions 
must also be clearly specified, agreed between us, and announced. 
 
5. The NCNA to have more Facilities or a more Official Title. The Chinese accept 
our previous position that we are not prepared to concede a representative. 
However, they say that the present arrangement is inefficient and undignified. The 
name or functions of the NCNA must be changed. 
 
(a) Comment. A possible demand, although our recent policy has made sure that 
office of the Director of the NCNA is increasingly dignified and that the NCNA is 
enabled to carry out its functions efficiently (e.g. by using confidential 
communications). The one important facility they do not at present have is the 
ability to grant visas locally. There is no good reason from our point of view why 
they should not do so.  
 
(b) Response. We have every desire that the NCNA should carry out its functions 
efficiently and effectively. We have arranged for them to have confidential 
communications. We have no objection to them, or China Travel Service, issuing 
visas. If the Chinese wish to propose a different title for the office, we are 
prepared to consider favourably their suggestions. However, the present 
arrangement seems to work very satisfactorily, and it would be difficult to change 
the name without implying that a change of substance had occurred. (Some 
changes in the title of the office would be tantamount to having an official 
representative in which case the response at 4(b) above applies). 
 
6. Sovereignty. The Chinese say that, if they are to acquiesce in new arrangements 
which strengthen the position of the British administration, we must acknowledge 
publicly that the present situation is based on unequal treaties. Hong Kong is 
Chinese territory occupied by Britain. We must make a public declaration to that 
effect. Otherwise they cannot be publicly associated in any way with our new 
moves. 
 
(a) Comment. A possible demand, particularly since something of this sort was 
said to the Portuguese earlier this year. The chances of the Chinese making such a 
demand will be increased if the Portuguese accede to it. Fortunately the most 
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recent indications are that they will not. A public statement by HMG that Hong 
Kong is Chinese territory temporarily administered by Britain (or that we 
recognise China as having ‘ultimate sovereignty’) would be bound to have an 
adverse affect on confidence unless it was coupled with a very firm Chinese 
assurance that they expected the status quo to continue for a long time to come. 
We should avoid making any such statement if we possibly can. Furthermore, we 
would have to look into the legal implications very carefully indeed. Essentially it 
is a card, which if played at all, should be held for an explicitly post-1997 
situation. 
 
(b) Response. We accept that the Chinese and ourselves have different views 
about the status of Hong Kong. From our point of view the problem does not 
immediately arise. Nor should it arise until 1997 at the earliest. We do not wish to 
take issue with the Chinese over the long-term question of sovereignty. We accept 
that one day Hong Kong will inevitably revert to China. Nearer 1997 we might be 
prepared to consider such a statement provided it was coupled with clear Chinese 
assurances about long tenure. For the present we see no need for a statement on 
sovereignty. The present problems are practical. Were we to make such a 
statement, it would be interpreted as a preliminary to handing back Hong Kong to 
China. The effect on confidence and the economy could be very serious. (As an 
ultimate fall-back position, to be used only if unavoidable) We can only make 
such a statement if the Chinese will make it absolutely clear in public that they 
expect the present system of British administration to continue for a very long 
time to come, and certainly long after 1997. 
 
7. Customs. The Chinese say that for ease of handling goods being transhipped to 
or from China, they would now like to revert to the old system by which the 
Chinese customs and offices, and carried out its functions, in Hong Kong. 
 
(a) Comment. Not a very likely demand as a general proposition, but possible in 
relation to specific facilities, such as the through train to Canton or shipping 
services to Chinese coastal ports. There can be no great objection in principle to 
conceding such a demand (particularly since the Chinese Maritime Customs 
operated in Hong Kong before 1949). However, in practice, we would find it 
awkward to have Chinese officials operating openly in Hong Kong. They would 
be particularly difficult to deal with in any time of tension between Hong Kong 
and China. We should therefore find ways to deal with the practical problems 
without conceding the demand itself. 
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(b) Response. We are willing to make all the necessary arrangements for 
transhipment of goods to China to be carried out quickly and efficiently. We 
believed this can be done without the practical problems involved in stationing 
Chinese customs officials in Hong Kong. When they were so stationed there was 
a smuggling problem between Hong Kong and China which no longer exists. 
 
8. The Banning of Undesirables. The Chinese demand a public assurance that we 
will not subscribe to a ‘two Chinas’ policy by permitting KMT organisations or 
individuals to function in Hong Kong. They also demand a public assurance that 
we will not tolerate any activities here by the Soviet Union or its allies. 
 
(a) Comment. The first part is unlikely in the form of a demand for a public 
statement, unless the Taiwan problem suddenly becomes more serious (e.g. by a 
Taiwanese declaration of independence). The second demand is also unlikely in 
the form of public statements. However, both are possible as demands for private 
assurances. We should be, and are, prepared to control the activities of both the 
KMT and the Soviet Union. We could not, however, accept a total ban, 
particularly in relation to Taiwan, since the economic consequences would be 
disastrous. 
 
(b) Response. We have already assured the Chinese privately that we will not 
allow Hong Kong to be used as a base for subversive activities direct against 
China (Mr Crosland to Ch’iao Kuan-hua, 5 May 1976). We have acted on this 
principle and will continue to do so. We see KMT activities here as a diminishing 
political problem which would only be exacerbated by public statements from us. 
Similarly, with the Soviet Union, we have made it clear that we will keep a close 
watch on their activities. We allow some visits by Soviet or East European 
nationals, but only if these are likely to contribute directly to the health of the 
Hong Kong economy or, occasionally, for innocuous artistic performances. We 
are willing to cooperate with the Chinese in dealing with any Soviet attempts to 
carry out espionage against China based on Hong Kong. We do not, however, 
wish to impose a complete ban on the Soviet Union and its allies. This would not 
do anything further to deal with the real problem. It would also damage Hong 
Kong’s reputation and effectiveness as a free port.  
 
Sources: Annex C to Murray MacLehose’s Minutes to Robin McLaren: Possible 
Chinese Demands on Hong Kong, 21 December 1978, FCO 40/957, TNA.  
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Appendix 10 Drafted Order in Council and Agreed Amendments of the Second 
Peking Convention, July 1979 

 
Her Majesty, by virtue and in exercise of the powers in that behalf in Her 

Majesty vested, is pleased, by and with the advice of Her Privy Council, to order, 
and it is hereby ordered, as follows:- 
 
Citation, Interpretation and Commencement 
 
1. –(1) This order may be cited as the Hong Kong (New Territories) Order 1979. 
 

(2) The Interpretation Act 1978 shall apply, with the necessary adaptations, for 
the purpose of interpreting this Order and otherwise in relations thereto as it 
applies for the purpose of interpreting and in relation to Acts of Parliament. 
 

(3) This Order shall be published in the Hong Kong Government Gazette and 
shall come into operation on the day on which it is so published. 
 
Power to Grant Indeterminate Leases 
 
2.—(1) The Governor of Hong Kong (hereinafter called the Governor) shall have 
power to grant a lease of any land in the New Territories that may be vested in 
Her Majesty without specifying any term for the duration of the lease; and any 
such indeterminate lease shall continue in force unless and until it is determined 
or forfeited in accordance with the terms and condition thereof or any provision of 
law applicable thereto. 
 

(2) The Governor, with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council, may 
make provision for the conversion of existing leases granted by him into 
indeterminate leases. 
 
Provision for administration of New Territories 
 
3. The Governor, with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council, shall 
continue to be competent to make laws for the peace, order and good government 
of the New Territories, and the Governor shall continue to exercise executive 
authority in the same, for so long as Her Majesty administers those Territories. 
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Saving 
 
4. The provisions of this Order shall be without prejudice to the continued 
operation, for as long as they remain in force, of all Orders in Council, Ordinance 
and other instruments applying to Hong Kong generally or to the New Territories. 
 
Source: Annex to Telegram No. 612: Lord Carrington to Murray MacLehose: 
New Territories Leases: The Hong Kong (New Territories) Order. Revised Draft 
(30 July 1979), 30 July 1979, FCO 40/1060, TNA. 
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